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Preface

. This volume has been compiled with the busy school
dmintstirattrrhanind. Wehave taken the best literature the ERIC

system has to offer. extrdcted the most important information it
contains, and presented this material in an easy-touse form. The
Best of the Best of ERIC, Volume 2 is intended for use as a handy
reference volume. Each chapter contains annotations of the prime
literature on a topic of current interest to the school administrator.
A quick perusal of any chapter gives the reader a good idea of major
issues and proposed solutions to problems in each of the twenty
areas. Each chapter contains reviews til eleven to eighteen reports
and journal articles selected for their currency. relevance, and
practical value

The Best of the Best combines and updates issues twenty-one-
through forty of The Best of ERIC, our annotated bibliography
series. It contains 127 new annotations of reports and journal
articles that have become available since the original issues of The
Best of ERIC were published. Several entries that appeared in the
original series have been rewritten and expanded. Items no longer
relevant have been- omitted. The volume contains a total of 307

.
annotations, ' 1

The Clearinghouse n Educational Management published the
first issue of The Best of ERIC in September 1974. Four years and
forty issues later, the series has earned the distinction of being a
unique attempt to present readily usable information in the ERIC
system to school practitioners. This volume is the culmination of
our efforts to deliver to school administrators the creme de la
crèmethe best of the best of ERIC.

Philip K. Piele
Director ,
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The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a
national information system operated by the National Institute of
Education. ERIC serves the educational community by
disseminating educational research results and other resource
information that can be used in developing more effective
educational programs.

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management, one of
several clearinghouses in the system, was established at the
University of Oregon in 1966. The Clearinghouse and its companion
units process research reports and journal articles for
announcement in ERICs index and abstract bulletins.

Research repOrts are announced in Resources in Education (Re
available in many libraries and by subscription for $42.70 a year
from the United States Government Printing Office. Washington,
D.0 20402. Most of the documents listed in Rif can be purchised

through the ERIC Document Reproduction Service, operated by
Computer Microfilm International Corporation.

Journal articles are announced in Current 'codex to Journals in
Education, CUE is also available in many libraries and can -be
ordered for $62 a year from Macmillan Information, 100D Brown
Street, Riverside, New Jersey 08075 Semiannual cumulations can
be ordered separately

Besides processing documents 'and -journal articles, the
Clearinghouse has another major functioninformation analysis
and synthesis. The Clearinghouse prepares bibliographies.
literature reviews, state.cii-theknowledge papers, and other
interpretive research studies on topics in its educational area.

The material in this publication was prepared pursuant to a
contract with the National Institute of Education. U.S. Department
of Health, Education. and Welfare. Contractors undertaking such
projects under government {Pensorship are encouraged to'express
freely their judgment in profes)ional and technical matters. Prior to
publication, the manuscript was submitted to the Center for
Educational Policy acid Management for critical review. and
determination of professioial competence. This publication has
met such standards. Points of viev.c or opinions, however, do not
necessarily represent the official view or opinions of either the
Center for Educational Policy and Management or the Ntional
Institute of Education.

Printed in the United States of America
No federal funds were used in the printing of this publication
Library of Congress Catalog Number. 77-71714
Clearinghouse Accession Number. EA 011 100
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Carpenter, C. C. "Principal Leadership And Parent
Advisory Groups." Phi Pella Kappan, 61February
1975), pp. 426-271 El 110 933.

1 he -principal' is in a unique
failure of the local school's parer
arovision of positive leadership c

osition to affea the success or
advisory group Only through the
n the prinEipal guide the group to

constructive pursuits. The first anjl most important function of the
principal is to make sure the advisory group is aware of its limits, its
responsibilities, and the possibilities open before it

The second function is one of mediation The principal is the
communications link between the advisory group and the central
administration and employees' organizations Each must be made
aware of the concerns, the legal rights, and the obligations of the
others.

Finally, the principal must use his or her professional expertise to
see that the advisory group does not act out of haste or emotion, but
cgiliders all sides 01 every issue Only a carefully thought-out
decision will stand upunder criticism, and only positive results will

. hold the advisory group together. as well as assure the group's
,continued respect from the principal and the school

Davies, Don. "Making Citizen Participition Work
National Elementary Princopal, 55. 4 (MarchlApril
1976) pp. 20.29. El 134 458

Citizen participation in school governance. Davies writes, is
rooted in the antipoverty programs and civil rights, antiwar. and
consumer movements of the past decades it is also the natural
reaction to the sl.yrocketing costs and seldom-realized expectations
of education and other human services The public has come to
question the experts and officeholders and demand more
responsive institutions.

Davies critically views citizen participation in education and
concludes, "The quantity is high, quality, and impact are lagging far
behind " School-initiated programs are too often merely "window
dressing" or "placating" mechanisms Davies responds with nine
goals for more effective participation. all centering on local
strategies and leadership.

The school council is for Davies a means of realizing his goals of
increased democracy, decentralization, and school-community
collaboration. 'Such councils. composed of parents, citizens.
students, aid teachers, ''should'emerge as the predominant mode"

such collaboration. Initiated with clearly defined functions and
authority, the councils can engage in such activities as setting
school budget priorities. identifying goals and priorities for the
schools, joining in the selection and evaluation of teachers and
'principals, and reviewing new programs.

Davies provides some general guidelines for effective councils
Citizens and existing parent groups should participate from the start
In developing a council Council members should be elected. not
appointed, and should represent a cross section of the community
And of special importance, council and principal will neea to
develop a "cooperative and mutually supportive relationship"

/

Downing, Charles j. "Advisory Committees: Telling or
Helping." Elementary School Guidance and
Counseling, 12.1 (October 1977). pp. 2024. El 169
307.

With most government programs requiring community
involvement, citizen advisory committees have become almost
permanent fixtures in the schools for better or worse. In the
abstract. public participation may be a desirable goal, but many
administratorshave come to resent the encrdichments of "pushy"
nonprofessionals. At a recent workshop, for Temple. a chorus of
administrators expressed their frustration with volunteer groups
that seen to have taken over the reins of the ools.

But this antipathy does not have to exist: advisory co ittees
can be valuable adjuncts to professional management. a fling
cites the Lake Tahoe (California) school district's sir essful
experience with advisory committees as an example of citizen
involvement at its best. In an anonymous survey of staff orking
with volunteer groups, 100 percent of the respondents it that
advisory committees were a helpful part of the regular dep rtmeht
and should be continued.

The accomplishments of the groups working on guida, ce and
special education were particularly noteworthy. The key to their
success. Downing says, was the members' sense that they were
performing meaningful tasks. Before the committees started. the
Lake Tahoe publjeriad been uncertain of the functions of the
guidance and special education departments; these programs had
consequently stagnated. More input, both personal and financial.
was neede

4
demanding training sessions, the committees

evolved nu erous tacks to strengthen the programs. for example..
they initiated a,local Special Olympics and promoted newspaper
coverage of CotirkselingiCtivities. ..i

The guidance ccAmittee also designed and implemented a
districtwide parent education system and oversaw the development
of a student tutoring project. Political action was also pursued; the
Special Education Advisory Committee succeeded in placing two of
their members on the governing boards of regional agencies, and
the guidance committee actively supported stale aid for needed
services .

The Lake Tahoe experience is tangible evidence that when
.administrators bring themselves to give citizens committees
significant tasks, they may well be repaid with public support and
significant improvement in local education.

Eisenberger, Katherine E. "How Much Should You
Involve Your, Community in Picking Your Next .
Superintendent?" and Erickson, Kenneth, and Shinn,
lames. "And How Much Is Too Much Community
Involvement?" American School Board lournat 162,
11 (November1975). pp. 3334, 64. El 127 612 and 127
613.

A growing number of districts are involving the community in
their superintendent selection process. Such involvement, if well-
managed, can significantly improve the selection process and help

U



2 guarantee a closer tie among superintendent. board. and
community, Eisenberger believes. She presents a six-step plan for
effective community participation in the process. which makes use
of an advisory committee.

After it formulates a set of ground rules. the board can create a
selection advisory committee of citizen leaders, students,
administrators. and teachers. The committee can use selection
criteria based on district needs and goals to evaluate the candidates
and select ,semifinalists for 'Dither review The board and
committee tan next separately interview the semifinalists, before
the board chooses the finalists. The finalists can then participate in
structured schooommunity interviews, in which citizens direct
questions to the candidates through the hoard. Through this
process, candidates can hear community concerns at firsthand and
see the board in action, and the new superintendent should gain
broacbased support from the start

Erickson and Shinn add a case history to Eisenberger's model as
they describe one distnct's use of an advisory committee to screen
applicants. They focus on the procedures they employed as
consultants to aid the citizens, who had no previous experience in
reviewing professional papers. Although the committee required
more time for planning, preparation, and participation, the
community is happy with the results, they conclude

Greenwood, Gordon E., and others. "'Citizen Advisory
Committees." Theory into Practice 16, 1 (February
1977). pp. 12-16. El 163 152

Pare: volvement in the schools has traditionally been limited
to mice lass parents and to activities outside the decision-
making pi. cess But beginning in the sixties, parents particularly
those with low Incomes have fouled in decisionmaking, as federal
law has mandated advisory committees for new federal programs
Some states are now also mandating school advisory committees _

The authors, drawing on their work with advisory committees in
Flonda, critically examine all aspects of such committees, oncluding
committee functions, operation, and evaluation Their examination
brings many valuable suggestions for practitioners.

Schools may have difficulty, they state. in recruiting low-income
and minority parents for their committees, because of distrust built
up over the years and child care and transportation problems. A
special membership committee can help seek out these needed
parents. The committee can operate by dividing the school's
attendance area into sections and identifying social leaders for
each. These leaders can recommend prospective members, whom
the committee should personally invite to ootn, perhaps by home.
visit. Parent volunteer's can help solve the new memberc' child care
and transportation problems

The authors also suggest tote of a "parent involvement sow( 'Ant"
to help solve the attitude problems of both administrators. who may
feel threatened, and parents .,ho may feel unqualified The
specialist, perhaps a regular staff member released put time, could
conduct rnservice training for administrators and parents and ease
communication problems as necessary

Haugen, Percy; Dittman, Gene; and Brown, Lee.
IchoolKommunity Involvement at the Secondary &
Level:" Thrust for Educational Leadership, 6, 3

(January 1977). pp. 1416. El 159 818.

This article reports on the community participation effort of the
Fairf field- Suisun Unified School District, California. Though shOrt on
critical discussion, it illustrates some effective uses of advisory
committees, highlighting their roles in program development and
improvement.

The district's new competency-based education program owes
much to citizen involvement A fr.:.nt committee of citizens and
staff helped develop its new curriculum. Newly constituted public
service and industry-education advisory councils, respectively
composed of government and business representatives, guide the
district's new career majors. Vocational, agricultural, and home
economics councils also help direct programs and promote off-
campus activities. The district expects that this involvementwill.. _ _
improve its course offerings and thus increase the employability of
its graduates

Advisory councils, composed of parents, students, and teachers,
operate at each school and discuss such topics as personalized
learning, school organization, and community-basea learning. The
councils divide into subcommittees to study and advise on specific
program concerns.

Other district efforts at community involvement include a
scholarship council, surveys of parent concerns, a plan to promote
teacherparent contact, and a series of callin parent meetings. in
which the schools invite small groups of parents for discussion of
policies and programs.

Six other articles in this issue o( Thrust discuss community
involvement .

Hofstrand, Richard K., and Phipps, Lloyd J. Advisory
Councils for Education: A Handbook. Urbana:
Department of Vocational and Technical Education,
University of Illinois. 1971. 49 pages, ED 057 213.
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Administrators plannini to organize a citizens cummittee or
looking for answers to questions about such groups should put this
handbook on their reading list Five chapters of detailed.
straightforward information discuss benefits, organization, de-
velopment, and functions of advisory groups

Administrators and boards of education are realizing the benefits
of -citizens committeesadvice and assistance and better use of
time and resources. Learners, council members, parents, schools.
and the community also gain Every community evaluates its
schools: the conclusions and judgments of an advisory council
collecting and disseminating appropriate information can
crystallize support for the schools and offset vague and unrealistic
criticism.

Regardless of the size of the district. the authors suggest a central
council of 9.12 people, supplemented by other committees of 5-9
members A desirable objective is to involve 1 percent of the voters
in committees that are school sponsored rather than independent.
both temporary and continuing, and advisory not administrative
The selection process receives detailed treatment.

In developing council operations, two concerns are important
internal workings such as bylaws, responsibilities, and policies, and
'the process of how members can become informed and can learn
about problems to be studied.

Advisory councils should avoid such questionable activities as
independent reports to the public, noneducational concerns,
pressure tictics, fund-raising. involvement in personnel matters,
and the "howl" of learning, teaching, counSeling, or administration.

Illinois State Office of Education. A Guide for
Planning, Organizing. and Utilizing Advisory
Councils. Springfield, Illinois. Division of Vocational
and Technical Education. 11975). 40 pages. ED 117
338.

"Occupational education programs must have direct lines of
- communication with the professions, business, industry. and public
services it they are tb be relevant and up to date. . The
involvement of volunteer, knowledgeable citizens enhances
important public acceptance for career education " But how is a
career education advisory council developed/

Different levels of education and different sizes of school require
or permit varying council systems. with varying degrees of
specialization. Whatmier the size or scope of the council system.
though, there are common requirements for organization I,

The council system should be officially sanctioned and provided
with adequate guidelines by the school administration.
Appointment of a selection committee will provide a valuable
method of assuring a ride range of viewpoints on the council The
choice of council miimbers is crucial. The selection committee
.should be aware thit 'specialists may be more valuable than
generalists in an advisory capacity for many occupational areas

"The average advisory council should be large enough to be
representative of the community and small enough to encourage
active individual participation " Three-year terms on a rotating

'basis will proVide adequate time for developing interest And

,

knowledge, as well as assuring continuity of council activities. 3
School representatives should be present, but without a vote.

Once organtzed, a council must be kept busy and must feel that
its work is valuable and effective. Its actions can help teachers and
administrators in numerous wayF, improve student career selection.
placement, and evaluation methods and results. provide career
information, improve community-parent involvement. and develop
better public relations for the program.

More a ')fisting of suggestions and possibilities than a theoretical
document, this collection of three bulletins provides information
valuable in the formation of advisory councils in general, despite its
announced focus on occupational education.

Jenkins, Jeanne Kohl. "Impression Management:
Responses of Public School Principals to School-
Community Advisory Councils." Paper presented at
American Educational Research Association annual
meeting, Chicago. April 1974. 37 pages. El) 090665.

Principals use varying manipulative strategies. both consciously
and unconsciously, to influence the perceptions advisory councils
deyelop about the principal and his or her authority. and the
perceptions the principals develop about themselves and their
involvement with the councils. These strategies make up
"impression management"how an Individual manufactures
impressions°f himself for the benefit of tither people with whom he
interacts.

Using references to other studies and authorities. this study
concentrates on methods used by principals in the Los Angeles
public schools to deal with newly introduced aditisory councils.
Principals tend to see their role as that of legitimate decision-maker
in the school, yet realize that council members may challenge that
role. creating a potential conflict. . .

While more scholarly than most of the documents covered in this
selection. Jenkins's paper can be particularly valuable in pointing
out to administrators the possible reasons for and effects of their
styles of leadership. The study concludes that principals whose
communities and councils fail to be supportive or are even
antagonistic appear more likely to use "impression management"
techniques, a tendency that could further obscure the root
problems hindering good relationships.

no Nerden, joiepit T. "Advisory Committees in
Vocational Education: A Powerful Incentive to
Program Improvement," and Whitten, Benjamin, and
others. "The Effective Functioning of Local Advisory
Committees: Case Studies from Baltimore."
American Vocational Puma!, 52, 1 (January 1977), pp.
27-35. EJ 153 190 and 153191.

Vocational educators at all levels view advisory committeeS as
essential to their programs, but they do not always use such
committees effectively, Nerden writes. To aid educators in making
better use of these committees, Nerden discusses, their functions
and offers some sound recommendations for local administrators.

Vocational advisory committees can be particularly helpful in

(1
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4 updating programs so that they reflect current technology and
employment opportunities Employer, management. and labor
representatives. e> Arts on their fields, can offer very specific
advice. Their participation, if it does not exceed advice, can be
especially beneficial to vocational teachers. who are often inclined
to dwell on the broad essentials

Some basic rules will improve committee effectiveness. Nerden
states One of the committee members, rather than a school
official, should chair the committee The school should handle all
the necessary legwork, such as assembling and mimeographing
materials and arranging for secretarial help Meetings should be
spent on vital issues and problems at hand and not on reviewing old
business and past accomplishments Schools should also send out
meeting agendas in advance And though schools should clearly
distinguish advisory from policy-making activities, they should
never use a committee as a "rubber stamp "

Whitten's article complements iterden's by presenting six case
studies of advisory committees serving the Baltimore City Schools
Five studies discuss the work of trade committees linked to specific
occupational programs, and one discusses the effort of a short-term
committee in developing a new career education course The
studies detail the committees significant contributions to the
creation and upgrading of district programs

nn Nolte,M, Chester. "Citizen Power over Schools How
much Is Too Much?" American School Board Journal,
163, 4 (April 1976). pp 34.36 EJ 134 527

While the involvement of citizens groups in education has
brought many benefits, it can also bring serious problems. Nolte
warns Boards must be careful to maintain their authority and

. prerogatives through meticulous organizing of citizen advisory
committees

Two problem areas of sullen involvement call for special
attention Boards should not officially seat citizens groups the
collective bargaining table, since such involvement c
issues and builds a forum for divisiveness Boards slit. .., alsc. .ie
wary of using citizens groups in textbook selection Citizens can
focus their attention on miniscul particulars rather than general
goals and end up being a tens s op group

Nolte concludes with general g ndelines for the management of
advisory committees Boards shliuld select a committee that
represents a true cross section of the district and aPPoint members
themselves Districts should define a specific taso and purpose for a
committee and disband it once it has fulfilled its charge The
civisoryonly statios.ot the committee should be made clear Boards
will also need to give the committee full cooperation. providing
access to all needed information. and keep an open mind until all
the facts are on

ns Oldham, Neild B. Citizens Advisory Committees.
Public Participation Increases. Guides Change in
American Education Arlington. Virginia National
School Public Relations Association. 1973 56 pages
ED 091 853

The citizens advisory committee movement has taken off in
unexpected directions Originally intended as a group serving the
entire district and its board of education as a consultative body. the
citizens committee is now appearing frequently at the Iota: school
level as an operational unit.

This is the most surprising result of a survey conducted by
Education U.S.A. into current national practices for handling
advisory committees This booklet analyzes survey responses to
present a picture of the average committee, how it is organized.
what it does. how it is changing, and what its strengths and
weaknesses are as perceived by its members Countless specific
committees are cited as examples of both typical and unick
solutions to common concerns and needs

Coverage of the basic issues is thorough and clear A substantial
appendix provides samplei of bylaws, policies. and forms

nal Price, Nelson C. School Community Councils and
Advisory Boards: A Notebook for Administrators.
14, hy? Who? What? When? Now? Operations
Notebook 18. Burlingame. California: Association of
California School Administrators. 1977. 49 pages. El?
145 583

Administrators have made some progress toward involving
citizens in the schools. but much remains to be done All too often
administrators' efforts founder from a kick of adequate attention to
the details o' forming an effective advisory committee. good
intentions are no substitute for thorough preparation. This
monograph is a step in that direction

Price emphasizes that individuals are crucial to public
involvement. and they must be met on their own terms
Administrators, he suggests, "tend to spend time looking for ways to
motivate communities, rather than concentrating on the motivation
of individuals "After guidelines have been established. prospective
members should be approached in as personal a mariner as
possible, anonymity has no place in the development of a school

.
community council

Attention should be paid to those people who assist in the early
stages of a project, and they should be encouraged to continue their
efforts They will not only be knowledgeable about the council's
function. but they will appreciate the school's respect for their
contributions If committee members should become discouraged.
they should be reminded of their successes, negativity can be
contagious Price realizes. however, that personal con,tict is not
sufficient in itself Roles and responsibilities need to be thoroughly
described. and procedures outlined Whether or not they are written
down. the rules should be dutitullY observed

This notebook was designed to be used in conjunction with a
workshop. but its general information, group exercises, and sample
forms are resources in themselves

tt
Their Use Local

odgersi, jousephintee, jr.0Citizenen Cormmilltees

Cambridge,
n c

ge,
Massachusetts Ballinger PUblish.ng Company, 1977.
103 pages ED 147 978
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Despite the proliferation of citizen committees in recent years.
there have been few opportunities for formal training. and
researchers have almost ignored the subject. Practical experience
and intuition are valuable, of course, but no substitute for an
understanding of the nature of citizen boards. Too often roles and
responsibilities are left ill'defided, and wellmeaning efforts end up
embroiled in controversy. Given this background, Rodgers'
comprehensive study of citizen committees is a worthy
contribution: .

He divides committees into sixteen types and groups them into
seven categories according to their basic functions. The goals, size,
and composition of each type are outlined,_ and its purpose,
organization, constituencies, and necessary resources are

.. discussed. This useful schematic is filled out with portraits of
successful committees in large and small cities throughout the
nation. The attention to general characteristics and specific
examples provides an enlightening look at the dynamics of citizen
groups and indicates where their strengths lie.

While the main thrust of this study is an examination of the
varieties of citizen committees. Rodgers also devotes some time to
precepts that should guide administrators. Without adequate
adherence to basic principles, he warns, a voluntary committee is .,

liable to reinforce old prejudices and generate new resentments.
Despite the potential pitfalls. Rodgers finds every reason to be

optimistic about the future of citizen committees. They have
increased public awareness and have offered avenues of
advancement for those interested in seeking higher office.
Moreover, advisory committees have brought together people from
different backgrounds and have made the political process more
visible. Rodgers concludes that this kind of impact is not only
valuable but' essential to a healthy society
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Alternative
Schools

.,.

ns Barth, Roland S. "Is There a Way Out?" National.
Elemeptary Principal, 53. 3 (March/April 1974), pp.
12-18. E1.096 020.

Barth notes the gradual dissolution of uniformity in the schools,
pointing out that no longer can the principal rely on his teachers,
students. or their parents to condone' a "uniform position for
everyone" in the school. The erosion of uniformity has leSO an
accompanying erosion of the power of the principal fo administer
the school. Barth recommends that the principal utilize "diversity"

- and "ecumenism" to redike dissonance and to encourage learning. -
Such diversity can be accomplished by offering education

al,imatives on two levelswithin the district as a whole, and within
a particular school. Barth prefers the latter- approach. noting that
when alternative schools are set up within the district, students.
teachers. and parents with similar attitudes and values tend to
congregate in individual schools, defeating the goal of teaching
people ' to understand and live with one another." . .

Providing alternative education within a school necessitates
giving individual teachers autonomy within their classrooms,.
allowing them to choose the means by '.hick they accomplish the
educational goals set oat by the school as a whole. It is essential to
place students in the classroom erwironent most suited to aiding
their developmegt. according to Barth.

Barth's article' is of interest because he approaches the im-
plementation of alternative education on a local level. As an
elementary'

with
printipal, Barth indicates .a thorough ac-

quaintance with tle problems of resolving conflicting expectations
and still maintaining educational quality.

. °

nz . ' Broad, Lyn. Alternative Schools: Why, What, Where
and How Much. Education U.S.A. Special Report.
Arlington. Virginia: National School Public Relations
Association. 1977. 98 pekes, ED 139 071.

Alternative schools are becoming increasingly respectable in
educational circles. according to Broad. This book discusses the
reasons for their growth and suggests possibilities for their
continued development
. Three categories of schools emphasizing certain distinctives are

explored The first. schools that emphasize the instructional
approach, includes "open" schools (which stress student self -
determination and freedom) and continuation schools (which are
designed for dropouts or potential dropouts, teenage parents. and
those with similar situations). As in all three categories. Broad cites
examples of representative schools.

The second category is schools that emphasize innovative
curriculum. including magnet schools, schoolswithin-schools, and
fundamental schools. These are especially geared toward
overcoming the pioblems of bigness in "monolithic" schools.

Resources and facilities are a third category of emphasis. Many
of the schools in this category are oriented toward experimental
teaming and community-based education .

A number of potential problems are mentioned by Broad. Many
of them center around fears and uncertainties about experimenting
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with children's education and around a lack of understanding of
what altesnativec schools are 'really about Broad believes the
solution to many of theseproblemi lies in a conscientious defining
of what the basics in education are and an effort to ensure that they
are taught.

Overall c--sts for alternative programs may,inettally be higher
than for traditional education. but many believe that most can
operate within the normal perupiost range once the programs
are underway.

The final chapter is a discussion of how to implement alternative
programs and how to keep them going One of the key ideas is for
the proposed alternative to be explained in writing before it begins
so everyone involved knows specifically what the philosophy and
goals are. The proposed means and criteria for evaluation should
also'be: writing, before the program starts

Two Cher important ideas are to find out as much about other
schools as possible before starting and to give potential teachers a
choice regarding their ipvolvement
. "Clearly the best survival strategy." Broad states, is a genuinely

distinct progam, distinguished by its excellence as well as by its
difference," Such a program would also be characterized by its
ability to change as nets change

Deal, Terrence E. An Organizational Fxplanation of
the Failure of Alternative Schools. Research and
Development Memorandum No. 133. Stanford,
California. Stanford Center for Research and
Development in Teaching, Stanford Uneversity.1975
27 pages. ED 101 441

Deal maintains that the failure of some alternative schools is
attributable to intraorganizational difficulties that"they were not
able to cope with the organizational problems produced by new
authority patterns and by highly complex 'educational processes "
Deal's thesis departs from the more common'economet,,politipl,
and anthicliological explanations of alternative school failure He
speculates that problems arising from these three factors may
follow from the basic organisational weakness of the schools,
instead of serving as sources for that weakness

Deal's organizational analysis uncovered "a fairly predictable
series of events or stages" leading to one of three "outcomes".
dissolution of the school. assumption of the characteristics. of
traditional schools, or development of a "stabilized alternative to
conventional schooling :' His two case studies (of a COiclakcility
school and an urban school) indicate three main evollitionarY
phases through which alternative schools pass

First, "the euphoric stage" is marked by excitement,enthusiasm,
and cooperation among students, staff, and parents Second, the
psychic upheaval stage occurs, characterized by depression and
crises After upheaval, dissatisfaction sets in Everyone involved
comes to believe that the alternative school is no better than
anything else " The dissatisfaction is resolved in one of the three
outcomes listed above.

This anatomy of organizational problems is well written and an
intelligent constructive approach to a topic that alternative

educational proponents sometime) don't like to confrontthe ;

failure of alternative schools.

110
DeTurkc Philip,. and Mackin, Robert. Alternative
School Development: A Guide for Practitioners.
Durham, New Hampshire: New England Program in
Teacher Education.1974. 11 pages. ED 110 458.

Accordingto these two.veiniators and former directors of public
alternative schools;' the ,devetopment of an altemative school
"should not be an emotional antischool 'happening'k Instead, it
must be a wellplanned, structured undenaking. Struct not only
provides "stability,'.' but it also encourages the develo m t o an
effective evaluation and communications system.

DeTur',.. and Mackin outline five "action stages of , alternatis.
school, development': exploration (initial investigatio% of the,.
appropriateness of an alternative school); commitment (from the
school board, including funding); definition of the characteristics,
objectives, and resources 'of the school; school construction
(putting plans into operation); and refinement ("continued self-
reflection").

These developmental stages are closely related to the concerns
and issues that arise in operating an alternative school. Coals and
objectives must be stated specifically to serve as a basis for ongoing
evaluation by decision "Internal concerns" are those
relating to "curriculum, people, and structure." "External concerns"
are those involving the school's relationship with the public.

these authors point out that many times alternative schools lose
necessary suppbrt "by building a shell of fuzzy rhetoric. defensive
public action, and belligerent internal interaction." Careful
structuring helps to prevent these difficulties.

Doob, Heather Sidor. Evaluation of. Alternative
Schools. ERS Research Brief Arlington, Virginia:
Educational Research Service, Inc,, 1977. 53 pages.
ED 143 095. p -

Research information regarding the evaluation of alternative
schools has been lacking, due largely to the youth of the
movement But the Pool of information is steadily wowing, as this
report from ERS indicates,

Doob summarizes evaluations made on twenty-seven alternative
schools, ranging from one fundimental school (Academics ,Plus in
Cupertino, California) to a school dealing exclusively with students
who have dropped out or been suspended from regular schools
(People's Number One School in Seattle).

Brief reports of the evaluations made on each school generally
include results of tests measuring achievement and improvement
academically and socially, surveys measuring the attitudes of
students, parents, and teachers toward the schools, followup
reports on students after they finish school, and overall conclusions
made by the evaluators.

Although the evaluations;-produced widely divergent results, a
number of common themes predbmidated. Most of the schools
were highly successful in developing very positive attitudes on the

I
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8 part of students and parents toward the schools. Mott of the schools
experienced difficulty balancing the students' personal
responsibility and freedom. And academic achievement generally
increased slightly or remained stable.

.....
The paper also includes a 140-entry bibliography.

..

...

Dunn, Rita, and Dunn, Kenneth. "Learning Style as a
Criterion for Placement in Alternative Programs." Phi
Delta Kappan, 56, 4 (December 1974), pp. 275-78. El
107 321.

Assignment of students to alternative education p;4rams should
not be clone on "a wholesale, random, voluntary: or parent-
determined basis," according to these authors. Unless the learning
situation fits the individual student's learning style, little will be
accomplished by switching school environments.

The Dunns outline four "sets of stimuli" that affect the
individiral's style of learning. Different students react differently to
these sets of stimuli. First, environmental factors such as lighting,
`emperature, noise, and building design elicit different tesborses.
Second, the emotional makeup of the child determines which
learning situation will be optimal. Third, sociological factors, such
as how the student reacts to his peers and to authority figures, affect
learning style And finally, the student's particular physical makeup
affects how he learns. For example, some students are more
receptive to visual stimuli, whereas others respond better to aural or

,.,
tactile stimuli.

The authors outline the necessary learning style characteristics
for several kinds of instructional programs (the open classroom, the
individualized classroom, and the traditional classroom). -

Although their prose is somewhat jargon-ridden, their basic
argument is well made Freedom of choice is important, but cannot
be allowed to become the decisive factor in selecting an education
alternative.

sn. Estes, Nolan, and Waidrip, Donald R., editors.
Magnet Schools: Legal and Practical Implications.
Magnet School Conference Series Number 1. Annual
international Conference on Magnet Schools (1st.
Dallas, Texas, March 9-12, 1977) Piscataway, New
Jersey: New Century Education Corporation, 1978.

. 149 pages. ED 150 728 "....

"Whether you find yourself in a large, megium-sized. or small
district whether your district is wealthy or poor: whether yoir serve
a predominantly liberal or conservative constituencyyou will
improve the quality of education, respond to identifiable interest
groups, better serve students of varying needs, and reduce racial
isolation by organizing a system of options for students and
parents."
c. This statement b, Waidrip is typical of the enthusiasm about
alternative schools expressed in this collection of addresses given at
the First Annual International Conference on Magnet Schools The
conference, held in Dallas during March 1977, brought together a
variety of perspectives on the altemativ4 school movement.

.

,
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Nine essay, are included in this collection, virtually all of which
extol alternatives for various reasonsespecially their positive
effect on student enthusiasm about school and on voluntary racial
integration. Two successful implementations of magnet schools, in
Minneapolis and in Dallas, are chronicled.

In an especially interesting essay, Donald Waidrip and Edgar
Lotspeich discuss student recruitment. Thepurpose of such efforts
is to get "certain students to exploit the oossibilities of attending
alternatives." These efforts should be conducted primarily by
educators, not professional public relations firms. The essay also
includes ideas regarding site selection, a factor very significant to
the ultimate success of the program. -.

222
Jones, Philip G. "How to Pick the Right Kind (or
Kinds) of Alternative School for Your Community."
The American School Board Journal, 163, 1 (January
01976). pp. 31.34. El 1 30922.

"Happy parents and students are those who have been provided
choiceslots of choices," according to Jones. just as an
"ostensibly" wide variety of automobile styles and accessories
makes consumers happy, so does a wide variety of educational
alternatives make the public happy, he argues. Therefore, school
boards should not hesitate to respond Positively to the public's
demand for more than one kind of schooling. A schOol board
should first commit itself to "roviding good basic education in all
schools. "regardless ,of their environmental and methodological'
differences." Then it can evolve a policy allowing for educational
alternatives.

Jones lists six steps that school boards should take to ensure a
coordinated, effective alternative education program. First,
administrator; and board members should learn about alternative
school programs in other districts. Jones provides names and

13°
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addresses. of school personnel in districts around the country who
have been involved in setting up and running alternative schools.

The board should adopt "a comprehensive written policy on
alternatives or options in public education " This policy statement
should include the district's basic educational goals for all schools.
as well as its position on parent and student involvement in
decision-making and its enrollment policy. The board should survey
both parents and community members, as well as school staff, to
determine what kinds of alternatives these groups prefer A cost
estimate is essential, though Jones points out that setting up
alternative programs is frequently not expensive. The district must
define admission procedures for alternative schools And finally, it
must determine whether these schools are to be located within
existing schools or separate from them

Some readers might find lones's comparison between schools
and cars somewhat glib. He rather cynically implies that the illusion

, of variety is the important thing and that, in actuality, neither cars
nor alternative schools offer much real choice

Lieberman, Ann, and Griffin, Gary. "The Alternative
School: A Strategy for Changer' Paper presented at
the American Educational Research Association
annual meeting. New York, April 1977 1 pages ED
143 136.

Lieberman and Griffin cite numerous instances of how
alternative schools are indeed alternatives However, they also
voice a number of serious concerns about some appaient .
unanticipated consequences from the creation of alternative
schools:

Worthwhile new options alternative schools provide include
increased voluntarism in all aspects of the school, greater incidence
of egalitarianism (particularly related to decision.makengl blurring
of poWerfauthority relations between students and teachers, and
small school and class,stze. Nonetheless. alternative schools tend to

,move back toward conventional structures as the people in thee
j schools continue to expend the tremendous amount, of energy

needed to accomplish their goals
That alternative schools get closer to basic problems of schooling

. means that they must then directly struggle with those problems
That is one unanticipated consequence, since conventional uhools
can avoid that struggle by covering up the problems

The authors also mention a kind of "de facto segregation" that
tends to happen as a result of the combination of voluntarism and
the attr,,.on" alternative schools have for people with certain
ideologies.

Another consequence is a tendency for the "alternative school"
label to be used for what vie in reality conventional programs, since
often the connotation of "alternative" is "good "

In evaluating alternatives as strategies for change. Lieberman
and Griffin conclude "yes . no Yes in that they truly are in many
ways alternatives to conventional schools But no in that they have
not yet succeeded in having influent.° beyond the innovative
groups theMselves

0

LoCicero, Jo. "Another Choice, Another Chance: A
Survey of Alternative Public High School Programs in
New York City ' New York: Community Service
Society of New York, 1976. 60 pages. ED 146 239.

From her survey- LoCicero compiled an impressive list of benefits
alternative schools contributeto New York City's school system.
They provide greater freedom from bureaucratic restrictions than
do traditional schools. They place a greater emphasis on the
individual development of students. And they are characterized
a relatively higher degree of student satisfaction, probably because
of closer studentteacher relationships and a stronger sense of
belonging.

The survey focused primarily on three types of alternative
programs: the minischool complex, made up of several minischools,
each a separate entity, located in a single facility; the experimental
alternative high school. an autonomous self-cdntained entity; arid
f he minischool, which tielongs to a parent school but is designed to
meet the special needs of selected students.

LoCicero makes several recommendations th.., though ad-
dressed specifically to New York City's board of education, have
application to other districts .as well. One is to allow students to
choose where and what they wankto study. Another is to abolish-
residence requirements and feeder patterns and to give students.
guidance so they can make informed choices. A third is to establish
alternative Orograms within traditional schools with the expressed
intention or facilitating greater rapport between students and
teachers.

The report also includes a copy of the questionnaire used to gain
information from alternative programs,

Mazzarella, Jo Ann. Alternative Schools. School
Management Digest, Number 13. ERIC/CEM Research
Analysis Series, Number 40. Burlingame. California;
and Eugene: Association of California 4hool
Administrators; and ERIC Clearinghouse on
Educational Management, University of Oregon,
1978. 42 pages. ED number not yet assigned.

"For those who believe that different students learn and different
teachers teach in different ways, alternative schools look like a
good way to attempt to match student and teacher with ,

appropriate educational technique,"
Such is Mazzarella's conclusion in this overview of the

alternative school "explosion" in American public education. A
noteworthy feature of her book is its interweaving of knowledge
fromnhe literature with anecdotal insights_ of practitionersiwho
have had experience with alternative schools. '

Alternative schools cover a wide range of educational
philosophyfrom the open (or free) schools to the basic (or
fundamental) schools But one characteristic unifies them all. They
allow parents, students. and teachers to choose 'the kinds of
educational programs they will be involved in. -

Three kinds of alternative schools that "build their programs
around specialized curricula to attract students with special

a
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10 interests" include magnet schools, schools withotil walls, and
magnet schools used for desegregation. Magnet schools' potential
for aiding racial integration is limited by the small percentage of a
district's students that would utilize magnet schools.

Alternative schools are significant, also, for the potential
innovations they are bringing in school governance These
innovations include ideas like a New York City schoolwithina
school that may be run by a teacher coordinator wto also teaches
and is subordinate to the parentschool principal

The incorporation of parents, students, and teachers in the
process of planning and making decisions about programs is

. another innovation One example is Evergreen Alternative School in
Eugene, Oregon. where "much decisionmaking is done by a ten
member steering committee made up of parents, one teacher, and
one auxiliary staff member Recommendations concerning hiring
come from a steering committee member, one auxiliary staff
member, and two students."

A number of school districts have comprehensive programs
offering a wide range of alternatives. From the experiences of live
such districts mozzarella concludes that "at least two factors seem
to emerge" as explanations for the success or failure or any
program. Successful ones "usually rest on a strong commitment by
administrators and on insistence that alternative programs must
cost no more 'than regular programs."

The book concludes with a list of suggestions made by various
alternative school participants for makinealtemateve programs
work. A sixpage bibliography is included.

North Central Association a Colleges and Schools.
Policies and Standards for the Approval of Optional

*. Schools and Special Function Schools, 1974-75.
Chicago: 1974 28 pages ED 101 476

Lhe emergence of alternative schools ("optional" or "special
4,1unction schools") has led to the need for some kind of quality

control to aseertaiii'whether these schools provide the educational
services they were intended to provide. This quality control can be
achieved by. accreditation. according to this booklet compiled by
the North Central Association. The NCA has served as the
accrediting agency for conventional schools in its region for many
years. In order to achieve the goal of 'upgrading education, the
NCA's "standards have been set high." The policies and standards
for alternative schools are intended to be equally high, though the
NCA recognizes that these schools frequently dif fer in purpose and
composition.

The accreditation standards for alternative schools described in
this hooklet are "qualitative in nature " A "framework of common
preconditions for quality education" provides the basis for
standards and procedures particular to each alternative school's
purposes and goals. For example, the NCA requires that the
organizational structure of an optional school facilitate the
achieveMent of the school's statedpurooses In other words, it must
be administered effectively But the NCA does not specify what
form those organizational structures need take, as long as "the

administration of the school has the necessary authority and
autonomy."

Once the NCA has accepted an alternative school's set 01
standards, it examines the school every three years to determine
whether it is still maintaining high quality education. If the school
falls down, it loses its accreditation.

The NCA's approach to accreditation Icir alternative schools
helps to answer the question of how to ensure high quality
education in schools that differ greatly from each other, as well as
from conventional schools.

Rich, Leslie. "A Process for Alternative Education."
American Education, 13, 2 (March 1977), pp. 23-261. El
163 356.

To make "provision for those who need something else" in
education is the primary purpose of altemative education in New
Haver). Connecticut.

In this article Rich describe how that has been done and the role
played by the Community tanning Council on Educational
Alternatives (CPCEA),

CPCEA is not really part Of the ilternatives themselves. It exists to
"promote and disseminate the Iternatives that exist, and to do
what it can to develop others," It was formed in large part due to the
success ottiew Haven's most welIcnown alternative school, the
High School of the Community ( SC). With the success of HSC.
many people wanted to broaden\ the context of alternative
programs -

When CPCEA first started, it uncld000k two projects. First, it
made a systematic study of what other 'communities were doing in
nontraditional education Then it condti.-ted a thorough survey of
New Haven dial indicated widespread bpenness to alternative
programs among city residents. 1

CPCEA's twenty-member executive comrriktee meets monthly to
"discuss, examine, team, and argue over" hOw to best meet the
educational needs of those who want, souething, other than
traditional education. 4

Some of the activities include sponsoring workshops. acting as a
clearinghouse for formation, and awarding minigrants to groups
to plan new,alternatives.

Smith, Vernon; Barr, Roberts and Bu4e, Daniel.
Alternatives in Education: Freedom to. Choose.
Perspectives in American Education. Bloomington,
Indiana:,Phi Delta Kappa, 1976. 180 pages. ED 128
283.

"We are confident that the means to improve the schools meat
hand." On that note, Smith, Barr, and Burke begin a comprthensive

, and quite positive discussion of alternative schools.
They believe alternatives must be understood.in Ale context of

many of the serious problems in American society and of the failure
of the public schools to help overcome the problems. In fact, they
see public schools as-part of the root of problems such as racism,
social stratification, and the lack of a truly participatory democracy
in the United States.

15



Among the evidence Smith and his colleagues cite to show that
schools are deficient, they point to a 25-40percent dropout rate that
is steadily increasing:As many as ten million schoolage youth are
not enrolled in school. One out of thirteen secondary school
students has been suspended, and 33 percent of middle-class white
students and 45 percent of poor black students fail to maintain even
a "C" average.

Given thifrevidence and the central role formal education has in
the li,v,of"youth, Smith, Barr, and durke assert that alternatives are
an Asential part of an educational 'system that has the
responsibility to equip people to deal with theproblems of our age.
'They cite three central characteristics of alternativeschools' choice
for those involved, difference from traditional schools, and an
enrollment representative of the community

In a discuss;on of possible ways alternatives can improve .the
. schools and thereby improve human welfare, the authors give

'.,,special attention to successful programs -in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, Among other things, the Grand Rapids programs are
characterized by careful planning, central administration, and
excellent use of existing facilities both within the school district
and in the community-atlarge.

Numerous other examples are also mentioned in the text and in
the five-page bibliography. One outstanding example is Maunte
Gibbon's idea of a "walkabout" experience for students where they
are challen)04,to be responsible, in real situations, for their own
welfare and the welfare of others.
,.' Three areas receive special emphasis in the last part of the book
One is utilization of the community for a more wellintegrated and
piictical education. Another is the need to emphaiize cultural

:diversity and dispel the "melting pot" myth that has effectively
excluded blacks, MexicanAmericans, and native Americans. The
third is the central priority of choice .

Vincenzi, Harry, and Fishman, Roger I. "Impact of
Alternative Programs on an Urban School District."
Paper presented at the American Educational
Research Association annual meeting, Toronto,
March 1978. 19 pages, ED 152 938.

The benefits of alternative schools are not easily measured,
according to the authors of this study of alternative programs in
Philadelphia, Nonetheless, those, benefits exist. .

it is not possible to accurately measure rates of achievement. But
even the fact that students in alternative schools maintained rates
of achievement comparable to students in their former- home
schools is significant because of Other, less-tangible benefits.

Providing students educational and vocational options not
offered in the traditional schools is one benefit. Another is a greater
exposure to various career options by observation and "hands on

--texperiences." A

Students with behavior problems have the benefit of:a chance to
start again in a smaller school. The smaller school can meet
attention needs and allow students who lag academically to work
with materials at their- own level rather than being frustrated by
attempting to keep up with their peers.

Vincenzi and Fishman noted several weaknesses in the
alternative programs they observed. T he disruptive/truant programs
sometimes carry a stigma that repels students who might be helped
by them. Also a tendency exists to make them a "dumping ground"
for teachers and counselors who want to get rid of troublesome
students.

The career preparation programs were limited by the number of
possibilities in the community for "real-life" exposure and training.

. The third category of programs, individualized study, were often
either standardized and therefore not flexible enough or else
extremely demanding of teachers.

Vollbredit, Michele Touzeau, compiler. "Evaluation
of Alternative Schools: An Annotated ERIC
Bibliography." Princetort New Jersey: ER IC
Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurement, and
Evaluation, 1977. 39 pages. ED 142 583.

Operating with the definition of alternative schools as "schools
both within and outside the public school system that offer
alternatives to traditional educational concepts and practices," this
annotated bibliography includes both evaluations of alternative
schools and materials that discuss and prescribe how they can be
evaluated. --

The bibliography includes siliptwo entries that cover both
elementary and secondary schools. A sublect index is included.

Whipple, W. Scott. "Changing Attitudes through
Behavior Modification." Paper presented at the
National Association of Secondary School Principals
anktial meeting, New' Orleans, January 1977. la
pages. ED 146 500.



12 Whipple's presupposition is that positive attitude changes within
students will inevitably result in positive changes in their behavior.
Speaking from his experience as principal of Granite Alternative
School in Salt Lake City, to which 100 percent of the students are
referred because of poor behavior. he outlines a means of fostering
positive attitude changes in students.

It is essential thatthe attitudes of the teachers and administrators
be ones of unconditional acceptance and care for the. students.
Whipple believes. He goes so far as to say that faculty" members
should consider only the strengths of students, forgetting their
weaknesses. Acceptance and care are big steps toward changing
student behavior,

The idea of modelling right behavior is also a central one to
Whipple. This applies very strongly to faculty members, but Granite
has also developed a student modelling program in v4hich students
are trained to help other students who have a poor self-image and
are tiv.vi to the school

important, Whipple states, to create an environment where
success is attainable by all students. Successful experiences have a
large effect on changing a student's attitude and behavior. One
example of how this can be done is the use of individualized grading
programs so that students cldn't compete with others but are graded
on their own ability and achievement.

Faculty members can show their appreciation of students by .

doing such things as giving the whole student body a free lunch or
breakfast after a campus cleanup or buying individual students a
pop after they've been of help.

If students can feel appreciated, accepted, and significant,
Whipple constantly reiterates, then their attitudes will change and,
as a result, their behavior will also.

-
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Alternatives to
Suspension

Zr---Th American Friendt Service Committee.
"Altema to Suspension. Alternative Programs...
Columbia. South Carolina: South Carolina
Comm\inity Relations Program lour Schools. 6. 6
(May 1915), pp 5.11. ED 135 114 i.

Part of a rir-firdoe
sionsAhis sechapconsist
programs %utside the re
program h Houston (Texas sponsored jointly In the schools and
the county's juvenile probation department The Centers

,- established under the program use both educational and public
service personnel to provide students with group-and individual

counseling in addit on to their regular class assignments The
iauthors note that 75 ercent of these students, some of whom are

selfreferred, have major learning disabilities that simply do not get ,
adequate handling In the regular school situation

The Houston pr.., am is proving highly successful Before the
program, the school districts' secondary schools suspended 396
students in 1972-73 In the first year of the program less than 29 were
suspended, while 539 were referred to the centers The number of
repeaters was as low as 1' percent in another district In additionto
keeping children in schobl and out of trouble with the police and
juvenile authorities, the centers also allow public service workers
earlier contact with ch dren facing problems Difficulties can thus
be overcome before th y get out or hand .

This section also drs sses a program requiring joint-counseling
with parents and the re rung educators that has cut suspensions to

one.half anc( expulsi to onesixth their former rates, an isolation
booth program; and an ungraded ,walk-in school and another
alternative school, b h serving a South Carolina district

em on reducing,the number of suspen
orleveral articles describing alternative
ler school Two articles deal with a

The 'iptterican Friends Service Committee.
"Altetnaiiiies to Suspension Techniques. Methods.
and "Strategies Columbia, South Carolina., South
Caropria Community Ithations Program Your
Schools, 6, 6(May 19751 pp 1145 ED 13,5 114 A

Ideally. discipline problems should be handled before they
require the use of suspensions or special programs that remove the
student from the regular school setting One good tool for
modifying behavior is the behavioral contract Recognizing the
'kinds of rewards- each student needs and the capacities of each
student for achievehg get goals enables the teacher to help the
student develop a contract he or she can meet . Reasonable
expectations, challengesand successes build the self-esteem
.necessary for a student to feel secure In addition. contracts require
little time fOrmonitoring and place responsibility on the student In-
class' misbehavior, truancy and academic failure can all be
improved through the use of suitably designed contracts

Assigning. teachers and administrators as advocates or personal
counselors for students, especially when the students can choose;
the educator they would feel most comfortable with, is another
method for attacking discipline ploblemt early As long as each
teacher's "caw load" is small. a good personal relationship can be,
,

established with each student 13
Using other students is yet another technique. helping both

students involved. The problem student feels less threatened. and
the student who is helping feels needed and useful. Some training is
needed. of course. to make sure the student "counselor" does not
simply turther discourage his peer, a development that could...also
discourage the "counselor" himself.

34
Bettlier, Dean F. "Suspensions. Get Rid of 'Em!"
Thrust for Educational Leadership, 5. 1 (October
1975L pp. 26:27. EJ 132166.

Caltorma state laws limiting suspensions to five daysiot a single
offense and twenty days total out of the Year are forcing
administrators to find alternatives. At Buena Vista's La Palma Junior
High School. a work program handles discipline cases that do not
involve threats to the welfare of other students. personnel. or the
school. After-school jobs are assigned students, including
"gardening. landscaping. custodial chores.. Clerical jobs, and
assisting teachers." with an attempt made to relate the assignment

',to the offense For example, aggressive behavior gets the student
highly physical tasks, permitting a positive, creative outlet for high-
energy

in the first year the number of suspensions was reduced by 90
percent Over 400 students participated. providing the school with
2.097 hours of service. While the program required hiring teachers

, at $8.75 per hour as monitors. the cost was more than made up for in
state aid saved by keeping students in school. In fact, the program
generated a net income of 53,344.49.

In addition, only 19 percent of the students participating
repeated later. with a vast majority 'viewing their assignments as

,,consequences of their own actions, rather than as administrative
tyranny.

Dinkmeyer, Don; and Dinkmeyer, Doir, jr. "Logical
Consequences. A Key to the Reduction of
Disciplinary Problems Phi Delta Kappan, 57. 10
(June 1976). pp 66466. E J 139 345.

If schools are to develop responsible, retou'rceful adults who are
able to relate to others. they must teach the necessary skills as part
of the educational process "The student must be helped to see.
relationships between actions and their consequences." The use of
punishment tends to have the effect. teaching students to
become angry and vengeful and to resist authority

Misbehavior can be limited if proper methods are used, including
avoiding reinforcing or provoking misbehavior. developing mutual
respect through kindness and firmness rather than thiqbgh hostility
and threats. looking for assets in each student that can be
encouraged. and being flexible in attitudes taken.rather than simply
gxrtectIng the woesKnd. as a result, getting it

When a studelittnisbehaves. the educator should help the
,ttudent think thrbugh what he or she hopes to gain through the
misbehavior The 'educator, can then present the student with
alternative solutions to the problem and require commitment to a



14 Positive course of action When the alternatives offered arc logical
results of the misbehavior, the student must face the responsibility
for his own actions.

ZZ Fagen, Stanley A., and Long, Nicholas J. "Before It
Happens. Prevent Discipline Problems by Teaching
Self-Control." Instructor, 85, 5 (January 1976). PP

. 4247, 95.96 El 138 880

Programs to prevent learning and behavior problems before they
develop can save time and effort for teachers and schools. as well

'as giving children a much better chance at success in life Fagen and
Long identify eight skillclusters" valuable in teaching selkontrol
at the elementary level selecting, storing, and sequencing and
ordering of information, anticipating the consequences of acts.
appreciating feelings, managing frustrations, learning restraint, and
ability `to relax Children having these skills are confident of
themselves and feel secure among their peers. while those deficient
are likely to become 'disruptive, irresponsible. and insensitive to
the needs of otherS Developing these skills should be a central
part of any educational program

The audio's provide techniques for assessing individual
ghildren's needs and describe activities by which those needs can
be met on a more than merely theoretical level The methods
described encourage objective, positive responses to children
experiencing problems

V27
Fiske, Edward B. ''Schools Developing Alternatives to
Student Suspensions "New York Times, 18 May 1977.
BS El 158 096

"Not long ago," writes Fiske. "two boys got into a fight in the halls
of Intermediate School 44 on West 77th Street in Manhattan They
could have been suspended, instead they were taken to the office
of Steven Kaminsky. a teacher grade leader. and signed a 'behavior
contract' " With student discipline becoming an increasingly
difficult problem in schools today, punitive measures are
undergoing a reassessment Suspension has been a long-standing
means of dealing with disruptive students, but educators are
becoming increasingly aware that it has some important
drawbacks.

Not the least of these is financial in these days of economic
straits, schools simply cannot afford to lose state funds whdri pupils
are absent for extended lengths of time Also, the courts' recent
recognition of the rights of. due process for students can turn
suspension into an administrative nightmare Finally suspension has
nordone what it was intended to do prevent misbehavior

As a consequence, schools are experimenting with various other
modes of discipline At Manhattan's Intermediate School 44.
students agree to a behavioral contract that pledges them to
acceptable behavior in the future Other programs dealing with
unruly students include the Buffalo sc hoots time-out rooms,
where students may study under close supervision, and San Diego s
-special classes for fractious students

The approaches are vaned, but there is .t conirriun recognition

that traditional means of discipline may not be the most pragmatic
or elf ectre way to enforce the rules.

Foster, Gordon. Discipline Practices in the
Hillsborough County Public Schools. Coral Cables.
Florida Florida School Desegregation .Coniulting
Center. University of Miami, 1977. 82 pages. ED 145
57S. .

The Hillsborough County Schools have made dramatic strides
toward eliminating racial* discrimination, but the district has
nevertheless been criticized for its discipline practic4 Citizens
advisory board reports and Department of Health. Education, and
Welfare investigators have found the Tampa sch.00ls wanting. .

Despite the overall harmony prevailing in the Tampa schools,
Itthere are ample reasons for charges of discriminatory discipline

practices in 197S76, the suspension rate for black studen swas two
and one-half times .their representation in the student population.
and there has been an "inordinate number" of black suspensions for
the "subjective offenses" where the administrators discretion is
involved Evidence indicates that white teachers ancPadministrators
often view all minorities as,resentful "troublemakers."

The authors tentatively conclude that principals,and their staffs
through their leadership, expect that black students will behave in
certain unacceptable ways, and that these expectations may indeed
lead to fulfillment In other words, the self-fulfilling, prophecy
syndrome may be playing an important role " .r t

The ultimate solution to these problems is still a distant prospect;
in the meantime. alternatives to traditional punishment are being
explored Hillsborough's inschool suspension progriin proved ,

successful until it was all but eliMinated by budget cuts. Not only
could students co 'tinue their studies, but minor and serious
offenses were differentiated Another alternaiive to suspension is
the work detail, a penalty that usually involud cleaning
lunchrooms or shops on the student's own time, One principal
extended the work detail to include the student's homea tack
that parents appreciated: A unique form of punishment adoptedby
one school required the offender to telephone his or her-parents and
describe the infraction After the pupil. had explained the situation,
the principal would talk to the parent, and they would decide on an
appropriate response.

4 These alternatives have met with varying success, but theauthors
are convinced they should be pursued. Suspensions shOuld be held
to a minimum Moreover, teachers .and administrators should be
held accountable for their disciplinary measures, and efforts should
be made to recruit more minority counselors and administrators.

McClung, Merle. "Alt4rnatlyes to _OisciplitiarY ,

ixclusion from School " inequality in Education, 20
(July 1979. pp 58.73 El 122 S51

-Alternatives which are developed wdhout sensitivity to a
student's individual needs ials uo more harm than theexclusionarY
practices they replace." For McClung these potentially harmful
substitutes include isolation booths, behavior modifying drugs, and
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corporal punishment, all of which tend to treat symptoms while
ignoring their causes.

McClung argues that to achieve a positive and effective response
to behavior problems, "development of the least restrictive
alternative should be a guiding principle When selecting a
technique for dealing with an individual situation. an educator must
,try to interfere as little as possible in the normal life of the student
The options range on a continuum from reasoning patiently with
students and using accessible cooling-off rooms to providing
professional attention without removing the child from the
classroom, or even seeking educational opportunities outs:de the
regular school.

Alternative programs themselves .must be judged in terms of
whether they reduce the need for suspensions and promote
academic progress and self-discipline in. students Behavior
modification programs pose legal ind moral questions as well and
must be examined closely to make sure that their positive results
stem from the students' real appreciation of the values of discipline

In addition to considering problt ms caused by students.
educators sh*ould also examine school policies and the attitudes of
individual teachers to make'sure the school situation itself is not the
cause of more problems than it is solving Expectations may be so
high that they bear no relation to the actual range of normal
childhood behavior,

The article cites numerous studies and also reports the
recommendation of the NEA's Task Force on Corporal Punishment
for alternative disciplinary techniques

CO Meares, Henry Oneil, and Kittle, Helen Adele. "More
Advantages: In-House-Suspension "NASSP Bulletin,
60, 397 (February 1976). pp 6063 El 144 088

The inschoot suspension program at the Fisher Campus of
Urbana Junior High School remedies several weaknesses found in
out-of-school suspensions While in a special suspension room.
students do not miss their usual assignments and continue to have
professional supervision They do not become a problem for the
outside community. They can be suspended °A, for those classes.
in which they have difficulties, while continuing normally in others
Suspensions do not become a form of vacation.

/ Students are placed in contact with teachers specially prepared
to be aware of their difficulties and perhaps better able(to establish
personal relationships, and they remain accessible to the
counseling staff as well. Ptrenrs who are unwijJing or unable to
become involved with the schools no longer geed play a major role
in the process. Suspensions can be terminated when they have
achieved their purpose, rather than at the end of an arbitrary period
Student records are not marred by official ,recognition of
misconduct., Students do not suffer the humiliation of being
excluded from school And. of course, state ADA funds continue to
come into the school '

-1

The expenses involved in the Urbana program are made up in
state aid saved and in reduced law-enforcement and other costs in
the outside community,

1

Ca Mizell, M. Hayes. Designing a Positive In-School 15
Suspension Program. Jackson, Mississippi:
Southeastern Public Education 'Program. American
Friends Servio Committee, 1977.12 pages. #'D
251.

Inschool suspension programs have become an increasingly
common means of dealing with student misconduct. but all too
often they result in little more than detention. Their philosophical
basis may be sound. but implementation leaves much to be desired. '
Problems may be merely ignored rather than solved.

The difficulty, Mizell suggests, is that educato;s may be more
cone erred with financial pressures and public images than with the
fates of their students An effective discipline program should deal
not just with 'symptoms, but work to identify the rootZ.Zid the

-44E-havioral problems This is a potentially unpopular chore since
teachers, parents, administrators, and peers may be as responsible
as the 'supposed miscreant.

Once a school administration commits itself to helping .the
students rather than itself, discipline practices are bound to change
'Fairness will require that each case receives individual
consideration. Strict time limits must govern the duration of the
suspensions. Some kind of followup care will be necessary to
determine how the disruptive students are doing in their classes,
and counsel mg should be available on an extended basis. Academic
difficulties must also be dealt with since they frequently underlie
students' negative attitudes towaethe classroom. Special classes
must be arranged, and teachers should be chosen according to their
abilities and interest in dealing with pupils who have problems

These are not easy or inexpensive remedies, but Mizell insists that
nothing less will do He is confident that change is possible, that
"bad kids" can be ;turned into "good kids" if education, not
management. is the first priority.

20



Neill, Shirley Boes. Suspensions and bpulsions
Current Trends in School Policies and Programs.
.Arlington, Virginia; National School Public Relations
Association, 1976.65 pages. ED 127 720

In addition to providing a full explanation of the legal use of
suspensions and expulsions. this report from NSPRA is perhaps the
best available description of a variety of alternative disciplinary
programs The capsule descriptions are often accompanied Ix
addresses to write for more mforination , .

One school district assumes that the school shares adjustment
problems with the students, it provides full-time alternative schools.
transfers to other conventional schools, and part-time education as

e.som w-aytof easing mutual difficulties Los Angeles places ten
students in each of several special centers that continue to provide
PersonaliAd support even after the student reenters the .regular
program The establishment of "family groups" of eight to len
students who meet for one class'penod each dOy is a Central
element in a Minnesota program that seeks tpp nurture sell-
confidence Low teacherstudent ratios and mckased personal
attention seem to be the major factors m the success of these
alternatives

.

After-school detention is often used as a warnmg to those guilty
of minor offenses One district ;requires students to work on the
school grounds. anothenprovides a detention room for study and
counseling after hours, and in still a third students discuss their
behavior and its causes in group sessions

Other inschool methods have proved effective a's well The
accumulation of demerits by students in a Texas district leads first
to the school's contacting the parents, and later to inschool and
finally outofschool suspension Students, remain aware of their
exact status at all times In other districts work programs after
schOol :or on Saturdiscs can replace or add to suspensions.
Conference telephone calls allow parents. students. and educators
to respond immediately top/oblerns

One district requires tea ers, everytime they do refer students.
to noteon a checklist the st ps they have taken to prevent having to
refer them for disciplinary non By alerting the teachers to the

..
posilble alternatives. the c ecklist itself helps guard against
unnecessary referrals And in ew Jersey. a forcefully expanded
athletic and activity program is eliminated racial incidents. built
up student morale, and cut bac discipline problems greatly

433
O'Brien, Diane hi: In-School Suspension Is It the
New N ay to Punish Produr.tivelvi American School
Board lournal, 03. 3 (March 19761 ifp 35-37 El 132
549

Rather than giving students a vacation as a rtiward tor
misbehavior, several suburban Minneapolis schools place nidpor
offenders in a special suspension room for two to live of their
school days There the students are required to do extra schoolwork,
in addition to the work assigned in their regular classes, and are
excluded from extracurricular actis ities.t pep rallies. and similar
fun( tons Strut t rules forbid talking and even define the colors of

ink students are to use for different pieces of work Students write
two 500word essays analyzing themselves and the place they
expect to make for themselves in, the world, providing a start for
later counseling

The program is proving successful in the blue-collar communities
where it is being tried, but may be too strict for children raised in
less conservative areas. and too antagonizing to winercity students
who desperately need the creative outlet offered by extracurricular
activities. In any case. it seems more valuable than the use of at-
home suspensions. which merely encourage the behavior they
Meant to stop.

44 Pennsylvania State Department of Education.
Alternative Disciplinary Programs and Practices in
Pennsylvania Schools:. An Addendum to the
Guidelines for School Discipline. Harrisburg. Brireau
of Instructional Support Services,1977. 70 pages. ED
144 246

Frank Manchester, PennsYlvarna, commissioner of basic
education. stated the issue clearly "For too many years education
has used detention, suspension and expulsion as its only solution for
disciplinary problems Quality education for all youth demands the
development of sound and practicable options and disciplinary
alternatives " In response to this challenge, the editors of Guidelines
for School Docipline circulated a questionnaire and summarized
the results in this report on alternative disciplinary Practices in
Pennsylvania

The most Prevalent response to student misbehavior holds tbe
offender to account and attempts to correct the problem with a
program that is separate from the regular curriculum in this mode. A

punishment, home visits. counseling, special class offerings. and
behavior modification techniques are 43sed to encourage 1.
acceptable behavior

Alternative disciplinary programs, on the other hand, attack the
problem from many directions In Pennsylvania, these approaches
run the gamut from short-term classes to comprehensive schools
where students may go for years The academic options may
include only supervised study. or a full range of subjects and
supportive services may be available

The particulars of the Pennsylvania programs are embodied in'.
descriptions of alternative disciplinary plans in twenty school
districts Basic information on the type, size. and funding of,each
[trowel is included with a short discussion of procedures.
curriculum. and goals The Varlets, in the scope and dew of the
programs ensures that any administrator contemplating
alternatives to suspension will find,azmodel to draw on

4fft South Carolina State Department of Education.
Alternatives to SOhool, Disciplinary and Suspension
PtoOems. Colturibia division of Instruction. 1976. 32
pages ED 140 20- 9 /

;

Public cries lot stricter disciplme in the schools has e resulted in
an increasing reliance on susliension and expulsion of unruly

-
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students But such measures are the easy way out. Suspension and
expulsion do not offer any lasting solution to the problem, and they
deprive pupils of a deserved education. "Penalties without
rehabilitation wel not achieve lasting results," according to the
authors.

There is a paucity of research on effective alternatives to
suspension, and this report admits there is no one program that will
solve all dist iplinary problems. But several tactics have produced
encouraging results and seem to be first steps on the way to
rehabilitationtactics such as consultation with parents,
behavioral contracts, guidance clinics, evening school, and
alternative programs and st.ho Another option is work

; assignments, "based on the ton pt that a student should render
some constructive services as fribution for misbehavior " Work
assignments should,not be thr, only alternative offered. and both

I .t,lie.student and his parents shohld agree to the assignment and time
riod
Only when all else fails sh4ild suspension be considered, and

then strict attention must be 'laid to the legal rights of students.
Relevant portions of South C. rolina laws are includ2c1 to guide
administrators in the event that a pupil proves incorrigible and must
be expelled or suspended.

Punishment is not only a primitive and ineffective response to
student recalciirance, but an admission that the schools have failed
the strident. The law requires principals to be fair but a sense of
decency should requite them lobe more than fair: they should use
all other means at their disposal before isolating a student from the
educational system that may be his or her only hope

CZ Stephens, Richard, and Thomson, Scott. "6Iternatwes
to Suspension." The Practitioner, 3.4 (April 1977), pp
11 2. ED 137 922

Today's principal is in a quandary the public expects him to
enforce the rules, but court decisions have undercut his authority
The principal lives in a maze of conflicting expectations that makes
sthdent suspension a risky procedure at best In this uncertain
climate, it is no wonder that suspension is looked on as a last resort
and that principals are considering other possibilities

With this hazy situation, any guidelines are helpful, and Stephens
and Thomson describe several states' definitions of behavior that
warrants suspensions;.continued class disruption. chronic tardiness,
and posseision of dangerous weapons are some examples But it is
the less extreme infractions that test an administrator's Judgment
and restraint. The authors classify alternatives to suspension under
three headings and illustrate them with numerous programs from
around the country.

First, there is detention asommon form of discipline that is being
adapted to meet new circumstances. The Behavior Clinic at a 13.,ton
Rouge high school, .for example, provides afterschoolfoup and
individual counseling for recalcitrant students. Intervention, A
second alternative, Utilizes aid from school,' judicial, and
community. agencies to work with the offender.

Prevention is, of course, the ultimate solution to discipline

problems various programs are attempting to head off trouble 17
before it occurs. Schools are experimenting with counseling
programs student participation in planning, teacher inservice
programs, and alternative programs that emphasize individualized
study and concern for personal needs. "The goal is to motivate
students to accept responsibility for their behavior and to respect
themselves and others."

Stephens and Scott conclude with a lengthy list of projects that
have worked, identifying each program's basic tenets and giving'
the principal's name and address. This detailed information makes
the document an important resource for administrators who
recognize the need for workable alternatives to suspension.

Washington Research Project. School Suspensions:
Are They Helping Children? A Report. Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Children's Defense Fund, 1975. 270
pages. ED, 1'13 797. . .

Using data gathered by DHEW's Office of Civil Rights, and
supplemental information gathered by themselves. the Children's ,

Defense Fund found that in the 19724'1 school year districts serving
a little over half the student popui non of the United States
suspended over one miller i children, resulting in a loss to the
students of over four,millton school days, or over 22,000 school
years. Thu vast majority of these suspensions were for minor
offenses, and only i percent involved any form of criminal activity.
Black students generally suffered from highly discriminatory
treatment. Due process was seldom followedin fact, parents and
children were informed of their- rights to a hearing in only 14

. ,
percenv.or the cases surveyed.

The report concludes that 'the solution to school violence does
not he in more suspensions but less, for its causes are to be found
more on the er,eets wheie cloppouts, pushouts and suspended
students pass the time among delinquent gangs in arms or drug
trade; in the lack of work even when students are trained; and in the
rates of illiteracy and its attendant frustration and anger." Using
suspensions only when students "pose a direct and serious threat to
people or propeity" is strongly advi d. with alternative measures
taken for' lesser offenses.

The simplest measures cao tend to ignore the causes of discipline
problems, but if applied, conscientiously may have an effect. These
include staying afterschool, going to a school official's office, or
transferring into a ne class or program. Behavior contracts cost4Iv

little except time an can impress students as well as permitting
them a sense of responsibility. Student ombudsmen, peer group
counseling. inschool centers, mproved teacher training, work-study
programs, and independent alternative schools have all helped
reduce suspensions.

The book also contains interviews with educators who have
succeeded iniedricmg or eliminating suspensions in their schools.
and substantial background appendixes

ti
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CO Amundlon, Elden M. "What Is the 'Back to Basics'
MoveMentl" Paper presented at American
Association of School Administrators annual
meeting, Atlantic City, February 1976. 10 pages. ED
122 446.

'Although Amundson's treatment of this subject is rather cursory,
he does present a fairly balanced view of one of the chief
underlying causes of the back-to-basics movementthe decline in
student basic skills. And his perspective as a vice-president of the
American Association of School Administrators is worth noting. ,

Amundson suggests that the back-to-basics movement "is %
societal reaction to generalizations, excesses, misdirection, mis-
understandings 4nd in some instances, ill-advised philosophies and
omit-ices" in the 'schoots.'While educators can hardly be held
responsible for all the it besetting American education, there is
certainly justification for many of the criticisms leveled against the
shoos by back-to-basics advocates. For example, the schools have
been responsible for hiring far too many unprepared teachers
whose own skills in basic language and arithmetic are pitifully
inadequate.

Amundson cautions educators to beware of those who view the
move to basics as "justification to limit the structure of the
curriculum and thereby reduce school budgets:' He advises
educators to maintain their 'commitment to concern for the whole
child" and to remember that renewed emphasis on the basics will
most probably require more funding. not less.

4T
. ,

Bro4insky, Ben. "Back to the Basics: The Movement
and Its Meaning." Phi Delta Kappan, 58, 7 (March
1977), pp. 522.27 El 153 638.

in this assessment of the 4ckto-basics movement. Brodinsky
concisely reviews its causes and aims and examines its latest
developments and impact on American education.

Promoted largely by reaction, the backto-basics advocates
generally desire an emphasis on the three basics in elementary
school and the traditional academic subjects in secondary school.
Instruction is to be teacher centered, employ traditional
methodology. evaluation, and discipline, and favor traditional
values. Enrichment studies and activities, innovations, and social
services are to be eliminated.

Educators, Brodinsky contends, have countered the simplistic
demands of basics hwdliners with the new educational trinity" of
minimal "competency, proficiency testing. and the performance-
based curriculum. Under the banner of the competency testing and
competency-based education movement, educators are
emphasizing not only the -three basic skills. but also the
development of survival skillsskills "needed for personal growth
and for successful existence as .citizen. consumer, Jobholder,
taxpayer. and member of a family."

Brodinsky does not draw a direct causal relationship between the
back-to-basics pressures and the competency testing movement:
but it is clear that the two are intertwined conceptually and
politically. It seems that the publk push for the basics and the

,
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progressive theory of competency-based educatiort..1-raie. met, if
uneasily, in the many competency ProgremS instituted by
legislative mandate. (For summaries of ERIC literature on
competency testing and competency-based education, see chapter
8.)

Brodinsky reviews in detail recent district and state action in
accord with the basicycomPetency movement and concludes by
discussing the movement's long-term impact It is possible, he

.states, that it will produce students more skilled in reading and
computation and perhapi even writing it may also clarify school
goals, restore the authority of the classroom teacher, and promote
more individualized instruction

But the movement may also further the centralization of
educational decisionmaking and overemphasize "testing, testing.
testing" with all its inherent problems. Of greatest concern to
skeptics is the possibility that it may lead education to stress the
mechanical and dehumanize the Learning process so that it loses its
"great generating power."

Se Brodinsky,. Ben. Defining the Basics of American
Education. Fastback 95. Bloomington, Indiana Phi
Delta Kappa Educational Foundation, 1977. 47
pages. ED 145 573.

What are the basics of education? In this report of a conference
of, educators and educational leaders,. Brodin sky presents the
participants' attempts to answer this complex question. The
meeting pf forty educators, . legislators; public school ad-
ministrators, state and 'national agency leaders, and representatives
from higher education was cooperatively sponsored by three
private, foundations. According to Brodinsky, the participants
represented a wide variety of views, from fundamentalist to liberal.

Brodinsky divides the basics defined by conference participants
into two major categories"Fundamentals in Subject Matter" and
"Fundamentals in Student Development."

Subject matter, or, curriculum, basics include reading
(participants favored phonics or "decoding," as the first, most funda-
mental skill, with equally strong en;phisis on comprehension);
communication (writing "for pleasure and selfsatufaction" is as
important as writing to learn the "rules and mechanics" of
communication), mathematics (basic computational skills.
"represent 'a starting point." but acquisition of problem - solving
skills is even more essential, according to participants): and science
(memorization of facts is secondary to development of abilities to

k question, to collect data, to test theories, and to analyze the
applications of septa

The basics of strident development. which participants regarded
as just as important as curriculum basics. include the development
of social and civic responsibility, health, economic capability,
creativity, use of leisure time, humaneness, and positive self
concept. .

HowShould local school officials respond to pressure from back-
to-basics advocate? Conference participants generated a list of
"tactical' guidelines" relating Co' school district policy formation.
"Don't overreact or underreact to criticism or demands of basics,

advocates," "Avoid sloganeenng," "Don't leave the task of 19 o
responding to the basics advocates to public relations
'spokespersons' or to specialists in subject matter," "Don't assume
an adversary position," "Avoid quick or partial responses to
demands for change in the Schools," and "Listen to the basics
advocates with sympathy. Invite them to express their views at
board meetings."

A list of "cautions" for state legislatures and departments of
education was also generated. including the caution that "states
should avoid a bandwagon approach to minimum competency
laws and mandates."

En DeTurk, Philip H. "The Basics: Timeless or
Mindless?" National Elementary Principal, 56, 5
(May /lure 19771 pp. 51-54. El 158 776.

DeTurk argues that "unstructured education- is never good
education" and that the "whole fabric of teaching-andleaming,
regardless of its philosophic design, must have a meaningful
framework." Contrary to the claims of the back-to-basics.
advocates, a return to "the timeless traditions and eternal, verities
with which schooling practices have been blindly determined"
would not provide the s.ructure necessary for "good education,"
DeTurk maintains.

He.cautions against the paranoia that sometimes characterizes
the back-to-basics movement. Some back-to-basics advocates tend
to see such disparate educational developments as team teaching,
ungradedness, open classroom, program budgeting, and busing"as
though they were all related and all branches of the same evil root."
And he also cautions against seeing the schools as all - powerful
shapers of society; "that we even suspect our schools as the guilty
precursor of all our ills. or as the savior, is giving-them more credit
thaiithey ever deserved."

DeTurk approves of the desire of parents to know what is going
on in the schools and to be assured that their children are leargyig
to read, write, and compute. But he believes that the methods used
to bring about this "basic learning" must be determined by
professional educators, not by the lay public, as back-to-basics
supporters suggest.

Donelson, Ken, editor. Back-to-the-Basics in English
Teaching. Tempe: Arizona English Teachers
Association, 1976. Entire issue of Arizona English
'Bulletin, 18, 2 (February 1976), 157 pages. ED 117 739.

Thirty-one articles collected in this issue of Arizona English
Bulletin contain the views of educators on the back-to-basics
movement and its impact on the teaching of language and tom-
munication skills, as well as its impact on education in generayks
Editor Donelson comments, these articles examine "that much-
praised. m uch-tnaligned, much-used, much-misused, much -
misunderstood term, tasics'."

Several authors note the nebulous nature of "basics." Allan
Dittmer, for example, points out that besides its current variety of
applications in education, back to basics has been used recently to
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20 ,describe everything from religion to hamburgers The result,
according to Dittmer and others, is a rath4r appalling conceptual
fuzziness.

The back-to-basics. movement comes in for sharp criticism from
some of the authors Charles Weingartner, for example, maintains
that the "simple-minded" -lotion that the three Rs are the only
important basics "es congenial only to the kind of witless mentality
that finds 'fundamentalism' of any kind a source of reassuring
misconceptions " While the other authors do not state their
positions as vehemently, as Weingartner, many agree with his
criticism that i ,t, back-to-basics approach is oversimplified

Ocher articles in this collection tackle the sticky problem of
delineating the real balics of education, specifically, of language
'education Bertrand Evans argues that the poptear notion of
"relevance" held by many backto-basics advocates, as well as by
some liberal, open educators, misdirects attention away from true
basic skills and toward "the peripheral*" The result is that the
"relevantists," according to Evans, "are less interested, for example,
in teaching children to read as a basic skill, than in teaching them to
read road signs." Evans does not scorn the acquisition of such
prosaic skills as competency-based education advocates usually
propose But he does maintain that the student possessing only
these skills can hardly be considered well educated

Lee Odell also condemns the superficial kind of relevance that
leads educators to define the basics in very narrow and inadequate
terms. He argues that reading, writing, and other language skills
"are not the basics of a language arts program" or even of the
language process itself Instead, these skills are "nianifestations of a
set of intellectual processes" describedo,by linguists and
developmental psychologists. The back-to-basics approach does
nothing to encourage the development of these underlying skills.
according to Odell

SZ Down, A. Graham. "Why Basic Education?" National
Elementary Principal, 57, 1 (October 1977), pp 28-32
El number not yet assigned

Down, executive director of the Council for Basic Educatirn.
presents the council's position on basic educatiOn, examines the
causes of the backto-basics movement, and discusses current signs
of what he sees as its positive and enduring impact on American
education.

The council defines basic education, Down explains, not simply
in terms of the "socalleo three Rs." but instead as "competent
instruction in all the fundamental disciplines, especially English,
maEhematics, history, geography, government, science, foreign
languages, and the arts Only competence in the knowledge and
basic proficiencies of liberal education. he maintains, can provide
students with the skills, flexibility. and imagination to function
adequately on contemporary society

The council further advocates clear standards, well-structured
curricula, responsiveness to individual learning rates, caution in
innovation, and a deemphasis on students' social functioning The
council favors no particular methods of instruction. Down adds.
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except where one approach has been proved superior to others, as
has the phonicl approach to beginning reading instruction. '

Accustomed to an adversarial stance, basic education advocates
now find themselves trying to guide a strong backto-basics trend,
Down states. the trend seems to be the outgrowth of "educational
consumerism," reaction against the proliferation of innovations of
the past decades, and concern over declining achievement.. ,.

The basics trend is "more than mere nostalgia," Down judges;.,
and merits an optimistic prognosis. Among the signs of its growth '.
that he discusses hare the revival of general education in colleges, '
the renewed interest in survey courses in the basic subjects in
secondary schools, the rise of the alternative fundamental school:
and the current nationwide interest in minimal competency testing.

542,
House, Ernest R., and others. "Critiquing a Follow
Through Evaluation," Phi Delta Kappan, 59, 7(March
1978), pp. 473.74. EJ 173 526.

A widely publicized evaluation of Pro ject Folloy Through, a K3
extension of Head Start, concludes that basic skills approaches to
educating disadvantaged children are superior to other approaches.
But as House and his associates forcibly argue, the federally
sponsored evaluation is misleading and fraught with problems. The
evaluation. compared three models Of early childhood
educationlabeled "basic skills," "cognmvelconceptual," and
"affectiveicogiiiTive"applied to over twenty thousand children
for a four-year period. . .

The evaluation's judgment in favor of basic skills approaches,
they state, stems from three major errorsdie misclassification of
models, inadequate measurement, and flawed statistical analysis.
The evidence shows, in fact, that no one approach is more effective
than the others: .

.

The authors do confirm, however, the evaluation's major finding
that the 'effectiveness of a teaching approach varies greatly,
according to setting 'The peculiarities of individual teachers,
schools, neighborhoods, and homes, ' they maintain, "influence
pupils' achievement far more than whatever is designated by labels
such as 'basic skills' or 'affective education'."

This finding of variable program effectiveness holds significant
implications for policy-making "When fully understood," they
conclude. "it can serve as the basis of a new educational policy that
honors local individuality in place of gerierayabels."

SE Jarrett. lames I.. "I'm for Basics) Bin Let Me Define-
Them," Phi Delta Kappan, 59, 4 (December 1977), pp.
235-39. EJ 169 779.

"The meaning of basic education is far from self-evident," Jarrett
writes. It is essential to fond out lust what the slogan means in given
contexts and what it can and should mean. To help clarify its
meaning, Jarrett reviews its various uses and the issues they raise
and suggests some tentative responses to them. His essay, more a
statement of belief than an argument, provides a balanced and
suggestive examination of the issues.

In response to the problems posed by the poor performalve of

Z.)



h'gh school graduates, he sketches out a possible remedy. The best
plie to set firm ,standards. he notes. may be at the level of
university admission. If students must show competence to be
admRtedjhey will more Likely put effort into their secondary
education, A system of testing and remedial help. such as that
provided, by California's new competencl law. can help students
'Come up'to standards.

He also looks at the British system of examinations as a possible
means of clarifying standards and improving performance As he
describes it, the system dispenses with graduation, and a single
diploma in favor of a sertes of optional exammatiOns, advanced and
ordinary, for the different disciplines Studerits choose which exams
and which levels to take according to the specific demands made
by employers and universities.

When he comes to evaluate the back-tobasics mqyen-ient. he
fir its view of education to be both "too much" and "too little." It
is too much "when it reaches over to include a lot of authoritarian
discipline, the supposition that the more homework the better, and
when it pronounces all experimental and enriched curricula
'anathema," It is too little when it focuses on a narrow range of skills
to the detriment of otherk important skills.

Fcir Jarrett, what is truly basic is not really "reading and writing
and reckoning." but instead "thinking and feeling, using our senses,
imagining, expressing. and 'communicating " The basic skills. may
provide a foundation, but they can provide only that "Let our
curricula," he concludes. "continue to be experimental, mixing the
Conventional and solitieh the novel and the ethereal Where is it
written that one cannot maintain standards. hold fast to that which
is essential and bring joy.'lest into the classroom? Basics, then, but
not grim basics, austere bald, basics that must be good for the soul
since they are so damned krill"

"Look Back, Ihst Don't Leap back Yet, Some Tough
Questions gVait You." Updating School Board
Policies:11, 6 One 1977). pp.1-5. E) 162 252.

Before leaping onto the ba4.tobasics bandwagon, school board
members should ask theinsehies four central questions,'accordtng
to this article.

'first, what skills are basic "and are they the same for everyone?"
Critics of the back-tobasies movement "argue that whatever was
basic to schools t4enty-fis.fe years ago may not be exactly what
today's students need to cope with what lies in their future "

Second, "do the basic schools actually boost achievement in
basic skills ?" The answer to this question is so far a qualified "yes "
But the authors of this article point out that not only do basics
schools attract highly motivated parents and students whose
enthusiasm may well wear off as the newness of the idea passes. but
that most of the students in these schools "probably would do well
wherever they. ere."

Third, if higher test scores are what parents want, "will a stronger
emphasis on basic skills in the regular instructional
program instead of a separate schooldo just as well?" This
article describes the Roswell. New Mexico, basic skills approach for
instruction in all schools.

s7.

e.

Fourth, what are the real reasons behind.hublic pressuceforisiCk-
tobasics schools? If frictian and 'polarization Characterize school
district politics, men school officials can expect that conflict to
pervade attempts to keepbacktobasics schools running smoothly
according to this article.

a

ST National School Boards Assodatiois. Back-to-Basics.
NSBA Research Report 19784. Washington, D.C.:

. 1978.41 pages. ED 149 483.

The results of a 1977 survey of 786.school board - members and
administrators highlight this research report. Questioned about the
backtobasics movement at the annual National School Boards
Association convention, the respondents generally reflected the
public's positive attitude toward back to basics.

A majority of the board members polled agreed with the
statement that "education standards have deteriorated; \most
schools today need to stress reading, writing, and math skills More
than they do-tenly-20-tb-4WeTaiwotthe-res.pontatstomirlckerl
subjects such as music, career education,,,de kr education.
literature, biology, or creative writing to beessentiaL Fewer than
percent agreed that "back-tcrbasics is a backWard step in th
growth of American education."

Two out of three board members said that their districts had
taken or planned to take official action as a result of the back-to
basics movement. In many districts, the board members themselves
first brought the back-tbasics issue before their boards. A majority
of the respondents believes that "back.tobasics will have an impact
on their local school district within five years."

The authors conclude that, given the positive attitudes of both
the general public and school board 'rnembers toward back-tele
basics issues, "the climate in education is changing."

Pursell, William. A Conservative Alternative School:
The A + School in Cupertino. Fastback Series, No 67.
Bloomington. Indiana: Phi pelta Kappa: 1976. 43
pages. ED 119 388.

Pursell provides an insider's account of the Academics 'Plus
pMgram of the Cupertino Union School District; California, a basic
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22 altematiye program initiated by parents Purse 11, oaks of the
organizers of the program, discusses the values and aims of its

. supporters, *ecounts it.development, describes its features, and
offers some recommendations for others interested in developing
similar programs His work is short on analysis, but it serves well as a
statement of the v .PWS of the middle-class parents who support the
back-tobasics movement.

The Academics Plus parents embody a conservative reaction to
the progressive innovations of the sixties, which, Purse!, charges,
have weakened educational structure and subverted learning and
traditional values The Academics Plus program, in response,
emphasizes structure, it employs teacher-centered instruction, self-
contained classrooms, a clearly structured curriculum, and
trothmai evaluation. Although the program is not limited to the
basics, it emphasizes the mastery of basic skills through traditional
methods of drill. It recreates, Purse! states. "school as most of us
knew it when we wete children."

The initial impetus for program development came when a
school board election crystallized parent unrest Dissatisfied
conservative parents banded together to create a basic alternative
program and hold,the school board to its pledge to serve the diverse
needs of its publiC. The parents submitted a formal proposal in the
spring of 1973 and began recruiting additional families and
developing a curriculum. Although they received little cooperation
from the schooli, they were able to institute a K6 program in one
school that same fair he parents sought to expand in subsequent
years, b succeeded only in adding one sixth-grade class to the
program.

Pursell fudges the program a success. The respopse of the
parents, he notes. has been outstanding 98 percent indicated
satisfaction with the program during its second year. The actual
achievement of the students, however, is not made clear. Purse!!
gives data only for the first year, when the full program "'generally
scored at or above district norms on reading and math and below
district norms on language arts."

ST Resnick, Daniel P., and Resnick, Lauren B. "The
Nature of literacy An Historical Exploration."
Harvard Educational Review, 47, 3 (August 1977). pp
37D85. Ej 167 146.

The' inchoate" backtobasics movement looks to past
;rietliods'as a remedy for the present problems of American literacy.
But as the authors explain. past solutions can work only when social
conditions and educational goals remain stable Seeking to assess
the releliance of past models of literacy training for present needs,
the authors examine three such models Protestantreligious, civic-

' national, and elite-technical and discuss changes in American
educational perspectives

Their review reveals that the nature of literacy criteria and
training has sharply shifted during the past centuries The
Protestantreligious and civic-national models (exemplified by
literacy training in seventeenth-century Sweden and French public

o education during the past century) provided a low level of literacy

0

for a large population. They requiteu their students to show only the
mastery of a limited set of familiar texts. In contrast, the elite-
technical model (exemplified by French higher technical education
since the eighteenth century) has demanded a very high level of
literacy of a small elite. It has viewed literacy in terms of theoretical
knowledge and problemsolving skills. Twentieth-century American
education stands alone in demanding a high level of literacy (the
capacity to understand unfamiliar texts) of an entire population.

The present dismay over the failings of American education, they
argue, sterns in part from our only recently delieloped high literacy
expectations. Much of our difficulty in meeting^ them, in fact, "can
be attributed to the relatively rapid extension to large populations
of educational criteria that were once applied to only a limited
elite." "1"

We cannot return to the past, they conclude, "because there is
little to go back to in terms of pedagogical method, curriculum, or
school organization. The old tried and true approaches, which
nostalgia prompts us to believe might solve current prohlemsowere'
designed neither to achieve the literacy standard sought today nor
to assure successful literacy for everyone"

Schofield, Dee, Issues in Bask Education. School
Leadership Digest, Number 25. ERIC/CEM Research
Analysis Series, Number 27. Arlington, Virginia; and
Eugene National Association of Elementary School
Principals; and ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational
Management, Univellity of Oregon, 1976. 31 pages. .

ED128 873. ;/"."

"The back-tobasics movement has a distinctive grass roots aura,
unlike the liberal education movements of the 1960s, which were
primarily the products of educators," according to Schofield. The
result is that this movement is definitely political in tone and in
substance, as this author notes.

Schofield mints out that although not all supporters of the basics
agree with the strictly fundamentalist approach to education, most
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back-to-basics schools share at least sonic conservaive
characteristics. Fundamentalists see education as the means of
transmitting and preserving the values of the dominant s.uiture, not
as a means of critically examining o. changing those values
Uniformity in behavior, in teaching method, and in .01bject matter is
emphasized in fundamentalist education. And goirg oack to basics

, is seen by many fundamentalists as away to reduce scnc,o1 budgets
by cutting out the so-called "frills."

The conservative cast to the back-to-basics movement has
prompted some educators to react very defensively and charge that
the fundamentaliitrare out to sabotage American education. But,
as Schofield points out, "It is no more correct or enlightening for
educators to condemn fundamentalists as being ignorant and
'backward than% is for back-to-basics advocates to condemn edu
cators for undermining and destroying the American way of life."

In spite of the fact that the backto-basirs movement reflects a
general swing toward conservatism, Schofield does not believe that
fundamentalist, back- to-basics education will become the
dominant form of educatiofi in America. As she states. funda
mentalist philosophy simply does not sit well with many' parents
and educators, who are not prepared to throw out all the
educational innovations of the past decade."

Zll Washburn, S. L. "Beyond the Basics. Some Future
Uses of the Past." National Elementary Principal, 57,1
(October1977). pp. 33.38. El number not yet assigned

Washburn finds himself "deeply distsaber by the bac k.to-bancs
movement. Its view of education, he judges, is "narrow and
fallacious" and clearly inadequate for ti:e needs of contemporary
society. The basic skills may have been )ufficient for all but the elite
a century ago, but they are no longer so. The progress of science
and technology ond the new responsibilities placed on citizens have
radically altered the purposes of education and its relation to
society. "There was never a time," he states. "when the word 'batk'
was less:appropriate in the vocabulary of a principal or teacher::

The back-to-basics movement, he continues, also adopts a
misguided view of human nature. According to its conservative
view, "most students will not learn unless forced to do so, and until
a wide variety of educational practices provide the force:' The
movement accordingly emphasizes external control and discipline
and, in sodding, denies the obligation to make learning meaningful
and to provide intellectual motivation.

Washburn counters with a second view of human nature, which
he wishes to see incorporated in a radical reform of education.
Human beings, for Washburn, are "active, creative, and eager to
I, rn, until the desire to learn has been extinguished by the
schools.:'

Education that will serve children's potential and society's needs.
he argues. must reuniter learning with the life of the adult
community and relate school activity to "the important problems
of living in a rapidly changing -technical world.," It must also
recognize the implications of the maturation process anti
restructure learning to accommodate children's changing abilities

I
.,

and needs. in addition, it should provide greater encouragement for 23
learning with a curriculum that makes success a norm.

Washburn concludes with a discussion of two specific
rec- mendations for reforming education. Peer teaching can help
both tutor and pupil leam as it also helps revolutionize the social
structure of schools. A case study method, which calls for the
analysis of current and controversial issues from the real world, can
give meaning and importance to learning and bring many
disciplines to bear on vital issues, ,

ZS Wellington, James K. "American Education: Its
Failure and Its Future." Phi Delta Kappan, 58. 7
(March 1977); pp. 527-30. Ei 153 639.

"American education is failing," according to Wellingtbn. a past
member of the Scottsdale. Arizona, board of education. Wellington
attributes this failure to two major factors. First, a lack of discipline
in the home and family: "plus inconsistent administration of school
discipline.problems," have rendered school disciplinary procedures
virtually meaningless. .Second, "inconsistent grading standards"
and grades that fail to reflect the student's true level of
achievement have not only inspired the wrath of parents, but have
caused great difficulty for students. Wellington cites examples of
students who make good grades in high school, only to find
themselves penalized in college by their deficiencies in basic skills.

A "fundamental." baclitobasics approach would remedy these
two central problems, according to Wellington. He lists "five
primary, goals" of the fundamental school: (1) to teach basic
reading, writing, speaking, spelling, and computation skills; (2) to
teach students their history and hiritage and ''''to reason in a logical
.and objective manner"; (3) to challenge each student to do his or
her best; (4) to encourage accountability through testing and
grading. and 15) "to reinforce parental ,caching of citizenship,
respect, discipline, and personal responsibility,"

-While Wellington is a staunch supporter of the "fundamental"
school, he acknowledges that this form of traditionalist education is
not for everyone. To accommodate the variety of needs and desires
of parents and students, he advocates "that school districts adopt
alternative schools." But for school districts that are unable to
afford other forms of educational alternatives, the fundamental - -
school should still be provided, since it "is an idea whose time again
has come."
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Discipline

15S3
Abrell, Ronald L. "Classroom Discipline without '
Punishment.. ` Clearing House,'50, 4 (December 19761
pp. 1711.73. El 157 884.

Discipline in the classroom is kindamental to learning, but
coercion is inhumane and rarely works. It is the responsibility of the
teacher to assist students in achievingself-discipline. writes Abrell,

He includes in this 'article a list of personal and environmental
factors that should be cultivated to minimize discipline problems.
The method of correction he proposes places ultimate re-
sponsibility for behavior on the student no detentions, isolation,
suspensions, or other types of negative punishment are to be used.
The first time a student misbehaves, the teacher corrects him or her
in an unobtrusive way. If another incident occurs, the teacher .

reminds the student that his behavior is unsatisfactory and that the'
rules must be observed. Foilowinubsequent acts of misconduct:
the student meets with both the teacher and the principal.

Abrell suggests that if the student believes he cann6t function
productively under existing conditions, a change of teachers or
school may be in order. If this change fails to work, the student is
directed to leave school and to seek another institution that' will .
meet his needs more satisfactorily. .

Doyle, Walter. "Helping Beginning 4 Teac hers 1§.44 nage
Classrooms " NASSP Bulletin, 59, 395 (December
1975); pp. 38-41. El 135 566.

May beginning teacheft encounter difficulty managing their
etas . To the extent 'these problems are not rectified during
student teaching, supervisory personnel in the schools should offer
firstyear teachers the needed training, Doyle contends.,

Doyle explainsthe work of Jacob S. Kounin, whose research has
substantiated the connection between discipline and general
classroom management skills. Kounin's findings, indicate that what
, ter.cher does before misbehavior takes place is crucial° in
determining overall disciplinary success and sustaining la*
involvement. In refining his concepts, Kounin was able to identify
four dimensions of managerialskill: "withitness," which refers to
the teacher's ability to communicate to students his or her
awareness of.what is happening in the classroom; "overlap," the

.teacher's ability to perform two or more activities at one time;
"movement management," the teacher's skill in maintaining
momentum; ..and "group focus," the teacher's competence in
involving all class members in each classrooin event.

Doyle believes that Kounin's framework can be helpful in
Identifying the source of classroom management problems and
provides a practical illustration dealing with the concept of group
focus.

15E
Estadt, Gary j.; Willow*, Donald 1.; and Caldwell,
William E. "School Principals' Role Administration
Behavior and Teacher? Pupil Control Behavior: A
Test of the Domino Theory." Contemporary
Education, 47, 4 (Summer 1976), pp. 207-12."El 152
436.
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T.he domino theory of administration holds that behavior at one
level of the hierarchy determines behavior at the next lower level.
and so on, through the organization. In testing this theory, Estadt
and his colleagues sought to determine whether the style used by
secondary school principals in administering rules governing
teachers affects the manner in which those teachers control the
behavior of their students.

Using a rule administration scale developed by Caldwell and
some of his associates, teachers were asked to characterize their
"principals. The principalwere then divided into three categories on
the basis of leadership style: representative, punishmentcentered.
and mock. EXamples of items from the respective categories are
"The principal would assume you have a good reason if you did not
attend a scheduled teachers' meeting," "If you left school early, the
principal has a method of checking andwould penalize you," and
"The principal would disregard your absence at a scheduled
teachers' meeting." Students at the same schools ranked their
teachers on a humanisticcustodial continuum.

The authors hyPothesized that in schools headed by principals in
the "representativ' leadership category teachers would tend to be
humanistic, whereas in those headed by "punTshment.centered"
principals the teachers would be more custodial Neither of these
hypotheses was supported by the data.

"The major result Of the present investigation is its failure to find
any support for the domino theory," write the authors. "At least for
the present sample, the secondary school principal's pattern of rule
administfation with regard to teachers has no relationship to the
teacher's pupil control behavior " The authors note, however, that
in interpreting these results it is important to recognize that while
the instruments used purport to examine'behavior, both do so by
tapping perceptions of behavior

Garza, Gonzalo. "Classroom Management:
l) for Supervision " Paper presented at the

Association for Supervision and Curriculum
. development annual meeting, Houston, March 1977

46 pages. Ed 141 879

"CLASHES WILL BEGIN NEXT TUESDAY" ran a misspelled
, newspaper headline heralding the new school year The misprint

was inadvertent,, but the headline was, nevertheless, disturbingly
accurate, A recent poll of 3,400 teachers revealed that classroom
discipline was ranked among the most serious problems afflicting
education today. Garza does not pretend to have all the answers,
but he does offer a useful summary of current approaches and
some helpful precepts for sound classroom management.
): An awareness of the approaches and their philosophical

underpinnings may prompt teachers to try out new strategies and, in
the process, meet student needs more thoroughly First, Garza
outlines six basic strategies authoritarian, permissive, social and
emotional, group process, behavior modification, and "bag of
tricks"with short discussions of the basic assumptions and role of
tt.e teacher in each one From there, he mines on to thy pidowdl
side of classroom management In a potpourri of eighteen
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suggestions, he covers a wide range of situations from the 25
inefficacy of group punishment to the perils of -assigning extra
schoolwork as a punitive measure.

Garza's report does not attempt to break any new ground, but it is
a succinct survey of trends and tactics in classroom discipline. It
should help educators reassess techniques that may have become
more habitual than effectual.

George, Paul S. "Changing Classroom Behavior: Thi
School Principal and Contingency Management."
NASSP Bulletin, 56, 368 (December 1972), pp. 31-36.
Ej.065 976.

Drabman, Ronald S.; jarvie, Gregory j3 and
Archbold, lames. "The Use and Misuse of Extinction s.

in Classroom Behavioral Programs." Psychology in
the Schools, 13, 4 (Ottober 19761 pp. 470.75. El 146

. 258.

In their efforts to improve bOth discipline and the quality of
education, behavioral scientists have suggested a. variety of
prO'cedures designed to reduce unwanted behaviors. Contingency
management involves rewarding good behavior and ignoring
inappropriate behavior. George outlines how this technique woks
and how it can be used by the school principal. Drabman and
colleagues look at some of the pitfalls and how to avoid them.

When educational researchers study the tasks performed by
school administrators, they find that principals spend a dispro-
portionate amount of their time trying to change the behavior of
teachers and students Most conventional methods are negative.
George believes contingency management provides a positive
alternative. Based on the law of association and the fact that
behavior seems to be more affected by what follows it than by what
precer es it, the technique requires four essential steps. First.,select
the behavior to be changed. For a teacher the principal might select
the production of lontrafige lesson plans. For a student the target
behavior might be the extinction of fighting with other pupils,
Second, study the behavior and record the number of times it
occurs Third, choose an appropriate reward and use it immediately
following the presence athe desired behavior or the absence of the
undesirable behavior. Fourth, look at how often the behavior now
occurs to see if the strategy is working.

George advocates contingency management as an approach to
solving day-today problems. He also believes its use by the
principal can improve the attitudes of students toward school. "The
principal in the American school is something of a symbol of the
entire educational system," he writes. Positive or negative
associations transfer from him to the school experience as a whole.

The article by Drabman and his associates focuses on one aspect
of contingency management, the use of extinction, or contingent
ignoring, in the classroom. They believe the technique can be
effective if properly implemented, but caution it must be taken step
by step.

"Because of the ease of initiating the extinction procedure, it is
tempting to skip the baseline phase," but it is essential that the

if
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teacher first determine who presently is reinforcing the negative
behavior, write the authors If the other students,- not the teacher
are the source of reinforcement, the teacher might choose instead
to reward them for ignoring it Once the process has begun, the
teacher must be committed to ignoring the behavior each time it
occurs and must be prepared to see a temporary increase or
possibly the substitution of another, inappropriate form of
behavior. For this reason,6 it is critical that the teacher make
acceptable alternatives available to the child For example, if the
target hehavior involves talking in class, the teacher should instruct
the child that the correct way to communicate is by raising one's
hand, and then reinforce the child with immediate attention when
he or she remembers to do this.

ZD Grantham, Marvin L, and Harris, Clifton S., Jr. "A
Faculty Trains Itself to Improve Student Discipline."
Phi Delta Kappan, 57,10 (June 1976). pp. 661-64 El
139 344.

It is easy for school perso9nel to blame lack of discipline on the
community, but deploring the present situation and waiting for
society to change is a nonsolut on, in the opinion of these authors.
Hence, the faculty of the Herbert Marcus Elementary School of
Dallas, Texas, asked themselves, "Are we part of the problem?" and
began a year-long staff cgelopment effort to provide the tools for
better classroom management.

The heart of the'plan was a series of development sessions led by
the principal and outside professionals. In these sessions, staff
explored alternative teaching and disciplinary techniques. Three t.
-students in each class were identified to receive individualized /
attention based on the new things the teachers were learning. Three/
additional students in each class were selected to act as controls At
the beginning and end of the year, observations were made of each
reacher in the classroom, and achievement tests were administered
to both sets of students. The results, report the authors, were
gratifying. Not only had the teachers become better managers, but
there had been a marked decrease in discipline problems, as well aa
a modest increase in pupil achievement.

The Marcus School staff thinks that the best approach to
discipline is a preventive onethe provision of a variety of educe-.
tional and environmental alternatives that will interest challenge,
and motivate the pupil. "Like it or not," conclude the authors, "the
first place to cope with disciplinary problems is in the classroom.
The teacher must make the primaryedjustments even while the
pupil is learning to atsume responsibility for his actions."

reaction. Also, the research indicates that a harsh punishment is
more inhibiting han a mild one. While suck insights may be valid.
they are not alway- practicable. After all, a teacher cannot always
reprimand a child within one second of the offense, and there are
moral and legal limits to the severity of a response. What` teachers
and parents need, Karpowitz advises, is a form of discipline that will
not be diiiiteld by delay and that will be effective without being too

e erne.
Krpowitz makes a step toward filling this need with his study of

reinstatement (rehearsal). With its reenactment of the whole
situation that led up to the transgression,' this technique is
particularly appropriate to a situation where the authority cannot'
respond at once. Using ninety first-grade boys as subjects,
Karpowitz found that discipline coupled with reinstatement was
significantly more effective than punishment alone. He does not
belabor the implications that his conclusions might have for
educators, but teachers looking for ways to control. recalcitrant
students should'not ;teed elaborate help in applying the principles
of reinstatement in the schoolroom.

If a child were to hit a classmate, for example, the teacher might
carefully explain what led up to the misbehavior before
reprimanding the offender.

TO Karpowitz, Dennis H. "Reinstatement as a Method to
Increase the Effectiveness of Discipline in the School
or Home." journal of School Psychology, 15, 3
(February 1977), pp. 230.37. El 167 272.

The literature on discipline has given teachers some help in
curbing misbehavior, but much of the advice is more suggestive
than practiCal. There is overwhelming agreement, focexample. that
an immediate response is a more effective deterrent than a delayed

1



The}einstaternent method has its liabilities insufficient time to
deVote to every mishap is an obvious onebut it is a useful
addition't6 an ins trulc tor's repertoire of responses. Those situations
that seem to demand immediate discipline may not be beyond the
teacher's contra.

Kindsvatter, Richard. "A New View of the Dynamics
of Discipline." Phi Delta Kappan, 59, 5 (January 1978).,,
pp. 322-25. F) 169 844.

"A common misunderstanding can be ay.oided," Kindsvatter
maintains, "if we do not think of discipline as the controlling or
punishing behaviors of teachers " Class management is more than
telling pupils to be quiet or depriving them of a privilege The
'educator's role *to help students understand their own actions and
to guide them toward acceptable altematives.
. Kindsvatter breaks discipline down into three-levels behavior
expectations, behavior achustment, and control techniques. While
he deals with discipline from start to finish, the assessment required
in the Second stage is of particular interest. An essential basis for
order in the classroom is accurate identification of the motivation
for the misbehavior. Teachers are prone to assume that all fractious
students are only capricious and inattentive Boisterousness or
incessant talking, educators are likely to conclude. is only the result
of overactive hormones, and control measures are quickly invoked

But the. problems are often more deep-seated than instructors
teitli to think. The unruly pupil may have severe and chronic

0 emotional problems or a negative attitude toward the teacher and
rth.e class. In these cases, conventional means oftenforcement are

not only futile but harmful. Educators must leaNito differentiate'
between the various sources of misbehavior and react
appropriately,

Kindsvatter charts the possible sources of misbehavior, and
elements of discipline on a "3 x 3 matrix " It is a convenient tool in
beginning to understand the complex dynamics of a specific
disciplinary situation:-intuition is not enough.

WS Leviton, Harvey S. "The Individualization of Disci.
pline for Behavior Disordered Pupils "Psychology in
the Schools, 13, 4 (October 1976), pp 445-48 El 146
252.

As Leviton points out, there is a growing literature on the.
individualization of instruction. But little, if anything, has been
written about using different methods of discipline for different
students. In this paper, he presents a rationale for individualized
discipline and proposes a tentative strategy for matching the five
types of behavior-disordered children identified by H C Quay with
twenty potential forms of discipline

For example, Quay has labelled one categori of children
"anxious withdrawn." He describes them as fearful, underilehaving,
rather than misbehaving. For these children. Leviton suggests
student/teacher conferences and the rewarding of good behavior
Inappropriate forms of discipline might include dismissal from class
and corporal punishment "The perceptive teacher may step down

1

hard on an aggressive child when he interrupts, while identical 27
behavior from a timid child would be reinforced or encouraged," he
says.

Leviton includes a table, summarizing appropriate teacher
behavior for each of the five types of children, but writes it is meant
not as a "cookbook" but "as an' attempt to systematize the
differences in children's behavior and the appropriate techniques

> for coping with it." 4

`Nt National School ROards 1k$sociation. Report:
Discipline in Our Big City Schools. Washington, D.C.:
1977.45 pages. ED 144 210.

concerned about the growing problem of school discipline, the
National School Boards Association's Council of Big City Boards of
Education appointed an ad hoc committee to take a look at some
of the nation's largest school districts. The committee contacted
more than one hundred districts and in this report outlines its
findings and recommendations.

As the committee undoubtedly had anticipated, the 4rge
majority of schools contacted reported that incidents of disruptive
behavior are. increasing in frequency. Disruptive behavior seem§\
most prevalent among students in junior high or in their early high \
school years. At the elementary level, the problem appears to be \
growing but his not yet reached the "serious" stage. Approximately
75 oerceni''of the districts surveyed report nonattendance
(tarchneisltruancylcutting classlas the most frequent single cause of
disciplinary action. Other oft-cited problems are 'violations of
school regulations, assaults, verbal abuse of teachers, theft,
vandalism, and class disruption.

Data submitted to the committee did not indicate whether
disruptive behavior occurs more frequently among minority
students. It is apparently true that some discipline problems are
acute in large, urban areas, concludes the committee, but "there is
no evidence to suggest that these problems are related to the
students' ethnic or racial background."

The report includes examples of how various districts handle
disci] iline and concludes with a six.point plan developed by the
committee for use by districts experiencing discipline problems.

Wz2e
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Oliveto, Ames L Discipline . . . No. 1 Problem in the
Schools? 40 Positive, Preventive Prescriptions for
Those Who Care.... Operations Notebook 1 7, Burlin-
game.'Califomia: Association of California School
Administrators. 1977. 6 pages. El) 145 566.

Olivero begins this report by citing some pretty grim statistics
about the increasing. incidence of violence and other serious
discipline problems in the school. However, his central premise is a
Jositive one. Heitonly believes these problems can be overcome if
teachers, students, and parer?swork together, and he includes
numerous, concrete examples o1iow this can be done.

The first part of the report is devoted to a discussion of causes, at
school and at home. "Having been in numerous schools the past
decade;" he says. "I've been amazed Arne number of parents who

3,.
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28 have indicated they teach their children to fight."
In the reminder of the report he outlines in detail some forty

innovative ideas that have, been tried by various schools across the
country Involving students, faculty, and parents, these ideas
include a rumor committee initiated by students at.a Seattle tumor
high to avert misunderstandings between students, personalized
approaches to counseling, ways to alleviate stress among teachers,
and the rescheduling of field trips so parents can participate.

"Neither parents nor slat: can attack the problem of discipline
independently and be effective," says Olivero. "Both parties must
team with-students to establish and maintain a positive learning
climate."

7s. Rathbun, Dorothy. "How to Cope in the Middle
School Jungle " Learning, 6, 3 (November 1977), pp
40, 46- 47,100. E) 176 427.

Rathbun is mating from the trenches, not the tower. This
involvement with the daily realities of a teacher's life in the middle
school is reflected in her blunt assessment, "putting up every day
with 150 (Aiming humans on the brink of puberty" is nothing but
"plain h k." The only effective way to handle the situation,

- she sa s s to 'present yourself as an aclulkand be rn charge."
W their misguA "d attempts to "be a pal" beginning.teachers

ar pt to abdicate their power. The result is rarely he harmony that
has so earnestly sought; more than likely chaos will ensue, and the
naive instructor may rue the day he or she ever put a foot in the
"middle school jungle." Rathbun is sympathetic, but she insists that
teachers need to approach a class as authorities, not as peers.
Educators should therefore insist on a proper form of address, Mr
Tompkins will experienet less frustration and be more effective
than will just plain Jim Dress should also be formal, and the
teacher's language should be dignified, slang and profanity will
make an instructor sound more absurd than with it" Teachers

\should remember that their primary responsibility is to teachnot
entertain or to win popularity contests In the long run, it is
lity instruction that will win studerits' respect and cooperation.
ly, it is essential that teachers maintain order at all times

h this emphasis on authority, Rathbun may sound as if she
stalks around the classroom with a pointer in one hand and a switch
in the other That is not the case She recognizes the perils of
overreaction and counsels against Mem, restraint and common
sense are in order H is best not to send students to the office. for
"you are in charge, and you can handle it yourself if you try " If a
discipline matter cannot be handled by a "judicious use of well
rehearsed glara, frowns,Aointed lingers or set jaws," instructors
should be carefas.i sf-wliaTthey say, since they may compound the
trouble with careless phrasing of empty threats A command ike
"Doris, knock it off right Howl" will probably encourage Doris to
knock a book on the floor, and a promise of "something drastic'.

,may prompt students to find out what those measures might be
These and other suggestions are a refreshing, antidote to the

many highminded but unrealistic homilies that abound in the
literature on classroom management The novice teacher needs to

1.

survive the day, and Rathbun's piagmatic advice is probablyitoing
to be more helpful than are idealistic schemes that Would sacrifice
order reirinvolvement."

Stoops, Emery, and King:Stoops, lOyce, Discipline or
Difaster? Fastback Series, No. 8. Bloomington,
Ihdiana: Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation,
1975. 38 pages, ED 112 484.

One of a series of publications put out by the Phi.Delta Kappa.
Educational Foundation, this little book p sents .a clear ape_
concise introduction to the subject of school di ipline. The authors
begin with a general discussion of the cone t of discipline and
follow it with a section on discipline policies, "To avoid anarchy
and disaster in a school situation, there must positive regulations
and standards for student behavior," write he authors. "These
policies should be expressed in writing forth district, the building.
and the classroom."

The last two sections of the book deal wit classroom discipline
and how to set classroom standards. The au hors describe how to
handle specific 'types of behavior probl ms and list tips on
classroom control. For example, be in the toom ahead 'of the
students and start class promptly. Learn and *students' names as i
soon as possible Be prepared. Be consistent When challenged by a
student, do not take it personally. Con r often with, parents.
Employ thohree F's: Be friendly, fair, an firm. .

Tanner, Laurel N. Classroo Discipline for Effective
Teaching and Learning. Nele ork:11611, Rinehart and
Winston, 1978. 214 pages. D 150 750.

The1960s treated school discipline as ;.lorni of oppression, while
the seventies have embraced rigid coon I as part of,,a "return to
basics.' With such wild fluctuations, it is no wonder that classroom
discipline has turnedinto a political issue and that educators have
lost sight of its purpose. For discipline,, Tanner reminds us, is an
integral part of teaching, not an unfortunate adjunct; it provides an
essential basis for the self-direction that is the goal of education.

Recognition of the necessity, even thn desirability, of discipline is
only the beginning of an educator's task, however. The obvious
questions arise. How, should problems be treated? What model of
discipline is best? Tanner does not offer pat answers since there is
no one "best" mode of discipline. The child's stage of development
is the crucial factor here, for what is appropriate at one level will be
inappropriateand even harmfulat another. As children grow
older, they are less likely to accept antadult's decree as law simply
because it emanates from an adult. The teacher who continues to
treat fifthgraders as firstgraders, then, is inevitably going to
antagonize the class and create strife. A leachers job is to
encourage growth, and there is no cause for hand wringingbecause
youngsters do not remain in awe of adults, Discipline shod change
with the child's stage of development and help him her move to
the next stage.

Tanner goes on to apply this perspective to a variety of
contexts authority, teaching, interest and attention, external
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influinces. unsocialized students, and ',self-esteem, offering
important insights and useful. suggestions along the way. But the
chapter of the most immediate significance to practitioners is on
dealing with discipline problems. Tanner entphasizes that it is not
enough to stop disruptive behavior: the stunt's energies must be

Iredirected toward a constructive activity. '!Stop it" is, therefore, a
less effective command than is a statenrnt along the lines of
"Edward. stop bothering Susan and work on your story or read your
library book."

While it is essential to keep classroom activities going, teachers
should be careful not to sacrifice long-range goals for momentary
cooperation. "As an illustration, giving a pupil an overload of
homework as punishment is hardly likely to generate positive
attitudes toward education, yet one of the aims of school is to
encourage individuals to seek further education throughout their
live/The instructor should, moreover, be wary of overreacting to a

,..pfrt.cultar incident; a stern look may be a more effective response
to disruption than a loud 'reprimand.

Twines work is a substantial contribution to the literature. She
not onlyllai incorporated the findings of other researchers, but also
has taken Ikoriginal tack that never neglects the practical for the
grandiose.

NE5
Wilde, Sohn W., and %Amen, NW- "Teaching
Disruptivi`4dolescents A Game Worth Winning."
Phi Delta Kaksizani51 5 (January 1978), pp 342-43..El
1698!19;,,.

With degV, Profanity, disiuption. and Volence plaguing the
classrood teachers are, understandably enough, looking for new
ways to handle discipline problems :But those educators who
expect to curb behavior problems with new means of punishment
may be suffering from "terminal myotila." according to Wilde and
Sommers. Teachers tend to wait until student misbehavior has
reached the point of outright disruption before dipping into their
arsenals of responsesbehavior modification, contracts, "teacher
effectiveness training," yoga, and -se) forth. By then the situation
may be well beyopd control;preven4n. not elimination, is theonly
effective way to deal with disorder in the classroom,

Wilde and Sommers offer foul suggestions for eradicating
discipline problems before they start! First, students should be given
a rationale for the subject matter they are being asked to master.
One high school science teacher, for example, begins a term with a
presentation of slides depicting striking phenomena -from straws
.embedded in telephone boles to Hight bulbs that operate without
electricity. After igniting interest, fie goes on to explain how the
class will probe some of nature's mysteries.

A' second step is to establish individual goals for,
studentssometimes a difficult ask due to differences in their
abilities. But it can be done. Ar( eleventhgrade English teacher
prescribes a weekly set of tasks lot her students, and the" results
have been encouraging.

A third suggestion for heading off misbehavior before it starts is
to allow pupils to participate in d fining their own goals .)thus the

teacher can avoid headtohead confrontations that bring ulcers 29
and gray hairs." Finally, classroom discipline should not be based
on rules from bn high; students should be allowed some input in the
establishment of rules and consequences. They might, for example,
decide what is acceptable behavior and fix the responses for
inftactions.

The authors admit that "the suggestions presented here are
basicalmost obvious." But educators occasionally need to be
reminded that sensible and sensitive teaching can make learning a
team sport, not a clash of adversaries.
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Batte4, Joe D. "Face-to-Face Communication.' The. 61
Personnel Administrator, 21, 2 (February 1976). 2: ?Ili
51-54. El 153 582. ;

Batten; the author of a belt-selling management book, believes
that survey results and the discussions bf manage'rnent researchers
indicate that "the manager's total -effectiveness rises or falls directly
in proportion to his 'face.to-face' skillshis interpersonal insights
and actions." In this article he outlines the essential element's of
truly effective one-to-one relationships. .

First of all, a leader should remain both vulnerable and open.
That is. a leader shOuld remain flexible and responsive to new ideas
and be willing to "stick his neck out' at limes. Thli kind of open
posture is essential for a leader's continued growth and ability to
relate empathetically with others. 1 hi defensive. invulnerable
persop." Batten notes, "plateaus early in life in terms of growth,
vitality, and the capacity to obtain lollowership'."

The managys'uld avoid what Batten cabs "negative listen-
ing . . "tendency, to hear the other person out and then say what
you wire going to say anyway." And he should* aware of "body
English." but be careful not to "judge another according to past
biases or stereotypes."

Batten encourages leaders to avbid the tendency to label, box. Or
categorize others. Rather, "we should try to see the other person as
being in a state of flow, of ongoing growth." Instead Of limiting a
person by looking for his or her weaknesses, a leader should
concentrate on the person's strengths and expect full use of these
strengths.,T his, says Batten, fulfills in the Other person a central
human requirementthe need to feel in some way 'significant as a
person.

Gray, John W., and Ward, Allan. L. "Improving
Ofr© Communications Between Student and Principal."

NASSP Bulletin,.58, 384 (October 1974), pp. 3-12. El
103 473.

Students tend to equate the amount of time their, principal
spends with them with the amount of care he or she has for them.
Thus Cray and Ward encourage principals to'ncrease the number
and quality of personal contacts they make wit students and to get
to know the concerns of the Inner student."

Communication quality can be increased by such techniques as .

paraphrasing and feedback. For example, a principal should
encourage students to reflect on and respond to statements he
makes. in turn, he should listen carefullywhat a student is saying
and then attempt to paraphrase wharthat student has said,

Principals should attempt to initiate dialogue with students about
the concerns and questions that 'most occupy their minds. One
technique for getting to know the real interests of students is to ask
them to write on unsigned papers the questions That most deeply
concern them, When'the authors did this with several classes Of
college freshmen, they found that the students were thinking about
such basic issues as the purpose of life, the reasons for wars, and the
way to personal happiness. The authors ranked the varied questions
according to how often they were asked' and gave the resulting
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"concern profile" back to the group.
Cray and Ward believe that administrators can take a long step

'toward improving communication by realizing that students want
dialogue about serious humeri, problems, instead of either pat
answers or avoidance of the issues To facilitate such dialogue, they
recommend that principals voice their own concerns about some of
the issues that students mention in their concern profile

"A Case Study in Human Relations."
NASSP Bulletin, 60, 401 (Septemper 1976), pp. 103-6

El *1.53 064.

In this article, Wan constructs a fictitious situation in which
rincipalfaculty relations are very strained. In the process. of
writing the principal out of this dilemma, he outlines several useful
techniques for improving interpersonal relations between principal
and faculty.

Ingare's main argument is that by increasing the opportunities for
informal contact between principal and faculty, the level of mutual
trust and understanding between them can be greatly increased. He
outlines several ways ihat a principal can increase his or her level of
contact with faculty, while deemphasiz mg his authoritarian role

For example. the principal can use attendance at extracurricular
events, such.as concerts, plays. and sporting events, to increase his
opportunities for informal dialogue with coaches and faculty
members. Or he may make it a point to eat his lunch with the
faculty rather than in his office. One of the simplest techniques is to
show an interest in faculty members by Inquirrig, whenever
practical, about husbands, wives, or children.

Ingari also suggests that a principal set up weekly informal "rap
sessions" with teachers in which he would concentrate on listening
to faculty members' opinions and grievances He might also leave
his office door open whenever possible and encourage instructors
to drop by for informal chats

Small changes in behavior such as these, concludes Ingari. can
do much to improve the effectiveness of an educational leader,
while improving the general communications climate of his school

O
Nostrand, Peter F., and Shelly, Richard W. An
Educational Leadership Listening Model. 1973 14
pages. ED 087 100.

Effective listening is not merely a simple' skill but "an atkliti
"series of abilities." Nostrand and Shelly define five distinct sk is

invIcIved in successful listening, two of which are practiced du ng
the actual verbal exchange, and three after the conversation as

ended. ..`i
The authors call the period of actual verbal intercourse the
1 -/'Ictive phase" of listening. The listener exercises his

"concentrative" skill by being fully aware of what is being said,
a oicling the pitfalls of simply appearing to be listening, or thinking

bo.a

lead of the speaker, The listener also asks clarifying questions
Ien necessary to assure "comprehensive input." "Appreciative"

hs ening extends from concentrative listening when the listener
*tempts to understand the speaker's viewpoint or frame of "Successful managers, regardless of nationality, share certain

0,

reference. These two skills, when properly practiced, assure a clear 31.
reception of the message.

The "post-active phase" begins after the listener has heard the
whole of the speaker's message. It consists of "reflection on the
torality of input during the foregoingactive phase," and can take
place "during a pause in the conversation"or after the com-
municators have physically parted compar4.'\' Nostrand and Shelly
have subdivided this process of, "thinking aboekwhat's been said"
into analytic, critical, and creative components.

The analytic component is defined as a "sorting process" in
which the listener classifies statements by the speaker according to, . --

their relevance to particular topics. The listener Should try to be as
objective as possible here, avoiding the rejection of statements
because of disagreement or because the statement is' threatening.'

The critical listening component is a judgment process in which
statements are.weigfied according-to their "degree of relevance" to
the topic. The authors admit that this is a subjective process, but
they think that a listener can largely avoid bias in his "weighing?' by
being as methodical and objective as possible.

The weighed statements are thin summed to yield a complete
picture of what was said on the topic. This is the "synthesis" stage of
the creative listening component. Finally, in the "evaluation" stage,
the new view is integrated with the listener's own ideas to yield-an
expanded.understanding of the topic. This .new conception then
acts as a fertile ground for the response process. The authors,
include several diagrams to illustrate their model.

Ot Orlando, Joseph M. "Do You Lock Out Associates?"
School Businesi Affairs, 41, 2 (February 1975), P. 35.
El 110 966.

A "lock-out," as defined by Orlando, is any behavior by a school
administrator that blocks needed communication. Lock-outs can,
include not responding to inquiries by fellow administrators or
subordinates, not communicating with fellow workers when
needed, or assuming that others have information when they don't.

For exampl , an administrator can practice lock-out simply by
not tellin is secretary where he'll be. Or he can file, upon receipt,
all di ctives that come across his desk, without making them

able to those persons they affect. Or he may fail to
acknowledge another person when he benefits from that person's
services.

Other common forms of lock-out are oracticed when adminis-
trators do not read their professional literature, fail to attend state,
regional, and national conferences, or when they do not read
changes in laws that affect their school district. Orlando
enumerates several other varieties of flock-out, while warning
against the negative Consequences of such communication
blockages.

OC Pascale, Richard Tanner, "Zen and the Art of
Management!' Harvard Business Review, 56, 2
(March/April 19781 pp. 1534i2. El 173 606.
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32 common charactenstici that are related to subtleties of the
communications process." This is perhaps the most significant
finding of Pascale's study of Japanese companies, which he
conducted to determine the ways in which the companies'
communications and -decision-making processes contributed to
their high performance. in this article, Pascale describes several of
the subtle communication techniques employed by successful
managers in both Japan and the United Statestechniques
collectively referred to as the "art of management."

One such technique is the use of ambiguity as a managemen
tool; instead of pushing for premature solutions, to comple
problems, a successful manager sometimes permits the situate, s
to remain ambiguous:until they "take clearer shape or reachian
accommodation of their own." This Pascale contrasts with,,the
manager who prematurely makes a decision in a still ambigiiouc
situation, which /freezes" the natural evolution of the situation.

i There are ,pf course times when "being explicit and decisive is not
only helpful but necessary"; however, there is a,greater advantage
in having a "dual f(ame of reference." '

Ambiguity can also have value when criticizing a subordinate's
work. The skilled manager carehilly constructs his or her message,
coming "close enough to the point to ensure that the subordinate
gets the message but not so close as to 'crowd' him and cause
defensiveness." l' hi's approach, states Pascale, allows the worker to
retain his pride, while avoiding the alienation that often
accompanies confrontation.

Pascale also discusses the value of "implied recognition" as a
_powerful incentive for workers. Seeking another's opinion, for

example, tacitly "communicates recognition and respect for his
Insight. So does an invitation to participate in a significant meeting
from which the person might otherwise\ have been excluded."

The successful manager, says Pascale, -sees himself not only as an
accomplisher of certain organizational tasks, but also as ;'an
essential intermediary in the social fabric." He values a worker for
his uniqueness and humanness in addition to valuing him for the
function he performs; that is, the manager is attentive to both the
"man" and the "bottom line." Pascale illustrates many of his
concepts in this interesting article by contrasting Eastern and
Western modes of thinking.

,

Patterson, Walter G. "To the Principal: Are You
Therel" NASSP Bulletin, 61, 407 (March 1977). pp.
1046. EJ 160 412.

Leaders should "operate within an "open door policy," providing
frequent and regular opportunities for access An available and
visible leader provides psychological assurance that the leader is

there" should problems arise This ultimately enhances the leader's
effectiveness.

Patterson offers school administrators several suggestions for
increasipg availability. A principal can remain in the outer office at
the opening and closing of school so students and teachers may see
and talk with him or her. A superintendent might spend an
occasional lunch hour in the faculty lunch room A superintendent

A

or pmcloal can provide "open hours" in which any staff member,
teacher, parent, or student may see him.

The author also provides several contemporary and historical .
examples supporting the idea that leadership is enhanced through
the increased availability of the leader.

(6 Pulley, terry L. "The Principal and Communication:
Some Points of Interference." NASSP Bulletin, 59,
387 (January 19751 pp. 50-54. El 110 352.

The "classic linear model" of communication has- five
components: source, message, medium, receiver, and reaction.
Breakdowns in communication can occur at any of these points,
says Pulley, and in a variety of ways For example, the source, which
isthe individual or group with information to share, may be viewed
by others in a wide variety of ways, thus inhibiting the accurate
transmission of the message.

The way the message is constructed or encoded can also lead to
misunderstanding. "Overkise of education jargon." for example,
can easily lose a listener, while the use of "sensitive" words and
phrases tends to alienate some -audiences. To avoid the latter
difficulty, Pulley recommends that terms such as "truant': and
lazy" be replaced by the euphemisms "absent without perm&
sion" and "can do more when he tries."

The medium is simply the delivery system for a message, whether
it be conversation, electronic device, or printed matter. Errors at this
stage are very common, so Pulley recommends that messages be
sent through more than one channel whenever possible. Verbal
conversation is by far the most effective means of communication,
says Pulley, because "it allows for significant non-verbal
communication" as well as direct feedback from the listener.

How a receiver interprets a message Is another common source
of interference. Often a receiver is biased toward the source, or a
message is interpreted the way the receiver wants to interpret. The
attitudinal set of the receiver, then, should be an important
consideration when constructing a message.

Pulley concludes by recommending that the principal build an
awareness of the possible sources of communication error in his
organization, so that he can design "a more effective
communication system."

C371
Redfern, George B. "Managerial Communication:
Three Keys to Effectiveness." Paper presented at the
American Association of School Administrators
annual meeting, Las Vegas, February 1977.10 Pages,
ED 137 954.

Managerial communications, states Redfern, are not in good
health First of all, communications between principals and faculty
are being strained due to the advent of teacher unions and
collective bargaining. Collaboration is being replaced by union
confrontation tactics and strategies, while "openness and trust have
become casualties." There is also a growing alienation between
buildintlevel administrators and central office personnel; team
management, says Redfern, has often failed, causing some middle



Managers to form their own unions.
Communications between school and community are also

strained: di." in part to decreas esin achievement by students, and in
part to the emergence of parent and community pressure groups

that are demanding a say in what children are taught. In addition,
the increase in "investigative" reporting by the media has
undermined the public's confidence in educational managers,
because it has become stylish to think that there is always
something hidden or corrupt.

Redfem offers several general suggestions for alleviating these
communication breakdowns For example, he recommends that
school systems be structured to fulfill the psychological needs of
their members. Some of these needs are a sense that management
Cares about workers' ideas, a sense that workers are having an
impact on the organization. and a feeling that the organization has
"integrity." Many of these needs, says Redfern, are not currently
satisfied, resulting in alienation, cynicism, and decreased
confidence.

School systems can take a step toward meeting some of these
needs, states Redfern.' by' increasing the "upward flow of
information " Presently, if an idea or suggestion is to survive on the
way "tip." every administrator on the way must say "yes." When
ideas are. blocked. however, individuals "conclude that the
organization and its managers do not care what they think

This turns them off. Cynicism results"
Redfern els° suggests several attitudinal changes that can help

open up communication channels. For example, "power" should be
reconceptualized as being a shared resource as opposed to
something that only management holds and uses on employees.
The latter view provokes workers to acquire power by forming
unions.

"Research Interpersonal Relations: Ho..v to Say
Goodbye." Nations Schools and Colleges, 1, 2
(October 1974), pp. 54-56. E1105 881.

How do you end a conversation? According to the findings of a
research team at Purdue University, most people don't just shake
hands and say "goodbye." Instead, they end the conversation with
words of reinfopment and agreement, such as "yeah," "right,"
"sure," or "okay." It seems that "most people instinctively
understand that agreement is the 'proper' way to end a
conversation." 4

Even stronger ways to signal the end of a conversation, howevei,
are nonverbal clues. The first sign is often a forward lean, followed
by a break in eye contact. But. "the surest clue that a conversation
is over is what the researchers call 'left positioning' the leave-
taker actually points his legs or feet toward the door.".

Leave-taking can be a fairly complex ritual of verbal and
nonverbal ckie, approaching a "veritable song and dance." Since
misunderstandings of the signals often occur, it

this
the

administrator to build a good understanding of thiS complek and
subtle behavior.

O
Rages, Joseph, and Matczynski., Thomas. "Principal-
Central Office Communication." NASSP Bulletin, 61,
405 (January 1977), pp, 37-43. E1158 815.

The traditional, hierarchical model of school-system
organization may be responsible for communication problems
within the system. Rogus and Matczynski believe that this type of
organization does not satisfy members' "higher needs." needs that
are satisfied by shared decisionriaking and involvement in the
development of the organization. if satisfaction at this "motivation
level" is not achieved, workers are likely to express frustration at
lower levels by organizing and demanding job security, fringe
benefits, and other tangibles. On the other hand. satisfaction of
these higher needs "has been shown to relate significantly to
improved employee performance."

Part of the trouble with the hierarchical system is its pyramidal
structure, with different levels connoting superior-inferior
relationships. Another problem is the "rule" of the hierarchical
game that problems are "symptoms of weakness and weak people,
never move up the pyramid." The result of these problems is the
"isolated principal " inhibited in vertical communications with the
central office and in horizontal communications with his peers.

As one means of implementing change in this kind of system, the
authors encourage adoption of team management concepts. Team
meetings would provide opportunities for greater communication

r.
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34 between the central office and principals. while the inclusion of
principals in decision-making would engender feelings of belonging
and contributing to the organization.

The authors also suggest that principals meet together regularly
in support groups of eight to ten_to identify and discuss probtems in
an attempt to relieve horizontal isolation. Most important.
however. is their recommendation that everyone in the school
hierarchy make a conscious effort to change the attitudinal sets
that hold the hierarchy intact.

..

De Schott, James l.. "The Practitioner's Guide to
Research Communications. The Principal and
Students." NASSP Bulletin, 57, 377 (December 1973).
pp. 86-90. El 090 447.

The principal should be fully aware of the factors that influence
the quality of his or her communication with students Schott here
describes a study of the relationships between a number of student
attributes and the quality of communication between student and
principal as peiceived by the students.

.,

l A Purdue University researcher conducted the study in a large
urban high school with a wide range of social status levels and a
black population of 11 percent. The attributes unfler investigation
were race. grade index, curriculum. sex, activities index. and social
status. A thirty-item questionnaire was used Jo measure student
perceptions of three communication dimensions. the climate for
student-principal corn municAtions. the opportunity for
communication input. and how well students were kept informed

Not surprisingly. the study revealed that white students, female
student, and students with a high involvement .it activities all
perceived better communications in all categories than did their
counterparts.

The findings concerning the effects of the students' social status
were particulirly interesting. As might be expected, students lowest
on the social position scale were less satisfied, with all three

,.

communication dimensions r High social status students. however,
while considering the communications climate better than any
other student social class, also perceived a velyldw opportunity for
Input, while middlec(ass students perceived the -highest
opportunity. . ,

The most interesting finding was that most students perceived
their opportunity for input as far better than either the general
climate for communications or their level of being informed. This
finding, suggests Schott, "might reflect a general attitude of student
skepticism relative to the actual impact they might have upon their
school life."

One'of the key implications of this study, says Schott, is "the
need for each principal to assess the status of principal-student
communications within his building " Being aware of the variables
in the communications process is a first step toward understanding
students and their perceptions.

n Taylor, Richard L The Communication Structure of a .

Large Urban Secondary School. -1971. 22 pages. ED
123 810,

Taylor describes a Method he used to deteimine die communica
tion characteristics of Rainier Beach High School in Seattle,
Washington, where he is principal. He then discusses the general
applicability of this method to other'organizations. .

The method Taylor Used assumes that organizational structure
can be characterized "in terms 'of communication events which
connect pairs of individuals." When all these "units" of connection
are determined, communication .structure for the whole
organization can be mapped and studied.'Thus Taylor's main data-
gathering tool was a simple questionnaire that was distributed to all
staff, asking each to check off the frequency, subject matter, and
importance of their contact, with every other staff member over a
given period of time. .,

The data so obtained were subjected to statistical analysis 1,9
determine the structure of the communications network, including
the number and identity of 'limy communicators" and "isolates."'
Since the questionnaire was administered three times covering a .

two-year data period, changes in the quantity andsubject matter of
conversation could be detected, as well as changes in.the network
itself. For example, Taylor traced an increase in staff discussion i
about the school's participation in a model schools project to the
response to workshops on the subject.

Taylor applied statistical methods developed by several
organizational theorists. He describes these methods in some detail
and provides a sample questionnaire. The costs of administering the
questionnaire and analyzing the data, says Taylor, are nominal. He
recommebds use of the method whenever it is of value to know the
communication ,structure of an organization.

D
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Valentine, Jerry W4 Tate, Bradford L; Seagren, Alan
T4 and Lammel, John A. "Administrative Verbal
Behavior. What You Say Does Make a Difference."
NASSP Bulletin, 59, 395 (December 197S). pp. 67-74.
El 135 571. /I
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- These is a significant relationship betwt(en what an administrator
says and the "climate"..ortonni,of the administrators school The
authors hers discuss the resulli of a study in which the specific
verbil behaviors of high school principals were correlated with
different perceptions of the school by teachers, parents, and
students.

The'study revealed that "each administrator was consistently
!direct' or 'indirect' in ,the verbal behaviors he utilized " Direct
behavior includes directiongNing, emphasizing main, points,
statements of decision, and criticism, while indirect behavior refers
to the expression and acceptance of feeling, opinions, and values

° and the use of humor.
Surprisingly, the study showed that "the more direct the

principal, the more positive the attitudes of teachers, students, and
parents" toward the school For example, in schools where the
principals were more direct, "the students perceived the schools as
hiring an atmosphere where members of the organization assisted
each other, provided useful services, and stressed groupcentered
social activities " At the same time, the principal's direct verbal
behavior provoked feelings df constraint on personal development
In other words, direct verbal behavior stimulated perceptions, of a
groulacentered, goal-oriented organization, but at the expense of
perceptions of indivilual growth.

In contrast, indirect verbal behavior created an atmosphere of
selfdevelopment. Increased expression and acceptance of opinions
and values by the principal stimulated perceptions of a flexible
organization that cared about individuals. Concomitantly, students
perceived the school 'as having "little emphasis on achievement,
hard wotk,and commitment to the goals of the school.",

The authors make no judgment as to which kind of verbal
behavior is better, but leave it to the administrator to decide the
kind of environment preferred for his or her organization and then
adjust verbal behavior accordingly.

Dt3
'Zeigler, L Harmon; Wilson, L A. II; and Tucker,
Harvey j, "Administrative Representation," Eugene,
Oregon: Center for Educational Policy and
Management, University of Oregon. 1976. Paper
presented at the American Educational Research
Association annual meeting. Sant Francisco, March
1976. 21 pages. ED 132 675.

Ideally. the school board alone receives and acts on constituent
requests. In reality, however, the superintendent and administrative
staff also act as conduits for public requests. This is what the
author,s call "administrative representation."

In an earlier paper, the authors examined formal communica-
dons with the public (school board meetings) in eleven school
districts. In this paper, They analyze the informal communications
in three of these districts. They recorded, "in weekly sessions, all
informal constituent communication with school board members,
the superintendent, and (where possible or appropriate) the central
office staff." '

In all three districts, informal communicationwas,dominated by

individuals (unaffiliated individuals and parents) rather than groups '35
(civic groups and special interest groups). In two of three
districts, individuals tended to be selective in their communication:
parents took their concerns primarily to the superintendent or
administration, while nonparents tended to communicate more
with school boards.

In contrast to their findings on formal communications, the
, authors found that informal communications were largely

composed of "demands" (requests for decisions) rather than simple
requests for information. They point out the potential for adminis-

otrative representation, or misrepresentation. by noting that in two
of the three districts- administrators received as many or more
demands than did the board. Clearly, they state, "the superintend,
ent is regarded as substantially' more than a neutral administrator."

It was also found that most communications flom constituents to
superintendents and boards were supportive, in nature, while
administrative staffs took the brunt of dissent. In other words,
constituents communicated most when they felt that the
superintendent or board would be inagreement with their position.

The extent to which boards and administrators were persuaded
by communications varied with the district and the administrator
involved. Some superintendents considered themselves
invulnerable to persuasion and acted nearly so. Others were much
more responsive to persuasion. In all districts, supportive
Communications were more influential.

The authors include in this clearly written report seven tables to
illustrate their findings.
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Community
Schools'

.

Dza
American Associatior. of School Administrators. New
Forms, for Community Education. Washington, D.C.:
1974.92 pages. ED 093 038.

Althotigh "community school" has, in the past, frequently,been
confused with "community education;" the two are not
synonymous. The community school is only one of the resources
that the "comprehensive community service center" draws or For
example, the John F. Kennedy School and Community Center in
'Atlanta, Georgia, a large, multipurpose community education
facility; houses not only a middle school but such community
service agencies as the YWCA. the Social Security Administration,
the employment office, and legal aid, to name only a few. Other -
community education centers are deicribed in this book, complete
with pictures and architectural plans.

The emphasis in this attractively designed volume is on facilities
for community education: But its authors view facilities
buildings and groundsas -representative of the evolving com-
munity educatiori concept, a concept that has increasingly

'expanded from the simple notion of public community school into
the more complex notion of total community service. The modem
community education facility "is a multiuse facility" that "serves a
different array o: functions in different communities." .

The combination of the general and the specific in this volume
makes it a valuable contribution to the literature-on community
schools and community education.

'DE
Berridge, Robert I.; StailT;Stephen L.; and West,
Philip T. Training the Community Educator: A Case-
Study Approach. Midland, Michigan: Pendell
Publishing Company, 1977. 150 pages. ED 133 846.

"Before a grandiose plan can be wholeheartedly addressed,
community educators must be equipped to resolve a myriad of
contemporary problems." Berridge,.Stark, and West have set out
to advise their readers of some of these problems through a col-
lection of twenty-four case studies based on ten years of com-
bined field expetiences.

The case studies cover -eight topical areas: community
awareness, planning and implementing, staling. coordinating .
community efforts, developing policies and procedures, financ-
ing. exercising leadership, and reevaluation. Each case provides
a fictionalized account of the kinds of .interactions and
responsea.that accompany efforts in all these aree Questions
and suggested "activities" at the end of each case are designed
or use in training those concerned with the practical problems
of all phases of community education.

For example, three cases in chapter 1, "Creating Community
Awareness: trace the frustrations of a young teacher assigned \
by his superintendent to drum up support for community educa-
tion among local citizens. Questions following the three cases
engage the reader in tin attempt to discover what the young
teacher was doing right as well as whet he was doing wrong at
each stage of his approach. "Activitier include role playing the

° teacher in a variety of related situations.

41
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An extensive list of suggested annotated readings provides ad.
ditional sources for students and practitioners of community
educatkin in each of the eight topical areas

'1111
("Community Education ") Manhattan: College of
Education, Kansas State University. Educational
Considerations, 2, 2 (Winter 1974), entire issue 20
pages. ED 105 548.

The six articles of this speCial issue provide an overview of the
philosophy and history of community education, as well as some
views regarding its future. Jack Mlnzey's article, "Community
Education: Where We've Ekren, Where We're Going," examines the
evolution of the community education concept and notes an
important distinction of the 1970 version from those of the 1940s
'and 50s. in the 1970s, Minzey writes, 'instead of being an 'add on'
program, it is the conceptual base for which schools exist." As a
'result, schools are more committed to their responsibilities in the
community, rather than lust tolerant of old community education
programs.

Minzey remarks that while some educators feel dismayed and
even threatened by the rise of community education, its impact has
been very impressive Statistics show that over seven hundred
communities now have community education programs, sixty-one
universities have communi4 education centers. and siotates have
begun to offer legislative support for community education
development.

Two articles examine the implications of the 1974 federal
legislation that granted financial support to community education
on the national level. Leroy Watt looks into the appeal of
community education and the reasons the concept is gaining
national acceptaw while Clyde LeTarte regards the new federal
funding ac a mixed bressing. l.eTarte cites the necessity for
guhranteeing that the quantity and quality of newly trained
community educators be carefully balanced and that the principles
of community education not be misapplied in a rush toward
implementation of community education programs across the
nation.

Other articles look at community apathy and assessment of
community education programs.

2J U
"Community Education: Exploring the Concept, Its

. Potential as Panacea." NASSP Bulletin, 59, 394
(November 1975), entire issue.

This useful issue includes eleven articles by authorities on
community education, covering many topics from the need for a
conceptual framework to practical applications of a community
education program. The articles concerned with, the more
theomtical aspects of community education provide a worthwhile
introduction to its principles and goals. For those already familiar
with the concept of community education, the most useful articles
are likely to be those reviewing vari -us aspects and models of
already existing community education programs, their successes
and failures,

An article on "Administrative Alternatives" provides three case 37
studies of existing programs. The fi.st two explore "various ,

cooperative arrangements mutually beneficial to several agencies"
in which the public school is the administering agency, while the
third case study explores the pros and cons of having nonprofit
organizations administer the program. An article on the,evening
portion of the community school offers helpful suggestions for the
implementation of programs in four areas: social services, cognitive
skills, technical skills, and leisure-time services.

Other articles discuss the need for increased interaction between
school and community, the role of principals and community
coordinators in bringing about that interaction, and potential short-
and long-term benefits (for example, decline in vandalism.
reduction of the number of dropouts) to be gained from a
comprehensive community education program. A "Feature"
section at the end of this issue includes reviews of two books on
community education. -

DE3
Ellis, Peter, and Sperling, John. "The Role of
Co imunity School Director as Organizer."
Community Education Journal, 3, 1 (January 1973),
pp. 55-56, 61. El 070 334.

"The most important of many tasks of the Community School
Director i o organize the various constituencies in his
community." Ellis and Sperling see organization as the means of
reintegrating often disillusioned and alienated people back into the
structure of the community. The key to this reintegtation is power,
which can be, according to these authors, "a humanizing force."

The communityschool director, through his organizing abilities,
can channel the energy of community members into the
constructive exercise of power -- "an aspect of human potential,"
not "a social force which has a finite quality." Their assertion that
"lack of power corrupts and absolute lack of power corrupts
absolutely" offers an interesting context in which to view the role of
the community school director.

TT Hiemstra, Roger. the Edutative Community. Linking
the Community, School, and Family. the Professional
Education Series. Lincoln, Nebraska: Professional
Educators Publications, Inc., 1972.116 pages. E D 078_

575.

According to Hiemstra, the schools are simply one component of
the entire communityone of "those social units perforMing
societal functions" that, when combined, "serve the needs of a
given public." Therefore, this author argues, "the school can no
longer afford to remain autonomous or separte from other
community institutions, many of which also have educational
functions."

The concerted efforts of all community institutions lead to the
realization of the "educative community" in which education is
central and integrated into all facets of lifeincluding decision-
making. Hiemstra argues for decentralized educational decision-
making, which demands that the edudational structure of the



38 community (not just its schools) serve the interests and needs of
community members, rather than fulfill "some general set of
requirements established at a centralized level."

The community school is, of course, an important element in
creating the educative community Its "ultimate goal," according
to Hiemstra, is "to influence the community toward constructive
change by assisting community residents to solve various problems
basic to community living." *

The striking thing about Hiemstra's argument is its emphasis on
decentralizationan emphasis he makes explicit, unlike some
proponents of community education The basic unit for problem-
solving and for curing societal ills is the community, not the state or
the nation. And community education is the means of
accomplishing these goals, according to Hiemstra.

1 ®®Kererisky, Vasil M., and Melby, Ernest 0. Educe-
kw dor The Social Imperative. Midland, Michigan.

Pendell Publishing Company. 1971. 191 pages. ED
069 834.

The philosophical assumption, and attitudes underlying the
community education movement are articulately presented in
this examination of the failure of American education. Kerensky
and Melby assume, like all community education advocates,
that education is the solution to social disintegration. Although
they share this belief with mare traditional educators, they
believe that the solutions education has to offer can be achieved
only if the concept of education is expanded. A child's educa-
tion hardly ceases when he leaves the school building, it is con-
tinued throughout his life in the community Therefore, the corn-
munity must be completely involved in education, they argue

Kerencky and Melby maintain that "we are entering a new
phase in the history of the human condition." which they call
"Mankind II." To meet the demands for "new qualities and
characteristics," it is imperative that a "learning society" evolve
from the "education-centered community."

In order to educate all children, even those previosly con-
sidered "disadvantaged" or "uneducable." schools must be
freed from the bureaucratic constraints of central control, and
allowed to directly serve their communities Only then can

, education impart to community members a sense of their own
value and well -being, qualities that Kerensky and Melby con-
sider essential for a "learning society."

these two authors are, judging from their boOk, confirmed op-
timisp. They believe that, while the achievement of "the-
American dream" is currently an impossibility for many chil-
dren, it can become a reality, just as true community education,
the means of achieving the "dream," can become a reality"

McCloskey, Gordon. Year-Round Community
Schools: A Framework for Administrative Leader-
ship. Washingtun, D C Am'ricap Association of
School Administrators, (1973j. 63 pages. ED 079
838.

0

Pointing out that the idea of making full use of community
educational resources all year round is not new, McCloskey
notes that this combination of the community education con-
cept and the ;ear-round school concept is more relevant now in
view of "our present-day need for using all available resources.'.'
These two concepts together can provide not only the more
economically efficient util izat iori of resources such as facilities,
but the fuller realization of human potential within the corn--
munity as well.

McCloskey presents some of the major year-round school
"patterns" and shows how these patterns may be incorporated
into the community school. He also defines and analyzes some
of the major administrative tasks involved in planning and im-
plementing a year-round community school.

nc)0.) Molloy, Larry. CommunitylSchool: Sharing the Space
and the Action. A Report. New4ork: Educational
Facilities Laboatories, Inc., 1973.98 pages. ED 084

.643. /
In his examination of the role of shred facilities in community

education, Molloy draws a distinction 'between the community
school and "community/school." In the latter "the entire building is
operated for the benefit of people of all ages in the community and
is paid for and operated by,educational and other public service
agencies." In other words, the distinction between the corkrnunity
and the school is dissolved undaMolloy's definition.

This union of school and community can, according to Molloy,
"make significant differences in the economy and productivity of
local services" of all kinds. On this concept he bases his analysis of
the planning, administration, architecture,' and legal aspects of
community/schools.

Molloy's book is well written and interestingly illustrated.,

Passantino, Richard j."ComrnunitylSchool Facilities:
The Schoolhouse of the Future," Phi Delta Kappan,
56, 5 (4 anuary 1975), pp. 3064. El 109 237.

Observing that "past civilizations educated their youth *Rhin the
community-atlarge in non-specialized environments," Passantino
exarliines the progress of the community education movement
toward eliminating the isolation of'education from the community.

He briefly chionicles the movement from 1935 to the present,
identifying three generations of the community school printiple.
His examples include such projects as the Williams Community

. Center in Flint, Michigan, the Whitmer Center in Pontiac, Michigan,'
and the 1. F Kennedy School andCommunity Center in Atlanta,
Georgia. These projects demonstrate Passantino' premise that
education is on its way to becoming increasingly integrated into the
lit of the community, from the earlier involvement with recreation
andhe arts to more recent involvement in health and social
services. The Whitmer Center, an example of the third gineration of
community schools. comprises "a pattern of spaces under one
roof" that cleats with "social and medical support services as well,as
educational and recreational services."

43'



Following his look at the oast, Passantino speculates on what the
next generation of community schools will be like. Examples range
from a proposed community school in larva, Sweden, where
"school planning is conceptually woven into housing, recreation,
and social patterns" to the Roosevelt Island Development in New
York's East River. Of these most recently planned projects
Passantino writes: "our isolated approaches to problem solving
have ,put deeply into the quality of our life-style, and such
adventures into total comprehensive design rather than our present
nuireiplanning patterns must become our norm."

Passantino's lucid and interesting text combines with useful
diagrams- and drawings of the Williams, Whitmer, and Kennedy
community school centers,

Ringers, Joseph, Jr. "The E c onom sof

49.6 (April 19771 pp. 60, 62, 64. El 157 034.

Ringers addresses himself principally to alternative uses of
surplus school space created by current trends toward declining
and shifting enrollment. Since "space users tend to expand into
every available inch.",the first step, Ringers says, is to determine
what spice is available, Once potential space has been identified,
civic groups, school staff, and patrons of the community should be
informed of itsavailability. The proposed alternative use of space, if
acceptable, tray then require a permit from the zoning board
Should alterations be necessary to convert school space into other
useful community purposes, federal aid from HUD's Community
Development Grants may be obtained.

One essential element of the successful use of space is sharing.
Mani, schools have kitchens as well equipped as restaurants, yet
these facilities are often used only for the preparation of five meals

0

a week. Ringers suggests that the community would be better .397
served if these kitchen facilities were utilized more fully, for
example, to provide meals for the elderly. "If the seniors dine at
school, they may stay to provide voluntary services to the school
pro gtam."

School buses and other school facilities might be utilized on a
similar basis. Ringers notes that rental of school space can bring
increased revenue and support from a broader base of the
community. Means of generating revenue include permission for
adults to enroll in underenrolled classes and cooperation with
community colleges to elirrdnate duplication of course offerings.

Program grants are currently available through centers for
community education development in forty-six of fifty states and
through the federal Community Schools Act. Ringers observes that
making the best possible use of available space requires the time
and energy of a dedicated person, either "an existing manager who
expands his/her responsibilities, or a person trained and employed
as a community director... to find new sources of funds and other
support for the programs involved."

nog Robbins, Wayne R., and Whitaker, Donald. A Guide
for Community School Advisory Councils. San Diego:
California: Center for Community Education, San
Diego County Department of Education, 1975. 94
pages, ED 106 926.

The role of an advisory council in a community school is to serve
the director as "advisors, not operators ... idea givers, not policy
makers; new direction givers, not necessarily backers of the status,
quo."

Robbins and Whitaker have designed their glide specifically for'
the practical problems of community school directors and advisory
council members " as they work together, to develop a community
school " They offer practical advice for the building of a working
relationship, including exercises devoted to the role of the
community director, planning and promotion of programs,
recruitment and certification of staff, and role identifitation of
director and council.

Robbins and Whitaker recommend a stepby-step procedure for
implementation of the community school and give suggestions for
maintaining interest among advisory council members once the
program has begun. Supplemental inforination includes a brief
philosophical statement asserting a rather modest conception of
community education and ap annotated bibliography of books,
materials, monographs, and films available through the San Diego
County Center for Community Education.

Community schools are envisioned as "an integral part of
community life ... the institution through which people can most

. effectively solve identified community problems, including, but not
limited to, the problem of providing effective K-12 instruction."
Appendixes provide, among other items, samples of/ a job
description for a community school directorand a dkector of
community education, as well as proposed advisory council bylaws
and a model set of goals and objeCtives for a community school.
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Sc:hofield, Dee. Community Schools. NAESP School
0 Leadership Digest Series, Number Four. ERiCICEM

Research Analysis Series, Number Six. Washington,
D.C,;. and Eugene: National Association of
Elementary. School Principals; and ERIC
Clearinghouse pn Educational Manageinent,
University of Oregon, 1974. 48 pages. ED 094 447.

The gap that exists between what goes on in the schools and the
world outside remains the central philosophical and practical
problem facing education today' Unification of "school" and
"outside" can be accomplished, according to Schofield, through a
good community education program.

Education should be available to all members of society
regardless of age, social position, or educational background. In
fact the educational system and the community as a whole should
exist .to promote continuing education and improvement in the
quality of people's lives.

Community education as the concept and community schools as
the vehicle can put this all into practice.

"The community education ideal has, perhaps, come closet to
realization in the area of facilities." Schofield notes Since surplus
space costs money, the shared use of existing buildings and
construction of large, multipurpose centers pay off in the long run

Financing should be based on the traditional sources. taxation,
tuition and fees, fines and forfeitures, and gifts, with federal support
playing a minor role. Local funding through contributions and use
of volunteers promote greater community involvement, one of the
main purposes of-community education.

Decentralization of decisionmaking. according to Schofield, will
integrate more people into the administrative process The role of
the community school coordinator then becomes one of
transforming innovative theory nto concrete practice. The
coordinator must.be more in touch with the immediate community
than many school administrators presendpare

Besides the coordinator and a competent staff, an advisory
council is "absolutely essential" to successful implementation of
the community education concept.

The program of thecommunity school depends on the needs and
desires of the individual community Each community must work
out its own curriculum and strive to meet peoples basic life needs

Since these needs affect all people at all times, the gap between
what transpires in the schools and the outside world will be closed.

noSeay, Maurice F., and others Community Education:
(f A Developing Concept. 1974 424 pages ED 095 612

"Community education is the process that achieves a balance
and a use of all institutional forces in the education of the
peopleall of the peopleof the cnmmunity," according to Seay,
a longtime proponent of community education He acknowledges
that "because of its all-inclusive nature, ' community education is
difficult to define. But he argues that it must be considered a more
complex, comprehensive concept than the community school,

which is frequently just an extension of already-existing public
school programs.

This volume is intended to show just how comprehensive Seay's
vision of community education is. Chapters deal with the
institutions and agencies that can contribute,, to community
education (including almost every kind,of social orgarlizaticTe
YMCA to the U.S. Army, according to Seay),' leadership and -
leadership training in community education,, accountability and
evaluation, public communication, counseling and special
education, and the roles of community colleges and universities in
community education. A bibliography of other sources. is also
included.. ,

To accomplish the coordination of "ail institutional forces", fix
community education, Seay states that a plan must by followed by:
an organization with the authority to "promote comprehensive
programs of education." This organization is to derive its power
"directly. from the people of the entire community," which Seay
defines as a local geographic area.'Although he does not use the
terms "political power" or "local control," he seems to implicitly
endorse these concepts as the means of achieving true community
education.

noo Stufflebeam, Daniel L. "Evaluation as a Community.
Edieation Process" Community Education Journal,
5, 2 (March/April 19751 pp. 7- 12,19. Ej 112 448.

"Community education suffers from a lack of independent,.
dependable feedback; and communities may not be benefiting as
much as they should be from their investments" in itaicording16-7-;
Stufflebeam This expert on educational evaluation vertrthai'any
community education program "absolutely requires a .well-
functioning formalized evaluation system" that provides "a
detached and independent perspective" and a thorough technology
that yields reliable data.

Formal evaluation is necessary to provide information for,
decisionmaking and accountability Stufflehea& recommends the
use of both formative evaluation, which provides information to
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decision-makers before they make decisions, and summativel
evaluation, which tells consumers as well as taxpayers how well a
program has worked. 44

.. ,
Stufflebeam outlines what he calls "a sound conceptual

framework' for community education evaluation His framework
jiroVides a definition of evaluation (it is the act of determining
"Merit"), the objeizts of evaluation, its uses, the specific variables to
be evaluated, the data-gathering process, who should evaluate the
community education program (both insiders and outsiders), and
how the evaluation.itself should be,judged.

This article is the best of twenty articles on community education
evaluation in the MarchApril 1975 issue of the Community
Education Journal.

noD Weischadle, David E. "Planning for Community_
Education." Paper presented at Communityqduca-
tion Institute, Upper Montclair, New jersey. lune
1974.10 pages. ED 098 712

If community education is to be truly community-oriented, then
the schools must involve the community "in setting goals, designing
programs, and conducting these programs," according to
Weischadle.

This author conceives of the community education planning
process as a system "a set of interrelated steps that are sequential
and unifying." This 'planning system must also be cyclical,.flexible,
and keyed to fluctuations in, budget. Members of the community
should be involved in all stages of planning, which include
assessment, goal setting, program design, budgetdevelopment, and
implementation. .

To begin the planning process, Welschadle suggests that a study
.of the community conducted by the community can"yield the
necessary data for assessment. The community should ,also be
included in the goal settirig and program ,design stages in order to
"gain support and consensus." However, he cautions that these
strategies should not be used "frivolously for public relations." The
decisiOns made. by the community must be backed up by "a firm
public commitment to act upon goal development" by school
leaders and' administrators.

. He also cautions against- allowing community expectations to
soar unrealistically to the point "where the community believes
every,uggestion will be funded." The public must be apprised of
limited financial resources, a goal that can be accomplished by
involving community members in budget development. einally the
community must be included in the ongoing implementation of the
programs it helps to create:-

. Weischadle asserts that the community can be trusted to make
sound decisions regarding its own educational programs. Such trust
is necessary if community education is to.work

un© Wood, Erica F. "An Identification and Analysis of the
Legal Environment for Community Education."
Journal of Law and Education, 3, 1 Oantsary 1974 pp

.1-31 El 092 626:.

4
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According.lp this excellent analysis, the law alone cannot create . 41
community education. But it does provide one of the frameworks in
which community education proponents must work. .

Wood states that "the points of contact between the legal world
and the emergent world of community education have been both
positive and negative." On the positive side, state legislation
encouraging the creation of community schools has been passed in .
at least eleven states, and judicial rulings on the use of school
property for community education purposes have "generally been
liberal." On the negative side, most state constitutions and codes
still define "school" and "student" in very narrow terms, making it
difficult for community education advocates to expand
educational services for adults, for example. Wood also points out
that community education i frequently regarded (ir. .l.e law) as "an
add-on" program "an extra frill rather than as a fundamental
redefinition of educiiiii,n,"

Wood analyzes the legal bases for financial support of corn-
munity education programs (including the somewhat, "uncoor-
dinated" sources of federal funding), citizen participation, in
community education (including decentralizati6n and community
control), intraiocal cooperation .(which necessitates the power to
contract), and racial integration and community education.

She concludes that community education "possesses the
potential for creating a whole new dirhension of public education
law, one which will bind the school closer to the community?'

4
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nniTI Acheson, Keith A. "Developing CompetencyBased
J Graduation Requirements: Tips and Guidelines for

School Districts." Thrust for Educational Leaders*, .

5, 2 (November 1975), pp. 10-12. El 137 181.I/Acheson draws on .h' experience as a consultant to several
California and Orego districts to provide practical guideline; for
the develophient of competency -based graduation requirethents.
His advice is: suggestive and specific, but it is somewhat dated, .
appearing before some crucial problems of. competency-14sed; .

education (CBE) development were realized in experienci.
Educators should mead him in the context of later analyses of CBE
development': .

.
In ,part(Acheson recommends a committee of representative;

district staff as the best mean of identifying new graduation
competencies. it may not be thze*st efficient means, he notes; but .

genuine staff involvement is crucial to program 'acceptance and .

success. If the committee is a large one, it can lie 6/Wed into
smaller ones organited around specific subjeCt areas.
Representatives frorn different subleit areas can help the
Committees maintain their perspective as they Identify
competencies.

Philosophical debates 'may sidetrack committee work.
Experienced leadership will need to demonstrate procedures that .
can accomplish the task and keep members working at a practical
level. Leaders will also need to provide variety and feedback to
keep members stimulated.

One helpful suggestion governs the writing of competency
statements. Beginning with a proposed idea, be writes, each
committee member should develop a working statement of the
competency. The committee should then pool the different effoits
and seek agreement on a single clear statement that synthesizes all
versions. Only after it determines the wording of the competency
shald it decide to accept, change, or reject it. The group should,
find thitclearly worded and commonly understoOd statements will/
ease decisionmaking.

The new competencies, Acheson concludes, will need to be
linked to instruction. The assignment of instructional responsibility
for the competencies may reshape curriculum orga,lization and
departmental structure as it suggests new courses and learning
opportunities,

7 C. A. "Emergent Ideological Characteristics
2.2.M of Eckational Policy." Teachers tollege fecOrd, 79, -

1 (Seinember 1977), pp. 33:54, .E) 170 713.

Much of the most telling criticism of CBE'comes from educators
outside the realm of CBE and its praitical concerns. Rather than
pragmatically considering the spdcific problems of CBE
implementation and practice, it instead digs deeper and questions
the fundamental assumptions upon' which CBE rests. A good
example of such criticism is Bowers' analysis of Our emergent
technocratic ideology. which informs 4nd shapes our everyday
vision of reality, and this ideology's corruptive preience in CBE ant1
two other educational reforms. His work is difficult and technical,

4
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but it provides a demystifying insight into what we are apt to accept
asgiVen and natural,

z According to Bowers, ou technocratic ideology or world view,
rooted in Comtian logi al positivism, integrates science,
technology, aof bureaucr y. It structures our consciousness to
view real' in terms of mechanical production, quantifiable
measure t, and technological problem-solving, which considers
only ex Wise and means nd denies issues of values. This thinking

grants

ly restricts our consciousnesswith political results: it
grants present values t status of objectivity and produces a
passive acceptance of th present socioeconomic order

Bowers examines the I nguage of behavior modification, career
education, and CBE a d demonstrates how each carries the
technocratic ideology an socializes students into its mold. CBE, for
Bowers. is the ideology' most complete expression. It threatens to
transform teaching anti leaming into a mechanical process and
create "an encapsulated technological universe where only
technological and mahagement problems are real" It has no
recognition of "the jndividual who experiences existence as
problematic" and ins id reduces the ipdiyidual to "product" and
"output." The individual becomes merely a componert of the
system and his experiences components to be measured in a search
for greater system efficiency.

Gardnir, Leonard. "Humanistic Education and
Behaliorai Objectives Opposing Theories 'of
Educational Science."; School Review, 85, 3 (May
1977) pp. 376-94. El 1¢3 660.

An a rigorous nd eloquent e/isay, Gardner analyzes the
behaviOrist traditio that has come to dominate the theory and
practice of Amer! an education and that appears most forcibly
today as CBE. He roceeds by a close comparison and contrast of
tivo works repreentative of the behaviorist tradition and its
humanistic challeFige, Mager's Preparing Instructional Oblectives
and Kohl's 36 Children. In the process, he unmasks the assumptions
and implications f thi former and reveals that the latter has just as
much claim to scientific methodology. His essay serves as a

, valuable comp! ent to and illustration of Bowers's analysis of
technocratic id logy.

Mager's woi , Gardner demonstrates, presenti an impersonal
and managerialiapproach to education. Its conception of feedback,
emphasis oh, performance objectives, and method of
decompositio / serve to lock the learner into "a defined,
determinate, reconstructed environmentthe world of the
program in hich his choices are severely limited" Its method
also radical, separates methods of instruction and learning

'.content.
Kohl's wolk, in 'contrast, reveals a personal approach, that

embodies dis overy rather than the preconceived and limited order
of the pro ammer. As. Gardner cl :rites Kohl's "problematic
method." K I accepts an initial indeterminate chaos and, attentive
to hiSstude

Its'
needs, strives for a defining principle that can create

order and itY What he discovers is the "necessarily experiential

character of ideas and education," according to which ideas 43
become meaningful in their relation to one's experience of living.
This principle integrates both the ends and means of instruction.

Mager's theory provides a mechanical vision that transforms
individuals into standardized entities; Kohl's theory provides a vital ,

vision that responds to the individual's uniqueness. Both theories,
however, employ systematic methods..They differ not in their
possession of scientific methodology, but in their "radically,
different conceptions of science and method.

1

nn4 Gentry, Castelte G. "Will the Real Advantage of CBE
Please Stand Upr' Educational Technology, 16, 10,
(October 19761 pp. 131 5. El 148 463.

Gentry highlights a claim thiat informs most discussions of CBE:
its clarity or rationality. For Gentry, "the really significant
contribution of CBE is its potential .for rendering our murky
Instructional processes visible" It provides "a framework in which
teaching strategies and other components' of an instructional
system can be objectively compared, by all those affected."

Traditional means of identifying leaming goals and measuring
their achievement, Gentry argues, cannot help but create
ambiguity, as they depend heavily on intuitive judgment and what
he terms secondaricriteria, such as normative grading and matters
of attendance. But CBE, in marked contrast, calls for precise
objectives, preset levels of mastery, and criterionreferenced
assessment and makes known in advance the criteria for each. Its
explicitness makes for a difference in precision, 4. "difference
between 'appearing' to accomplish a desired leaming outcome and
'evidentially' accomplishing it."

The precision of CBE, Gentry concludes, rationalizes not only the
instructional process, but also the whole of education. It opens up a
relatively closed system with clear evidence of program needs and
achievement. And in so doing. "it makes individual and group
accountability for student learning a practical possibility."

Glick, 1, David; Henning, Mary Jo; and Johnson,
James R. "CBE: How to Prevent a Second
Orthodoxy." Educational Technology, 15.8 (August
1975), pp. 17-20. El 123 016.

In the past few years, Glick and his colleagues declare, CBE "has
assumed the characteristics of a movement." This movement
proposes an altemativetto the traditional curriculum where content
is selected by the teacher, where all students leant the key f acts and
concepts in the same time frame, where evaluation of all students is
normreferenced, and where teaching is applied in a uniform
manner to all students. By contrast, in a CdE curriculum content is
sequenced in terms of competencies to be mastered, objectives are
stated in performance terms, evaluation is criterionreferenced, and
teaching varies according to the needs of the students.. In short, CBE
"promises to restruct.fie the educational process,"

To prevent competency -based education from becoming
entrenched like previous educational orthodoxies. Glick proposes a
model for a schoohvide or districtwide review board. These boards
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44 would be .composed of teachers who would regularly review
programs for their effectiveness, make CB policy, share information
with other schools or districts, and coordinate programs CBE, by its
very nature, provides many opportunities for internal and external
'evaluation, says Click In fact, perhaps its greatest virtue as a
curriculum "is this buskin potential of self-correction through
feedback.4

.v

nnz Heath, Robert W., and Nielson, Mark A. -The
Research Basis for PerformanceBased Teacher
Education " Review of Educational Research, 44, 4
(Fall 19741 pp 463-84 El 114 985

The theories of peirlormance-based education include more than
the structure of the curriculum. The concept of behavioral objet-

_ tives-is being applied to every area of educational concern, from
training building management and district personnel to the stating
of objectives for teacher education.

In teacher education especially, much research has sought to
determine if there is a correlation between specific teacher skills
and student. achievement After analyzing the research that forms
much of the basis for validating performance-based teacher
education, Heath and Nielson conclude that "the research on the
relation between specific teacher skills and student achievement
fails to reveal an empirical basis for performance-based teacher
education." .I:

Heath and Nielson's conclusions have a greater applicability
than simply to teacher education For one thing, the research did
not differentiate teaching by content. but assumed there was one
best method to teach all,content For another, the research ignored
who was being taught It may riot be possible to prescribe a best
method for the classroom at all, since it is impossible to -reveal
differences in growth attributable to the administrative (teaching)
variables " Likely to.be of greater importance in student learning
are social and economic factors of a students homelife, factors
that designers of competency-based programs in high schools
cannot ignore..

nnT Lasser, Barbara B., and Olson, Allan L. Strategies for
Implementation of Competency Based Education
Programs. Portland. Oregon Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory,19771146 pages ED147 950

In this thorough and difficult study, Lasser and Olson draw from
the full literature of gducational innovation to analyze the issues
and problems of CBE implementation The two view the
implementation process as a continuum It begins with the
orientation of pOtential users and proceeds to the decision to adopt
a program. It next demands procedures for planning specific
program characteristics and reconciling the new program with
prevailing organizational structures It concludes with monitoring
and evaluating the effectiveness of program implementation

Their analysis of the major phases of implementation and the
many considerations these enta il can be quite abstract and general,
but it can also be detailed and rich in suggestion

..:,
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In their discussion of inservice. tory.' stance, the authors emerge
from a review of the literature with several recommendations. Any
in service program, they note in part, should be based On the
assessment of specific and current staff needs, and staff wiliclearly
need new skills and knowledge as they begin the work of
implementation. Inservice should initially be intensive and provide
demonstration models, actual practice, and support as it makes use
of a variety of training approaches. Regular ongoing inservice can
enable schools to give developing problems immediate attention
before they become serious. The authors favor inservice that,
emphasizes the creation of usable classroom materials. They also
discuss, an inservice model that adopts some of the characteristics
of CBE. . 1. .

This work forms one of an invaluableseries of studies produced ,
by the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory. Together these
well-researched and thoughtful publications present a
comprehensive analysis'of CBE in all'its aspects.

.

nn Loser, Ronald, Thoughts on Behavioral Objectives.
1974.6 pages. ED 100 841. .

As a mathematician, Loser argues against the basic propositions
of behavioral education that ,assert that unless a measurable
change takes place the student has not learned, and that learning
will be improved if course "goals are delineated on a day by day
basis so that both instructor and student know precisely what is,,
expected of them.' Such a theory amounts to dogma, Loser argues,
and like any dogma it truncates learning. One cannot behaviorally
measure qualities like understanding, enthusiasm, curiosity,
appreciation, motivation, or commitment. .

The result of behavioral education is that important concepts
and ideas are reduced to trivialities because trivialities are most
easily measured. Loser wonders if behavioral objectives can be
written for any intellectual activities like ad, creative writing, math,
or any area requiring assimilation of abstract ideas, broad concepts,
cohesion of seemingly disjointed concepts, sensitivity and insight,
technique, and new forms of expression. '

Loser chides the behaviorists for failing to realize that goals are :
alniost never completely realized, that "life is in the striving." While -
many skills can be taught by behavioral objectives, Loser argues
that many cannot, and that it is possible to pursue shad-term goals
to the detriment of one's long-term welfare.

nnrn National Schaal Public Relations Association. The
21 Competency Challenge: What Schools Are Doing.

Arlington, Virginia: .1978 96 pages. ED number not
yet assigned.

The poor performance of high school graduates has alarmed the .

nation and called up reaction The competency movement, shaped
in part by this reaction, comprises three distinct approaches to the
problem, this Education WA; SPeCrai Report points out. These
approaches are back to basics, minimal competency testing, and
competency-based education. Although they overlap, each seeks a
different path to a different end.
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Attempting' to clarify the varied issues of the movement for an
audience of practitioners, this report gives an overview of its
manifestations, discusses the problems of competency testing,
examines numerous district programs.and reviews its current trends
and implications. The report's journalistic approach sacrifices
analysis and synthesis for readability, but it nonetheless provides a
suggestive and abundantly detailed introduction to the issues and
practices of the competency movement.

Among the many issues discussed is that of cultural bias in
testing As many minority spokesmen argue, competency tests, like
many standardized tests, are weighted in favor of the experience of
middle-class children. One authority cited recommends that
districts use experts to screen newly devised tests for cultural
relevance and language validity and initially pilot test them on a
group of children. Items missed by a large number should be
Carefully examined for test bias. As a general rule, he 'adds.
educators should hold not only the children. but also the teachers
anci,schools, accountable for achievement If schdols are to meet

. adequately the needs of their "atypical" children, he concludes,
they will need to chart individual educational plans for each child.
Another authority argues that districts should carefully question
whether their test content reflects the experience of the
,community, corresponds to the curriculum, and accurately predicts

. adult success.
The report relates the experience of one district in which 8

percent of its white children and 56 percent of its minority children
failed a survival skills competency test. Judging the test "culturally
fair," "the district formed a task force to find ways to improve

. minority student performance. It ultimately revised its curriculum
and policies on curriculum materials, strengthened its attendance
policies, and set up neighborhood resource centers staffed by .

community Tutors

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
Alternative Methodologies for Competency Based
Education: "The. Stateof-the.Art. Portland, Oregon:
1976 158 pages. ED 14/ 948.

This paper reviews the present evolving state of the area CBE 45
methodology and dtstusses in depth alternative methods
applicable to ,the development and practice of CBE programs. It
systematically addresses the concerns of CBE's four .main,
processes: outcome identification, instruction, assessment. and
program management. .

Although the work moves back and forth between theory and
practice, its emphasis is on theoretical models that can organize
practice. Developmental and seaming theories receive special
attention.

The discussion of instruction under CBE is typical of the paper's
thoroughness. It first describes the basic properties of outcomes-
based instruction, It then discusses seven basic activities and
concerns of teachers under CBE: definition of measurable
outcomes, diagnosis of individual needs, selection of teaching
strategies, management of the leamirig environment, selection of
assessment procedures, organization of instructional sequences,
and evaluation of instruction. A. full review of six models for
outcomes-based instruction completes the discussion.

After synthesizing the best of available knowledge, the authors
conclude that much development remains to be done. Despite
widespread' attention and advocacy, CBE is still immature. The
rhetoric and-theory of CBE far outstrip its practice, and CBE
methodology presently has more gaps than substantive content.

II 11 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory.
LL Competency Based Educition Sourcebook. 2d ed,

Portland, Oregon: 1978. 560 pages. ED number not
yet assigned.-

The Competency Based Education Sourcebook is the single most
valuable reference for serious.inquiry into CBE practice. Serving as
a guide for practitioners, it lists and evaluates resources applicable
to the development and operation of CBE programs, it is

comprehensive and it emphasizes utility.
For each of the four processes of CBEoutcome identification,

instruction, assessment, and program managementit reviews four
kinds 'f published and commercially available resources:
references discussing CBE and its processes, problems, and
potential; sources providing sample materials (such as competency
lists) from which educators can select; products providing ,

guidelines for selecting from available materials; and products
providing guidelines for develop* materials.

11Srtn Pipho, Chris. "MiniMal Competency Testing in 1978:
46 A Look at State Standards." Phi Delta '<appall, 59, 9

(May 1978), pp. 58588. Ej 177 667.

In a recent assessment of state competency testing action, Pipho
reports that the competency movement has finally arrived in all
states. As of March 1978, thirty-three states have acted to mandate
proficiency standards for the public schools. The remaining states
have either legislation pending or state studies under way.

In addition to detailing state action, Pipho takes stock of the
movement, discussing its changes and some erne/ging problems. He

t 'a* .
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46 sums up the activities of the past year by noting that the movement
has mellowed with age. The frenzied pace of 1976 and 1977, he
states, has slowed down, and states are now moving much more
carefully. Action has shifted from policy-making to
implementation, from legislatures to state departments of
education and local districts.

The nature of state directives has changed as well. Previous
legislation focused on graduation requirements, but more recent
legislation mandates testing earlier in elementary schools and, in
some c ases, several testing checkpoints The movement also shows
more interest in the broader concerns of CBE, giving more emphasis
to remedlation and other problems created by proficiency
requirements.

It' is still too early to tell how well the new competency
requirements will work, for implementation dates are far in the
future. But some serious Problems are emerging, Pipho notes, and
these include uneven Implementation efforts, lack of financial
support for the new programs, and confusion over the nature of the
learning goals. "The minimum competency testing movement,"
Pipho judges, "has clearly become an idea fraught with
contradictions and controversy."

Pipho's article introduces fourteen additional articles on
competency testing and CBE, chosen by Pipho himself, that form a
special issue of the Phi Delta Kappan. The'varied articles address
theoretical issues of the movement, issues of national and state
policy, and the experiences of local districts This collection,
proyiding a good summation of the current condition of minimal
competency testing in the nation, is notable for its often cautious
and sometimes critical approach, Some educators still show
enthusiasm, but the evangelical advocacy of minimum standards of
the past,years, it seems, is being replaced by more mature and
skeptical analysis.

nsz Schalock, N. D. Alternative Models of Competency
Based Education. 2d ed Portland. Oregon. Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory. 1976. 183 pages.
ED 147 951.

5chalock Provides the most comprehensive theoretical study of
CBE and its potential. He places CBE in the context of related
educational developments, surveys a variety of competency-based
programs, scrupulously defines it and its parts, discusses its
implications for school organization and operation, and illustrates
in detail its possible forms. And despite his theoretical approach
and the difficult technical language of CBE, his work remains
accessible and grounded in practical. concerns.

Allied with Spady (see below), who coauthored a draft ?lesion of
this work, Schalock typifies the reform wing of.CBE. He fleshes out
CBE's mechanistic and managerial structure with the demand that
education be more pragmatic in content and responsive to
individual and community interests and needs. In this vein, he
argues forcibly for liferole competencies. full individualization of
education, and community participation in schooling.

His work is unique for its extensive consideration of possible

...

\
options and alternative designs for CBE programs. He presents six
basic program models of increasing complexity and discusses the
developmental tasks,.costs, liabilities, and benefits of each model.
The most simple program is a "no frills" basic skills program that
provides only limited individualization, minimizes community
involvement, and incorporates only traditional program evaluation
procedures. The most complex programthe ideal form of CBE '
is a liferole program that is fully personalized (providing students
flexibility in time, eaming opportunities, learning outcomes, and
assessment measures), community-assisted (involving the -

community in goal-setting and instruction), and fully databased.
(incorporating both cost-effectiveness and costbenefit data).

nsc Schenck, E. Allen. A Guide to Identifying High School
Graduation Competencies: issues and' Examplei. .

Portland, Oregon: Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, 1978. 144 pages. ED number not yet
assigned.

Educators confused over the nature of the learning goals of CBE
can benefit from Schenck's Guide, a pragmatic and suggestive
discussion well illustrated by example. Because of its practicality
and clear, nontec. finical prose, it is a valuable complement to the
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory's more rigorous
Alternative Methodologies.

An initial essay considers the crucial questions of outcome
identification, discusses alternative responses, and draws tentative
conclusions. Consistent with other publications of the Northwest
Lab, Schenck's essay favors liferole competencies', which describe
students' "ability to apply basic and other school skills in
commonly encountered situations of everyday life." .

A good illustration of Schenck's work is his discussion of the
desirable specificity of competencies. Very specific competency
statements, he points out, best conimunicate the exact nature of
what students must do and ease the development of assessment

51



measures" and instructional activities and materials. But more
general competencies are to be preferred. They allow greater
instructional flexibility and can better accommodate individual dif-
irences. They also require fewer competencies to cover the same
content; fewer competencies aid communication with school board
members, parents, and the public and simplify recordkeeping.

Schenck concludes with a list of competencies developed from
an analysis of Competency statements from districts in Oregon and
other states. The seventy-seven .competency statements cover the
seven content areas of -communication, computation, technology,
health, citizenship, consumer awareness, and career awareness For
each competence statement, Schenck identifies appropriate
Curricular programs and 'gives examples of liferole related
performance. His compilation does not attempt to be ckfinitive or

-exhaustive, but it offers a generous sampling of typical
'competencies freed from the idiosYncracies of individual district
competency lists.

IS

Spady, William G. "Competency-Based Education. A
Bandwagon in Search of a Definition." Educational
Researcher, 6,1 (January 1977), pp. 9.14 El number

. not vet assigned.

Since Oregon first instituted its new graduation requirements in
1972:numerous states have followed suit, forming what appears to
be a new wave in American education. But for Spady, this new wave
lacks a sound theoretical base and clear direction It seems unified
only by the common assumption that new standards will satisfy
demands for accountability. States have lumped onto a
competency, bandwagon without recognizing that new standards
require a reconsideration of school goals and structures.

In response, Spady develops a prescnptive definition and
theoretical model of CBE that incorporate a fundamental revision
of-education. His work is d.fficult since it suffers from the overly
precise language of the social' sciences, but it is essential. Along
with' the Work of Schalock, it provides the most comprehensive .
statement of the progressive reform vision of CBE.
. The nucleus of Spady's essay is his formal definition of CBE. As
he argues, CBE is "a data based adaptim performance-oriented set
of integrated processes that facilitate, measure, record and certify
within thesontext of flexible time parameters the demonstration of
known, explicitly stated and agreed upon learning outcomes that
reflect successful functioning in life roles."

The unique requirement of CBE, Spade continues, is its insistence
that demonstrated competence be the sole basis for student
advancement and graduation. This insistence on performance
inform i all aspects of the educational system true CBE demands

-that competency-based instruction. measurement, and certification,
Abe closely integrated around specified learning goals It also

governs program management, for CBE uses performance data to
diagnose weaknesses and prescribe changes in the educational
system itself.

The implications of this vision of CBE are profound As it replaces
timebased with goalbased education, it challenges the traditional

presuppositions of education. It questions the Weaning of 47
attendance, the validity of semesters and courses for organizing
instruction, the meaning of a course, and normative grading,

nmz Spady, William G., and Mitchell, Douglas.
"Competency Bised Education: Organizational
Issues and Implications." Educational Researcher, 6,
2 (February 1977), pp. 9-15. Ej 156147.

Following up Spady's essay of definition, Seedy and Mitchell
expand on Spady's initial concerns and more fully discuss the
implications of CBE for school organization and administration.
The two proceed in part by comparing and contrasting conservative
and progressive approaches.to CBE, arguing that only the latter,
which entails a complete restructuring of schools; can hope to
fulfill its expectations.

The conservative accountability approach to CBE. they point
out, emphasizes more rigid standards as the means for improving
student performance. But it notably fails to consider much else
besides evaluation and certification. It tends to ignore problems of
instruction, other than to clarify a limited range of traditional
learning opportunities, and it accepts the current.rde structure of
schools, which is marked by a narrowness and irrelevance of
student role expectations.

The progressive reform approach, in contrast, adopts a
comprehensive goal-based vision of education and demands that
more meaningful instnrction accompany its explicit standards.
Drawing from the hunianistic critics of education, it calls for the
enrichment of learning opportunities ,to give students more and
better means of learning and demonstrating life role cotence.
As it promotes vital paths to' new goals, it seeks to ce the
traditional custodial control or role - dominance of students and to
provide instead a goal-centered control, one that uniquely promises
to unite student goal pursuits and role expectations. Only such a
reform approach, leading students to adopt the schOol's goals for
themselves, can truly "mobilize the energies and direct the efforts
of students and teachers."

11
Thompson, Sydney. Competency-Based Education:

LI Theory & gractice. School Management Digest,
Number 9. ERIC/CEM Research Analysis Series,
Number 36. Burlingame, California: Association of
California School Administrators, 1977. 52 pages. ED
149 413.

CBE promises everything to everybody, yet it is zoblematic and,
still largely untested. Educators may wonder just what it is and how
well it can work in practice. Thompson's review attempts to answer
these questions for an audience of school administrators on the
basis of the available literature and interviews with practitioners.
This work, clearly written and balancing theory and practice, serves
as a valuable introduction to CBE and its complixities.

Thompson clarifies the sometimes confusing theory of CBE with
a definition and a discussion of its implications, potential, and
problems. He examines its policy and practice in three

O
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48 representative programs. the basic skills program of California, the
liferole program of Oregon, and the career major program of the
Fairfield-Suisun Unified School District, California, which calls f or a
'competency-based major in addition to a core of minimum skills
The Calif omia program is typical of many legislated programs in its
limited. scope ,and emphasis on assessment. The Oregon and
Fairfield-Suisun programs come closest to fulfilling the demands of
progressive CBE theory. The latter is especially notable for its ability
to require achievement beyond the minimum and provide for full
individualization.

Thompson's detailed discussion of CBE implementation is
especially helpful. Program success and failure have hinged on the
process of implementation, he writes; some well-intentioned
districts have created disaster through poorly managed
development, Reviewing the basic tasks of the process, he discusses
alternative approaches, points out some false steps taken by
individual districts, and makes what general and specific
recommendations are possible, Educators stand the best chance for
successful implementation, he argues, if they cultivate staff morale,
start cautiously with a limited number of new outcomes and expand
through model programs, address outcomes early in the curriculum,

- and link outcomes, instruction, and assessment in newly designed
courses.

nmo Utz, Robert T., and others. "A Comparative Analysis
of Two Modes of Implementing Competency Based
Instructional Systems." Paper presented at American
Educational Research Association annual meeting.
Chicago, April 1974. 9 pages. ED,089 468.

In this report, Utz and his associates compare the problems
involved in instituting competency-based instructional programs in
two radically different situations. The first program was instituted in
the Toledo Public Schools and utilized a system of pilot programs in,
selected schools. The second program, instituted in the Toledo
Diocesan SchOols, was an immediate, broadbased program
introduced in an entire school system over a period.pf two years.
, In the Toledo Public Schools, a general "change model" was

written that allowed each school to begin work on different areas of
its program. Therefore, not all schools were working on the same
problems at the same time. Once a particular school's needs were
determined, plans were presented to the building administrators
Volunteers were selected, given a ten-hour inservice program in
writing and categorizing objectives. criterionreferenced testing,
and individualizing strategies. The various programs were tested.
expanded, and made available on a xoader basis to other
volunteers.

Utz sent questionnaires to those whOsiarticipated.in the program
A majority of respondents indicated that the materials aided in,
identifying student deficiencies.

In contrast to the pilot programs of the Toledo Public Schools,
the Toledo Diocesan Schools mandated almost immediate change,
The system drew on professional educators from the universities.
utilized a great deal of field-testing. and required a great deal of
inservice time.

3

Utz draws several conclusions concerning the success of
implementing competency-based programs. First, participation in
the program is enhanced when teachers are presented with CBE as a
system of, organizing and evaluating curriculum, and not as a
methocrof teaching Teachers are likely. to see this as a change
dictated from above and outside, and they will correspondingly
resent it.

Second, programs should be staffed initially by volunteers. Third,
programs were most successful when instructional programs were
presented as resources rather than as completed materials for
presentation. Fourth, leachers in the program should be rewarded
with released time, pay, or graduate credit.
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Dealing with the p:\f

Drug Problem 1%!

n 29)
Arthur, Gary 1; Sisson, P. joe; and Nix, George C. 49
"Three Year FollowUp Drug Survey of High School
Youth in a-Typical Georgia School." lomat of Drug
Education,..7.1 (1977). pp. 43-52. El 154 708. .

If the findings from this third in a series of drug surveys are
generalizable to the national high school population, there is a ,
"growing disinterest in the drug scene" on the part of students.

When comparing these results with 'surveys taken iri 197:1 anae
1974, the authors found that a gieiter.percentagejkitudentsiiid
completed formaKcourseowork4
significantly larger ciumbeKthanIn'ailiel. surveys indicatekther.t.
would like a course drug education. Nevertheless, the reseakfiefs
noted a deiline across411 four grade levels in general knowledge
about drugs. There was Only one exception to this decline: "the
entire student body answered correctly 92 per cent of theitems
pertaining to marijuana." At the same time the level of knowledge -
about marijuana his increased in each survey,, knowledge
pertaining to the legality of certain drugs, especially hard drugs, has
declined.

The actual use of drugs is generally limited to less dangerous or .

legal drugs. The substances most frequently used were cigarettes,
alcohol, and marijuana, in that order. Seventy-nine percent of.all
students reported having tried alcohol as compared with 52 percent
for marijuana. Only 3 percent reported being regular users of
alcohol, while 7 percent reported using marijuana on a daily basis.
Most heartening of all, perhaps, is that of the 1,329 students
surveyed, only 3 percent reported having tried heroin, and not a
single student reported using heroin on a regular basis.

These survey results lead the authors to predict that "the time is .

ripe for a consistent and knowledgeable approach to drug
education."

REO Brown, Edward H., jr., and Klein, Andrew L. "The
Effects of Drug Education Programs on Attitude
Change." Journal of Drug Education, 5,1 (1975), pp.
51-55. El 118 981.

How can abusers' of drugs be reached? What effect do
communications in the media have on drug users?

T, reach the substabtial numbers of drug users in their
population, all large American cities have established drug
education and control programs in which media communications
play a large Ie. Brown and Klein cite the ineffectiveness of the
media camp.* against cigarettes and suggest that "doubts remain
as to the effectiveness of any type of mass media communication,
regardless of its presentation, as being a means of attitude change."

To test their hypothesis that mass urban drug control programs
have no effect on audience attitudes, the authors examined
programs in five major cities. After comparing addiction rates oler
several years, they concluded that all programs have been
ineffective. Despite major differences between programs, it
appears that none "worked more or less effoctively than theother."

The authors cautiorvthat the program; themselves may not have.
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SO "been in effect long enough to significantly influence attitude
change.".They feel that long-term research is now needed on all
drug education programs, "especially those which have been in
existence for only two or three years."

Bushey, Julia A. Drug Education: Coals, Approaches,
Ev'aluat;on. gRs Report. Washington, D C..
Educational Research Service. 1975.-33 pages. ED
112 528.

Despite the increased attention paid to them, school drug
programs have not been effective fOr any of several reasons. One
major problem is the lack of a working definition of what "drugs"
am. Some schools include coffee and tobacco in.their programs,
while others concentrate only on. illegal or dangerous
drugshallucinogens, stimulants, and depressants. There is little
consensus as. well about the goal of a drug program and how it
should be intetyrateci into the school curriculum. is the program's

to educate? To alter behavior? Should drug edecation be part
?egular curricular offerings, or should it be extracurricular?
The different goals of drug education can be conveniently

categorized into two approaches. The cognitii4 approach presents
information concerning drugs and their effects in the belief that
facts will lead to right choices. But drug surveys have revealed a
boomerang effect in cognitive programs. increases in drug
knowledge are often accompanied by increases in" drug use.

Because the cognitive approach has beeri ineffective, educators
are turning to affective programs. The gobls of affective programs
cto not focus on drugs, but on people. Key concepts include
increasing an individual's participation in alternatives to drugs,
clarifying persorlal goals, improving deco;ion-makong skills, and
improving a student's self concept.

Even though the majority of school programs are now affective
ones, Bushey warns "there is little objective evidence that their
achievement affects drug use."

nt3a, Chow, Stanley; Idle, Vicki; and Keyes, David. Drug
Education. PREP Report No. 36. Washington, DA .
1:-.1aticrial Institute of Education, 1972. 87 pages. ED
067515.

Early drug education Programs were often created In panic. They
either scared students or gave them factual information that Often
led to greater drug use. Those early experiments are now being
replaced. Chow and,his colleagues confirm Bushey's oblervation
that the trend is now awayefrom infofination and "tcnVard !values
training, humanization of the schools, and deveaelopment of''decisionmardng skills."

In this guide Chow and his assoc'ates offer advice for the drug
education planner. First, planners are urged to get solid infoffoation .

on drug use from as many agencies as possible. What are the
profiles of dreg users? What drugs are, being used a.id how
freqUently? Second, goals should be realistic. 'Schools can do only
part of the job of drug education Third, a decision must be made
concerning the program's status Will it be a part.o' the regular
curriculum, or will it be extracurricular? Will teaehers Geed special
training? Fourth, a means of evaluation should be decidlon early.

01 special interest in this publication are ten case studies of
school drug programs. The samples have been cho'sen :or. their
gedgraphicat distribution, some distinctive feature they possess,
some acclaim they have ahieved, or because they are preventive
rather than rehabilitative. The studies range from the white-collar
community of Coronado, California (population 17,000) which
teaches a 1pwkey values .colose, to Wayne County...Michigan'S
DART, program, which employs a traveling, two-person
profession.%) team that trains teachers, students, and administrators
in drug laws, pharmacology, and sensitivity, training.

The guide also evaluates six commercial drug programs.

Clements, Mary. "Health and Drug EducationA
Regional 'Approach." Educational Leadership, 35, 4
(January 1978), pp. 314-17. EJ 171 597.

An example of a drug program using an affective values
approach is one in Council Bluffs, Iowa, called the Values
Clarification Project.

Clements reports that the "major lonrange goal of the Values
Clarification Project is to achieve a reduction in the misuse of drugs
and alcohol through the valuing processes in classroom
instri....tion; Students will ideally "practice ways that are more
positive, purposeful, and enthusiastic," a process that should "lead
to the reduced in3tance of drugbuie."

Teaching values is different, of course, from the traditional skills
generally taught to analyze academic problemi. Specific valid*
themselves are not taught. Rather, what is taught are the "skills
necessary in decision making, communication, recognition, and
management of feelings." One activity of the project has been to
train students to do peer counseling, a common component of
affective drug education programs.

The Berkeley Health Project, another program in the Council
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Bluffs area, combats drug use by .stressing an appreciation and
-understanding of brim the body works. It teaches prevention of

disease and encourages youth to make "their own sound decisions
'about personal and environmental factors that affect health "

Doran, Bernadette. "Kojak in Your Classrooms MayE 9.1 Be Enough to Make You Lose Your Hair." The
American fchool Boardiournal, 165. 8 (August 1978),
pp. 20-24. E) number not yet assigned.

The growing presence of undercover narcotics agents in public
schools is emerging as one of the most complicated controversies
affecting public education. The infiltration of hard drugs into the
schools poses serious problems to administrators and teachers, as
well as raises unresolved questions about the best way to handle
these problems. If secret surveillance is utilized, who should know
beforehandprincipals, teachers, other students? What kind of an

,.atmosphere for learning exists where a teacher suspects students of
being west

Public schools across the Country from Montgoineri, Alabama,
to Seattle, Washington, have made use of undercover activity, with
varying responses and degrees of success Some successful
operations have been carried out without public knowledge, some
with open commynity cooperation, while others have failed when
an agent's cover was blown or when students found out about the
.
activitiesactivities and staged a walk-out. Superintendent S. itihn Davis of 1

Fa tax County, Virginia, explains that his aim is "not to "h5rass 11 ,
students but to cut off supply." Nevertheless, students hav9e
protested narcotics activity as an intrusion that breaks ndce

student-faculty relations and causes suspicion of new stude s.

Legal issues such as obstruction of justice by teachers and studftnts'
rights to academic freedom and privacy may also be involved.

` Frank Donner, professor of law at Yale University, notesihat an
overzealous narcotics officer in the school may artualry make
' drugs Fiore available in an effort to uncover users, and in the
process achieve dubious results. Although mo" agents say they are
after the pusher rather than the smalltime user, it is often the latter

. who receives punishment while the pushers go free.
Because of the number and variety of related problems, other,

less drastietneasures may be preferable. Some officials feel that
, undercover agents may be used most effectively in places where
school children congregate outside the school area, such as
bookstores. Paler officials suggest that undercover agents should
be brought in 'only 'under severe circumstances, after all other

-alternatives have been tried unsuccessfully.
'

.
O

similar to many other affective drug programs: to improve stude t St
. self-concepts and to teach problem-solving skills,

The program began with federal grants to study the overall drug
and alcohol situation in Appleton and Wisconsin generally. Alcohol t
remains a major focus of the program in a state that ranks high irk
alcoholism Originally the dru program spanned all the school

nE5 Hoyt, lane Hauser. "Playing Against Drugs "
American Education, 12, 10 (December 1976), pp
21-25. El 156 582.

The philosophy of the Appleton, Wisconsin, drug prevention
program is, "If children feel good about themselves, are able to
make their own decisions, and understand their own values, they will
have little or no need icier drugs " The program has adopted the goals

. 8
years and was taught'in the social studies curriculum. Grlduallythel
progr spread into other parts of the curriculum, but its length o
coverage was restricted to grades two through six. The director o
the program felt that "beyond sixth grade we were doing jus
remedial work that many of a child's values and attitudes were sit
by then."

Games, role-playing, storytelling, and peer counseling are only a
few of the innovative loncepts .employed. One teacher, fbr
example, encourages his students to keep a "values jeumal."

Evaluations of the program revealed that it was successful in
helping students become more outgoing in class, more willing to
participate in activities, and more positive in their behavior outside
the classroom.

Ineksor4 Avon, and Calsyn, Robe411. "Evaluation of a
SelfDevelopment Approach to Drug Education:
Some Mixed Results." Journal of DArg Education, 7,1
(1977), pp. 15-26. El 154704.

Why do so many drug educatiOn efforts fail? Jackson and Calsyn
note that many educators give as the -.non the "failure to.
'recognize ill importance of peer Mir...Ace in drug taking
behavior." POgrams that offer per counseling and opportunities
f\or.self-deveropment came into being when it was discovered that
traditional drug information programs often lea to higher levels of
drug use. However, it still remains to be seen whether such
"affective" programs of drug education are any more effective than
are their predecessors. 4

The developers of the STRIDE Program (Stu ents, Teachers, and
Residents involiied in Drug Education) dec ded to rigorously
evaluate their success.The program itself c sisted of a corn-
munication skills workshop (two eighthour ocs), activities. in
values clarification and problem-solving (a day aid a half), and drug
information and overdose aid training (twO days). The developers
hypothesized that, when compared with a con 1 group not given
training, STRIDE participants afould be more owleclgeable about
drugs and emergency procedures, would use fewer drugs, would
indicate more positive self - concepts,. and wo d be more skilled in -..
empathy and communiqtiort.

The results replicatethother findings acco ing to which "drug
education programs have failed to reduc drug usage." Even
though the program devoted two days t drug information,
participants were not more knowledgea about drugs or
emergency procedures thar were the control group. Participants in
the program did not show higher levels of self-esteem. Only in the
creation of empathy were STRIDE participant's significantly
different from the control group.

But even negative findings have their uses. In this case, they point
0
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52 to the need for program developers to define "clear objectives.
state those oblectives to the participants and design a specific
program component for each objective."

Marion, David J. Crisis Intervention Project, Boston-nt Public Schools, December 7, 9972-May 1, 1973.
Evaluation. WalthaM, Massachtisetts: Data Educa-
tion, Inc.. 1973. 89 pages. ED 110 862.

The Crisis PreventionIntervention (CPI) Project in the Boston
Public Schools is one answer to theoften-repeated injunction that
all *ments of the community must be involved if drug education
andlreatment programs are to be successful. In this project, an
advisory council was formed that consisted of the police chief, an
officer froin the fire department, the head of the civic association, a
member lrom the local legal assistance office, a representative.,pf
the local mental health center, and representatives from the school
district. This advisory council oversaw the workings of five support
teams in five public schools The suppdrt teams consisted of
parents, students, teachers, and a police officer

. Although the CM teams were not initiated primarily to handle
drug problems, the advisory council did target drug abuse as an
important arelof concern, and the support teams often defined it
as one of their most crucial problems. The theory behind the project
is that by maintaining a close liaison with members of the advisc.y
council, the teams are in an ideal 'position to influence those
individuals in the community "whose actions determine whether an
incident is effectively dealwith or whether it becomes the spark
which sets off a major eruption."

Unfortunately, Marion reports that the teams were only partially
effective, perhaps because they were...plagued by a lack of
professional training and inadequate communication channels
Still, the Model oilers attractive possibilities for involving the
community in drug,programs.

nso Mathews, Waller M. "A Critique of Traditional Drug
Education Programs." Paper presented at the
American Educational Research Association annual
meeting, Chicago. April 1974 12 pages ED 091 649

MatheWs succinctly summaffs two general teaching modes
that have guided MO course of drug educationthe "converting"
and the "supportive."

In the "converting" mode, a teacher or some official
representative attempts to bring student "beliefs. attitudes: values
and behaviors with respect to drugs in congruence with those
sanctioned by the school." The converting mode employs four
rhetorical methods of presenting material directing. preaching,
convincing, and scaring. All these styles have in common the
appeal to external authority as its source of justification. Mathews
notes that cinema has become a popular teaching tool in the
converting mode. despite the revelation by the National
Coordinating Council on Drug Education in 1972 that 84 percent of
the films it reviewed contained "factual or conceptual errors

Counseling by staff members or peers occupies a prominent
place iri the "supportive" mode, which allows-students to work
through problems on their own. While the success of the supportiVe
mode re:nains to be convincingly demonitrated, Mathews cites a
number of . surveys that at least demonstrate conclusively the
failurt of converting programs.

His recommendations lnclude group process training for
teachers. student involvement in writing programs, and community
cooperation. He believes that existing printed materials and films
on drugs should be deemphasized or eliminated.

nn Reinhart, Richard A. "The Family 'Drug Awareness
Group: A Citizen-Initiated Example of Effective
Community Concerrur Journal of Drug Education, 4,
2 (Summer 1974) pp. 151-55. El 105 580.

Although all the prescriptions for successful drug programs stress_
the importance of involving parents, no existing literature tells how
this might be done. Programs are generally founded within school
systems or public service agencies, and, if parents are included. it is
usually at the end of the process. But in the Family Drug Awareness
Group of Ventura County, California. things happened in just the
reverse manner.

The group came into existence through the efforts 'of a set of
Parents whose son, addicted to heroin and despairing of escape
from it, committed suicide. The parents decided that "One
important factor in their failure to help their son was their general
ignorance about drugs and their effects," an ignorance they
discovered that their neighbors shared.

After talking to the PTA, which offered its help, organizers turned
to the media. The publicity struck a responsinchord in the cour
which has more arrests for heroin addiction than does San Diego
County, four times its size. Offers of help came from the coitnty
mental' health agency, the district attorney's office, the police
department. and a group called Teen Challenge.

The Drug Awareness Group decided that the greatest value lay In
"using the opportunity of a family approach to explore and outline
the interpersonal problems. developmental changes in
adolescence. and family conflict sources that often underlie &ill
experimentation and abuse, at least among teenagers." It was
decided that significant effort should go into. "providing
opportunities for genuine interaction between children and adults."

At the time the article was written the group had sponsored three
group meetings and was in an expansion phase. Although little
evaluation has been done, the program is seen by Some.as '"a model
which other communities might well emulate."

nzarri) Southern Regional Council. Why Evaluate Drug
WI Education? Task Force Report. Atlanta: 1975. 40

pages. ED 119 052.

iThe weakest link in drug education is program evaluation Too
often the task of evaluation is, delayed until the program has been
completed. depriving participants of valuable information on goats
and successes that could be of help when presented in the form of
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progress reports. Often the evaluation is only a pro forma endeavor
\ to satisfy a funding agency. Even when program administrators

engage in aggressive evaluation, they are hampered by a lack of
knowledge about what constitutes a complete evaluation.

This paniphlet offers much practical advice on evaluation
writing by first distinguishing between' two kinds of evaluation.
"process" and "impact." The process evaluation lists components
of the program, names of personnel, and techniques and methods
dsed. Although this information forms an important part of the.
report, It is not the entire report, as some evaluators assume.

The real heart of evaluation occurs in the "Impact% statement,
which defines a measurable, feasible objective It reports the
"measure of change that took place in the target population.' tt
inclu'des a description of the target population. a statement of the
amount of time the program covers, an explanation of "key factors"
and "key indicators." and a rationale that explains the "logic
underlying the choice of. objectives as a step toward the overall
goal."

. This report also offers practical advice on cutting evaluation
costs, guidelines for calculat.ng the cost-effectiveness of the
program. and advice for choosing an evaluator.

ngan Wiggins Xenia. Public Schools and Drug Education
Report of a Conference. Atlanta- Southern Regional
Council, 1972 43 pages. ED 090 476.

This report presents the thoughts of educators, school
administrators. and legislators at a 1972 conIerence in New Orleans,
one of the earliest conclaves of its sort to address the wide-ranging
problems of drug education in the schools.

Some of the information is dated. but the conference addressed
itself to many questions that are still pertinent. When asked when
drug education should begin, moss educators agreed it should begin
in the very, earliest grades, since the average initiation into
recreational drug use occurs between the ages of nine and eleven
Where should drug education 'appear in the curriculum? Many
warned against placing it in a special class, thereby isolating It from
the total pattern of a student's behavior .
, How can the school reach high -risk users? One way is the
institution of "rap" houses placed off campus where students can
talk freely with other students about their problems This
recommendation, incidentally, has been incorporated in many
affectimdrug education programs.

The task force recommends, that school dug policies be flexible
enough to deal with a variety of situations. that rules be
enforceable, that every attempt be made to keep students inside
the school system, that schools operate a liaison with the police
department, and that students be involved with writing drug
policies. .

The task force report also includes a copy of a Maryland drug law.
that protects the confidentiality of information a teacher receives in
the course of drug counseling The enactment of such laws to
protect both students and those who counsel them should be
supported by school districts 1

0
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nz3; Wolk, Donald J., and Tomanks Anthony -J. "A.
Community-School ProblemSolving Approach to
the Drug Situation." Journal of Drug Education, 4, 2

(Summer 1974), pp. 157-68- El 105 581.

Community drug education programs now bear less resemblance
to drug programs than to interaction-oriented, self-awareness
groups. Such is the case in this Connecticut community that
decided a program "focusing ... on drugs,pq se, was not believed
to be of prime usefulness." Rather, the community decided op a
workshop format-attacking major objectives: to promote ewareness
and appreciation of self and other, to practice skills for
communication, and to plan ways of resolving current drug
problems in the community. - ,

One allcl?.y workshop was scheduled for students, teachers,
administrators, parents. ministers, and other interested persons.
Over one hundred people attended and were divided into ten
groups that identified major issues. Two followup workshops to
explore these issues were scheduled in the ensuing two weeks.

The fact that each workshop drew smaller numbers than its
predecessor 'night be interpreted as a sign of the program's failure,
But in fact, from these meetings emerged a strong nucleus of about
fifty people who formed four ongoing groups. Several members of
one group began doing voluntarY work with drug agencies. Another
group sponsored rap sessions in the schools. A third worked with
school administrators In human relations, and a fourth cataloged
and made lists of summer recreational activities available as
alternatives to drug use.

In this case the open meeting device worked effectively to
attract volunteers whose energies were channeled into areas of
their greatest interest.

Vowing, Stanley. "Health and Drug
Education How Effective? (An Instrument to
Evaluate Your Drbg Education Programs.Y'lournal of
Drug Education, 4, 3 (Fall 19741 pp. 269.79. El 114
030.

Zimenng's survey provides a refreshing alternative to standard
drug, program evaluations written by staffers, because he goes
directly to clientsstudents who are in the best position to disci
their experiences in the program. Over ten thousand high school
students completed questionnaires intended to gather information
on current programs, io find out what students thought about their
health programs and teachers, and to find what pasts of the
program are perceived by students as most interesting.

Survey results provided a fund of useful and interesting
information. Students preferred class materials composed of
"discussions by an ex-addict, special films, and class debates."
Textbooks, pamphlets, and discussions led by medical specialists,
were rated the least interesting. Students were generally eager to
receive drug information, but felt It should be concentrated in lower
grades, especially grades four through nine. Zimering's survey
corroborates other findings that "the fastest rate of increasing
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exposure to drugg occurs between the seventh and ninth grades."
In their relationships with health instructors, students felt they

received accurate information. They felt their teachers were frank
and encouraged open discussion but were no more knowledgeable
than themselves about drugs.

In terms-of personal use habits, only a minority of students felt
"that they could deal with a drug problem on their own." They said
they would turn to friends, a brother, or sister before any "authority
figures such as parents, teachers, or principals."
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Declining
Enrollments

Al Brady, Judith A. "How to Close a School and Not
"13,491.7eai Your Community Apart in the Process."

American School Board Journal, 163, 6 (June 1976).
PP- 31.35. El 139 363.

Closing a school is necessarily an emotional and traumatic event
for a community, but it need not tear the community apart. The
"keys to success" in closing schools, states Brody. are "changing
citizens attitudes toward enrollment declines; long-range planning
and community involvement!'

Community members tend to resist school closings because they
often equate the- closing of a school with the decline of 'the
community or neighborhood So it is important that the
superintendent and board help citizens see the positive &spec's of
declining enrollment Such benefits might include the potentials for
'community education centers and more early childhood and adult
education programs, as well as opportunities for achieving racial

- integration and lowering the pupil.teacher ratio.
Tice easiest way to overcome the community's, resistance to

closings is to involve the community as extensively as possible In
the planning and decision-making process For example, a citizen
task force could be established to "keep an eye on (enrollment]
trends and make recommendations to the school board." The task
force, though, must be broadly based to avoid the formation of
opposing groups claiming that they were excluded from the
decision-making process.

It is important, too, that the community be involved in long-range
planning. The first step in this planning is to collect information
(both past figures and future projections) on population, birthrates,
budgets, staff, and facilities. Brody points out that these data are
not always easy to come by. but she suggests that the state'
department of education might be a good place to start looking

After compiling and analyzing the data, administrators must
develop policies for reducing staff, utilizing surplus space, selling
leasing school buildings, and so forth. lAgain it is imperative that the
public be involved in the decision - shaking process so that a negative
community reaction is avoided or at least minimized.

To fiipport her suggestions, Brody includes in this wellwritten
article several examples of how school districts have successfully
and unsuccesskilly dealt with school closures.

ncs Educational Facilities laboratories. Surplus School
Space: Options and Opportunities. A Report. New
York: 1976. 75 pages. ED 126 614.

since school enrollments first began to decline, a wide range of
new uses has been found for surplus school space This EFL
reportaddressed mainly to concerned community members
rather than administrative experts discusses the factors that may
'nfluence reuse planning (population trends, state laws, zoning.

ate schools) and provides numerous examples of the new uses
hich surplus classrooms or schools have been put

considerations for surplus space should often be given to
nal programs and services not adequately housed during

a period of boom and growth," such as music, art, sciehce, and 55
Vocational education. Another initial consideration should be the
elimination of undesirable school, buildings.

Vacant school facilities can often be used by a variety of public
programs to make a school a "human services center." This kind of
use is especially.. desirable when there are fewer school-aged
children in a community, but more young adults and elderly. The
new programs can even "help to hold in towp the people who
otherwise may choose to leaye" and can help engender a feeling of,
revitalization in the community.

Sometimes another government agency can take over a surplus
school, for example, a iunior college or a parks and recreation
department. Another interesting alternative is for the district "tc,
create a nonprofit agency to take over die school buildings and
manage programs." Other options include using surplus space for

. preschool and adult education programs, leasing space to private or
other public schools, and selling a building for conversion to
housing or industrial use (with the advantage that the property
would be back on the tax rolls).

Whatever the situation, districts should first assemble all the
facts (enrollment projections, operating costs, applicable laws, and
an inventory of public and nonprofit organizations with unmet
space needs), and then involve the public in the decision-making
process.

nzar, Eisenberiteri Katherine E., and Keough, William F.
kg./ Declining Enrollment: What to Do. A Guide for

School Administrators to Meet the Challenge of
Declining Enrollment and School gosirigi; AASA
Executive Handbook Series, Volume 2, -.Arlington.
Virginia: American Association -of School
Administrators, 1974. 67pages. ED 111 094..

Parents, students, teachers, and principal; have enormous
investments in their local schools -- social, emotional, and financial.
Despite the psychological pressures, however, some schools maY
have to close; alleviating the fears of these interested groups is
probably the most important aspect of a successful school-closing
policy. Community polls, coffee hours for small groups, interschool
visitations by students and teachers, simulations by the board and
administrators, and the channeling of energy toward constructive
ends through the creation of effective task forces are lust some of
the ways to cope with potential problems before they develop.

Teachers in particular are adversely affected by declining
enrollments. Young teachers are usually, the first to be dismissed. A
shif t in concern by teacher organization; from salary levels.to job
security can be expected. The situation may be eased by, early
retirement incentives. Whatever Solution is found, it must be
planned for early and implemented systematically.

If school closure becomes necessary, the decision must be made
carefully. Costs for maintenance materials, personnel, utilities, and
capital outlay must be considered, and the financial benef it; of
selling or leasing buildings or parts of buildings must be measured
against the likelihood of renewed enrollment growth. Several
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.56 criteria should be considered: geographic location, academic
. excellence, enrollment capacity as compared with present and

potential use, facility condition, and recyclability of the building
and grounds. -

E.417 Shrinking'nkingeSrchools. An llooll

Educational Activities.

Dayton, Ohio: 1975, 32 pages. ED 116 292.

One reason for holding conferences ,is -to find out where the
experts disagree. At liDIEJA's national conference on enrollment
decline, some of the many prominent authorities attending felt that
decline would result in a drop in the pupillteacher ratio. Others said
that the drop in state support would force staff reductions severe
enough to drive the ratio up, and still others argued that national
experience indicated teachers would fight strongly enough fortheir
positions that the ratio would remain about the same as it has been

If no agreement could be reached on how the relationship among
staffing, funding, and enrollment would be affetted, there seemed
to be little argument on how the community would respond.
Participant Robert Savitt noted that the severe impact ,of
enrollment drops coupled with economic stresses has allOwed
concerned community groiips "to go right to the heart °rifle
educational process in a way that they haven't been able to do

' befOre." .

The school district's need to stay aware of local population
trends-was strongly stressed at the gathering. A business repre-
sentative cited an example of the Possible benefits of a positive
response to *decline: when the birthrate started to fall, Johnson &
Johnson redirected its advertising to develop a new adult market,
and the result was that over five years its business doubled despite a
one -third cut in its original market. But the il1D1EiA confereestould
not agree on whether this example indicated that a new market for
education should be sought (prescksol education, for example) to
create revenue and provide jobs, or whether such funding as
already existed should be concentrated on providing quality
instead In either case, a good advertising campaign might be
crucial for turning public opinion around

Leggett, Stanton, '9-low to Forecast School
Enrollments Accuratelyand Years ;Ahead."

( American School Board 'Journal, 160, 1 (January
1973). pp. 25-31'. El 067 465.

Although dated. this articledescribes in full the "cohort survival"
method of enrollment projection that is currently in wide use
Included here are detailed, step-by-step directions ,for using the
method and three fill-in tables.

The first step in the method is to find the number of births in your
district for each of the last ten years Birth data can usually be
obtained from local govemmental units, but if it isn't available from
these sources. the "projectionist" may have to resort to hospital
birth registrations or community surveys Leggett emphasizes that
"coming up with the raw information to be used in your projections
will be the most difficult and error-prone part" of the projection

. r

A

...

The next step, is to compute the "cohort survival ratio" for each
grade level, which "means the ratio between the number of children
in one grade in a certain year and the number of children in the next
higher, grade the next year," Fot example, if '100 children attend
third grade one year and 98 attend fourth grade the next year, the
cohort survival ratio for grade 4 is 0.98."

The final step involves multiplying'each grade level enrollment
by the cohort survival ratio for that level, and then doing"the same
for the next year and the next, as far into the future as desired. These
figures are entered on the enrollment projection table.

It should be well noted that this method gives a correct
projection only in "a pure situation," as Leggett carefully points out.
After the projection is made as outlined above, other practical
knowledge about the district must be considered 'alongside the
projection. ,,,

For example, districts should watch carefully for major changeos'..
in building patterns Leggett suggests that administrators forge
"warm friendihips with the menicipal authorities who control
zoning" and talk often with developers and housing experts in the
community. Other consideratiohs should be the health of private
schools in the area, transportation changes (such as new highways
through the district). and national migration trends.

ilCrn Lyell, Edward H., aid Toole, Patrick. Student Flow
V Modelling and Enrollment Forecasting. New York:

Society for College and University Planning, 1974.5
pages. ED 108 533. . ' .

Lyell and Toole claim that even if "good enrollment forecasting
techniques exist. they have not been well-applied." Writing for
those with some understanding of statistical procedures, the
authors highlight the positive and negative aspects of ratio
methods, cohort survival methods, Markov models, regression
analysis, optimization methods, combinations of these, and even
"guess-estimation." As they note, "when it comes time to make a
forecast that has to be lived with at the institutional level, model
results must be tempered with insight and experience."

The authors discuss forecasting at the national and state levels
before citing examples of techniques used in higher education.
A:though the emphasis is on postsecondary education, the basic
problems in generating reliable enrollment estimates also confront

6"
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the, ublic school administrator.
all and Toole urge cooperation among the different ede-

ca nal systems to develop an ongoing and mutually compatible
da a file that will allow all groups access to the information they

for coping with the future. Research on the effects of
;tican t variables is needed. as well as the development of more

inhovative methods and techniques that can be validated.

seMazzarella, lo Ann, and Barber; _Larry. Facing
Declining Enrollment: Considerations and Procedures.
Eugene, Oregon: Eugene School District 41. 1978. 59

- pages. ED number not yet assigned.

Planning and communication are the themes of this report on
declining enrollment in the Eugene (Oregon) school district.
Mazzarella.and Barber discuss the causes and effects of declining
eninliment, outline some of the problems lacing the Eugene
district, and offer suggestions for coping with declining enrollment

Although overall enrollment in the Eugene district is declining.
some schools on the developing periPhery are overcrowded, while
schools in the central city are operating well below capacity. This
problem of maldistribution common to many districts whether or
not they are facing declining enrollmentunderscores the
importance of planning for enrollment changes, not only on the
-district level but schoolbrschool as well.

The first step in planning is to make a rough forecast of future
enrollment, using a technique such as the cohort survival method.
Then, other modifying factors must be considered. such as dropout
rites, private school enrollments. the age ranges of populations in
major residential areas, migration patterns, andperhaps most
"important residentiallkilding patterns and local lanCIuse policy
in this last matter, the authors stress the importance of coordinating
district' organization with the plans of devblopers and ?local
government bodiei Finally, accurate projections of future revenues
and expenditures must bi- made.

Perhaps the most useful strategy for coping With declining
enrollment is to increase communications with the community. the
teachers, and the state "Support from teachers and the community
may depend on their realization that every effort has been made to
reduce the budget before cutting staff or closing schools" An
adequate public relations program including widely disseln in ated
news releases and perhaps flyers sent home with studentsshould
make declining enrollinent a common topic of discussiOn in the
community. Equally important is the involvement of a broad range
of concerned citizens in the decisionmaking process

Included in this report are discussions of reduction inforce, uses
for surplus space, and factors to consider when deciding whether to
close schools.

ntn Minnesota Association of School Administrators.
Managing School Districts with Declining
Enrollments. Planning Assistance Manual. St Paul
Minnesota State Department of Education;
Minnesota State Planning Agency, 1976 79 pages
ED 128 919.

Planning is the key to makin g a smooth adjustment toenrollment 57
decline. This manual's purpose is to make the task of planning an
easier one for school boards and administrators. It outlines basic
methods of Collecting, organizing. and presenting data for use in
enrollment and budget projections and staff and facility analyses.
Although written especially for Minnesota school districts. the ideas
presented are applicable to most districts facing declining
enrollment.

The manual describes the cohort survival technique of
enrollment projection and offers suggestions for illustrating the
projections in graphical form. Also Presented is a cookbook
technique for projecting a budget that uses the results of an
enrollment projection and estimates of future staff 'reductions. In
addition to this "short technique," the manual briefly discusses a
more complex method for forecasting budgets

The method of facilities
as

outlined involves compiling
data on each facility. such as dates of construction and additions,
maximum capacity, present enrollment, and comments on ,the
general adequacy of the building. Next, the cost per pupil-at each
building is determined. These data are then used to decide therfate
of each building.

When decisions must be made on closing schools, it is essential
that community members be involved in the decision-making
process because of the "emotional attachments" of citizens to their
local schools. When there is a choice of schools that might be
closed, school districts should let a citiz ens committee establish the
criteria for closings.

in one criteria system, citizen committee members first decided
on the "criteria weight" of factors such as "maintenance
cost/square foot" and "historical value of location." Then. each
factor was rated for each school on a fivepoint scale. Finally, each
factor's score was multiplied by the criteria weight for that factor,
and the products were summed for each school. The school with
the lowest score.was the one to be closed.

Included in this wide-ranging manual are suggestions for
analyzing staff and planning referendums. The manual is part of a
set of documents that includes five detailed case studies of
Minnesota 'school districts.

2E2 National School Boards Association., Declining
Enrollment. Research Report. Evanston. Illinois: 1976.
30 pages. ED 122 439.

According to U S Office of Education projections, "total public
and private school enrollments will drop 11% from 1972 to 1982,"
mainly due to a declining birthrate, But this NSBA report points out
that migration causes most of the local fluctuations in population
(and school enrollment). Thus, it is important that school districts
plan for their future enrollment needs using local data, particularly
with regard to the number of young families in the district.

Admittedly, long -range planning is both difficult 'and time-
consuming. To facilitate this task, the report outlines the cohort
survival method of enrollment projection. including stepby.step
directions and three fill -in tables. Also discussed is New Jersey's
"Master Plan" method that requires districts to develop a ten-year
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58 enrollment projettion Used on demographic factors.
When enrollment drops, so does state support. But it takes "tbree

years or more before the loss of a modest number of students
enables a school district to cut costs.".To help "cushion" schools in
times of declining enrollment, several states have adopted
measures that gradually decrease aid over a dire- to-five year period
after an enrollment decline. NSBA encourages school systems to
actively lobby, for similar measures in states without them.

Even with fuch measures, the hardships of declining enrollment
.are greater fot smaller districts, because "larger districts realize
greater economies in operation and have

task
flexibility in

administrative arrangements." A Maryland task force, for example,.
has reported that "a school with about.200 students will cost, on the
average, 20 percent more per student than a school with 300
students." Also, when manpower needs to be cut, large districts can
cut heavily in administration and special services, whereas small
districts must make cuts in teacher ranks.

Other topics include considerations when closing schools, uses
for surplus space, strategies for cutting back staff, and the
impqrtance of public relations in times of declining enrollment. This
report one of the better publications on declining enrollment,
woad serve as an excellent introduction to the subject

ItstPlatt, Robert S. "A Reorganized Elementary School
Structure to Accommodate Declining Enrollment."
.i975. 147 pages. ED 111 111.

As assistant to the superintendent of a Pennsylvania school
district, the author supervised a restructuring of the elementary
system. Of the four communities composing the district, three had

, two elementary schools and the fourth had One. With a 23 percent
drop in enrollment from 1966 to 1975, few schools found
themselves left vith more than one class at any'grade level, and one
01 these classes contained only thirteen pupils

Piatt's alternative tumed one school in each of three corn
munities into a primary (grades one to three) school, and the other
into an intermediate (grades four to six) school. Benefits he sought
and apparently achieved included more balanced class sizes, the
possibility of separating problem children, opportunities for
multilevel 'instruction in mathematics and reading, closer pro-
fessional contact between teachers of the same grade level,
unification of communities previously split along artificial school
attendance boundaries, and reduction in the duplication of
materials and efforts (easing the budgetary headaches of
enrollment decline). What difficulties there were appealed in the
area of transportation, but the entire program was nonetheless
regarded as highly successful by parents, tear hers, administrators,
and students.

Platt's documentation of his program is almost too thorough. He
provides a copy of every administrative order he mentions, as well
as newspaper clippings and questionnaire forms. The test fills only
the first third of the document and is largely a blow'byblow
chronology of the development of the concept from planning
stages through implementation to evaluation

Piele, Philip, and Wright, Darrell. =Enrollment
Forecasting. Educational Facilities Digest
Columbus, Ohio;. and Eugene: Council of
Educational Facility Planners, international; and
ERIC Clearinghouse on Edticational Management,
University ofOregon, 1976. 9 pages. ED 117 782.

The literature on enrollment forecasting iswritten from two bas4
viewpoints. Mathematicians, statisticians, and demographers a
interested in finding the' ideal methods of forecasting accuratel
Administrators and facilities planners are interested in the be t
techniques for applying the methods that the theorists develop.

Understanding the community and ,the way; in which it is

changing and realizing the effects that social and political press re
groups can hive on how factors are interpreted are just as-
important as knowing the strengths and weaknesses of the differ t
forecasting techniques:

This review PloVides a brief introduction to the field be ore
presenting an annotated bibliography of twenty-eight major
documents covering the full range of attitudes toward enrollment
forecasting. .

llEs Sargent, Cyril G. and Handy, Judith. 'FewerFewer
Pupils/Surplus Space. A ,Report. New York:' Educa-
tional Facilities Laboratories, 1974.55 pages. ED 093
046.

Eyen if the fertility rate remains at its current replacement level,
-the large number of women now entering the childbearing year3
will cause the total number of children born to rise slowly, and
enrollments will return to and even surpass previous record highs.
The mobility of the population will determine where the trends of
decline and return' are felt most strongly.

Districts that once could not keep pace with growth now find
themselves with empty classrooms, which can be turned to
educational' or noneducational uses Government and private
agencies, especially iii this age of community consciousness, can'
often find use for-vacated space, though whether districts should or
can sell, lease, rent, trade, or even give away their unused buildings
depends on a great number of legal and practical Considerations, as
well as expectations of future needs.

When schools are closed, planning is the most important part of
the procesi. Obtaining all the facts and opinions, proposing
alternatives, and then choosing the best of the proposals is the only
way to be sure of needed community and staff support. How the
plan and the planning process are communicated to the people
who will be affected is the second major concern. The public's
ideas and suggestions must be actively sought, and school board
and administrative proceedings kept as open and accessible as
possible.

Sargent and Handy's report is probably the outstanding classic in
the field, full of examples detailing how theory has been put into
practice across the country. Figures and tables compleitent a
readable text. and sources for more information and for obtaining
enrollment forecasting tools are provided in abundance.

6,3
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biryi.WaynereL.; ,Wiebdkoe,.9FiredeiFrederick V14.
Moon,

W. Crawford; and Batt, Paul. "What Are Schools
Cioing?" NASSP Bulletin, 61. 407 (March 1977), pp.
5947. El 160 405.

Many practitioners, are finding innovative solutions to the
multitude of problems created by declining enrollments. For
example, a small rural school district in Colorado facing a 45
percent decline in enrollment over a ten-year period is cooperating
with a-neighboring district with similai problems. The two districts
are sharing teachers in music, science, math, and special education
and are considering the establishment of a secohdary school in one
district and anefementary center in the other. 0

A senior high school 'in suburban Pennsylvania is taking the
opportunity afforded by declining enrollment to improve
instruction and solidify the curriculum. Because of lower staf I
mobility, development work with individual teachers is more
directly benefiting the school. This school also encourages its staff
to use community resources and creative materials instead of mass -
produced (and costly) educational materials.

In a corner of upstate New York, a rural high school is considering
opening its enrollment to nonresidents in neighboring Canada and
Vermont, who would pay tuition to attend the school because it is
closer to their homes. Other districts are handling declining
enrollment by not hiring new teachers and shuffling their current
staffs to fill vacancies. And a private school in Buffalo, New York.
has more applicantithan positions because of an ambitious student
recruitment program.

Sieradski, Karen. implications of Declining
Enrollments for Schools. School readership Digest
Series, Number 17. ERICICEM Research Analysis
Series, Number 19. Arlington, Virginia, and Eugene:
National Association of Elementary School
Principals; and ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational
Management, University of Oregon, 197S. 32 pages.
ED 114 906.

"Taken positively, the implications of declining enrollments are
that enterprising and creative school administrators will develop
better programs as they condense them." says Sieradski in this
survei of the literature. "They.will devise equitable RIF (reduction
in foice) policies with the teachers" unions and will become even
more {imminent as public leaders when they unite with community
task forces to solve the problems of school closings,"

The first step is to forecast enrollments as accurately as possible.
both for the near future and for the next ten to twenty-five years.
There are many indicators from which the alert observer can,
deduce a coming enrollment decline, and many methods for

* developing forecasts. Most often cited among these is the cohort
survival technique. But.these methods and the figures they generate
can be used to support conflicting points by groups with different
axes to grind.

...

4

..

Planning by officials is the next major step and must include how 59
programs and personnel are to be cut back and how continued
costs are to be met in the face of decreasing state support.. .

If school closure is necessary, community involvement in
planning is vital. Task forces are one excellent way of turning
community activism resulting frornthe undesirable facts of decline
into a positive force for reaching acceptable solutions. Alternatives
to closure must be considered closely, but if they prove impractical, .
decisions still remain as to which school to close, and whether to
lend, lease, or sell the buildings and grounds.

While the subject .is receiving more (and more thorough)
attention with each passing year, Sieradskrs paper is an excellent
condensation of the ideas and attitudes prevalent prior to 1975,
especially in relation to the elementary school. .

nso "Surplus School Buildings: New Opportunities for
Adaptive Use." AM Journal, 66, 4 (April 1977), pp.
5943. Ei 157 013.

For a number of reasons, simply closing a school in to
declining enrollment usually does not result in significant savings.
Surplus school buildings are much more valuable, both
economically and socially, when they are put to new uses.
According to the Educational Facilities Laboratories, "more school
buildings have been converted to new uses that benefit
communities than any other building type."

Some of the advantages of school buildings are that they usually
have central locations, they are 'designed for public occupancy,
most meet emergency code requirements, and most have adequate
storage space and utilities. In addition, conversion for most uses
requires minimal remodeling. .. .

.. .

The ease of conversion depends on the vintage of the building. as
does the type of conversion for which the building is most suitable.
PreWorld War II buildings, until recently considered "institutional
monsters" by some architects, "lend themselves most readily to a
variety of transformations, and are especially well - suited, o
conversion into housing." Some of the advantages of these
buildings are their high ceilings that can be lowered for electrical
and mechanical systems, their large classrooms that can easily be
converted to apartments, and, in some, attic and basement space
thk can be "recaptured" for use.

Buildings constructed just after World War II, with "strings of
small Classrooms" and relatively low ceilings, are the most difficult
buildings to convert for any use. in contrast, schools of the 50s and
60s built on the "campus" or "pavilion plan"' are easy to convert,.
because they usually have postandbeam construction that is
conducive to repartitioning Included are five examples, replete
with pictures, of successful conversions of schools to other uses.

X
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Improving
School Climate

f rg- (15) Bogue, E. G. "One Foot in the Stirrup." Phi Delta
teal, 2/ Kappa», 53, 8 (April 1972) pp. 506-8. EJ 056 948.

"The man who tells the truth should have one foot in the stirrup."
This old Turkish proverbthe source for the title of Bowie's lively
articledescribes the situation in many schools. Boise believes
administrators must foster an organizational climate in which '
subordinates who communicate openly about problemi or
dissatisfaction do not have to live "with one foot in the stirrup."

Bogue maintains that an organizational climate of trust and
openness produces high productivity. He believes that adminis-
trators must be aware,of the function of conflict ,and negative
feedback WI an organization as the'impetus for positive chani.
Administrators must learn to view dissatisfaction and criticism as
something to be listened to rather than to be repressed. They must
learn to manage conflict ens' channel it so that it is not disruptive
but is the first step toward organizational renewal.

Bogue notes that an open, trusting climate where subordinates
are not afraid of expressing ideas is based oil an administrator's
positive self-concept. Self-confident administrators are able to
avoid defensiveness in the face of critjcism and to value conflict as
a way of learning about their strengths and their weaknesses.

Bonney, Lewis A. "Changes in Organizational
Climate Associated with Development and
Implementation. of an Educational Managerhent
System." (19721.26 pages.-ED 066 790

Bonney describes efforts in the San Bernardino City (Litifomia)
Unified School District to improve school climate by decentralizing
decision-making and sharing responsibility for program results. The
fifty-eight schools in this program instituted wAat Bonney calls a
"humanistic" management system in which teachers, principals,
and the superintendent met together to choose school goals and
classroom priorities.

The instrument they used to measure changes in school climate
was ikert's "Profile of Organizational Characteristics," which
found significant changes in leadership processes, motivational
forces, and communicatiob locesses. Specifically, principals were
more motivated to achieve school and district goals and felt that
superiors and subordinates displayed more trust and confidence
and were more committed to organizational goals. In addition, the
schools 'showed improvement in achievement scores.

Of special interest is the appendix, which outlines the elements
of the plan' in four particular schools. These include the specific
school goals and strategies actually prepared by teachers and
principals.

(611 Breckenridge, Eileen. Improving School Climate."
Phi Deltallappap, 58, 4 (December1976). pp. 31448.
EJ 148156.

Thil. story of changes in one school's climate is a little rerni
niscent of an old-time melodrama. When the authoritarian principal
"Mr. Jefferson" gums into approachable, powersharing "Bob

6 3
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Jeff erson" there is a temptation to cheer, the miraculous conversion
In spite of the soap-opera suspense, howevei, thearticle has a ring
of truth to it, and scattered throughout the drama are explanations
of a number of useful techniques for improving school climate

Breckenridge (a pseudonym) begins by describing techniques for
improving school climate used in a workshop attended by teachers
in her anonymous Oregon district. This workshop was run by
William Maynard, the author of an article described elsewhere in

bthis chapter.
Most important of these techniques is the 1-3-6 exercise, which

begins with individuals making lists of their ideas of what is needed
to improve the school. Participants then meet in group; of three and
combine their lists, deleting no items but listing identical item s only
once. Finally, groups of six are formed, which again consolidate
lists. In this way comprehensive lists of perceived school problems
can be communicated to school authorities without fear of
reprisals. ,

, After the lists have been compiled, each person ranks all the
items according to priority, and all the priorities are tallied to
determine the top ten problems on which the staff should focus.

nzs Clark, Frank J. linproving the School Climate.
Operations Notebook 19. Burlingame, California:
Association of California* School Administrators,
1977.42 pages. ED 145 567.

Clark is so excited about his and others' ideas for improving
school climate that his paragraphs sometimes tumble all over each
other in random order, and he is so intensely Involved with his
subject matter that he often doesn't bother to explain what he is
talking about. Nevertheless. there are numerous good ideas
crammed into the pales of this many-faceted notebook, and it is
worth the trouble of trying to extract them..

Most valuable are the many practical and specific suggestions
for Improving school climate that have been used by school dis-
tricts. These suggestions include such things as a teacher advisory
board, a student forum, and a variety of feedback forms for staff
and students.

Ono of Clark's methods for defining school climate is to describe
the characteristits of Schools that have poor climates These he lists
as low innovativeness drive, job dissatisfaction, student alienation,
lack of creativity, complacency, uniformity, and frustration
Administrators can use this list as a checklist to see if their schools
need to put energy into school climate improvement techniques

Clark explains fhe Leadership Behavior Description Question-
naire, which he calls "one of the best tools to assess school
climate." He includes sample questions from the Instrument and
explains how scoring works. He explains, wo. the CFK Ltd School
Climate Profile Instrument. A short bibliography is also attached

n(5.4,-, Doak, E. Dale. "Organizational Climate: Prelude to
60...) Change." Educational Leadership, 27, 4 (January

1970), pp. 367-71. El 022 630.

"This climate is the cornerstone for educational change,"

,

.
contends Doak of organizational climate. He believes that one 61
reason educational innovations often fail is that important factors
in the organizational climate are ignored.

For Doak, the factors that determine organi7ational climate are
"goal definition, leadership style, morale, and self-worth." Each of
these must receive prime attention in planning for change. For an
organization to be ready for change, its goals must first be
concurrent with the goals of the individuals in it, and the morale
and feelings of self-worth of its members must be high. .

Most of all, the organizational leader must create an "open
climate," which to Doak means, that individuals are constantly
searching for alternatives. This is based on an administrator's
courage to admit that clear, pat answers to highly complex issues do
not now exist. .n short, an administrator must be able to live with
ambiguity.

In this article, Doak makes graphic his theories about the
influence of the organizational climate on the change process by
providing a model depicting each step in the change process in
schools.

nz41 Zdebom. Carl, and Zigarmi, Drea.-"Organizational
Climate and ICE: An Assessment and Implications."
Paper presented at the National Association for
Individually Guided Education annual conference,
Cincinnati, November 1977.14 pages. ED 149 455.

Virtually everyone involved with education recognizes the
importance of school climate, and researchers .have made
numerous attempts to analyze this intangible' quality. Investigators
have, for example, subdivided the oyerall atmosphere into various
categories. including esprit, hindrance, consideration.
supportiveness, orderliness, impulse control, and others. Their
motivation should be obvious: an accurate measurement of school
climate might guide administrators in assessing the motivation of
their staffs as well assn solving problems and implementing change.

Edeburn and Zigarmi are particularly interested in innovation.
and they have consequently focused on "openness" as an essential
characteristic of a healthy school administration. Working under
the assumption that an "open" school would be more amenable to
change, they compared personnel attitudes of individually guided
education (16E).schools with those of their non -ICE counterparts.
The authors administered their Staff Development School.Climate
Questionnaire,to 127 elementary school teachers from three upper-
mrdwestern suburban districts. The results bore out Edebum and
Zigarrni's expectations: teachers view the climate of ICE schools
more positively.

In light of this study, administrators of ICE schools can feel
optimistic aboilt their staffs' willingness to accept change and
Capacity for problem-solving. This is encouraging news, of course.
but Edebum and Zigarrni do not make excessive claims for their
study The results are credible," they emphasize, "yet far from
conclusive." They are confident, however, that they have
developed an important instrument for measuring school climate.

A twenty-four item bibliography is a useful addendum to this
..;paper.

J
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ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management.
School Climate Research Action Brief. Eugene:

University of Oregon, 1978. 5 pages. 10 150 673.

Even if the term is bandied around knowingly. the nebulous
Phenomenon we call "school climate" has proved elusive. This
articulate summary of the research makes it apparent that
investigators and educators are still loOking for direction. All too
often theoreticians argue about appropriate measurements while
practitioners resort to vague injunctions.

The analysis of the research starts with Halpin and Croft's
development (1962) of the Organizational Climate Description
Questionnaire (OCDQ), an instrument that has had a significant
influence on the research. In this teminal study, school climate was
broken down into eight categories, a real advance over previous

a investigations, which had been content to equate climate with
"morale." The author notes, however, that the OCDQ has not held
up under the scrutiny of subsequent researchersthat it too is an
oversimplification of the factors that make up an educational
environment. Wiggins (1972), for example, found that the O(DQ
relied too much on teachers' oercephons and that principals do not
have suchoa compelling influence on the ;.sychologY of the school.
Walden and his colleagues (1975) also found that school climate is
not so neatlY packaged or so amenable to control as Halpin and
Croft had assumed.

Administrators have; understandably enough, been less
interested in the academic questions and more interested in the
pedagogical impact of school climate Their reports have
consequently tended to applaud the accomplishments of educators
who have wrought significant changes in their districts or schools.
Still another approach is that taken by Shaheen and Roberts(1974)
in their attempt to synthesize a descriptive analysts of climate with
recommendations for action. Their Climate Profile takes in factors
beyond the lm mediate school and looks to the district
superintendent for leadership. .

All these approaches have something to offer, but none of them
is definitive. The research on school climate is clearly still in its
infancy, and there are no quick remedies for educational lethargy.

nz6 Howard, Eugene R. "School Climate Improvement."
Thrust for Educational Leadership, 3, 3 (January 1974),
pp. 1244. El 092 195,

"i'aiyi convinced that it is now possible to build a school climate
within 'which pupils and staff will be happier, more mentally
health% more positive in their outlook ore life and more
prOductive," concludes Howard in this clearly written article
containing a number of techniques for accomplishing just that.

Howard's own 'particular definition of school climate is the
"aggregate of social and cultural conditions which influence
individual behavior in the school all of the forces to which the
individual responds which are present in the school environment."

The author uses Halpin and Croft's terms "open" and "closed" to
describe school climates, though he means by these something a bit

,. more specific than these early researchers did. By "open" he means
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climates that evidence widespread involvement indecision-making,
foster open communication channels. and "stimulate learners and
encourage self-confidence and independence."

Howard suggests "opening" the school climate by forming
nonhierarchical teaching teams, including students Po the evalua-
tion of their work, and revising the grading system to offer more
opportunito9 for success. One unique idea is to interview a group of
the students generally thought of as the school's "losers" and to ..
form a task force to do something about one of their concerns.

nzcg Howard; Eugene R. School Discipline Desk Book
West Nyack. New York: Parker Publishing Company,
1978. 250 pages. ED 150 707.

in an age of increasing social tatitilence, school administrators
are wont to blame discipline problems on 'factors beyond their
control lack of parental guidance, social injustice. or the media.
for example. Educators might not be able to-remedy all the ills of
society, but they can, Howard argues, do much to improve the
schools. The solution lies not in permissiveness or "get tough"
policies, but in the whole edticational milieu

Tangible evidence lies iri the dramatic reforms of schools like
Cleveland High in Seattle rind Blauvelt Elemerhary in Cottage Lane,
New York: The inner-city schoolizzample, was once the site of
riots. heavy drug use, high absenteeism, and discouraging academic
achievement. With the guidance of an enthusiastic principal.
William 1 Maynard (see his article elsewhere in this chapter),
absenteeism has plunged, security,off mers are no longer needed, 35
percent more students are college bound, and drug use has dropped
off considerably. Jo Ann Shaheen's administration at the suburban
elementary school has seen a significant reduction in problems on

,,the buses, an end to lunchroom and playground disturbances, and
impressive academic progress.
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There is nothing m iraculous about these success stories; morale is
ihe key. Howard offers a wealth of practical suggestions for
principals who would like to see a similar, reinvigoration of their
own schools. Three chapters are devoted to recommendations ror
solutions to immediate issuescrime and violence. discipline
problems, and classroom disruption Howard's counsel ra:.,ses from
taking unruly students on a retreat and organizing a student security
advisory committee jo improving the cafeteria and identifying
teachers who need help.

The three ensuing chapters address more fundamental
changesimproving students' self-concepts. increasing student
involvement, and improving morale with a more varied curriculum
Again, Howard's advice is pragmatic and to the point: he advocates
modifications in grading structures. athletic competitions that
foster ethnic pride, and development of independent study
programs along with a.host of other ideas

Howard has no patience with hopeful conjecture; he looks for
results, not gestures. All his advice is founded on the experiences of
over one.hundred schools that have tested these Procedures. With
its breadth and attention to particulars, this work should be a
standard reference for all administrators who would rather deal
with morale problems than make excuses for them

nz@Maynard, William. "A Case Study. The Impact of a
Humanistic School Climate." NASSP Bulletin, 60, 399
(April 1976), pp. 16-20. El 149 642

Maynard's article is a little short on theory, but it is long on
specific and useful ideas for improving school climate. Mayn,hrd

"does not, bother to outline his conception of what a humanistic
school climate is or to make any generalizations about the elements
that make it dp, but he does tell a refreshing story of how Cleveland
High School in Seattle was made "a more satisfying place to be" by
"students and administrators working together" on projects that
tinged from implementing a shared decision-making model to
painting murals in the halls.

When Maynard first became principal of Cleveland High, the
students felt alienated, skipped dist and frequently requested to
transfer to other schools. Three years later, `students were proud of
their school, the absentee rate improved from 35 percent per period
per datto 5.6 percent, and more students wanted to transfer into
the schoorthan out.

One of 4ylaynard's techniques for solving Cleveland's problem t\
was to form a school climate team of students and faculty to
develop projects and ideas designed to improve the school The
opportunities for shared decisionmaking that Maynard introduced
into the school included having teachers and students on

' committees that interview prospective staff members, makebudget
decisions, and regulate "almost every (unction within the building"

neD Newell, Terry. "Organization Development. in
Schools." American 'Education, 9, 10 (December
1973), pp. 28-32. El 090 452.

Newell describes organization development (OD) as a means for

a

improving the organizational climate in schools. He defines 63
organizational climate as "the variety of individual and group
behavior pattems" in the school. He explains that OD "rests on the
assumption, born out of sociological and psychological research,
that organizational health requires an organizational climate
characterized by mutual trust, - open communication, and
participatory decision-making."

Newell gives examples of various training efforts that organiza
tional developers have undertaken to improve communication and
problem-solving skills in schools in the Northwest. Schools whose
staffs participated in such training reported a decrease in teacher
turnover and a widespread feeling by teachers that they were better
able to make decisions and to facilitate group decision-makini,

Newell contends that the success of school innovation or reforin
depends on a healthy organizational climate. When "this climate is
marked by distrust, lack of commitment to the inviation, poor
communication, intergroup conflict. unclear goals, ineffective
decisionmaking, or similar behaviors, the chances for successful
reform are considerably diminished.' Thus,_ OD attempts to
facilitate needed innovation in schools by first creating a climate
ready to accept change.

Warning that OD is not a panacea, Newell emphasizes that it is
not "neatly packaged.' but rather a complex body of theory and
technique that must be used carefully and diffefently in each
unique educational system.

Phil Delta Kappa. School Climate Improvement: A -
Challenge to the School Administr'ator. An
Occasional Paper. Bloomington, Indiana: 1974. 149
pages. ED 102 665.

This paper is a lengthy and complete guide to enhancing school
climate. It is based on the authors' belief in the importance of a
"humane" school climate. They view respect, trust, high morale,
opportunities for input, cohesiveness, renewal, and caring as major
components of such a climate. Aimed largely at principals, the
paper envisions the administrator's role regarding school climate as
one of assessing needs, setting goals, and reducing goals to
manageable projects. Schools with high absenteeism, discipline
problems, or faculty apathy will find suggestions here, aimed at
solving such problems.

According to the authors, the first and most significant step in
improving school climate is its assessment and analysis. Toward this
end, they reprint the entire CFK Ltd. School Climate Profile to help
administrators determine what aspects of school climate need
improvement. They also include a cheCkfist to gauge gschool
climate improvement.

The publication presents ideas and suggestions from several
authors as well as from 200 school administrators involved in school
climate improvement. Such suggestions include involving staff and
students in brainstorming sessions to identify climate problems.
organizing a collegial team to undertake school climate
improvements, and visitingother schools involved in school climate
projeai. The paper also includes a sevenPage bibliography of
readings, assessment instruments, films, and "human resources."

9
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..oaheen, Thomas A., and Pedrick, W. Roberts.
School District Climate Improvement: A Challenge to

'the School Superintendent. Denver; CFK Ltd, 1974,
154 pages. ED 105 605.

Based on the Phi Delta Kappa publication for principals, this
lengthy paper focuses on the role of superintentdents and other
central office personnel in building a vigorous school climate
throughout the school district. Shaheen and Pedrick provide a,
complete step-by-step vide for administrators who want to
de;relop "the healthy I eirnate needed by the school district to
support positive growth."

The tightly organized paper (irst lists initial goals for becoming a
school climate leader, then lilts projects for attaining those goals
and how to go about there. Another section includes a number of
activities that facilitate the involvement of staff in setting climate
improvement goals. Finally, the publication lists school district
climate determinants and describes "what each determinant might
look like in a school district where the climate for that particular
determinant is exemplary."

Although examples of exemplary school climates are a bit less,
concrete than might be wished ("Each of those concerned with the
problem has input into the decision" or "Staff actively works
toward the elimination of failure") these broad generalizations are
nevertheless flexible enough to be applicible to each district's
unique problems

The CFK Ltd. School District Climate Profile is included, as well
as a fifteen-page bibliography of readings, assessment instruments,
and persons knowledgeable on the subject

n C 7 rj Tippitt, Albert G. Tripp, Robert Bibb, Charlotte; and
Davis, S. John. "A Change Effort in 3-D. Intentional
Understanding." NASSP Bullion, 62, 414 (la:.ciary
1978), pp. 6974. El 171 516. .

"Most teachers have been well trained in their subject areas.
However, teachers and admen's ators also have tremendous '

impact on the behavior of students and their personality

.4.

development: Unfortunately. they have' been given fiery little
training in creating a climate in which people can work together in
peace." Tippitt and his colleagues emphasize that educators may
defeat their own goals by paying inadequate attentioh to creating a
suitable atmosphere fot learning,

The most important prevention technique is simple
vigilancethe schools must monitor their own health. Tippitt and
his coworkers report tnat the.Fairfax County (Virginia)schools have
adopted a three-step system that compels the district to take a hard
look at itself. The first phase of the progra-n is assessment, a process

that seeks to define the climate of the school and measure
communication and participation, "The underlying premise of the
assessment approach is that gathering data provides a solid basis
not only on which to propose new .program s, but also on which to
modify policies and practices."

This first phase is follOwed by an onthe -job training program, a,
three-hour graduate seminar offered by the University of Virginia.
The seminar focuses on interpersonal and group. relations,
attempting to undermine any irrational attachment to the status
quo. Articulation, the final stage of the system's forced self-analysis
and another "form of nonpritive pressure designed to stimulate
change," strives to keep educators and the public informed. .

Considering the effects of .lethargy or strife on the education of
children, school officials are bound to take any means possible to
promote a harmonious environment. The Fairfax system can only
bees effective as gs participants, but at the very least it discourages
complacency.

n7m Wiggins, Thomas W. "Principal Behavior in the
School Climate: A Systems Analysis." Educational
Technology,11.9 (September 1971), pp. 57-59. El 046
738.

Insteadof examining the administrator's effect on the school
climate as most authors do. Wiggins examines instead the effects of
school climate on the administrator Wiggins sees organizational
climate as "the state of the organization which results from the
interaction that takes place between organizational members as
they fulfill their prescribed roles while satisfying their individual
needs." This makes him different from other authors who see
c,,,onizational climate as something, that produces certain
behaviors rather than something that is produced by these
behaviors.

One corollary of Wiggins's theories is that principals are more
influenced by organizatiOnal climate than they influence it. He
believes that we must reexamine the theories that maintain that the
"power, authority and influence of school 'principals provide the
major source of thrust and significance to the educational
enterprise."

Specifically, Wiggins believes that principals are greatly in-
fluenced by a need for the internal approval of the staff and the
external approval of the district. He has noticed that "the principal's
personality becomes gradually dominated by the school's
expectations as the length of time he is in school increases."
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Apparently Wiggins does not see this state o f affairs as inevitable.
'however. He believes his theory has implications for the choosing
and training of school principals "who crn contribute applicable
expertise to the total system and, not merely perpetuate existing

nAn Wood, Fred H. "Attitudes toward a Personalized,
4F4i Individualized High School Program." NASSP

Bulletin, 60, 399 (April 1976), pp. 21-25. El 149 643.

In this article, Wood describes a program designed to improve
school climate by individualizing instcuction, improving
communication, expanding learning options; and personalizing the
relationships among teachers, students, parents, and adminis-
trators. This program is the Institute for the Development of
Educational Activities (I/D/E/A) change program for high schools.
also referred to as the Learning Community School (LCS) model.

This model, as adopted by McCluer North High School in St.
Louis CoUnty. Missouri, in 1971.72, included contracted learning
and out-of-school learning options for students as well as teacher
advisors for every twenty. students. These advisors helped students
plan a personal learning program as well as reported progress to
parents. In addition, a teacher advisory decision-making group was
appointed, an extensive parent communications program was
developed, and a number of parents and other adults became
involved in the school through the out-of-school learning program.

Results of the program that had direct effects on the school
climate included students' positive feelings about the school and
their teachers; the staffs' positive feelings about their profession,
students, and the principal; and parents' support of the school,
teaching staff, and curriculum!.
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Leadership
Effectiveness

ni7E Balderson, lames H. "Principal Power Bases; Some
Observations." Canadian Administrator, 14, 7 (April
1975), pp. 1-5. Ej 115 902.

Certainly, one mark of effective leaders is that people follow
them. Balderson questions, "Why do teachers comply (willingly or
unwillingly) with advice or demands from principals?" Do effective
leaders use the carrot or the stick or neither? In his attempt to find '
out, he collected data from 426 teachers in a western Canadian
urban school district.

Baldersoil began by'clairuhe five types of power: personal (based
on oersonal qualities), expert (based on relevant expertise), reward
(based on ability to bestow special benefits or help) coercive (based
on ability to give punishment), and legitimate (based on position or
status).

He then asked the teachers what kind of power they believed
their principals used. Teachers in a majority of the district's schools
perceived that the principal utilized a form of power based on
expertise. Interestingly, the reward category was empty.

Most revealing of all was Balderson's correlation of principal
expert power with a number of other teacher and principal
characteristics, He found that schools with prirrcipals whose power
appeared to rest on expertise also received high scores in teacher

, morale and satisfaction will principal performance. in these
.schools, principals appeared to favor (1) teachers doing an effective
job helping students learn, (2) teachers experimenting with new
ideas and techniques, and (3) teachers suggesting ideas, to improve
the school. Principals who were viewed as using coercive power<
scored low in all these areas.

Balderson concludes, "The data suggest that staff morale and
commitment to the improvement of schools in this and other
districts would increase if principals purposefully adopted
administrative and supervisory practices based on expertise."

75
timing

InAcho'vidouacclizasizAaldmpainistraAdministrator Con.

CFK, Ltd.. 1973. 72 pages. ED 089 422.

"To perpetuate effective leadership a school district must
provide a program whereby each of its adminiitrators has an
opportunity to participate in an individualized and continuous
program of selfrenewal." Thus Brainard introduces this
individualized program for administrator' inservice training. In this

program, each administrator determines his or her own goals and
needs for becoming a more effective leader, works out strategies to
accomplish the goals, and integrates these strategies with actual
school improvement projects. According to Brainard, the program
results in a "better school and improved leadership abilities of the
administrator."

The experience of fortyfive school 'districts actually operating
individualized continuing education programs is summarized here.
Central to the program is membership in a collegial team of
administrators involved in similar activities. Usually, team members
join together in seminars on topics of common interest. Most of

ta, these teams have concentrated on the development of



management skills such as conducting needs assessments, defining
goals and objective's For school improvement projects, improving
communication with teachers and students, assessing school
climate, and developing accountability skills.

Brainard includes thorough stepby-step instructions for
establishing an administrator continuing education program for all
types of administrators. A form is include for setting down
institutional and personal goal statements, releiiant activities and
strategies for reaching goals, and evaluationfrocedures.

Dunifon, William S. "The Dimensions of Educational
Leadership amid the Unfamiliar" Paper presented at
the Canadian School Trustees' Association Congress
on Education, Toronto, June 1978. 20 ...ges. ED

number not yet assigned

"We are experiencing more than a haunting sense of doubt about
the capabilities of our 'leaders'," observes Dunifon Traditional
leadershiR approaches no longer work Some leaders are spending a
quarter or more of .their time in leadership training activities
designed to reinstate their lost leadership effectiveness.

The reason? Dunifon maintains that leaders today do not
understand that leadership dOes not exist in a vacuum. It is, instead.
inextricably entwined with particular characteristics of Followers,
organizations, and even leaders themselves.

For one thing, to lead effectively leaders must understand the
social, economic, and political climate. In education. if money is
tight or if the public is clamoring For more emphasis on basic skills
or high test scores, certain kinds of leadership behaviors are called
for.

Too, the effective leader considers the needs of the individuals in
the organization, particularly their need For structure and control
At the same time, leaders must consider their own. needs. Poor
leader mental health and ultimately poor organizational health
result when a leader tries to use a style that is incompatible with his
or her own personal needs.

Yet another .consideration in determining an appropriate
leadership approach is the particular task at hand Emergency
situations or projects with tight deadlines may require more
autocratic approaches to leadership.

Dunifon presents a continuum of leadership styles from which a
leader can choose. This continuum ranges from autocratic through
democratic to "abdiocratic" in which a person in a leader position
abdicates his or her role entirely. Although Dunifon does not say so
explicitly. it is 'clear that to him the best leadership approaches lie in
the middle of the continuum.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management.
Leadership: Improvinti its effectiveness. Research
Action Brief. Eugene: University of Oregon. 1978 4.
pages ED 147 920.

This review, written for ar. audience of secondary school
principals, discusses in concise, readable language some of the
empirical research that has been done concerning effective school
leadership.

ir

The discussion focuses on three familiar aspects of leadership 67
effectiveness. One section considers Fiedler's observation that
"efiectivq. leadership means having the right person in the right
situation." A leader performs best when meaningfully challenged
by the position, according to Fiedler; "a safe, secure, and well-
ordered environment may not always be a productive one."

A second section focuses on Kunz and Hoy's conclusion that
teachers are most willing to accept the professional leadership of
principals who are high in initiating structure (the ability to establish
order in the school environment) and consideration (the ability to
develop good relations with subordinatesi. Of the two, though,
"maintaining a well-ordered school is apparently more desirable
than maintaining a friendly one."

The study then examines decision-making. One way.principals
can become more effective leaders is by implementing programs of
participative decisionmaking (PDM). Evidence indicates.that
involving more people in decision-making can lead to the ma king of
better, more correct problemsolving decisions. In addition, PDM
can increase the satisfaction of those who become' involved in
decision-making. However, making decisions by majority vote can
become competitive and Frustrating fot participates and should,
therefore, probably be avoided,"For many schools ... a centralist
PDM program may be most desirable, with the principal, as group
leader, soliciting the opinions and insights of collaboratois but
retaining Final decisional authority.

n U M) ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management.
2.) Managerial Control: A Middle Way. Research Action

Brief. Eugene: University of Oregon, 1978. 4 pages.
ED 155 775.

Borrowing a phrase from Tannenbaum, this review points to a
"middle way" of managerial control "between rigid hierarchical
control and chaotic decentralization." In language that is clear and
simple. yet never simplistic, the report integrates the findings of six
empirical research studies into 'a coherent thesis on the nature of
managerial power.

Traditional decisionmaking systems are based on the
assumption that power in an organization is finite -- "a limited
entity to be divided like a pie among dinner guests." The research
cited here, however, suggests that this finite view of power is
inadequate. Instead, as in the parable of the loaves and the fishes,
the more power is shared, the more there is to go around.

Tannenbaum, for instance, discovered that supervisors who
allow themselves to be influenced by their subordinates have more
influence over subordinates. Thus, these supervisors, by sharing
their power, become more powerful. Bachman, Smith, and
Slesinger likewise found that.the more control salesmen had over
their office manager. the more control the manager had over them.
Hornstein, on the other hand, Found 'that when teachers believe
their principals have a lot of influence over what goes on in schools,
these teacherss also perceive their own influence to be high.

The results from these and other studies indicate that for leaders
to be truly effective they must share power and yet not be afraid to
exercise influence the review concludes with implications aimeeI)



68 particularly at school principals. "Principals should not fear the
sharing of power. Nor should they be afraid that higher levels of
control will kill employee satisfaction. In a paradoxical system
where power and control can grow in mutual abundance, the
principal should not fear being left out at the power table "

JO@ Fiedler, Fred E. A Theory of Leadership Effectiveness.
McGraw-Hill Series m Management. New York.
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1967. 310 pages. ED
015 354.

Despite its age, this is one of the most important and influential
studies yet made of its subject The heart of the work is Fiedler's
Contingency Theory, which holds that leadership effectiveness is
contingent on a good match between an indivtdual's leadership
style and the needs of &situation.

The Contingency Theory identifies two leadership styles Human
relations - oriented leaders are motivated primarily by a desire for
good interpersonal relations with their subordinates Task-oriented
leaders are most concerned with success ih carrying out the task at
hand.

The key variable in determining which style fits the needs of a
situation is the favorability of that situation Favorability is affected
by the,quality of leader-member relations in a group, the degree to
which a group's task is str 'Aired, and the formal power the leader
derives from occupying his . her position In general, a situation
becomes more favorable as leader-member relations improve, the
task becomes more structured, and the leader's position power
increases. According to the Contingency Theory. task-oriented
leaders perform best in very favorable or unfavorable situations.
while human relations-oriented leaders are more effective in
moderately favorable situations

The greatest value of the Contingency Theory may well be its
success in shorting that the needs of a specific situation, as well as
the qualifies of a leader, cab influence leadership effectiveness

Gorton, Richard A., and McIntyre, Kenneth E. The
Senior High School Principalship. Volume II: The
Effective Principal. Reston. Virginie Natio ;al
Association of Secondary School Principals, 1978 90
pages. ED number not yet assigned

Rather than theorizing about leadership effectiveness. Cotton
and McIntyre and their research team sought out snag effective
principals and tried to determine some of the secrets of their
success. The researchers requested nominations from directors of
secondary education in the departments of public instruction in
every state to make up a list of effective administrators whose
names are not revealed in the report and, in fact, are guarded with
Aitmsnt se( re( y Interviewers asked these outstanding
administrators and their coworkers qsestions about the
administrators personal. professional, and school characteristics,
about the nature of their jobs, and about their problem-solving
techniques.

The result is an extremely well written and. at times, provocative

report. Substantiating theorists on leadership style, the authors
found no particular personal qualities or leadership style unique to
effective adrrinistrators Instead, they found that effective
administrators are often those in the most favorable situations,
They have strong support from students, teachers, and parents.
They have "a reasonable amount of autonomy." And they have "a
reasonable amount of resources"

Other.findings, however, indicate that principals' effectiveness is
a result of more than just the good luck of finding themselves in a
nurturing environment. As Gorton and McIntyre put it "These
principals are also very people oriented, their strongest asset being
an ability to work with different kinds of people having various
needs, interests, and expectations."

Two additional findings are of note. The first is that many
principals interviewed complained about "the excessive amount of
paper work demanded of them and their required attendance at
district meetings." The second (highlighted in Time magazine as the
most disturbing feature of a report they believed to be of national
interest) is that a majority of effective principals are not expecting
to stay in the principalship. They hope to move either to other
administrative positions or out of education altogether.

Re Halverson, Don E. Time Management. Revised.
Redwood City, Califomia: San Mateo County Board
of Education, 1978. 44 pages. ED 154 476.

Many administrators are prevented from being real leaders
simply because they have too much to do. Halverson has collected
numerous good suggestions to help educational administrators use
time more effectively. With no unnecessary verbiage, he presents
these tips in the form of short, well-organized lists that can be
quickly and easily absorbed.

Interspowd among these. lists are thought-provoking quotes on
the value and proper use of time from authors ranging from
Callisthenes ("We can either use the passing hours to implement our
plans, realize our dteams, strengthen our foundations. or we may
treat these hours with unthinking indifference, the moments
slipping through our fingers like fine sand on the shore") to
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Napoleon The reason I beat the Austrians is that they did not
know the value of five minutes").

Halverson lists some of the most basic rules for managing time
effectively: determine the goals and objectives in all major aspects
of your life; devote at least 25 percent of ycSur work week to
'kiss onal improveinent in your managerial role, block out a large
amount of time daily for planning in your mapor management areas,
know and keep track of where your time goes, prioritize your time

".to match your high-level objectives, and plan for and utilize basic
time management tools such as proper delegation. role definition,
and secretary development.

Included in the appendix are forms and checklists for setting
activity priorities, drawing up a weekly schedule, and monitoring
,time management effectiveness

ll@o--) Knoop, Robert, and O'Reilly, Rewrt. Participative
at).) Decision Making in Curriculum. 1975. 10 pages. ED

102 684

"Where does the principal nter the decision making process ?"
T then proask the authors of this repott proceed to explain how 192

respondent teachers answered ktkquestion of how they wanted
principals to enter the decision-making process.

Knoop and O'Reilly present enlightening data in an area central
to leadership effectiveness decision-making They found that
gathers wanted neither to have sole responsibility for curricular
decision-making nor to have the principal make ail the decesionifor
them. Rather they wanted to participate in decision-making in a
way that would ensure their ideas being considered. Moo teachers
queried preferred that decisions be made either by majority vote of
teachers and principals or by the principal with a great deal of input
by teachers:

Knoop and O'Reilly use these findings to refute Myers's (see
elsewhere in'this chapter) contention that the principal ought to be
merely kfacilitator. According to the-le authors. Myers maintain*
that a principal's role in decision-making ought to be only to ensure
that proper procedures are followed and that demands of teachers
ad community residents are listened to. The data suggest that

at

sort of powerless facilitator is not really what teachers want
at all. Neither do they want a dictator. Instead. "results indicated
that teachers desired to have their ideas considered rather than
make decisions themselves."

noc Kunz, Daniel W., and Hoy, Wayne K. "Leadership
Style of Principals and the Professional Zone of
Acceptance of Teachers Educational
AdrninistiLSosn Quarterly, 12, 3 (Fall 1976). pp 49-64
El '/50169.

Kunz and Hoy describe their study of how certain types of
behavior are related to leadership effectiveness The study, is
interesting for its methods, as well as its conclusions As their
measure of a leader's effectiveness, the authors used the willingness
of a subordinate "to hold in abeyance his own criteria for making
decisions and to comply with orders from superiors "

Teachers will not respond identically to all types of adminis- 69
trative directives. However, the amount of administrative Control
teachers are willing to acceptthe size of their "zone of
acceptance " is relatively uniform in two areas. cost teachers
consider decisions concerning matters of organizational mainte-
nance, such as meeting deadlines or making accurate reports, to be
a legitimate concern of administrators. Conversely, most teachers
and even m any administrators feel that administrators should have
very little control over matters in the personal domain, specifically
"things that either have little direct relevance to the organization
and/or are extremely personal."

There is, however, no such agreement among teachers about the
zone of acceptance In matters of professional judgment such as
willingness to experiment or techniques for evaluating pupils. This
led the authors to suggest that the size of the professional zone of
acceptance of most teachers in a school might be a good indicator
of the principal's effectiveness as a leader.

Two types of behavior are most often associated with effective
leadership. The firstinitiating structure, includes establishing "well-
defined patterns of organization, avdnues of communication, and
methods of procedure." The second, consideration, refers to
"friendship, mutual trust, respect and warmth in the. relationship
between the leader and members of his staff."

Kunz and Hoy ruealured how each of these types of behavior
affected' the size of teachers' professional zone of acceptance.
They found the largest zones of acceptance among teachers whose
principals were high in both initiating structure and consideration:'
Further, the two qualities frequently went together. However, the
authors found that, of the two, "initiating structure was the
overriding factor which was related to the professional zone of
acceptance of the teacher."

1 c3Etrrelmlaen,tioDAi Ann. LNeuamdershi1p6E.Effeecticlivearse. School

Analysis Series, Number 44.. Burlingame, California;
and Eugene: Association of California School.
Administrators; and ERIC Clearinghouse on
Educational Management, University of Oregon,
1978. 46 pages. ED number not yet assigned.

Looking at leadership effectiveness from many different angles,
this digest.highlights current theories, research, and opinions on
leadership effectiveness. Mazzarella touches on some of the best
ideas on the topic from over thirty authors. She integrates these
insights with lively quotes and opinions taken from telephone
interviews with a dozen practicing effective administrators.
Warning that there are no magical formulas, Mazzarella concludes
that leadership effectiveness appears to center around three
requirements- "an appropriate leadership style, effective decision"
making structures, and a healthy educational climate that fosters
good relationships with staff, students, and community."

Before oiscussing what makes effectiveness possible, the author
begins by asking, "What makes it do difficult?" She answers, "Many
administrators today feel severely crippled by a plethora of
paperwork and a lack of power. preparation, time, and resources."



70 Solutions to some of these problems include more assistance. time
management techniques, leadership training programs, and support
from parent). community, staff, and administration. Alf are
discussed, with citations for obtaining further information

Mazzarelia notes that improving school climate has been
identified as an important facet of leadership effectiveness. She
summarizes the opinion of educators who hold that "if
administrators can create a healthy climate or atmosphere, then
support from subordinates can be easily gamed " Peas ng
structures too are an important basis of leadership effectiven
Mazzarella cites a number of researchers and practicin
administrators who have concluded that participative decision-
making is a crucial component to being an effective leader.

Leadership style (seen by some as the only important prerequisite
to leadership effectiveness) is a third facet of effectiveness. "Most
research on leadership style confirms administrators' experience.
To be effective leaders, administrators must be both relationship-
oriented and task-oriented; they must work well with people, and
they-must be able to get things done."

noz Myers, Donald A, "The Chautauqua Papers: A
Dissent." National Elementary Poncrpal, 54, 1
(September/ October 1974), pp 18-26 Ej 104149.

Despite his article's title, Myers does not merely dissent from the
prevailing opinion that the principal is the critical person in
contemporary education; he asserts its opposite. "the principal is,
andwill remain. a functionary rather than a leader." Further. this is
true of almost all principals. since "the position, not the person,
largely dictates the principal's status as functionary " A variety of
societal, organizational, and sociological - psychological factors
"severely constrain the actions and decision-making power of
today's principal."

The functions of a public school are relatively permanent and
well defined; its policies are established so that it will be compatible
with other schools in its district and across the nation. As a result,
the principal has neither the time. the ability. the power, nor the
mandate to make substantial changes in a school_

In addition, a variety of organizational actors limit the
principal's power. The most important of thesh is the rise of teacher
organizations, which evidently seek "to restructure the educational
system entirely." The principal hag little power over teachers; he
does not hire, fire. or control salaries "He is. in short, powerless to
either reward or punish." The rise of both collective bargaining and
professionalism have combined to make the role of the principal an
increasingly marginal onea mediator rather than a leader

Finally, evidence suggests that even when a principal does
succeed in introducing changes, those changes may not be of much
value in improving a school.

now Sexton, Michael J., and Switzer, Karen Dawn Dill.
"The Time Management Ladder ". Educational
Leaderihip, 35, 6 (March 1978), pp 482-83, 48586 El
175 684.

.11

Differentiating between a mere educational manager and an
educational leader, Sexton and Switzer offer suggestions to help
"supervisors and principals" move "up the time management
ladder" to become true educational leaders. Sexton and Switzer see
one critical difference between educational managers and
educational leaders; how they use their time. "The leaders use time
to theirOwn advantage."

The authors identify three levels of ,administrator tasks: Of
professional and goal functions, (2) critical or crisis functions. and
(3) maintenance functions. At the top of the ladder are "success
seekers" and effective leaders; at the bottom are mere "failure
avoiders" and "maintainers of the status quo." The administrator
who spends too much time at levels two and three will never malt,
it up the time - management ladder.

Sexton and Switzer have identified "the most common pitfalls-of
time-wasting" for administrators. These include "number three"
type telephone interruptions, any phone conversations longer than
five minutes, ineffective delegation of duties, trying to do too
much, and visitors who drop in with "number three" priorities.

As a prime example of how educational leaders ought to be
spending their time, "maintaining high visibility" is suggested as an
important number-one-level activity. "Supervisors who insulate
themselves from teachers and students will not be able to stay 'n
touch with the reality of the school."

The article includes a "Time Management Weekly Log" for
administrators to log how time is spent and classify each activity by
level of importance. They suggest that such tabulation for one week
is the only way to get a clear idea of how time is really spent.*

nE5E5Spiess, Jack. "Concepts of .Leadership." 1975. 15

pages. ED 102 680.

This document is a general survey of what is known about
leadership. Despite an abundance of literAture on the subject, some
aspects of leadership are still surrotinded by confusion and
uncertainty. .The author finds, for exairiplethat "very few of the
numerous lists of leadership traits haye many items in common."
Experts cannot even agree about fhe relationships. between a
leaders effectiveness and his or h r "chronological age, height,
weight, physique. energy. appearan e, dominance, self-sufficiency,
emotional control, and extrovers -introversion."

These facts suggest that it is not simply the traits of the potential
leader, but how well they are ;rated to the needs of a specific
situation, that determine how successful the leaderwill be. Because
effective leadership does vary with different situations. all people
possess some leadership capabilities. While nearly everyone has
what it takes to be an effective leader in some situations, almost no
one can lead effectively in all situations.

Evidently, the effective leader should be able to perform two
primary functions. The first, facilitating goal achievement, is the
leader's success in helping the group accomplish the task at hand,
The seconcl leadership function. group maintenance, is the leaders
ability to maintain good interpersonal relations within the group.
Both functions are instrumental in effective leadership, though the
relative importance of each will vary according to the situation.
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noD Tye, Kenneth A. "The Times They Are a Changin' for
School Principals." Thrust for Educational Leadership,
7, 1 (October 1977), pp. 4-7. E1172 935.

This article discusses some of the ways in which the professional
role of the school principal is changing in contemporary education.
Today's schools face problems different from those of the past. In
general, these new problems, complex and without easy solutions.

. are combining to make the principal "the critical person in the
educational process."

Tye 'suggests i that' it is important, therefore, to distinguish
between two roles the principal may take: an administrator
(oriented pifinarify toward maintaining the status quo) and a leader
(functioning as an agent of change and growth). Most of today's
principals have been selected and trained to serve as
administrators, but education might be better served by "principals
who define themselves and are defined by others as leaders."

Tye emphasizes three areas where a principal's leadership is
particularly Important: goal attainment; human processes, and the
school's sociopolitical context. Goal attainment is the school's
success in doing its job of educating. Human processes are the
interpersonal relationships and interactions within a school. A

.principal attends to -a school's sociopolitical context by
underitanding politics and recognizing how a school fits the needs
of the larger society it serves. A fourth dimension of leadership,
,perhaps the most important of all, Is the principal's selfawareness,
the ability to assess realisticallyhis or her own strengths and
weaknesses.

no( Utz, Robert- T. "Principal Leadership Styles and
Effectiveness as Perceived by Teachers." Paper
presented at American Educational Research
Association annual meeting, Chizago, April 1972. 11
pages. ED 064 240. r",

Utz reports on the findings of a survey of how experienced
teachers evaluated school principals. Subjects were first asked to
characterize the overall performance of their principals on a scale
ranging from "excellent" to "poor." At the same time, the teachers
also evaluated. principals according to the levels of concern they
showed for "production" and for "people." The results, as expected.
showed that principals rated as "excellent" had "significantly
higher mean scores . . . in both the Production' and 'People'
dimensions than did principals ranked in each succeeding lower
category." .

Survey responses also made it possible for the author to develop
profiles of "excellent" and ,'below average1poor principals. An
excellent principal is characterized by direct interaction with
teachersorienting new teachers, soliciting a wide range of
opinions before making policy decisions, and evaluating leacher?
performance honestly. emphasizing suggestions for how to
improve. In short, an effective principal is "respected and trusted by
the teacher and is seen as one who cooperates with the teacher in
getting the job done" . t
. Conversely. the lowestranked principals tended to be much less

involved with their teachers, providing minimal orientation for new 71
teachers, Utilizing little or no teacher input in program plarining,
and seldom evaluating teacher performance.
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The
Management
Team IN=

Boles, Harold W. "An Administrative Team?" Journal
of Educational Administration, 13, 2 (October 19751
pp. 73-80. Ej 134 517.

In this report on the management team in one Michigan school
district. Boles cites a situation that is all too common. His report
reveals that the management teamexisted in name only. The term
"administrative team" was being "applied to periodic meetings of
individuals who were in no Sense a team." While the team included
principals and assistant principals, teacher requests for
participation on the team were never acted on. Meetings were not
convened along carefully prepared agendas, and items of interest' .
to only a few members were often discussed in the presence of the
entire committee. The word "policy" was often used to' refer to
things that were clearly not policy. The consideration of goals,
philosophy, and curricujom was almost totally omitted.

This apparent confusion concerning areas of authority and
responsibility was corroborated by Boles' testing instrument. He
discovered that there was no consistency in terms of the
expectations members of the team held for each other. In only one
case was the individual's self-evaluation the same as the other
members' evaluations of him.

Boles concludes that the team concept and the idea of
management by objectives had been instituted in this case without
being clearly understood. Members of this team were not receiving
the necessary feedback concerning their performance, and they
were unsure what behaviors to expect from others on the team.
Boles recommends the use of his questionnaire to gauge
performance expectations and to provide feedback.

100) Burk, fames M. "Developing an Effective Board- .

46 Administrative Team." Paper presented at the
National School Boaids Association annual meeting,

ouston. March 1977. 10 pages. ED 137 981.

"I believe the loci-sill:sot-beard. superintendent, principals, and
supervisors must work closely together as a teani to meet the
complex challenges of education today." Burk also strongly
believes that the organization of administrators into bargaining
collectives or unions seriously threatens this integration of
management by setting the administrators apart as a block.

That collective bargaining is an increasingly popular idea among
administrators is well documented by Burk. According to a recent
NASSP survey, 50 percent of the association's membership favor
collective bargaining for principals, and almost one-third are
already organized into collectives (Educators Negotiating Service,,
February 15, 1977).

Burk is a member of a school board that has taken positive steps
toward involving administrators and supervisors in policy decisions.
The latest development is the creation by the board of two
committees, composed of both board members dnd administrators.

The procedural committee's purpose is to establish an objective,
open minded dialogue between the board and the administrative
staff. Discussion includes such concerns as the extent of
administration involvement in decisionsnaking, the mutual



identification of problems and issues, and the establishment of
objectives and goals.

The economic committee's ptirpose is to discuss salary plans and
fringe benefits. This separation of discussion topics has helped
alleviate problems encountered at former meetings at which salary
discussion was mixed with discussion of the overall operation of the
school system.

nDs) Caccia, Joseph A. "Point. Principals: Not Middle
Management," and Berea, Norman. "Counterpoint
Principals Yes, They Are Management." NASSP
Bulletin, 61, 40S (January 1977) pp 7944 El 158 823

. and 158 824.

One problem inhibiting the development of the management
team is the question of the principal's role. Is the principal middle
management or is the principal more properly a teacher? This is
perhaps the single most important issue facing the district that
wants to implement a management team.

Coccia argues that the reclassification of "principals as middle
management is of recent vintage They are considered team
members only when administrators find it convenient While
Coccia acknowledges that the team feeds an instinctive need for
"identity and-status," the principal should be regarded as' the mas-
ter teacher" and should be allowed to be part of teacher
organizations and should have representation on teacher
bargaining units." Two benefits would accrue to principals in
teacher unions. First, principals would want what is best for their

. staff, and their organizations would function better Second,
`teachers might be less anxious in bargaining sessions to divest
principals of their powers.

Barea argues that while m any of the prerogatives principals once
held are now formalized by a negotiated contract, the fact remains
that the tasks -enumerated in the agreement are "clearly
managerial " In Michigan, for example, general school laws define
the principal's duties. The principal is responsible for the operation
and evaluation of educational programs The principal advises ot,
matters of promotion, discipline. scheduling. budgeting, and much
more.

Only two courses are open to the principal, who now carries
"more responsibility with less authority" than at any other time
Either the principal must be tart of a management team that truly
works or he must belong to a principals' organization that
negotiates form allx with the board Berea sees no other
alternatives A principal who becomes part of a teaching
organization risks becoming a "pawn of the faculty

Erickson, Kenneth A., and Gmelch, Walter N. School
Management Teams: Their Structure, Function. and
Operation. ERS Monograph. Arlington, Virginia.
Educational Research Service. 1977 66 pages ED
144 230.

A central administrator may share differing fractions of his power
and responsibility with an administrative team, depending on his

position on Maslow's hierarchy of needs. An insecure administrator 73
may feel .better with a traditional, hierarchical organization,
characterized by centralized decision-making and external control
of employees. On the other hand, an administrator wh,se basic
needs are fulfilled and who is more concerned withot4rn and self-
realization may feel better about sharing decision making with a
team. Erickson and Gmelch encourage administrators to analyze
themselves and gear the team organization to their needs, instead
of blindly following a model unsuited to them.

The authors encourage a similar analysis of the needs and
readiness of potential team members for a power sharing system.
They include a number of useful figures and tables to heIp in this
analysis.

The change from a traditional hierarchy to a management team
is most often a slow process, requiring that team members be
educated in the techniques of group process, decisionmaking, and
goal identification.

A clear understanding of the decision-making process is

particularly crucial to the success of a management team. There are
four major modes of decisionmaking: chief administrator makes
decision without team consultation; chief administrator makes
decision with consultation; team majority makes decision; and
team consensus makes decision. The authors stress that the method
should vary according to the type of decision, the amount of time
available, and other conditions. Consensus decisions, they note, are
not always of higher quality than those made by individualsit
depends on the circumstances. :

The authors discuss size and composition of teams and self-
evaluation procedures for teams. They also outline three common
team management models. Throughout, they emphasize that each
organization should assess its ot.vn needs as well as the needs and
characteristics of its administrative personnel before designing a
management team.

nTs Erlandson, David A. Strengthening School Leadership.
Danville, Illinois. Interstate Printers & Publishers,
1976. 123 pages. ED 147 969.

Most school administrators fit what Erlandson calls. Mode! I
behavior. as defined by Chris Argyris and Donald A. Schon. Without
much input from others, the administrator defines problems,
formulates goals,. works out procedures, and then presents °his
approach to others in his organization. In effect he tries to sell his
position, and others must either 3ttpport or reject it. This results,rn a
defensive relationship in which the administrator is isolated and
information flow is hampered.

Model II behavior, on the other hand, is characterized -by the
joint development of a solution to a problem. The pint process
helps separate persons and plans, so that a group can attack a plan
without attacking a porn.

The problem, of course, is in the transition from Model I behavior
to Model II. Erlandson outlines a process to effect this transition
through the administrative team concept.

In a workshop for administrators aimed at making this transition

!r
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74 (described in detail by Erlandson), one of the most useful
techniques was role-playing A person would role-play his
antagonist while someone else played him. As a result. the, person
could feel the impact he was having on his antagooistahe-ambeir
also suggests bringing in an outside consultant skilled in group
process ,techniques to help in the transition.

Often a team will fail to consider a broad range of alternative
goals, due to a dominant team member operating according to
Model I patterns, or due simply to the difficulty of the task
Recently, however, several processes have been developed for
systematically generating alternatives. Erlandson describes fully
one of these processes, the Delphi technique, as a means of
bypassing the negative influence of Model I behavior.

Once goals are chosen, it is necessary to make decisions for
achieving these goals, as well as for regularly reexamining the goals
and progress toward them Erlandson explains in detail the "CIPP
Model of Evaluation" originated by Daniel Stufflebeam, a highly
structured system of decision - making and goal evaluation. He also
qutlines a structured program for continual organizational analysis
and reform.

Rued, John. "The Principal as a Key Member of the
Management Ttam." Paper presented at the
National School Boards Association annual meeting,

'Houston, March 1977. 8 pages. ED 137 965.

All levels of the managemeht team, from superintendent to
assistant principals, must participate in the development of
management policies and concepts. This approach, common in
business, allows frontline administrators the opportunity for input
into the total management process.

Frucci stresses that the role of each team member must be
clearly defined, with particular attention to the interfaces between
all areas and levels of management. Only when each member
understands his role ana the other members' roles can the
management team concept work.

As an example of a working design, Frucci presents in its entirety
the "Central Valley Administrative Team Model," which in turn is
based on the RAC1 Model, a procedure in which Responsibility,
Approtial, Consulting, and Informing are clearly defined functions.
Detailed rules define the procedure of policy-making from proposal
to adoption, using the RACI designations.

Using this system, the team has developed several "management
statements" concerning operations of the school system. It is
important to realize, however, that in this model the school board
retains ultimate authority for all school district policy, rules, and
regulations proposed ha it by the team.

Haines, Gerald L. "The Management Team
Advocates for Kids A High School Principal's
Perspective." Thrust for Educational Leadership, 6, 2
(November 1976), pp. 7.9. El 156 379.

While everyone recognizes that schools exist to Provide for
students, often the various needs of the staff, the organization, or

,
the _community .interfere witb...thete goals. Because school
principals areglen.forced-lo- react to frontburner issues, lone
ange-planning and the goals of the organization may be neglected

for the temporary issues. Only a true management team "can
develop congruence between the needs of all the groups . d direct
them toward the common goal of student success." Under a system
of team management, all groups have an area of clear authority,,
and everyone is a manager. -

In an attempt to create a comprehensive system with the goal of
developing "self-directing, selfmotivating individuals" working for
the common good, Pioneer High,School in Whittier, California,
planned and implemented a management team program over a
four-year period. In 1973 the district sponsored a management
workshop for board members, the central office staff, and
principals. During the following two years, the high school wrote a
"school achievement plan," which enumerated resources, specified
goals, and generated job descriptions. A number of district
workshops were sponsored, and as the plan progressed more people
were involved in the process.

Haines lays the success of the plan' to the fact that it was
predicated on buirdithe success and self-esteem of the
subqrdinate. In addition, the plan was initiated at the board level.

Hay A. ford, fr . , and Garner, A r 1hu r E." Sar ingng5
51, 2 (October 1977), pp. 53-57. El 170 973.

Increased complexity and Sin of school districts since World
War II, as well as citizen demand for more specialized services in
their schools, hive made administrative decisionmaking by a
school board or principal 'alone an almost impossible task. The
"management team" concept. in which decision-making is shared
among all levels of the traditional school hierarchy, is one proposed
solution to this problem.

Haynes and Garner cite many examples of research studies in,
industry showing that workers in production teams produce more
mid are more satisfied than workers in traditional, isolated,
assembly-line positions Other studies show that shared .decision-
making increases motivation to produce, as well as improves
communication and the quality of decisions.

Similar research in schools shows that also improves
the effectiveness of teachers and administrators. As the principal
shares his or her leadership and the group defines common goals,
teachers become more responsible and initiate more activities. The
principal finds more acceptance for his ideas and receives higher
ratings from teachers for, professional leadership.

Currently, one personthe principalmust answer for a
school's performances The authors believe that accountability
should be shared by the faculty. They propose initiating this
responsibility through the formation of teacher teams that would
collectively contract with a school board to provide their services,
in the same way that administrative teams operate in business.
Other methods might include paying faculties a bonus when as a
whole they achieve certain set goals, or simply legally redefining
teacher responsibility.

7:)
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DiD(6) U meberan, Myron. "The Administrative Team? it's
V an Invitation to Trouble." American School board

Journal, 164, 6 (lune 1977), pp. 25.27, 46. El 160 475.

Lieberman believes that the role.of staff on an administrative
team should be strictly advisory, and not at all legislative. "The
ultimate decisions often must be. made by top management, and
often of necessity they will conflict with the recommendations of
middle management." This view stems from Lieberman's definition
of "administrative team" as standing for the general canons of
school administration.

- Lieberman takes a strong stand against the "antrmanagement"
philosophies that permeate education today Instead of offering
long-term contracts to principals to keep them on top
management's side, he suggests that "the way to encourage
Teamwork is to make job security for middle managers dependent
upon their adherence to the policies of the board and top
management."

When management is negotiating with a union. it is very
important that management present a solid front, regardless of
differences within the team. When an administrative team is
involved, it is more likely that differences will be displayed, and the
union may exploit these differences to win their concessions. There
is room for disagreement, adds Lieberman, but once a district
position is adopted, everyone on the management side should
support it.

SOMMcNally, Harold -"A Matter of Trust. The
Administrative Team :' National Elementary
Principal, 53, 1 -(November/December 1973). pp.
2025. El 085 992.

The old hierarchiai structure of school districts is giving way to
the more democratic processes of collective bargaining and
consultative decision-making. Specifically, the management team
is one aspect of this new democratic feeling. As McNally defines It.
the management team is not an informal social group or an "inner
circle" without definitive status.. Nor is any body that excludes

-principals consistent with the true idea of the team. Rather, it is a
group recognized by the board and superintendent as part of the
"formal administrative structure of the school system." The team
includes central office staff and middle management in the schools
and makes important decisions on policy and interpretation of
policy.

To make the management team work, tryst and open com
munication are essential. The role and responsibility of each team
member must be clearly spelled out. McNally points to a study of a
Michigan team that revealed much confusion and "role ambiguity"
on the part of team members. Faith team member should
participate in decisions abOut roles and decisions about goal.

- setting. The seam must also be evaluated regularly to maintain its
effectiveness.

McNally does not believe that the team will necessarily make all
the decisions 'in the district. But he does believe that its legitimate
domain can include the team's salary and working conditions.

$

n Paui i'The
Administrative Team? it's a

Forward for Schools." American School Board
kurnal,164, 6 (lune 1977), pp. 24.26 -27. El 160 474.

Salmon fully supports the team management concept. both oil
its own merits as a decision-making tool and as a means :of
preventing further unionization of middle managers. In this article.
he offers several suggestions for ground rules and operational
procedures for an administrative team.

Initially, the team approach should be written into board policy.
and a team job description should be developed describing duties,
responsibilities, authority, and relationships among team members.

A method for coping with disagreements between team members.
and superintendent must be established when the team first begins
its work. The nature of this agreement will depend heavily on the
superintendent. The superintendent may retain his "majority of
one" status, he may seek mediation by a neutral third party, or he
may allow presentation of the team's opinion at a board meeting.
But Salmon emphasizes that the superintendent must not
"structure the group so that there is one-way communication and
power emanating from him."

Salmon suggests that each member of the team should be
allowed to review proposed policies of the board of education
before they are adopted, and then file an Educational Impact
Statement with the superintendent. This would provide the board
with valuable feedback on the possible consequences of proposed
policies.

S@S Schmuck, Rkhard A. "Development of Management
Teamwork: National Overview." Paper presented at
the Educational Managers Annual Academy,
Wemme, Oregon, July 1974. 7 pages. ED 094 456.
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76 Schmuck sees a paradox in modem institutional lifc. As life grows
more complex, people become increasingly interdependent on
each other. To be successful. an institution requires the
collaboration of many individuals. But at the same time, individual
diversity often works against collaborative interdependence. That
is, employees need to speak for themselves, to feel their voices are
heard' concerning the issues that affect their loves in traditional
organizational' structures, this human diversity and uniqueness are
often squelched. But not so in team management, which in fact
exploits individual talents and members strengths to reach wise
decisions. Key to the notion of the management team is that
members hold "some degree of reciprocal influence over one
another?'

The advantages of the team are manifold The increased input
from all parts of the school district can give "an increased
understanding of how the district structure works" Input from
minority groups can increase' the effectiveness of planning
Because collaboration in decision-making results in an "increased
sense of psychological ownership in relation to managerial
actions," a group decision is more likely to be fully implemented
than a decision that is merely shuttled down from district
headquarters.

The size of the team itself is crucial It should be:large enough to
encompasi representatives from all subsystems and still small
enough for face-to-face discussions and collaboration The team
should typically not exceed 15 members Large districts will have a
series of teams with members in link-pin" roles serving on the
deliberations of at least two teams Some teams are permanent.
some are temporary

The goal of team deliberations need not be 100 percent
agreement. The goal is primarily that everyone understands the
issue at hand, can paraphrase it. has d....!iance to air his or her
feelings, and is at least willing not to sabotage the majority's
decision.

Met Sharpe, Fenton. trUit Key to Successful
Management. Eugene. Oregon School Study Council.
University of Oregon. OSSC Bulletin, 19. 2 (October
1975). 23 pages. ED 113 827.

The concept of team management is attractive becaUse
members of the team "become more vitally involved in the
planning and implementing processes" than they might in some
other kind of organizational decisica-making process. But the
greatest drawback to the effective functioning of the team is the
same one inherent in every large organization. That drawback is the
lack of trust in everyday communications and interactions.

Sharpe writes that "trust is an act of willing dependence by one
person upon another or group of others." This willing depende ce
involves a great deal of emotional risk. however.' The risk is
minimized in .1 hierarchical organizational structure in which
decisions flow from the top down. A plethora of rules and
regulations further protects members from risk by clearly specifying
acceptable and unacceptable behaviors

A refusal to share decision-making power implies that "ordinary
participants in the. enterprise cannot be Irusted to exercise
responsibility." Sharpe cites a study that reveals how a climate of,
mistrust affects worker and managerial attitudes. Communication
becomes distorted, and there is less originality of thought. a fear of
controversy, and greater emotional instability.

The responsibility for engendering trust lies with the educational
leader who must learn to trust himself and others. He must be
willing to delegate important decisions to other members of his
team. With this increase in trust comes an increased ef fectiveness in
problemsolving, increased emotional stability, and greater
intellectual development.

Starr, Warren D. "Forging the Administrative Team."
NASSP Bulletin, 62, 414 (January 1978), pp. 16-20. Ej
171 506.

Most school administrators have had little training in group
dynamics, team building, decisionmaking, and leadership. Sian
recommends that administrators familiarize themselves with these
''new tools," as well as look at working models, such as the
administrative team in the Yakima (Washington) School District..

This school district uses a "position papers" process. A position
paper is an agreement in writing between the chief administrator
and the management team members that outlines specific
procedures for working on and solving problems in any specific
area of conown. Any team member can propose abtopic for a
position paper, after which the contents of the paper are worked out
between the team and die chief administrator.

Starr gives as an example "a position paper on administrative
hiring. The "Opportunity"tection of the paper covers the ourpose
of the paper and the philosophy of the hiring process. as well as
defines "administrator." The "Proposal" section states, in detail, the
actual rules and sequence of events in the hiring process. The
"Evaluation" section outlines feedback procedures for evaluation
of the hiring process.

After a year's use of this method, Starr notes 'a: noticeable
reduction in friction among team members Consistency in
procedure has bred trust and openness and has increased the
credibility of both the chief administrator and the team members.

0
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Parent
Evaluation of
Schools
2c)5kAle.nsen,port.Rozi.iSnEnAeaP:roerits:OPSionui/nheSuarsvet yAlternatives19 4. Final, 77

Progr,am, Minneapolis Public Schools, 1974. 79 t,
pages. ED 115 683.

How can parentS best be involved in the evaluation of schools? In
the Southeast Alternatives (SEA) Program in Minneapolis, parent
evaluation is only one part of a larger attempt to involve parents in
all parts of the school program.- . - .

For the SEA Parent Opinion Survey, three schools were selected
as sites to test "alternate school styles." Because of the
experimental nature of the project, school officials wanted to
maintain especially close contact with p'arents. Administrators
regularly sOught.out individual parent's opinioris as well as group
opinions on issues. Parents served on advisory councils and policy
boards, and they provided feedback by means of questionnaires
and interviews. ., . C

The personal (pinion questionnaire has become one of the most
prevalent means of gathering evaluations of school programs. It
c.rt be distlibuted on a large scale for a rather small' _ost and can be
used to solicit a great'amount of 4iverse inforniation. In the SEA
survey, Almen reports that all parents received two questionnaires.
The first, more general set, was the sameior all parents; a second

cket of questions pertained fo the ipecific experimental school
their children ittended. Parents were asked to evaluate new

rograms as well as their children's prc;gress. They were asked how
they preferred to have their children'stprogress reported to them.

Perhaps as important as the informitipn about the experimental
*grams were the opinions of pareits concerning their own
. r I
inrIvement in school policy. A majority'of parents believed that
thr interests would be best served by an "elected group" that
"participate(d) directly. in making decisions." oi' majority of parents'
Were satisfied with their opportunities for involvement. Forty
percent had volunteered for duty in some capacity.

s06, Fedorko, Helen Thereseand.lthodes, Doris S. "Co-
operation Is the Kiy.:' Momentum, 7, 4 (December
1976), pp. 17.20. El 158 017.

Parent evaluation of schools cannot take place unless parents'
are brought into the round of activities that occur in the school.
Accordingly these authors, home and school attitudes are related
and must be mutually reinforcing. Parents must be fully involved
with their children's education, and teachers and schools must be
geared to help parents "state the goals they have for their individual

.
child."

Unfortunately, many conditions thwart this ideal close in-
volvement. In many homes both parents work. More families than
ever before are led by a single parent. In these homes, *Fool
actlyities must compete with a great many other respohsibilities.
But even when time does exist, many parents are intimidated by the
school atmosphere, Likewise, teachers may feel the presence of the'
parent in the school or classroom as an intrusion into their domain.

The authors recommend a program' in which parents can
comfortably observe their children's teacher in the classroom.

.
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78 Parents can observe "current methods of instruction and tech-
. niques of behavior. control and classroom management "" An
informal discussion/information area could be provided for parents,
and program directors could occasionally make presentations to
parents on educational topics.

.

A

22®7 Feidmesser, Robert A., and McCready, Esther Ann.
information for parents on School Evaluatiop.
Princeton, New Jersey. ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests.
Measurement, and Evaluation. 1974 7 pages. ED 099
432.

......

Early in their investigation of various guides written to help
parents. evalbee the quality of their schools, Feldmesser and
McCready began to I wonder "whether there is much genuine
disagreement. at the riontechnical level, about what a good school

. is," Much of the literature k-.uses on facilities, student-teacher.
ratios, school atmosphere, and test scores.

School distroctslhemselves aogenerally ready to provide much
of this statistical information. Several of the guides recommend
that principag be used as sources of informatioli about test scdtes,
school poficies, testing programs. and special education programs
Some of the guides under discussion provide evaluation forms that
parents can ask principals to fill out And almost invanalil :,e
guides recommend a personal visit to the 'school itself.

/ / But the authors note that the evaluation guides all have a similar
/ problem Because none of this information is quantifiable, and

because little or no information exists about the relationship
bitween the quality of education and the variables of class size,
buildings. or atmosphere. none of the guides specifies any priorities.
That is, they fail to discuss what items might 'be traded off fort
others, since it is unlikely that a y school will exce; in all areas. Even
the.venerable school visit is of uestionable valUe, since none of the
guides offers a list of systematic observation procedures

The authors conclude that none of ti.ese guides is,sufficient "to
enable the citizen to evaluate a school or schdol system. or even
particular aspects of it "

rag ir1/4:0)(' Ferguson, D. Hugh. "Can. Your School Survived a
CO) Parent Evaluation?" National Elementary Principal,

56, 4 (MarchlApril 1977), pp. 71-73. El 157 047.

Unfortunately, the evaluation of schools often occurs in a heated
political atmosphere This was the case recently at the Central
Middle School in Newark, Delaware. where Ferguson is principal A
group of well-educateeaf fluent parents, concerned about
declining test scores, busing, and a number of other social issues,
petitioned the school board for the right to evaluate the 'school nd
its staff. ,

The issues. as Ferguson reports. were familiar oqes. the call to
ob return to basics, too much free time. a lack of discipline and

homework, and not enough classes for gif te$1 students Despite the
unclear aims of the petitioning group and its own often
contradictOry goals, Ferguson thought that for the "school, board to
appear skeptical Of those credentials would have been disastrous to

a working relationship between parent 1 andlfoard embers." The
message from parents was "beyond reconciliation an inipossible
to sidestep."

So began a yearlong evaluation of the school. From a general
open meeting in which all parent opinion was solicited, a task force
of one hundred volunteer parents, * teachers. and two district
directors was selected. A university deaniof education chaired the
force. "

Ferguson reports that his role as princip "al during this difficult
year was to keep a low public protile and to maintain staff morale
while the school was under scrutiny. Parents observed classes without;
prior notice. They often pressed teachers for simple answers
to complex problems. Teachers needed reassurance that
statements made in these situations "woul. not come back to
haunt them in evaluations."

Ultimately, Central Middld School was praised by the task force.
"Perhaps the greatest value derived from the study was a better
understanding by 'educe' 's1, articulate parents who did not
understand, middle schools and were somewhat perplexed , . by'
preadolescent children."-

MOD Harrison, Charles H. "How Specialists Matt Schools
nd Executives." Nation's Schools, 90, 3.:(S ptember

19721 pp. 58-60. EJ 063 188.

Business executives "in the process of relocating n a new
"community are often assisted in 'their search for a schhol
system by professional companiesthat keep accura records of
many school districts. The information these companies collect and
the methods they use to collect it provide a helpful guide to
evaluating school systems in general.

Area Consultants (AC), a NewYork City firm, bases its evaluations
on the assumption that l'the quality of a school system can be
accurately deternVned from information about its high schools."
They believe that "not only are educatonaf aspirations of the
community reflected in otks high school ... but more statistics Can be
obt4ned from a higi. school than from an elementary school."

What information does the firm collect? The companY asks
school districts to fill out a High School Data Form, voliechasks for
sixteen facts. among them the number of grades in the high school,
current enrollment. average number in a classroom, student-
teache: ratio, percent of faculty with advanced degrees, number of
guidance cour...elors, percent of students who continue to college, .
teachers' salaries, advanced placement subjects, and honqrs
courses offered.

One specific pieta of information AC uses in its evaluations is the
number of periods taught per day by English teachers. ",English is an
important subject that demands much of the teacher because of
the papers that must be reviewed and corrected. So the quality of.
instruction has to be related to the number of classes the English
teacher teaches" Mere than four periods is considered too many.

Harrison's guide and his additional .'Ten Questions" that school .

managep should be able to answer are primarily intended for use
by professionarWhite-collar parents, //
8;
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Of the many means schools have devised to seek out and make
use of parent opinions about schools, Johnson reports on one ot the
most creative. At Stanley Elementary School in Tacoma,
Washington, officials had a difficult time getting parents in this
racially mixed, low- income neighborhood to voice their feelings
about school affairs. they were generally intimidated both in
private meetings with teachers sand mass meetings with school
board members.
...

To combat this situation, administrators at the school issued
formal invitations to parents, followed by personal contacts, asking

,;them to meet in "informal, round-table discussions on school
4-promams. The discussions were scheduled in late afternoons and

evenings so working parents could attend more easily
At each meetingwith only three or four parents present

a school official gave a brief introduction, started a tape recorder,
and left thep.ients alne. In this unstructured situation, they spoke
freely abou their concerns. Later the recordings were edited into a

,

i

.
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longer tape, studied, and recommendations were drawn from it. -

Johnson wants to lay to rest the myth that low-income parents
are not concerned about the education of their children. These
parents were deeply concerned about a variety of issues. They
wanted the schools to teach creativity, to encourage individualized
mstruction, and to promote racial harmony. Johnson believes,
however, that parents in low-income neighborhoods do not need to
be involved in programs before they are implemented because the
parents are not familiar with many educational procedures.

s21nii
Johnson, Lary. A Survey, of Parents of Students at
Jordan Junior High School. Minneapolis; Department
of Researci and Evaluation, Minneapolis Public
Schools; 1974. 27 pages. ED 117 138.

When Minneapolis' recently implainented a new desegrega-
tion/integration plan, the minority popnlailon of Jordan Junior High
School nearly quadrupled in one year. To see how parents felt
about the new integration policies and about the quality of
education at Jordan, ksampling of parents in all racial groups was
taken by the Minneapolis Public Schools Department of'Research
and Evaluation.

Parents were interviewed in their homes about three specific
topics: "parent sa :sfaction with the educational program," "parent
preference for the two kinds of pupil progress reporting systems
used at Jordan," and "parent feelings about desegregation and its
impact on their children." The survey consisted of twenty-five
questions, for which parents could choose from four difffrent
responses, ranging from "very satisfied" to "very dissatisf ied." After
each question parents were encouraged to include comments,
though leis than half did. The f inal questions asked parents to relate
negative and positive experiences their children went through as a
resu:t of the school boundary change.

The survey showed that parents "overall were satisfied with the
educatidnal programs" and with their children's progress in the

"specific areas of reading and math,
While it was not especially ambitious, the survey at Jordan

provides an example of soliciting parent opinion on both very
general and very *specific topics. it is a good example of an
evaluation procedure brotight to bear on a localized problem.

2RS
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Middleton, M. A. An Evaluation of the Family life .

Education Course at Eric Hamber Secondary School.
Vancouver, British Columbia: Education Services
Group, Vancouver Board of School Trustees, 1975.
44 pages. Et) 132 186.

' By involving parents regularly in evaluations of school programs,
administrators can anticipate problems and devise more
informative, responsive, courses for students. In4, the caseof pd-
tentially controversial or sensitive subject matter (such as marriage,
the f amity, and sex), it is'extremely important tkinvolve parents and

. to get their.approval. "
At the Eric Hamber Secondary School in Vancouver, British

Columbia, program coordinators of the Family Life Education
,,
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Course surveyed parents and students. Questions concerned the
appropriatenesi of subject matter, the general level at which
subjects should be taught, and whether parenta) permission should
be necessary to take the course Participants v are also asked to rate
program objectives according to their importance

While parents overwhelmingly approved of the course contents,
they suggested the addition of matertil covering family budgeting
and choosing a marriage partner,

The questionnaire is induded in the report.

su National Urban League, Parent Power and Public
Schools: A Guide for Parent Advocacy. New York.
Education Division, 1972. 17 pages. ED 081 876.

Acting on the proposition that the "quality of our schools must
not depend on the economic or racial quirk of fate.imposed upon
the neighborhood in which a child's parents happen to live," this
Urban League handbook provides guidelines for low-income
parents to judge the quality of their children's schools.

Like many guides for evaluating schools, the handbook re-
commends that parents visit classrooms and observe teachers. It
asks parents to consider whether their children are treated with
respect Does the teacher make reasonable assignments? Are the
lessons dull and repetitious or lively and Interesting? The handbook
urges parents to visit special classes and the library They should
inquire about testing facilities. Parents should insist that their
children be fully tested, if necessary, outside of school.

For low-income parents the public schools can be a nightmare of
bureaucracy and intimidation For them, the question of school
fluality 'is more than pupil-teacher ratios/ test scores, honor
societies, and the qualities usually used to measure middle-class
schools. The school is frequently seen as an adversary The
handbook advises that parents know and follow the school's legal
guidelines. When visiting schools, parents are advised to take a
friend for support and as a witness to the proceedings One long
section in the handbook is devoted to the legal intricacies of
expulsion, truancy, and punishment.

The picture of a good school that emerges here is one in which
parents are treated honestly and made to feel at home in the
schools. They are treated with respect, end their grievances are
handled openly and quickly.

mail Riles, Wilson C. "ECE in California Passes Its First
III Tests," Phi Delta Kappan, 57,1 (September 1975), pp,

3-7. El 122 522.

The Early Childhood Education (ECE) program in California is an
attempt to restructure the K-3 program. It is characterized by a low
pupil-teacher ratio, individual instruction, and parental
involvement. ECE has no categorical programing, Each child is
treated as an individual learner,

A unique aspect of the ECE program is the way parents are
involved functionally. They serve on ECE advisory committees at

. each school. They help prepare instructional materials, and they
work with students in a one-to-one relationship in the classroom.

.

. Each parent brings a different culti..al background, pursuits, and
interests to the school.

Riles acknowledges that it is difficult to move parents into the
program. In addition to the traditional parent apathy, one must
contend with the fact of working parents. When parents are found,
they must first .be educated into the program. To provide initial,
training, the district offers seminars for the parents either in the
classroom or in mobile units. As part of their training they observe
children in the classroom. They work together in groups and stay
educational materials.

Many of the concepts Riles proposes have become state policy
through their incorporation in A.B. 65, which recently passed the
California legislature.

sns Thomas, M. Donald. "How to Recognize a Gem of a'
School When You See One." American School Board
Journal, 162, 3 (March 1975), pp. 27-30. Ej 112 493,

The habit of measuring a school's quality in terms of Its
hardware, software, budget, course selection lists, the number of
books per child, expenditure per child, and student-staff ratio -is
"suspect, if not downright worthless," Thomas asserts. Such
indicators tell us merely "how rich a school district is, not how good
its schools are." Thomas believes that only the traditional school
visit can reveal a school's quality, He offers six questions that the
visit should answer:

What are the school's basic purposes? School principals and
teachers should be able to articulate "exactly what the school is
trying to achieve during a particular year." They should be able to
state goals in terms of skills ana achievement levels. ,

What degree of respect for chil&en does the school exhibit?
Good schools, says Thomas, respect all children, and "uniqueness is
valued above sameness." Children are encouraged to choose their
own reading materials. .

.

What altemative in learning opportunities does the school offer?
A good school recognizes that not ,all children learn in the same
ways.

What kind of self-concept do the children exhibit? In good
schools children are given .:positive verbals" to live up to. A child
who does hadly.on an exam is never criticized for being sloppy or
lazy. .,

How positive are the attitudes exhibited in the school toward the
school? In a good school, morale will be high. Principals and
teachers will talk openly about their problems.

What kind of home-school relationships does the school
maintain? Good schools plan regular conferences for parents and
teachers All statistical information pertaining to the child
(psychological tests, health records,, achievement tests) will be
readily available to parents.
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Pub lic,
Relations
Programs
mg Bagin, Don. How to Start and improve a P. R. 81

Program. Evanston, Illinois: National School Boards
Association, 1975. 54 pages. ED 111 070.

Bagin's guide reflects the trend away horn emphasis on
traditional public relations to emphasis on communications. As he
points out, the image of "public relations" has suffered
con-iderably in recent years; "communicalons,and community-
relatons are purer-sounding and usually gain more public accep-
tance.' Although many experts in this field make the same
substitution, it is rather refreshing to run across an author willing to
make explicit the reason for this transition.

The change, however, is more than a mere semantic alteration.
As Bagin makes clear, communications is a two.way procesl, and
the new concept of public relations means improving
communication both within and outside the school. The internal
audience (teachers, support staff) is as important as the external
audience (the public).

to achieve this goal of effective and total communication, a
school district must take very seriously its public relations efforts.
Bagin lists common mistakes made by districts tryingto initiate a PR
program, including naming a teacher to be PR director on a part-
time basis, "regarding the newly appointed communications
specialist as little more than a writer of news releases: and starting
a PR program witho.it carefully defined objectives: All these
mistakes betoken a lack of commitment on behalf of district
leaders. a lack that has causesome districts' attempts to backfire
"so explosively that all possibility of doing the job right was negated
for years." , "

To ensure that administrat, : Personnel we sufficiently
committed to improving communications with internal and ex-
ternal audiences, Bagin recommends making communications
skills a prerequisite for hiring new administrators; he lists sample
questions covering different communications areas to be asked of
job interviewees. He also suggests that "communications successes
and failures" be made part of annual administrator evaluation.

To .ensure that district employees gain 'ecific skills and
confidence in thei/rea of school public relations," he recommends
that practical materials and knowledgeahle consultants be utilized
in inservice sessions for all school personnel (including secretaries,
custodians, and cafeteria workers). Bagin has appended a "Yellow
Pages" of resources useful for inservice programs in school public
relations.

2Il714stSD:h:orazianMemraters!lAtiGHor -alrl.MCharembit: '.
of Boards of Education and School Administrators to
improve and Strengthen School Information Pro-

., grams. Volume 8, AASA Executive Handbook Sari m
Washington, D.C.; and Eugene, Oregon: American
Asiociatitr. of School Administrators, and ERIC
Clearinghotne on Educoilnai Management, Univer-
sity of Oregon, 1976.74 pages..gD,127 656.

Although this handbook covers the expecied and necessary PR
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82 program components (such as district publications and the handling
of communications in crisis situation)), perhaps its most interesting
chapters deal with information gathering The authors examine, in a
fair amount of detail, how the district can obtain feedback from the
community and how the school board can obtain informations necessary for decisionmaking from the administration and other
sources.

Among the sources of community input discussed by Bagin,
Grazian, and Harrison are citizens advisory committees ( "one of the
most important feedback mechanisms in school communications")
and "key communicators." Key communicators are people in the
community "who talk to every segment of the public." These
leaders (official and Unofficial) can "often provide an instant
barometer of community feeling and opinion while formal polls
and suiveys are being developed." The board and administration
can tap the key communicators' response to program and policy
changes before making final decisions.

The authors bolster their presentation with pertinent obser-
vations from other writers and with descriptions of PR policies and
PR director job descriptions from various school districts across the
country.

1(,

at'

sno Banach, William j., and larkelew, Ann H. The
Banach-Barkefew nrainstorming Book. Utica,
Michigan: Synergy Group, 1976. 44 pages. ED 141

896.

Banach arc' Barkelew point out that even though the ptiblic
possesses a r er large quantity of information about the schools
(such as O.- school lunches. bus schedules, and vacation
date' .41`v such information leaves a lot to be desired.

other community members simply do not understand
sat is being taught to children and why.
To improve information quality, schools need to devise a public

relations program that incorporates four components analyzing,
planning, communicating, and evaluating Banach and Barkelew,
both PR consultants, believe that "disregard for this simple process
is the main reason many educational communication programs
fail." As they state, "Although the process appears trite, it works "
And to get this process started, they advise educators to try their
brainstorming strategy.

This strategy is intended to encourage district personnel (and
parents and students) to pool ideas in order to come up with the best
list of public relations innovations possible for their particular
district. A stepby-step description of the brainstorming
process useful with groups as small as five or as large as several
hundredemphasizes the initial generation of a large quantity of
ideas, then the selection and refinement of the best ideas.'
Appropriate forms and checklists are included for participants' use.

snD Gallagher, Donald R."In Your Public Relations, _ Is

It Tell All ... or Top Secret?" School Business Affairs,,.
41, 2 (February 1975), pp. 32-34. El 110 965.

"The school business office often does many routine things that

e

hurt the school image internally and externally," according to
Gallagher. Even though school business managers are not
accustomed to thinking of themselves as public relations
representatives, they should be apprised o' the impact their actions
have on public perceptions of the schools and on employee? -

perceptions of the school administration.

Gallagher lists suggestions intended to encourage business
managers to "take the initiative and develop a program of com-
municating with the public and the em pIoyees." Business managers
should avoid using educational and fiscal jargon when describing
business procedures to the public; they should be able to interpret
the school budget in terms that the public can understand. Inseryke
training for business staff members can help them to better fill their
public relations roles.

To maintain smooth relations with local merchants and suppliers,
the business manager should make sure that they are informed_
when and how the school will pay its bills. Gallagher recommends
formation of an advisory council "of local citizens, business
experts, and merchants" to provide the school with feedback and to
encourage committee mIrobers to "relate the school bgsiness story
to other members of the community.

22a-i--) mockup, Robert P. "The PR Aspects of School
Mt/ Violence." Journal of Educational Communication, 1,

2 (September-Octdber 1975), pp. 8.11. EJ 137 969.

Hilldrup's article deals with a phenomenon that all school
administrators find unpleasant and that many find themselves
unable to cope withviolence in the schools. Hilldrup, public,
information director for the Richmond, Virginia, public schools,
urges school administrators to remove their heads from the sand
and to "look at the PR implications of school violence, to admitthat
it can happen in your school system and to start thinking negatively
in order to do something positive about it."

To start with PR directors should check with other school
districts to see what plans they have devised for handling the public
relations aspects of school violence. Once district personnel
(especially school Principals) are convinced of the, importance of
planning, for unpleasant, contingencies, the PR director should

a
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encourage closer relations-between school personnel and the
police. Hilldrup advises making contact with a high ranking police
officer "so that you can decide who will make what statement to
Whom after an incident happens."

Hilldrup's list of steps to be taken by the PR director once an
incident of violence has occurred is commendably specific. For
example, he suggests that media contacts in the time of crisis
should be made "above the reporter level" with the city editor or
newseditor; "an advance understanding at the management lever
can facilitate the accurate dssemmation of information. Radio
should be the first priority, since it reaches many people quickly.
Trust and candor should characterize the PR director's interaction-e:
with radio stations, as well as with other news media. Reporters
should not be allowed to interview, pupils on school property,
however, no e.tempt should be made to interfere with media
interviewing when_pupils are off the school grounds.

The most essential thing is to make sure that the public in
formation director is immediately informed as soon as an incident
occurs; as he states, "there is no way you can serve the schools or
the media if you are the last to know."

Jones, J. William. Budget/Finance Campaigns: You
JS Can't Alford to Lose. Arlington, Virginia National

School Public Relations Association, 1977.97 pages.
ED 1.40 428.

A school budget campaign calls for all the public relations and
communication expertise that the district can mustek. Jones's book
makes it quite clear that the election will be lost unless the school
district makes campaigning a wellplanned, yeerround activity. As
he states, " 'Wye-Me-Suddenly' campaigns simply don't work."

Jones lists certain "givens" necessary for school budget passage.
Rot, "the issue to be voted on must be reasonable, as economical
as humanly poslible, and perhaps most important of all, salable"
He emphasizes that the budget should be stated in terms
comprehensible to the average voter, not in "fiscal jargon that only
an accountant can understand."

Citizen involvement and credibility are absolutely essential.
Votesanust believe what the school district tells them about school
financial needs, and the best way to foster belief is by involving
citizens in both the budget formulating process and in, the
campaign.

;ones points out that each campaign must be tailoredto the
specific characteri,tics and needs of the individual community;
th..re is no one formula for election success. He places special
importance on the district's first announcement of the campaign,
which sets the tone for all campaign activities that follow. And he
stresses that the district must honestly believe that it can win its
budget election or it shouldip "get on the ballot in the first place "

lones`b book will be of special interest to administrators in
districts where budgets have been defeated in the past, since he not
only includes suggestions from PR experts, but also summarizes the
experiences of districts that have waged successful finance
campaigns.

.

SSM Jones,;. William. Building Public Confidence for Your
Schools. A Sourcebook of Proven PR Practices.
Arlington. Virginia: National School Public Relations
Association. 1978. 225 pages. ED 150 725.

Jones begins this comprehensive guide to the development of
effective school public relations programs with Oaf discussion of
the need for viable public relations itvark in schools. PubliC
confidence in. education is low iii spite of imprqvereents in
education. a discrepancy that points to the necessity for schools to
communicate their positive accomplishments to:their comm unities.

A systematic elaboration of how to do that makes up the rest of
the book. Three themes are emphasized throughout: planning, open
communication, and community involvement. All are said to be
essential in each step of the process.

The first step is to find out what the district's patrons think and
know about the schools. Public opinion surveys are the best way to
do that. Tice key to effective surveys is that they truly survey all
areas of the district. Also, an annual su'vey, though expensive, is
very effective in keeping districts in toucn with changes in public,
opinion.

Once the district knows what its people think, it can begin to
communicate effectively with them. Jones touches on literally
dozens of ways this can be done. One of the most important aspects
is effective public relations within the schools themselves.
Teachers, staff, and students who are supportive of the'schools and
who have positive information to communicate to the outside
world are invaluable to community confidence in the schools.

A key means of communicating within the schools is the
production of an "inhouse" newsletter. Tice Dallas Independent
School District puts one out daily and also distributes it to the local
news media. it includes news and features informing readers of
happenings within the district.

Jones gives detailed advice on how to handle special
problemsranging from violence, vandalism, and other discipline
problems to the closing Of venerable schools. In dealing with the
latter problem, the Butler (Pennsylvania) Area Schools held a very
successful "Nostalgia ti:ght" for people who had attended the old
Broad Street School duringts seventy-nine years of existence. That
diffused the opposition to the demolition of the school.

Honesty and openness are the best policies in dealing with
discipline problemsas It is with all other areas, including labor
disputes Schools should never be perceived as trying to hide
something.

Maguire, John W. "Using Lunch Time for Effective
Community Relations." Clearing Howe. Vol. 51, 1
(September 1977), pp. 5-6. E) 169 083.

A very practical idea for !my secondary school principals who
want to improve school-community relations is to utilize their lunch
time Increasingly, experts are emphasizing the need for schools to
improve their image and gain friends in their communities.
Unfortunately, most principals do not have the time available for
extensive public relations work.

o
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84 Maguire suggests that, with little sacrifice in time, principals can
take valuable strides toward better community-school relations by
inviting important community leaders to have lunch at the schools.

If the principal met with one guest per day, twice a week, he
would have contact with seventy to eighty community leaders in a
year's time.

The meeting would include lunch in either the student or faculty
dining area, at which the guest would have a chance to meet
important teachers andlor students A short walking tour of the
school plant would conclude the meeting.

The principal would stave to have the visitor gain a positive
impression of the school. Shciild he succeed, he will gain an
important and influential ally in the community

0

National School Public Relations Association,
Releasing Test Roles: Educational Assessment
Programs, How to Tell the Public. Arlington, Virginia:
1976.67 pages. ED 119 322.

This NSPRA,, guide advises school leaders on how to handle a
potentially unsettling eventthe announcement of student
achievement scores and educational assessment results. According
to the ,authori', "At the local school district level, the quality of
assessment communication to parents, staff members, community
leaders and other important publics has been generally sub-par,
even nonexistent." And yet, educational assessment programs and
test scores are inextricably mixed with the whole issue of
educational. accountability.

Given the importance of assessment results, dissemination
efforts must be carefully planned and exect.ted at the individual
school level, at the school district level, and at the state level. The
authors advi.e local school systems to release their test scores is
soon as they receive them, instead of waiting for the state
department of edUcation to do so As they point out, "Advarie
release gives local school districts the advantage of Initiative" It
also 'reduces the likelihood of public panic when the state report
comes out." .

Preparation for release of assessment results should begin before
die tests- are even administered. School administrators should
realize that results will mean different things to-different segments
of the public and should tailor their presentation accordingly.
Dissemination "should be persuasive in nature," meaning that ft
shotild be aimed at encouraging various publics to support the
overall goal of educational improvement.

These suggestions, backed ip by sample feedback surveys and
'other materials taken,from Michigan's and Mary.land'S
dissemination efforts, should aid administrators in minimizing
difficulties that can arise when testtresults come out

SSS Nev) York Stale School Boards Association,
Communications Public Relations. A Handbook on
School'Community Relations. Revised. Albany. New
York: 1973.82 pages. ED 127 707.

"There is no need to ask if your board has a public relations

program. It does, whether you know it or not," according to the
authors of this PR handbook. in the absence of a coherent PR
policy, the school board performs this key function inadvertently
and, usually, badly. The intent of this handbook is to assist school
boards to substitute a well-planned and effectively executed PR
program for one marked by inadvertence and happenstance.

Written for use by school board members, the handbook
emphasizes the pivotal role the board plays in interpreting the
community to the schools and, conversely, interpreting the schools
to the community. Board members have great impact on public
perceptions of the schools, according to the authors, because board
members are school taxpayers like other citizens and are unpaid for
their school service. What board members say ris heard differently
and is apt to be credited more fully."

Even though the board, as "top management." should take the
initiative in policy formation, PR objectives can be met only with
the'cooperation of "the entire school community." The authors
favor the team approach over formation of a separate PR
department, except in very large school diitricts. Teachers, and to a
slightly, lesser degree, other staff members (bus drivers, aides,
secretaries) play an especially important role in the success or
failure of any PR effort.

Once the school .PR team is committed to improving school-
community relations, the board can been to develop "the most
effective means of communication with the maximum number of
people in the district." To achieve this goal, the board'needs to be
thoroughly acquainted with the Concerns and information needs of
the community (to be ascertained through an opinion survey), with
the variety of media, potentially available for disseminating
information,' and with the processes of producing, 'writing, and
placing news so that the district maintains good relations with the
press.

SS Ondrasik, Barbara P, "Get Good Vibes from a
Ver,atile House Organ." lournal of Educational
ammunication, 2, 2 (Winter 1977} pp. 12-21. E) 160
469.

Good school public relations begin at home with a staff
newsletter that answers the need of school employees to know
whP.. s going on, according to Ondrasik, editor of an awarthwinning
school district newsletter. If employees are "to feel part of the
team," they must be well informed. And if the- school staff
newsletter does a good job of informing, employees will more likely
function as the district's "most valuable PR asset,"

Ondrasik's article es filled with concrete suggestions on how (and
how not) to write and publish a newsletter. She emphasizes that
some form of effectwestaff newsletter can be assembled on even a
very small budget. But she points out that "if your school system
has 'no money' for a regular staff publication of some kind, then it
really needs to rethink its priorities."

A staff newsletter's credibility is contingent on presentation of
the truth, even about controversial Matters. A newsletter should not
function as a management mouthpiece. As Ondrasik cautions,
"Avoid. at all costs, having your newsletter sound like a pontifical
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edict issued from the isolated, insulated ivory tower*."
Noting that even some of the best school district newsletters tend

to be "weak and wordy," Ondrasik counsels using plain English
instead of educationese, keeping sentences and paragraphs short.
condensing copy where possible, and carefully editing everything
(even the superintendent's annual message to the troops).

Her article includes samples of newsletter front pages from
school districts around the cooky.

Powell, James. "Work Stoppages and Public
Relations: Winning the War of Words " New Jersey
School Leader, 3, 4 Oanuary/February 19751 pp
19-20. El 112 415.

"Why do strikers generally capture public sentiment and suPpolt
even though an objective look at the facts would lead observers to
other conclusions?" Powell's answer to this question is that
management teams do a poor job of communicating their positions
to their communitiesin other words. they fail at practicing
elementary public relations throughout the collective bargaining
process

Powell advises the management side to carry out an ongoing
communications program in order to ensure that "dependable
information about school programs and policies reaches the
community. The program should builtra climate of pebtic trust in
the board of education and the district administration.

The district leadership needs to select an effective commune
ator, to represent management's sidea public relations repre-
sentatiye who can act as "the board's field marshal." Powell
suggests that this communicator te, to work with the employee
bargaining teeth's PR representative to develop pint news releases
But managementgenerated press releases should "carefully spell
out the costs of the demands rejected by the board "

If tie managemeht team believes that the press is inadequately
covering the board's position. it should purchase advertising space
to convey its message If unlawful behavior on behalf of strikers
occurs. "public relations techniques." such as "quickly informing
the news media of any union abuses and hiring a photographer to
provide evidence" of disruptidn, can be effectively employed.
according to Powell.

-) s (It)
Schaub, Alfred R. "The Power of Poor Communica.
eons " journal of Educational Communication, 1, 2
(September/October 1975), pp 4-5 El 137 967

A common assumption in the literature en organizational
communication and public relations is that poor communications
result from a lack of training that if organization members only
knew hoe/ to communicate effectively, they would automatically
do so. Schaub, however, takes a different position He believes that
"faulty communications are often consciously or unconsciously
engineered to assist individuals in their quest for power." He
maintains that management personnel especially are quite skilled
in communication techniques. Their failure to constructively utilize
these *ills arises from specific "power-related" problems that

characterize organizational life in many institutions, including the 85
schools.

According to Schaub, the most common cause of poor corn-
mbnications is "giving time and energy to more visible, self-serving
activities" rather than to improving communications. Even though
administrators frequently pay lip service to such improvement, the
fact remains that the improvement process is time-consuming, that
the payoff is hard to measure, and that improved communications
frequently are "of more benefit and reward to others than
ourselves."

Poor communications also result from a wish to avoid con-
frontation with others, especially when open communication would
involve a discussion of (and disagreement over) controversial issues
or personal values. A related problem is the tendency of managers
to react negatively to employees who articulate problems. As
Schaub states, "Bearers of bad news often lose their heads.'

Schaub does believe that good communication and smooth
organizational relations are possible. But he counsels managers not
to be naive in their quest for improved communication. Schaub's
observations offer a valuable (though not necessarily pleasant)
counterpoint to the facile optimism evinced by many
communications and PR writers.

School-Information and Research Service. Step-by-
Step Guide to Effective PR for Large and Small School
Districts. Special Bulletin No. 3. Olympia,
Washington: 1977. 50 pages. ED 133 879.

This collection of articles from public relations and
communications jOUMaIS details the process of effective public
relations campaigns for school districts. The articles are all rather
brief, and the collection seems to be somewhat lacking in unity and
continui, But a number of helpful ideas are even, as well as a
basic outline of possible public relations activities.

Districtwide surveys are very important in the public relations
process, but they can also be very expensive. The Apple Valley-
Rosemount (Minnesota) School District alleviated a good deal of
the expense by utilizing volunteers to hand deliver and 'pick up
professionally prepared dit-yourself surveys rather than hiring
professional interviewers. The surveys were sent to randomly
selected homes: use of the volunteers ensured a total response.

School finance publications are a key aspect of developing a,..
positive attitude on the part of the taxpayers regarding school levy
proposals. They should emphasize two thingswhat happens to
the instructional dollar (instead of focusing on areas that take a
smaller percentage of the costs) and community us_sgf. school
facilities, especially those being proQosed.

Another idea is thatof having teachers and principals call parents
to compliment their children. The calls can be used to mention
significant achievements by the children or ei.nply improvement in
behavior andkr claw/fork. The callers should be given a list of
guidelines including tie objectives for the calls, and they should be
provided with a private, convenient Mace horn where they can call
the parents.
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Reduction in r.2

Force

O Custis, Jerry. "Staff Cuts: Maybe They're Inevitable
0_..) W./ but They Don't Have to Be Bloody." Updating School

Board Policies, 9, 3 (March 19781 OP-14- El 175 694-

The key to smooth staff reduction is a clear, well-designed board
policy on reduction in force (RIF), states Custis. The RIF policy
should include the criteria that will be used in judging who will be
laid off, whether it be seniority or quality of instruction or both. Also
included should be the specific rights of laid-off teachers, such as
the degree to which they can keep fringe benefits, and their Lights to
"bump" substitute teachers.

In addition, the board must 'decide both the role of the teacher
association it 'he RIF procedures and how to continue to comply
with affirmative action mandates. The official RIF policy should
then be drafted with the help of a lawyer to ensure that it complies
with state law and due process requirements.

Custis also outlines several pitfalls that boards should avoid in,
creating an RIF policy. First, vagueness should be avoidedthe
reasons for a person's place on an RIF list should be clear to prevent
lawsuits challenging the layoff list. At the same time, exact
deadlines for personnel action should be avoided, if possible, to
allow flexibility should complications arise. Boards should also
avoid making the promise thaethey will do everything they can to
avoid staff cuts, because this promise can also challenged in
court.

Custis also recommends that boards "think carefully before
allowing RIF policies and decisions to be subject to grievance,
arbitration or fact-finding." Input from teacher organizations
should come when the RIF policy is being formulated, not when it
needs to be implemented.

Downey, Gregg W. 'What School Boards Do When
/1 That Irresistible Force Called RIF Meets That

immovable Object Called Affirmative Action.".The
American School Board Journal, 163, 10 (October
1976). pp. 1519. El 146 473.

Downey discusses in detail what most publications only briefly
mention: the inevitable conflict staff reduction poses betvieen the
demands of seniority and affirmative action. The "last hired, first
fired" seniority formula for reduction, viewed by many as the most
objective and favored by teachers, will, he states, force districts to
fire minority and women staff recently hired to achieve racial and
sexual equity. The conflict of seniority and equity, he warns. "can
pitch a school system into a turmoil of litigation and labor disputes.

Downey's survey of school system problems and policies offers
some valuable suggestions for districts. One district, he reports,
seems to have developed a workable reduction policy that balances
the demands of seniority and equity. Thedistrict follows seniority in
reducing staff until reduction will unduly hit affifmative action
staff, at which time it takes special action to shield them. It must
maintain the percentage of affirmative action staff that existed at
the beginning of the year prior to reduction.

Local control, Downey argues, may provide the most workabl
and only approach to the problem. The court and the federal
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state governments have provided little help, and local districts are
"virtually alone in their search for equitable, impartial solutions."

SZ Ellsworth, David F. Early Retirement: A Proposal for
Adjustment to Declining Enrollments. Springfield.
Illinois: Department of Planning and Research.
Illinois State Off ice of Education, 1977.81 pages. ED
149 435.

One of the problems created by declining enrollment in Illinois
. has been the accumulation of older, experienced staff at the upper
end of the salary scale, and a concomitant lack of fresh, new staff
starting at beginning salaries. The present retirement plan in Illinois
aggravates this problem because it contains several "disincentives"
to early retirement. Ellsworth discusses the present retirement plan
and its disadvantages and outlines an alternative plan that makes
early retirement more attractive.':

One Of the disincentives in the -present system is the "age
discrim' ation effect": if a person retires before he or she is sixty
and has less than thirty-five years of creditable service, the basic
retirement annuity is discounted at a rate of 6 percent for each year
less than sixty Thus the annuity of a person who retires at fifty-five
is discounted by 30 percent. Ellsworth's early retirement plan.
hoiiever, would allow persons at age fifty-five to retire with an
undiscounted pension after only twenty years service.

But there are also other disincentives. Workers may not retire
because their salaries are increasing every year (and retirement
annuities are computed on the basis of average past salary). Or they
may continue working because of the 'longevity effect" the longer
the service iup to thirty-eight years), the greater is the annuity as a
Percentage of average past salary (up to 75 percent). The early
retirement proposal would decrease the percent of increase in the
annuity and thus dampen the longevity effect

In short, these modifications of the present system would make
early retirement more attractive but would not completely
eliminate the incentives for continued employment. The author
devotes a good part of the paper to projections of new teacher
openings and possible savings that Illinois might realize if the early
retirement plan were instituted statewide.

S1313
jasoourt, Hugh D. "The Role of Negotiations in the
Equation 'Declining School Enrollment = Layoffs',
An Overview." Journal of Law and Education, 7, 2
(April 1978), pp. 239-42. El 177 715.

Spenla, William A.; Whalen, Carry M.; and Otto,
Cathleen. "The Role of Negotiations in the Equation
'Declining School Enrollment = Layoffs'; A
Management Perspective." Journal of Law and
Education, 7, 2 (April 1978). pp. 243-63. El 177 716

Naseau,Stephen M. "The Role of Negotiations in the
Equation 'Declining School Enrollment = I ayoffs'; A
Union Perspective." Journal of Law and Er ucation, 7,
2 (Apri11978), pp. 265-78. El 177 717.

Should job security for teachers be a mandatory subject of

collective bargaining? Or does union influence on reduction-in- 87
force policies constitute an unlawful delegation of power in the
public realm? The answers to these important questions are slowly
being developed in the courts. These three excellent articles clearly
outline the complex legal issues involved and provide a contrast of
union and managerial perspectives regarding the role of
negotiations in staff reduction decisions.

Currently, there are overlaps and oftentimes contradictions
between state laws granting authority to school boards and state
statutes governing collective bargaining and teachers rights. So far,
the courts have ruled that school boards have the power to lay off
teachers for economic reasons regardless of whet her or not a tenure
statute gives them the authority to do sc.

Many states also have reduction-in-force statutes that address
the issues of due process for dismissed teachers and the use of
seniority in determining who will be dismissed. But the role of
unions in helping to formulate RIF polic9 is only now being dealt
with in the courts. The articles describe several court cases that
illustrate the development of this area of case law. .

Predictably, the management and union perspectives on this
issue differ on a number of key points. The union perspective argues
that "there is no reason why a school board should not be able to
agree to a flat prohibition" of reduction in force as long as the
contract period is short and "the financial picture is reasonably
predictable."

But the management perspective argues firmly against any such
clauses prohibiting RIF. The case of the Yonkers (New York) school
district supports 'his viewpoint the board agreed to a "no RIF"
clause in a three-year contract but then was confronted by a severe
enrollment drop. The resulting legal battle was messy at best.

The management perspective also encourages boards to avoid
agreeing to "provisions specifying procedures for RIF and recall of
non-tenured teachers," in particular the use of seniority in deciding
layoff and recall. The argument is that such provisions would
Prevent the board from retaining the best educators. The union
perspective is quite the opposite, arguing for very specific layoff
and recall provisions based on seniority and other factors as well,
such as "prior academic achievement" and "overall teaching
experience." ,

The two perspectives disagree on a number of other points, but
there is also a good deal of common ground between them.
Included is a complete sample RIF clause developed by the
National Education Association.

still "lob Security Is Coming to the Fore as a Teacher
Issue." Safary and Merit, January 1977. pp. 5-. E 1154
993.

What is more important to teachers at the negotiating
tableincreased pay or job security? In the West Milford (New
Jersey) school district, the teacher association made job security a
major issue at the bargaining table by pushing for a "No Reduttior
in Force" contract clause.

As originally written, the clause would have made it nearly
impossible to reduce the teaching staff under any conditions. The
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modified clause that was accepted by the board. however, allows
reduction in force for the following reasons: attrition, declining
enrollment, a disaster or catastrophe, a reduction In state aid, or
"budget cuts above and beyond the control of the Board of
EdUcation."

With these modifications. the superintendent believes the clause
is "harmless " But some board members in the state believe that
even the modified clause is dangerous, because teachers may now
try to have some of the modifications eliminated in future
bargaining sessions.

Such a clause, however, may give management a tool, or holding
down future saliry increases in a time of increasing
unemployment, teachers begin to realize that "working of less Pay
is better than riot working at all " Thus teacher organizations may
accept reduced pay increases in return for job security clauses

2LE Kalvelage, Joan; Schmuck, Patricia A4 and Arends,
Jane. "Reductions in Force and Affirmative Action "
Educational Economics, 3.1 (January/February 1978),
OIL 12-14, 23. EJ 173 555

Under affirmative action policies, more women and minorities
have been hired for many educational positrons. But now. as the
educational staffs of many districts are being reduced, the gains of
affirmative action are being lost, mainly because of the firmly
entrenched seniority system. So how can a school district reduce its
staff, yet at the same time both maintain the seniority system and
continue to comply with the mandates of affirmative action/ The
authors suggest job sharing and more perm anent part -time positions
as promising answers to this question

These two options can serve to redistribute the .available work
amonso larger group of employees and thus save some teachers
from layoff. Research has shown that "part-time patterns reduce
absenteeism, tardiness, staff turnover, overtime costs. and wasted
capital investment." Other studies have shown that the productivity
of part-time workers is higher than that of full-time employees. For

example, one study found that "half-time social workers carried
89% of the average caseload of full-time workers."

The authors note, however, that there are some unsolved
problems with job sharing and permanent part-time work. For
example, part-time workers have diminished opportunities for
promotion, fewer fringe benefits and opportunities for overtime,
and inadequate lob security. The authors also argue that society still
tends to regard part-time employment as less important than full -
time work, thus discouraging many from trying it, particularly men.

The authors suggest that many classified positions (such as
counselor, school psychologist, and art, music, and physical
education teachers) can be tumed into permanent, part-time.
positions. Job sharing would be especially profitable for positions
with many separate functions, such as classroom teacher, principal.
and special program director.

SZ1 Lombard, John; Reduction in Force An Analysis of
k..Q.) the Policies and Their Implementation. Topical Paper

No. 48. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges, University of California.1974. 36 pages. ED
099 043.

After decades of growth, community colleges, like the public
schools, have unexpect.vily faced declining enrollments and
financial problems. begir.;ing in the early seventies. They have
consequently, Lombardi reports, been forced to reduce staff on a
large scale. Lombardi's overview of community college reduction
problems and policies, well documented and illustrated by
example, should prove helpful to similarly plagued public school
districts.

Lombardi warns from the start that colleges should not use staff
reduction as a means to suddenly begin firing unwanted teachers.
They should carefully develop both procedures (Which are at issue
in most court challenges) that guarantee due process and reduction
policies that prevent arbitrary or discriminatory dismissal.

Upon a full review of institution policies, collective bargaining
agreements, and court action, Lombardi concludes that staff
reduction will present the least problem when reduction criteria are
objective and easily identified and when faculty participate in
policy development, receive early warning of possible reductions,
and enjoy opportunities for reassignment, retraining, and rehiring, if
dismissed Of prime importance, he states, is the willingness of
administrators to consider all alternatives to actual dismissal.

S S3 57 Nolte, M. Chester. "How to Tell Which Teachers to
U Keep and Which to Lay Off " The American School

BrArd Journal, 163. 6 (June 1976), pp. 2&30. EJ 139
362.

Although most writers argue that staff reduction should not be
based .on teacher competence, many educators, including Nolte,
favor such an approach. Nolte, the past president of the National
Organization on Legal Problems of Education, discusses a meansto'
base reduction on merit and still satisfy court standards. Such
reduction can succeed, he states, if districts avoid arbitrary or
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capricious decisions, a pattern of discriminatory action, and
damage of teacher reputation. Districts need to pay attention to the
process of reduction, being careful to follow the state tenure law
process and to support decisions with adequate factual
information.

Vague evaluative criteria or rating scales, he warns, will not
suffice in court. He suggests that districts instead base selection
primarily on 'teacher effectiveness, as demonstrated by student
achievement, and secondarily on the criteria of firmness, friend.
liness, and fairness, which he carefully defines and illustrates.

Oregon State Department of Education. Reduction in
Force: Suggested Personnel Policy Guidelines for
School Districts. Salem, Oregon: Division of
Administrative Support, 1977 20 pages. ED 137 904.

While most publications highlight specific staff reduction issues,
this state guide comprehensively treats all aspects of reduction. It
presents districts with a listing of required and suggested
procedures and occasionally offers a choice of options. The state
warns that local boards should seek legal counsel before adapting
general guidelines to fit local needs It also advises early planning
for reduction, suggesting that districts develop procedures "in a
nonemotional setting and before a crisis occurs "

In clear outline form, the guide discusses ways of developing a
plan for carrying out a staff reduction The plan includes such steps
as deciding on the need for reduction, determining which positions
and activities to cut, adopting procedures for actually reducing
staff, and defining grievance and recall procedures. A district's
reduction procedures need to specify means of identifying specific
positiOns to be cut, by grade, school, subect, or department;
Stimulating natural attrition; selecting staff to be retained; and
notifying teachers to be dismissed. Although the guidelines are
sometimes directly tied to Oregon law, they should be generally
applicable to districts outside Oregon.

S al T
Powell,

;
Janet

aneRted1u.'ctaindon in Force. Ek

Suzanne
information Aid

Arlington, Virginia: Educational Research Service,
1975.18 pages. ED 105 574.

In a brief overview of staff reduction problems, Powell and
Stemnock state that seniority, traditionally the major criterion in
staff reduction, has been challenged by the newly gained job

. security rights of nontenured teachers and by court-mandated
affirmative action requirements They present a thorough list of
seventy questions regarding reduction policies for consideration by
!Out districts.

Under the general area of layoff order, for instance, they ask
districts to consider the following issues (1) the relative importance
of tenure, seniority, qualifications, and performance as retention
criteria; (2) the definition of seniority in terms of total teaching
experience or years of service in the system, in a department, or at a
grade level; (3)41e determination of date-of employment (4) the
place of various types of leaves in the determinatlen of seniority, (5)

.
o

the means of judging qualifications and performance; (6) the 89 .

, granting of special preference to teacher association officers; and
(7) the transfer of administrators to teaching positions.

Tile bulk of the publication consists of sample reduction policies
and 'contract provisions --some very s pecific 4 rom .sixteen
districts. The report offers no evaluation or recomTenditions, but
the suggestive questions and sample policies should aid districts by
raising all pertinent issues. ,

2 3 @
Schultz, Raymond E. "A Sane Approach to Staff
Reduction?' Community College Review, 3, 3
(January 1976), pp. 643. E1 133 029.

After an overview of the staff reduction problem, Schultz argues
that the strict use of seniority in reduction, while expedient, will
create serious problems in the long run. It will offer the least
financial relief, contribute to a faculty age imbalance and the loss
of new ideas, and cause affirmative action problems.

Schultz provides a detailed step- by-step approach to reduction
that considers alternatives to strict seniority selection. While he
favors the laying off df nontenured staff before tenured staff, he
advises institutions to keep essential faculty, regardless of
classification, and pay attention to such factors as race, sex, and
age. The major selection criterion should be the importance of staff
to individual programs and the institution. When deviating from
seniority,, institutions will need to document why retained faculty
are more important to their programs.

In discussing due process procedures, Schultz states that,
according to recent court decisions, an institution must provide
dismissed faculty with a written statement explaining its decision to
terminate, a description of the manner by which it reached its
decision, the information used in making its decision, and an
opportunity to respond.

0

241. 11 Sinowitz, Betty E., and Hallam, Charlotte. "Fighting
li Reductions in Force." Today's Education, 64, 2

(March/April 1975), pp. 32.34, 96. Ej 131 690.

While most available literature addresses administrators and
school boards, Sinowitz and Hallam address local education
associations They discuss association actions that can minimize
the problems of staff reduction and describe several court cases in
which dismissed teachers have challenged school boards. .

Teacher associations, the author's argue, should carefully review
the facts when districts propose reductions due to district
reorganization, declining enrollments, or budget problems and
"question any failure of districts to seek and use alI available
resources" and alternatives. Such scrutiny, the authors note, can
enable an association to successfully fight a reduction in force.
Districts should seek to "maintain all existing staff positions" so that
they can .,"increase the quality of services to students," through
lowered student-teacher ratios, additional individualized-
instruction, and new programs. ,

When reductions become necessary, the authins state, asso-
ciations should insist that districts satisfy statutory and contractual

.
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90 agreements and due process, which typically demand -timely
notice, statement of reasons. a hearing, and th(right to appeal to a
court." Associations should also urge the use of objective criteria
for reduction, such as certification (of prime importance), seniority,
degrees, and experience.

Administrators might not be pleased with the authors' adversary
tone, but they should appreciate this warning, or challenpe, as they
strive to develop workable reduction policies.

z.0-, Thomas, Donald. "Strategies for Closing a School,
Reducing Staffs." NASSP Bulletin, 61, 407 (March
1977). PP. 8-19. El 160 399.

Thomas, superintendent of the Salt I ake City schools. which
have suffered a 38 percent enrollment decline, offers some useful
advice -to other administrators. Districts facing enrollment decline,
he states, must find ways to reduce staff, utilize or sell surplus
space, conserve finances., increase*transportation services. and
generate staff and community support. tie briefly discusses MI
thbse tasks and elaborates on school closure and staff reduction-

For districts considering reduction, he suggests several actions
that can "save money," "minimize terminations," and "create new
opportunities."To begin with, districts can staff for midyear rather
than fall enrollments, to prevent overstaffing:. adopt an early
retirement Flap; and aggressively seek government and private
funding for new services, which will use extra staff. They can also
work with neighboring districts to share or transfer staff, retrain
secondary teachers for the more frequently vacated elementary
positions, and use surplus teachers as a corps of substitutes. They
can also adopt an aggressive.policy for terminating incompetent
teachers. The Salt Lake schools. Thomas notes, have enjoyed
success and teacher cooperation in their termination effort, which
provides due process and allows teachers time to improve. Thomas
concludes by advising management to work closely with staff
throughout the reduction process.

Sat Weldy, Gilbert R. "Enrollment Declines and
Reductions in ForceWhat Can Administrators
Do?" Paper presented at the National Association of
Secondary School Principals annual meeting,
Anaheim, February 1978.10 pages. ED 150 731.

Total enrollment in Weldy's school district near Chicago has
dropped 20 percent from its peak in 1970, and by 1980 it will have
dropped by 37 percent, One of three large high schools will be
closed in 1980.

In response to this dramatic decline, the district has hired almost
no new,teachers in the past several years. All nontenured teachers
are routinely dismissed each year until the district is sure, based on
student registrations, that it needs these teachers.

Many teachers in the school to be closed are appi.kensive about
their transfer and reassignment. To alleviate some of this tension,
the district will ask teachers eighteen months before the doling to
indicate their preferences for building, department, and

.'extracurricular assignments Some teachers, however, have

A

indicated a desire to know who their supervisor will be before they
4 indicate a preference. Thus Weldy recommends that administritive
assignments be made before teacher assignments in such cases.

Weldy also points out that during times of staff reduction and
transfer, teachers become anxious about their futures, and rumors
often run wild. He recommends that principals be .particularly,
careful to communicate openly and clearly during such layoff
periods.

O
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School
Financial
Elections
24 A Banach, William and Franks, Cass. "You Can Pass

91

Etr That Next Financial Issuewith Proper Planning." `

Journal of Educe Vona! CommunkatiQn, 3,3 (Spring
1977), pp. 4-14. E1175 705, El 175-706,ancl E1175 707.

The cover page of the journal holds. the key to its workshop
feature on surviving an education referendum: "If Your Child Worth
42 Cents?" is asked in bold letters. Such an appeal inevitably
oversimplifies the complexities of school financing, but it grabs
attention. Banach and Franks treat educatios a prOducta
product that can be sold if proper attention is pa' marketing
techniques.. While such an attitude may seem cynical to some
educators, these days of increasing costs and failed tax levies leave
no room for self-righteousness. The authors' smorgasbord of
concrete advices 1 useful resource for the nervous administrator
who is facing a test -t the polls. 4 f --

The persistent emphasis in this series of eight features is on
attention to detail 'and practical implementation. The contents
include a twelve-week campaign calendar, a sample survey form, a
model organization chart, one hundred questions to guide those in
charge, a comparison of winningand losing campaigns, an article
on election surveys, and a short list of steps to success at the ballot
box. While all these suggestions are of interest, the breakdown of
analytic tools is Banach and Frank's most substantial contribution.

Quality education may be a district's most salable attribute, but
postelection analysis and preelection surveys are invaluable aids;
educatOrs must learn, the authors insist, to employ strategies
"commonly used by business and commercial firms who wish to
improve th'i marketability of their products."

A postelection analysis is actually the beginning of preparation
for the next referendum. For example, after their last involvement
with a major millage election, Banach and Franks found that a high
voter turnout lessened the chance of a ballot proposal's.success,
that the ballot issue passed in all but one precinct where women
voters outnumbered male voters, end that younger people were
more likely to support new taxes. This kind of information is of
obvious importance to administrators whware attempting to lure
"yes" voters to the polls.

A preelbction survey can give school managers a firm sense of
the community's pulse. Over the course of five years, Banich and
Franks conducted random samples two, months before the actual
elections, and the outcomes never de-gated more than 5 percent
from the original projections. Telephone slirveys seem to be
especially useful because they' re economical and wick.

Today's voters may have tight holds on their wallets, but there is
no need to give up hope; education can be sold. is up to
administrators to encourage the market for education in their
communities.

245 Banach, William j., and Westley, Lawrence. "Public
Relations, Computers, and Election Success." Paper
presented at Educational Data Systems.Associatlon
meeting. St. Paul, May 1972.18 pages. ED 063 636.

Banach and Wesrley describe a method of planning for sc,hOol

9tJ
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92 financial elections, using "techniques that, collectively, will give
you a 5 to 1 chance of winning the next time you go to the polls."
The authors suggest that there are seven basic steps to developing a
successful campaign. "analysis, determination of needs,
development of strategy, organization, finance, communication,
and evaluation." Analysis utilizing opinion surveys should be
"year-around or continual " For effective organization, the authors
suggest using a network of committees under the overall
supervision of a campaign coordinator They recommend
committees on finance, publicity. election logistics, voter
registration, opinion surveys and community education, and data
processing.

Historically, low voter tumouts have often meant approval of
financial measures. Therefore, it is important that a campaign to
increase voter turnout be aimed selectively toward potential school
supporters. Members of certain groups are most likely to support
school budgets; cards and files should be kept on such voters. in dm
actual election described, "over 70 percent of those in the 'yes' Me.
voted " Because the measure passed, the authors conclude that "by
defining audiences and tailoring campaign material to their needs,
one can significantly affect election results."

ig Boss, Michael. The Supply and Cost of Education and
WI the Vote: A Political-Economic Theory of School

Finance Elections. Eugene: Center for Advanced
Study of Educational Administration, University of
Oregon, 1973. 37 pages. ED 082 371

Despite an abundance of jargon, Boss's analysis of the school
financial election process is both original and provocative. The
traditional explanation for budget rejections is that they are caused
by a "taxpayers' revolt" against the high price of education Boss
argues that cost is only one variable in a school election, which is a
kind of marketplace transaction in which the voters (collectively
acting at a consumer) decide whether or not the commodity being
offered (the education the schools provide) is worth purchasing at
the proposed price Voters are likely to decide to buy when "the
proposed supply of the public good is less than or equal to,the
median preference for that good" Conversely, if the proposed
supply exceeds the demand, the voters are likely not to buy The
importance of cost is in helping establish the level of demand, "as
the tax-price per unit of education increases," the demand will tend
to decrease.

The notion that price interacts with supply and demand in
determining how the voters respond to a proposed budget puts
school election results in a different perspective For example, close
elect ionsor even budget defeats "may indicate that the present
systems of 'school finances are operating in a very desirable
fashion"; an evenly. divided election indicates that the public is
being asked to spend as much as it is willing to spend for thd best
education it is willing to pur,chase This may mean that continued
close electioris are inevitable But if there is no "taxpayers' revolt"
per se, schools need not respond by reducing costs and cutting back
on educational services. Instead. "there may be great potential for

1/ jpig
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increasing individual and collective demand for education through .
improved educational packages that better satisfy the voter-
taxpayers."

MCT ERIC clearinghouse on Educational Management.
School Financial Elections. Research Action° Brief.
Eugene: University of Oregon, 1977. 5 pages. ED 140
434.

This review discusses its subjects from both theoretical and
practical perspectives. Its first section concisely summarizes some
of the most significant research findings about voting behavior in
school elections. Many of the most important factors in shaping the
voting decision, including "race, level of education, age, and
economic status," are beyond the control of school administrators.
The second section suggests "appropriate action school
administrators can take to make the most of the challenge they
face in securing voter approval of funds to operate the schools." It
does this by focusing on some of the practical implications of the-
research findings.

Noting that schools must now actively work foi voter 'approval,
the review suggests that campaign efforts shoilld be directed
toward the most likely "yes" voters. The reason for this is that the
school voting decision is relatively permanent, and few negptive
decisions can be reversed in a short campaign. In addition, since
taxes are not always decisive in determining outcome, "cuts in
school spending may not change the minds of many voters."
Further, since parents, especially those of older students...are no
longer particularly likely to support the schools, efforts to get them
to vote may not bx of much use either.

Schools should strive to avoid controversy, which is strongly
linked to election defeats. A good way to do this is by working to
improve communication between the schools and the voting
public. As the document hopefully suggests: "School systems that
consult the public about educational policy may well find that

91'4.



voters who feel that the schools are interested in their opinions all
yeas, not merely at tax time, will not be so reluctant to pay the costs
of quality education."

240 alkinham, Ken. "Organized Work: The Road to a /
Successful Referendum." Phi Delta Kappan, 57, 9
(May 1976). pp. 611-12. 11 137 985

Falkinham, noting that "America's school districts must deal wit
an increasingly obstinate electorate," outlines some strategies,
facilitating passage of school financial measures. To begin w h,
schools should carefully analyze their needs. They should make
certain that "all alternatives to tax increases or new building
programs have been exhausted" and that "all avenues of expense

. cutting and/or building and room utilization have been considered"
before submitting requests to the voters. When the election is
called, "the public must be convinced that the Board of ,Education
and the school administration are solidly behind the referendum "

Falkinham next outlines a plan RI promote passage of the budget
measure. His plan includes A careful publicity cbazipaign and a
concerted effort to get out the "yes" vote. But "whatat makes the
plan different from other campaign tactics is its essential ingredient.
small group presentations." Those who speak,f to these small
gatherings should follow a precise outline de(signed to ensure
"consistent, credible presentations." In this way, the same
information will be disseminated at each meeting, the same points
emphasized and not emphasized The meetings themselves should
be "informal, give-and-take, question and aliswer sessions "

249 Hall, John Stuart, and 140e, Philip K. "Selected
Determinants of Precinct Voting Decisions in School
Budget Elections." The Western Political Quarterly,
29, 3.(September 1976). pp. 440-56. El 148 082

Hall and Piele conducted a study of voting behavior in Eugene,
Oregon. They found that "house value was strongly . . and
positively correlated to positive voting." In addition, they found
"positive voting by individuals we incomes in excess of $20,000."
These findings may indicate "t at higher income increases the
capacity to pay taxes."

Another useful predictor of polling place voting was previous
support for George Wallace. he authors suggest that a Wallace
,vote reflected a worldview t at summarized many of the feelings
attributed to "alienated" in viduals The study found that "support
for Wallace and oppositio to school budget elections are closely
related and cut across th class line reflected in house value."

'However, "the single st significant indicator for predicting the
outcome of school bydget elections in Eugene" was previous
polling place voting hapits. The fact that the school budget election
decision afipears to relatively permanent does not, of course.
explain how that d ision is made initially or why it might be
changed: the autho s suggest that these might be useful areas for
further research.

If Hall and Piel 's work is interesting for the factors it suggests do
'influence voting it is positively surprising for at least two

9,

fctors it suggests apparently have no influence. The authors-note .93
,that "there now appears_ to be substantial evidence to seriously

,:question the long-standing belief that schools can look to parents
rather than the general public for greater support in schopl financial
elections." And while there was "some negative relationship
between age and positive voting" (confirming the maxim that the
elderly vote against school budgets), the correlation disappeared
when house value was Added as a control.

\ Halley, Richard V., and Croskey Frank L.
LIU "Socioeconomic Variables as Predictors of School

Financial Referenda Voting Behavior?' Journal of
Education Finance. 2, 4 (Spring 1977), pp. 481-98. 11
160 442. .

With costs soaring and school referenda failing, educators have
been compelled to turn to the realm of the political scientist and
consider the causes of voting behavior. The financial bind has
convinced administrators that voter apathy and negativity can
continue only if the public is not addressed pn its own terms. If
religion, for example, is particularly important in deciding the
response at the polls, school districts might well want to gear their
campaigns to religious issues.

Following up on previous studies, Hatley aria Croskey assess
stable social and economic factors along with more fluid attitudes
toward school personnel, efficiency, and effectiveness. The
researchers sent questionnaires to,a random sample of voters in
rural, suburban, and urban Kansas districts that had held a bond
election within the preceding two years. The results were subjected
to regression analysis, which accounted for variance with disparate
rbsults 99 percent in one case and only 15 percent in another.

The most significant of the variables were not economic or
attitudinal but personal and sociological: sex, marital status,
number of childrep, mobility, and educational level. Although such
insights are helpfi 1, Hatley and Croskey do not pretend to have all
the answers. "Perhaps voting," they suggest, "is largely a very
personal, somewhat unpredictable, impulsive behavior lacking
conscious rationality on the part of the electorate."

The study is both encouraging and discouraging. On one hand,
Halley and Croskey have developed a useful tool for assessing and
predicting the results of school financial referenda. But the most
important variables seem to be those not easily changed. Short of
attempting to keep people in certain socioeconomic levels away
from the polls, there may be little administrators can do to bolster
electoral support. and referenda will continue to fail;

2E11
Jennings, Robert E. "The Effects of Tax Resistance,"
Phi Delta Kappan, 54,13(Apri11973), pp. 56748. 1) 077
857.

Jennings points out that one reason for school financial election
defeats may be simply "the reluctance 'of citizens to pay more
taxes." Indeed, there need not even be any real objection to the
financial measure being proposed; schools may be merely the
victims of "voters' frustrations at their inability to directly affect
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taxing policies in other jurisdictions."
Often factors other than tax resistance help to determine the

outcome of an election The public may, for example, object to
certain spetific school policies, even the personalities of school
officials may generate controverty In addition, in bond elections
there may be disagreements about the locations and designs of
proposecschool facilities

Jennings reports on a study to determine the effects of taxpayer
resistance in four suburban school districts The study indicated
that "tax resistance can form a solid bloc of opposition to funding
proposals," but that this need not lead to the defeat of such
proposals A more critical problem is the presence of unresolved
controversies in the electron Such controversies augment the
relatively constant nucleus of opposition formed by tax resisters,
thus "the more unresolved issues the greater the risk of defeat
Tax resistance itself is probably impossible to eliminate, so schools
should work "to isolate tax resstance through reduction of other
controversies."

Robert E., nTdaMxMilstein, "Citizens'S .2 Attitudes 1kt/education and
Urban Society, 5, 3 (May 19731, pp 299.319. EJ 078
893

This article takes a broader, but no less insightful, look at the
survey of voter attitudes discussed in Jennings. The study focused
on four districts in suburban Buffalo, New York, that had recently
held bond elections, No of which were 'successful. The authors
found that most votersnegative as well as positiveexpressed
faith in local school boards and were relatively satisfied with the
quality of education the schools were providing. Ironically, the
authors speculate that such confidence in the schias might
actually encourage negative voting among voters who feel that the
schools are already doing a good job and therefore do not need any
more money.

Even voters who are sate sped with the schools may vote against
bond measures d they become concerned about specific issues. For
example, in the two losing districts "building plans became centers
of controversy " More generally many voters in losing districts
believed the proposals included too many "frills." As a result, they /
tended to question "the necessity of new educational features and;
the appropriateness of the architectural designs of the proposed
facilities."

The tax costs of a proposal were often important in determining
its tate. Some voters would oppose even desirable and reasonably,
priced facilities if they thought building them would cause taxes to
increase. ,Less affluent 'voters were apparently most concerned
about rising taxes; "the lower the (voter's) income, the more likely
the tax:bill was perceived as becoming excessive." This suggests
that a voters ability to pay a tax increase may be more important
than the absolute size of such an increase.

tones, J. William. Budget/Finance Campaigns: You
Cant Afford to Lose. Arlington, Virginia: National
School Public Relations Association, 1977.97, pages.
ED 140 428.

"A financial revolution has descended on the classrooms of,
America." Jones says in his characteristically melodramatic style,
"perhaps with more intensity than any other revolution to visit,
public education since its conception in the early 1800s. The
revolution has meant closed schools, laidoff teachers. drastic
cutbacks in educational services, and defeat after defeat of bond
issues and tax levies intended to stem the flaw of the fiscal tide that
continues to erode public education from coast to coast." But the
national trend is not the whole story: some bond issues and tax
levies are passing. With today's frugal electorate, administrators
need to be especially aware of how to wage an effective campaign,

Although no one strategy is infallible. there are several elements
common to almost every successful school financial election. Jones
emphasizes that year-round communication is a necessity and that
the budget should be intelligible since voters are likely to resent "a
waterfall of financial figures and formulas couched in fiscal jargon
that only an accountant can understand." Another key ingredient is
citizen participation, a factor that adds an essential note of
credibility to a budget proposal Finally, the first announcement of
the campaign should be carefully planned and well poblicized; a
recent study of bond elections in Iowa indicates that threefourths
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of the voters made up their minds the first time they heard of the
proposal

While these truisms deserve attention, it is the practical details of
organizing a campaign that will try administrators. At all costs they
should avoid thespecter of a split school board, since friction within
the board of education can only make the electorate wary
Strategies should be mapped out on the basis of previous election
'results andpublic opinion polls The campaign should be directed
toward those who already support the budget, not those who are
opPoted; "it's more productive and easier to find ten 'yes' votes
than to turn one no' voter around."

Every effort should be made to involve the public Citizens
grpups should not be allowed to run the campaign, however,
because it is a joliroirtsro essronals who :lave the requisite time,
experience, and knowledge The most successful approach, loves
argues, talks less about money and more about programs.
Education is for students, not accountants. He fills out these and
other suggestions with numerous examples, including short
sketches of successful campaigns and advice from other experts.

To shortchange an election campaign is to shortchange the
students, and Jones emphasizes that it is impossible to be too
pragmatic. A referendum may be only a test of a district's public
relations abilities, but the stakes are too high to depend solely on
the electorate's goodwill.

.

SVI Kowalski, loan PA Sullivan. Voter Behavior and
Campaign Strategies- in 'School Finance Elections.

. Arlington, -Virginia. Educational Research Service,
Inc., 1977. 50'pages. ED 140 383

.
, ,

Thislesearch brief summairzes most of the recent work thotihas
been done on school elections, The Educationa! Research Ser nce

.
describes the recent history of school finance voting, ducuisses
some of the factors that influence voting behavior, and suggests
campaign strategies that can be effective in promoting passage of a
school money measure. Most of the material is not original, bu this
document is useful as a single source that includes a representative
sample of existing information about school financial elections.

FRS's summary of "variables that are associated with favorable"
election outcomes contains some thoughtful advice that school,
officials would do well to heed How citizens vote depends in part
on their perception of the superintendent or school board. "Voters
who identify strongly with school officials" and "who.believe their
school officials are providing effective leadership" are more likely
to "vote favorably for the schools " Instead of encouraging greater
participation, districts should "take advantage of normal low
turnout to recruit more voters who favor school issues" IRS also
recopm ends that school officials "begin campaigns early. the
longer the campaign effort, the more likely it is that the bond or tax
issue will pass." Finally. because "voter behavior surveys indicate
that a high information level was associated with pissitive voting
while the greatest negative voting was registerea by those who
thought there were' no local needs," districts should work to
communicate arguments for approving money requests Such
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communication is beg achieved through "encouraging community 95
participation in schookelated activities."

I

aNeufeld, john L, "taxrate Referencaandthe
Taxpayers'

34, 4 (December 1977}, pp. 441-56. 11 175 590.

The "taxpayers' reeolt".of the early 1970s is often seen as an
attack on a particular form of taxationa line of thinking that
assumes voters are opposed to the property tax per se. Because
property taxes are an important element in school financing, the ,.
electorate's reluetance may also be seen as an expression of
disenchantment! with the whole educational system. But, as
Neideld ciirwincengly demonstrates, there is no need to draw such
harrowing conclusions from the schools' succession of defeats at
the ballot box. The voters support eauCation, but the drastic budget
increases of the fate 1960s and early 70i simply proved excessive.
"The 'revolt' can be seen, in this light, as a signal to ttre public
education sectok to appropriately reduce its rate of growth of
expenditures." ; .

Neufeld grounds his argument in a model of voter behavior in
millage electioni,a model that is also useful in understanding
public attitudes toward tax increases generally. Basic assumptions
are laid out in formulas that are tested with referendum .results in
seventeen Michigan districts. Neufeld contrasts elections held
during the relatively acquiescent years of 19591961 with those held
during 19691971 to determine if the latter era is characterized by
anything that might be described as a property tax rebellion.

His analysis indicates At "not only is there no evidence of a
property taxpayers' revolt in the "later period, but the evidence
suggests the contrary: the property tax appears to have been a less
objectionable source of school financing in the later period than the

,, earlier period."
With this kind of evidence, administrators can no longer blame

all their troubles at the polls on an unappeasable electorate. There
have been no dramatic changes ;the public still supports education.
But the voters insist that the price tags reflect the expeCtations and
realities of the 70s.

ssce Piele, Philip K, and Hall, John Stuart. Budgets, Bonds,
l.L..1) and Ballots: Voting Behavior in School Financial

Clections. Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexingtori
Books, D. C Heath and Company, 1973. 220 pages.
E0137 989.

In this comprehensive volume, Piele and Hall catalog and
evaluate the findings of nearly every significant empirical research
study conducted from 1960 to 1973 of voter behavior in school
financial elections. They note .that voter behavior has changed
markedly in recent years. The passage of a school financial
measure, once little more than a formality, has become increasingly
difficult. Since the mid960s, the consensus of the electorate
"appears to have changed from a majority in support (of such
measures) to a majority in opposition." Despite this shift, there is
still general approval of and esteem for public education. In fact,

.100
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96 there see s to be little connection between a voter's perception of
the qualit of public education and his or her voting habits.

The autpors considered t' e relative importance of .various
factors in starling the decisions of individual vote.s. They found
little support for the theory that people vote out of simple
economic silf-interest. There is evidently "no significant relation-
ship betwee relative issue cost and election outcome." Further,

\ although laimeowners are the group most directly affected by
Iigher property taxes, the authors found "no statistically significant

lationshiplbetween horbe ownership and voting for or against a
choollinancial election."

Sockieconomic status may, 'however, influence voting; there
ppears to be a "strong positive relationship between income and

educational attainment and positive voting in school financial
elections.' In addition, voting behavior may be influenced by how a
person sees his relationship to his community; "voters who sre
alienated are more likely to oppose school financial issues than
those who are not."

As public attitudes toward school financial measures have
changed, so, too, have the best tactics for supporters of such
measures to employ. Empirical support for the idea that the best
way to secure approval is to "get out the vote" is "almost
none)ristent." In fact, the authors suggest that a "general increase in
voter turnout will produce a relatively greater representation of
those less likely to favor school financial elections." Thus efforts
should be focused primarily on those most likely to support the
measure, typically on "young. highly educated, relatively wealthy
white collar workers."

22E, Rubinfeld, Daniel 1.. "Voting in a Local School
Election: A Micro Analysis." Review of Economics
and Statistics, 59, 1 (February 1977), pp. 30.42. Ej 158
722.

Most recent studies of voting behavior have focused on the
"median voter" and have been based on data from the precinct,
school district, or local level. Although there are advantages to such
an approach, it ignores important elements and invites bias. An
analysis of information drawn from a survey of households may
have liabilities, but F binfeld has nevertheless found it a useful
complement to othe racks. His microanalysis of two local "school
elections in Troy, Michigan, not only suggests important influences
on voter behavior, but also reveals methodological weaknesses in
the aggregated model,

The May referendum in the Detroit subutb failed by a large
niargin while the same budget presented in June barely passed.
Rubinfeld posits that voters make their choices according to self-
interest, and the millage election results generally bear out his
assumption. Those most inclined to support the Ishool budget, he
found; are usually, relatively well off, have chilcRin in school, and
expect to get their money's worth out of education The successoif
the second referendum, then, was mainly a result of new voters \at
the polls, not attitudinal changes. Michigan's -"circuit.breaker"
property tax elief plan was introduced between the May and Tune
elections, but it does not seem to have played an influential role in

O

the passage of the proposal.
A:though his observations may be of practical value, Rubinfeld's

primary interest is in the development of a model. He concludes
t hat microanalysis is a valid tool in assessing and predicting elettiori
decisions and that it can lend precision to the findings of aggregated
studies.
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Ainsworth, Ellen. "Parent Involvement in Schools: A 97
Parent's View." Thrust for Educational Leadership, 6,
3 (January 1977), pp. 68. El 159815.

The parent's perspective on volunteer program, is of particular
interest in a field that is directly concerned with nonprofessiorials.
As an education consultant with the League of Women Voters and
as a concerned parent, Ainsworth is well aware of the difficulties of
instituting a volunteer project. But she finds no reason to despair;
the solution, she 'suggests., lies in a realistic assessment of the
situation and appropriate action.

Ainsworth's long rundown of likely problems is a helpful warning
to those who might expect a volunteer program to run smoothly on
goodwill alone. On the district level, administrators are apt to
ignore the help that volunteers have given, may have difficulty
choosing members of advisory committees. must arrange training
prOgrams, and may encounter frustrations in the course of long-
term projects. On the classroom level, teachers must learn to treat
parents as coworkers, not as rivals, and a coordinator must match
volunteers' skills and personalities with needs.

While Ainsworth does not minimize these obstacles; he is not
easily discouraged. Training in group dynamics can ease enlions in
committee work, attrition will eventually take care of uncommitted
parents, and volunteers can learn to accept training. Ainsworth's
optimism is not unfounded: her participation in an Early Childhood
Education school has convinced her that parent volunteer programs
do work. The result, she says, is less alienation between the schools
and the community. '

M 0 Bartley, Bayard. Potential Building Technique (PBT):
Z/ A Volunteer Para-Professional for the Classroom.

Santa Ana, California: Santa. Ana Unified School
District, 19 %.11 pages. ED 122173.

/
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Numerous programs center on students with severe educational
problems, but the "average" child is too often neglected. The.
Potential Building Technique (PBT) is designed to reach this group
by encouraging all pupils to feel worthwhile. Developed by Bartley
for the Santa Ana schools, the technique has been used with great
success in several California districts.

The PUT volunteers are not asked to grade papers, discipline
students, or perform clerical duties (some of the tasks frequently
associated with volunteer work). The PBT aide is in the classroom
for only one reason to interact with the children on a ontoone
basis and give them confidence in their social and academic
endeavors. Acceptable behavior isfostered by tactile, aural, and
visual rewards. The volunteer touches the pupils wan nly, looks
them in the eyes, tells the children exactly what they have done
right, and makes a slash on the Work Record card; each response is
a tangible reward for the child.

The PBT is one of the few programs that actively seek out the
student who sits quietly in the corner. With the kind of close
interaction it offers, volunteers can feel that their time has been
well spent, and children can discover a new sense of - 4

their own abilities.

lo
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2 (5O Columbus Public Scbm...s. Volunteer Services System
kill Year 3. Columbus, Ohio: 1976 116 pages ED 126619

Project Director Helgerson and her coworkers have updated two
previous reports and constructed a comprehensive model for
management of a volunteer system suitable to any school district.
The basic model is designed to meet the needs of a changing

icommunty, the administrativestructure is. therefore, dynamic and
.

amenable to shared decisicinmaking The organization of volunteer
activities also allows for inriovation and an assessor t period
invites modification. -

Without willing workers. the model is only theory, so section on
the management of particular programs indicates wa s to put the
system into practice Attention is paid to recruitment strategies and
treatment of volunteers Samples of media announcements'are an
especially useful feature of this discussion:

The actual operation of a school volunteer program requires
numerous decisions in mat* areas, including preparation of a
budget, scheduliog, and program development Helgerson treats
these challenges is exercises in problem-solving and outlines a step-
by-step procedure for dealing with them. The suggestions for staff
operations are similarly practical, and actual job descriptions are a
helpful adjunct to the general commentary

This handbook's greatest virtues are its abundance of pragmatic
advice and many examples of materials. Theoretical issues are
grounded in practical considerations, and there is a clear awareness
of the intricacies involved in running a successful program.

Doyle, lames R. "Digging for Human
'reasure." Educational Leadership. 34, 1 (October
)76), pp. 26.30 E 1 146 508.

The most ob itous benef iciaties of school volunteer programs are.
of course, the children themselves Students are offered new
activities and the personal attention that can aid their academic
progress. But the rewards of volunteer programs do not end with the
students* for the volunteers may discover a new sense of worth

In this enthusiastic report on the Teachingleaming Communities
project in Ann Arbor, Michigan, Doyle delineates some of the
benefits senior citizens may reap from their involvement with the
schools. The most significant of these gains, Doyle suggests. is a
new sense of belonging By sharing their skills in woodworking,
photograpl.v, cooking, science, music, reading, and gardening,
"grandpersons" rediscovered the value of their own abilities and
renewed their interest in the world ,

Doyle recognizes that a program involving senior citizens
necessarily requires careful consideration of their situations. Health
problems, for example. may rule out the participation of some
volunteers, and transportation may entail careful coordination But,
as the Ann Arbor project indicates, there are no insurmotmtable
difficulties, and the rewards are well worth the effort

Doyle's high praise of the project and its director, Carol Tice, is
not just polite professional flattery, he has adopted the Teading-
Learning Communities program in his own district, and he
encourages other educators to do the same,

1

V52 Filipczak, James; Lordeman, Ann; and Friedman,
Robert M. "Parental Involvement in the Schools:
Towards What End?" Paper presented at American°
Educational Research Association annual meeting,
New York, April 1977. 22 pages. ED 143104.

. This comprehensive review of the literature on parental
involvement with education is an appropriate antidote to the many !
suggestive but insubstantial reports in the field. The authors cast a '
critical eye on the work done in four areasvolunteerism. parent-
scheiol communication, paient training, and policy-makingand
find it generally lacking m rigor. The literature often neglects to
describe the causal relationships between increased parental
involvement and its results, leaving the all-important linl&-to be
inferred. Moreover, the methodologies usually do not allow for
careful measurement, and there is a paucity of followup
information on the effects-of parents' participation.

In the field of volunteerism, for example, the literature extolls the
virtues of various projects and outlines many ways of utilizing
community resources. But for all the apparent success of these
programs, little attention has been paid to measuring the outcomes
or to evaluating the effect of volunteer activities on students,
parents, teachers, and administrators. With such significant gaps in
the scholarship, the authors cannot help but reserve judgment o
the worth of volunteer programs; more than plaudits are needed
demonstrate the value of parental involvement In the schools.

A useful complement to this study's insistence on rigor is n

eightpage bibliography. . -I
sz,, Hickey, Howard W. "Community Education's
02) Implications for Teaching." Journal of Teacher

Education, 28, 4 (july/August 1977), pp. 19-20. El 166
777. I

Even though community education may require teachers to
drastically reassess their assumptions about the purposhs of
education, there is a growing movement to break down the walls
between the community and the classroom. teaming, iilickey
emphasizes, is an active process, and direct involvement with the
community :s the most effective means of broadening students'
horizons. Volunteers can offer their expertise and experience as
well as their concern, and community activities can offer the most
stimulating classroom of all. /

Hickey suggests the major obstacle to community education is
not logistics, finances, or politics, but educators' attitudes. He
argues that teachers must become planners, not instructors. They
should continue, to make the crucial decisions about the most
rewarding environment for teaming but they must sometimes
relinquish their podiums to the unacknowledged experts around
usthe veteran next door, the musician across the street, or the
service . station owner down 'the block. The confines of the
classroom should give way to visits to factories, streams, and stores.
Not only will students become more interested in a given subject,
but they will gain a practical understanding of its career
implications. And the final reward, Hickey says, may be the

3
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students' new sense of identification with the community where
they live.-

SZA Illinois State Office of Education. Because They Care:
A Resoq(ce Manual for Volunteer Programs.
Springfield: 1976. 85 pages ED 130 250.

This broad overview of school volunteer programs in Illinois
ors a sense of the diverse possibilities open to administrators.
Members of Illinois Regional Advisory Councils visited hundreds of
schools before preparing their recommendations on the various
projects in their state ,This breadth is apparent in both the general
discussion and the abundance of practical examples and
information.

The manual givei helpful explanations of programs in Illinois,
with special attentfon to the roles of the senior citizen, tutor, and
aide in career education An emphasis on concrete results is
reflected in the a vice on training and potential problem areas. The
authors are m' dful that successful communication among
teachers, volun ers, and administrators depends on clearly stated
goals and task , and they outline guidelines in those 'directions.

But it is the i umerous examples of various program designs and
procedures t are of particular value; samples of everything from
evaluation a d registratipn forms to letters and advertisements are
Included. th its lists of project directOrs' names and addresses,
the report a virtual almanac of volunteer programs in Illinois.

SZ Johnson, Simon 0.; Guinagh, Barry X; Bell, Afaa M,;
and Estrofe Nancy. "Developing a School Volunteer
Program." Theory into practice/16.1 (February 1977),

i pp. 17-22. El 163 153.. ..

VVhie almost half of the major school district) in the nation have
instit ted volunteer programs, their approaches have been all too
unsy tematic. Research on recruiting, training, and evaluation has
beeri especially scant, and educators are left with descriptions of
methods employed in a given district orhomilies on the essential
ayllPottents of a successful program Writing from their expericnce

/
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with the Florida Follow Through project, Johnson and his 99
colleagues offer specific tested tactics that can be used in
organizing any volunteer program.

A summary of basic questions asked by teachers, parents,,and
principals leads into succinct practical advice on recruiting,
training, and evaluation. Johnson and his coauthprs emphasize that
potential volunteers are easy to identify, but recruiting them may
prove challenging. Telephone calls, social gatherings, and word of
mouth are all useful, but soliciting should be done in an organized
mannkr. Business people, for example, may be a valuable resource,
but they are often unavailable when they are needed most. A
Follow Through project survey alleviated this problem by providing
teachers with the information necessary to schedule visits by this
important but elusive resource. ,

The treatment of training and evaluation outlines general
principles of organization and offers advice on specific procedures.
Training should address the objectives of the program as well as the
activities expected of the aides. After the initial training and
classroom visits by the project coordinator, follow.up workshopi
may offer an opportunity for'dealing with the frustrations that are
bound to arise in the early weeks of the program. Evaluation should
yea continuing process, with a monthly assessment Of performance
and objectives. The Florida researchers also deal with some of the
myriad details involved with developing a program; they suggest,
for example, time limits, preferred locations, and even manners
conducive to successful meetings.

The attention paid to both principles and particulars makes this a
helpful model for organizing a volunteer project in any area.

55 ;
Robert

a;l ril."BlgSBoherBig ister. A Public Sctool Approach for
the '70s." Child Welfare, 5(, 5 (May 1977), pp. 333-38.

( El 162783.

The Eugsene (Oregon) schools' Big BrotherBig Sister program is
designed to provide emotional support for elementary and junior
high students who are having difficulties at home or in school, Lee
and Rubinstein assign the success of the project to its unusual
organization and staff supervision.

Volunteers are recruited from many sourcesthe local
university and community college, the business world, the elderly,
and the unemployed. After undergoing careful screening and
training, volunteers are assigned to children whom they will see for
at least fifteen hours a month. Their activities are not particularly
dramatic or expensive: the volunteer and child may take a bike ride,
watch television, bake cookies, or sew, for example, .

The children's backgrounds are as heterogeneous as those,of
their big brothers and sisters; they come from all economic levels
and from one- and twoparent families. The common' denominator
among the students is a sense of isolation. Volunteers are not,
however, asked to work with emotionally disturbed. handicapped,
or delinquent children.

Problems are bound to arise in the course of such a program, but
continued contact between the staff and volunteers has kept
misunderstandings to a minimum. Volunteers attend monthly

1O
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100 meetsngs where they can express their concern and test their ideas
Experienced big brothers and big sisters are on hand to advise
newcomers. and problem-solving techniques are employed.

Although not fochproof, the program has garnered widespread

_community support- and won new friends for the schools.
Neighboring districts are already emulating the Eugene model, and
Lee and Rubinstein hope that others will porn them.

SZT Masters, Charlotte. School Volunteers' Who Needs
Them? Fastback Series, No. 55. Bloomington, Indiana:

Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation, 1975. f$5
pages. ED 103 983.

ACcording to Mastors, community-based school v unteer
programs, coordinated at the state level, can help proble -beset
schools accomplish their goals. Without raising costs, uch
programs tap community resources to help schools provide
adequate learning experiences and promote school-community
rapport.

Mistors recounts the organization of LINKS (Laymen in North
Kingstown Schools) a local community-based program that she
directed, and VIRIS (Volunteers in Rhode Island Schools), a
statewide coordinating organization that she now directs. Both
LINKS and VIRIS are incorporated tax-exempt charitable
organizations independent of the school system.

The successful experiences of,LINKS and VIRIS show how a
community can meet the challenges presented by financial
problems, legal restraints, and staff resistance and can establish a
volunteer tutoring program. Mastors gives an eleven-step process
for the development of a volunteer program and specific guidelines
for its administration. She also Lives sample letters, evaluation
forms, and a volunteer coordinator pob description.

This publication is addressed to community mearibers seeking to
establish a self-governing olunteer program rather than to school
administrators. Its discussion of program administration and its
sample forms, however, can prove useful to schoolbase ' ins,
The LINKS and ViRISProgram models also offer altemat __. to t,

typical school-based program.

Mott Institute for Community Improvement, The Use
of School Volunteers. Est Lansing: Michigan State
University, 1973. 10 pages. ED 109 443.

The probleMs M using school yolunteers are, according to this
brief but sound report from thi Mott Institute for Community
Improvement, 'more than offset by the results a better
community in which to educate children and adults Within a
planned and imaginative program, volunteers can extend the
teaching capacity of a school, bring unique skills to their service,

' and improve the climate of the community
The bulk of this report covers the process of developing a

program, from the initial determination of volunteer roles to
evaluation. A general discussion of problems encountered in
program development contains some useful suggestions.
Concerning volunteer recruitment, for instance, the institute
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recommends the use of trial commitments of eight weeks rather
than the typical indefinite Commitment. This practice helps
overcome the reticence of potential volunteers and 'gives both
school and volunteer an established testing period, of the
volunteer's service. The institute-also suggests that prospective
volunteers be allowed to participate in the development of their job
descriptions. If they can incorporate their interests and talents in
their service, they more likely will find satisfaction.

SE) National School Public RelationsAssocialion. School'
Volunteers: Districts Recruit Aides to Meet Rising
Costs, Student Needs Arlington, Virginia, 1973. 68
pages. ED 079 257.

This thorough report provides an overview of school volunteer
programs, guidelines for their administration, and examples of the
practices of individual programs. The infoimation gathered from
over four hundred programs offers both a summary of common
program concerns and practices and a full selection of individual
ideas and insights.

Mixing facts and advice, the booklet covers the benefits and
drawbacks of volunteer programs, their planning and coordination,
the specific tasks of volunteers, volunteer recruitment, training and
retention, and program evaluation. Five different programs receive
attention, among them a large urban program, a comprehensive
statewide program, and a crossage teacning program. A concluding
list of organizations and programs offers sources for further
information,

This report can be helpful to schools considering the develop-
ment of a new program and to established programs in need of new
ideas. The discussion of possible volunteer tasks is particularly
suggestive. Volunteers need not be limited to the standard clerical
and tutorial tasks. They can provide such imaginative services as
behavior modification play therapy, the training of children with
poor perceptual motor skills, and the ombudsman-like handling of
community complaints.

27,--, Ohio State Department of Education. Utilizing
V.11 Volurbeers for Children with Behavioral Disabilities.

Columbus: Division of Special Education, 1974. 28
pages. ED 105 690,

To promote the development of similar programs, this publica-
tion reports on the implementation and evaluation of a school
program using volunteers to help behaviorally disordered children.
Through the Franklin County Community Helper Program,
volunteers worked individually with such children within the school
to help bring about behavioral and academic growth. The helpers
met twice weekly with the children for informal conversation,
games, and academic tutoring More important than any tutoring,
however, was the development of supportive relationships between
helpers and children.

The program was pudged most successful in helping mildly or
moderately disturbed children, particularly those who had scored
high on the inadequacy-immaturity items of the Quay-Peterson



Behavior Check List The most successful helpers were those who
provided high levels of nonpossessive warmth and empathy.

Based on the experience of the Franklin program, the report
presents guidelines for the establishment of similar programs,
suggestions for the training of volunteers, and sample volunteer
activities.

Oregon State Department of Eriwation. Manual for
Developing a Volunteer Tutoring Program. Salem.
1974. 64 pages..ED 131 575.

An acronym for Every Student Cares about Personalized
Education, ESCAPE is a University of Oregon program that assists
children and encourages student involvement with the community
The project began on a modest scale but has since blossomed into
such a wide-ranging program that it has been chosen for inclusion in
the Promising Practices in Oregon Education series on innovative
pedagogical techniques.

The descriptions of the project's structure, tutoring guidelines,
personnel training, and teacher orientation contained in this manual
provide not only an informative look At a particular program but also
offer a model for districts with similar goals and needs

Firs( the authors state the program's goals and outline an
appropriate structure Careful attention is given to the delegation of
responsibilities, the specific taskt of the administrators, and recruiting
techniques The second section lays down principles that define the
tutor's relationship with the teacher and pupil They emphasize the
practical problems of establishing rapport and planning a tutoring
session. A reading list on basic approaches to education is a useful
addendum to this section and a reminder that tutors need to
understand the significance of their efforts in a larger context.

A section on personnel training is especially helpful, the authors
outline the topics for weekly seminars and provide specific examples
of techniques used in the curriculum Finally, the report deals with the
teacher's role in personalized instruction The teacher bears the final
responsibility for the pupil's progress, the support, experience, and
guidance provided by the teacher are essential ingredients in a
successful tutorial prow. rn

The manual is noteworthy f'r its practicality. Concrete situations
are given the attention they deserve and are discussed in a
straightforward manner.

41) ac Recruitment Leadership and Training Institute.
Lr 66 Volunteers in Education: A Handbook for

Coordinators of Volunteer Programs. Philadelphia.
1975. 134 pages ED 117 341,

This valuable handbook, a revision of the popular 1972 ABC's:A
Handbook for Educational Volunteers, offers comprehensive
guidelines for community members and educators wishing to
establish or improve school volunteer programs. It both discusses
the goals of such programs and gives abundant specific advice that
is adaptable to different local needs and situations. Commendably,
the handbook is clear, organized, highly readable, and thorough It
gives indepth coverage to all the standard aspects of program

development, implementation, and evaluation and also provides 101
helpful discussions of funding sources and prophsal preparation,
several program models, and the use of volunteers in career
education.

'typical of the handbook's thoropghness is its treatment of the
orientation And training of volunteers. It lists possible orientation
activities and elements common to preservice training programs,
gives suggestions for developing a training program, and discusses
training techniques and on-the-job orientation. It also provides an
outline of a sample orientation program, a list o' activities for
continued training, and specific guidelines for training student
volunteers through role-playing sessions and workshops.

sTD Wyckoff, Loma M. "School Volunteers Face the
Issues.".Phi Delta Kappan, 58, 10 (June 19771 pp,
755.56. Ej 160 489.

In this editorial director's report on a 1977 National School
Volunteer Program (NSVP)conference, Wyckoff notes that the very
success of volunteer projects has unsettled many professionals. The
relationship between the educator and the volunteer remains
unclear and is potentially volatile, The author wonders, for
example, what would happen if teachers went on strike. A massive
volunteer program might well undermine the walkout and force
teachers back into the clasbroorn with their demands unmet. Recent
history already includes examples of superintendents and principals
who have tried to keep school doors open with the help of volunteer
aides. There is also fear that these days of budget constraints may
lead to the permanent displacement of professionals by unpaid
citizens.

Wyckoff supports volunteer programs, but she insists they should
not be allowed to threaten the teacher's position. She suggests that
the solution lies in careful definition of the volunteers' role and their
relationship to the professional educator. The NSVP's
recommendation that volunteers remain on the sidelines during a
strike is a step in this direction, but more study and guidelines are in
order.
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STAn Blakeslee, loan C. "Individualized Inservice'
tval Training." Catalyst for Change, 4.2 (Winter 1975), pp.

4-8. El 110970.

A unique inservice training program in Delaware, Ohio, allows
each teacher to choose the particular ways he or she will improve
teaching ability. Teachers choose such goals 'as improving
classroom management or increasing student participation in more
meaningful discussions. In the course of the twelveveek program,
teachers are videotaped six' to nine times as they present a lesson.
They later view each lilteento-twenty minute videotape with a
trained Inservice Training Leader who teaches them to analyze their
class:vat behavior and plan improvement strategy.

The program is based on the Inservice Strategy Model for
Modifying Teaching Behavior developed by the MichiganOhio
Regional Educational Laboratory. As Blakeslee explains it, the plan
rests on the -.belief that "self-directed change is more likely to
produce persisting change." Because teachers choose their own
goals for improvement, they realize that the program "is not
something done to or for them, but rather something done with
them." Staff members can participate in the program again and
again as they discover new ways they want to continue their growth
as teachers.

Sig Brainard, Edward. The Colorado Department of
eV Education and the Development of School District

. Based Administrator Renewal Programs. Denver:
Colorado State Department of Education, 1975. 15
pages. ED 114 993.

In 1975, thirty-one Colorado school districts were planning or
operating their own administrative renewal programs, primarily
aimed at middle management educators who have completed their
formal education. Brainard, of the Colorado StateDepartment of
Education, has. reviewed these programs to identify"the
characteristics of effective administrator renewal progranis.

Brainard maintains that the best programs allow participating
administrators to select topics and problerris for study that are
related to their own job concerns and school improvement projects.
Scheduling continuous sessions with lollowup activities worki
better than "one-shot" events. Smalltroup and individualized
sessions are more successful than large workshops.

Brainard also presents the ttepby-step activities that Colorado
school districts have undertaken in planning administrative renewal
programs. Many districts organize a collegial team (seven-ten local
administrators who cooperate as consultants) to design a renewal,
program and analyze suitable problems for study. According to the
author, this is.a particularly effective innovation, since urnversity
professors or outside consultants may be too costly for many
districts.

The report concludes with a list of goals and objectives adopted
by the Colorado State Department of Education to support the
development of administrator renewal programs in local school
districts.

10t
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276 Day, Barbara D,:, and Jenkins, James W. "North
Carolina's K3 Staff Development Program."
Educational Leadership, 32, 5 (February 1975), pp
326-30. EJ 125 015.

Although the staff development program described by Day and
Jenkins is limited to a very specific purposeK-3 continuous
progress education.the innovativ,p program includes valuable
components applicable to all staff development efforts.

The statewide program includes summer institutes utilizing a
team approach in which teachers, special education teachers,
aides, supervisors, and'principals who work together are trained
together in new teaching techniques, human relations, and values
clarification. Participants in the institutes are given an opportunity
to use, newly acquired techniques with students in a classroom/
setting

Other components of the, summer institutes are micrekteaching
clinics utilizing videotape, a teacher resource center for reating
Materials, and Workshops in curriculum areas Staff meetings and
evaluation sessions are held daily so that the program may be
continually adapted to meet the needs of participants and staff

Because employment for teachers in North Carolina has been
extended 'o ten months, additional inservice training days ate
scheduled throughout the school year This trainon offers

'workshops, courses, statewide seminars, and opportunity to travel
to observe and participate in other programs

277 Devaney, Kathleen, and Thorn, Lorraine. Exploring
Teachers; Centers. San Francisco Far West
Laboratory for Educational Research and
Development. 1975 224 pages ED 107 601

Devaney and Thorn begin by descrebrig teachers' centers as
"young and homespun but attractive and apparently vigorous
cqmmunitles in which practicing teachers continue their
professional education." The teachers' center can serve as a focus
for staff development activities by providing a place where teachers
can attend seminars, workshops, and demonstrations as well as
exchange ideas, share problems, and explore and create materials
for classroom use.

In a style that is lively and refreshing, the authors describe
twenty-two teachers' centers, including information about '"what
goes on," style, setting, and programs The authors insist on
"emphasizing the apostrophe' in the term "teachers' center"
because centers must be "responsive to teachers' own defined w Is of
their continuing learning needs " Yet they do not rule out the
possibility of successful centers that originate from and are
supervised by administrators or school districts

One such center, the Advistiry Center for the Improvement of
Education in Philadelphia, provides afternoon, evening, and
Saturday workshops tailored to teachers' needs in such areas as
crafts, activelearning math and science, and language arts In
addition, teachers are encouraged to drop in to exchange materials
and expenence The center has two full-time coordinators

supported by the school histrict and is housed in an older school 103
building. .

23,0 Doob, Heather S. internship Programs in Educational-
OW. Adminisiration. An ERS Report. Washington, D.C.:

Educational Research Service, 1974. 28 pages. ED
098 706.

Intern program's in educational administration are becOming a
popular way for teachers and 'other district employees to enter
school administration, according to this Educational Research
Service (ERS) survey of over one thousand school distftts. Survey

/results indicate that only one-third of the schools presently operate

,

/results
programs in educational administration, though two-thirds

prefer to hire administrators with intern experience. The surveyed
districts tend to prefer district employees to university students
when filling intern positions. Lee school districts indicate more
extensive experience with intern programs than do small ones.

Responding to the growing professional interest in intern
programs for educational administration, ERS has assembled
eleven models of school district intern programs in this.report,
select( :4 on the basis of length of operation and variety_ Although
ERS makes no recommendations about the value of any one
program, the differences in these models should present an
interesting study, to schools considering internship programs.

Some districtg require interns to use many talents in carrying out
their responsibil ties, such as working in public relations, developing
new instruction I programs, and evaluating teachers. Other districts
may relegate el teal responsibilities to interns, such as scheduling
facilities, orde ing and distributing supplies, and reporthig on
administrative eetings. Most intern programs do not of fersalaries,
though side benefits (such as preferred consideration for
administrative appointments) are 'often specified in the program
model. The districts that submitted models of intern programs to
this report could have enhanced their value by providing
information about how these programs are working.

2 ,27, (6) Duke, Daniel linden. "Developing a Comprehensive
lnservice Program for School improvement." NASSP
Bulletin, 61, 408 (April 1977), pp. 66-71. El 162 122.

Duke presents a convincing argument for a comprehensive
inservice program He points out that each year thousands of
teacl.ersijoVout of education as a result of lack of stimulation.
Furtherfnore, their morale and continuing education are vital
because they are daily working with students.

Unfortunately, many inservice programs lack provisions for
...invoimpg teachers in the planning and evaluative stages. Nor 'do

lhqy make provisions for long-term commitment of outside experts
or for comprehensive staff development and school improvement.

In an effort to overcome these handicans, Stanford University
and Herbert Hoover Junior High have developed a ne * 'nservice
model. This came about as a result of a district order to move from
the school's non-earthquake-proof building to a new.openspace
facility. Along with the usual problems, the move increased school
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104 population and the need for bilingual and multicultural education.

To meet these challenges, work-study teams consisting of
Hoover teachers, aides, and administrators, plus Stanford faculty
advisers and research assistants, selected particular areas of
concern, including language arts, social studies, open space,
bilingual education, multicultural education. and community

,participation. Each team had a budget and was responsible for
setting its own objectives and biweekly ais. eta. The district
provided released time one afternoon per week for the teachers to
wo:k in their teams. Duke explains many of the team s plans of

. , a action in specific terms.
Duke is not content merely to hail the predicted success of the

model; he concludes his article with a list of obstacles that must be
overcome if the program is to prove viahle over the long run.

,.

SOO Ehrenberg, Lyle Me, and Brandt, Ronald S." Improved
Student Learning: A Necessary Goal of Staff
Development." Educational Leadership, 34, 3
(December 1976), pp 205-9 El 150 148

Ehrenberg and Brandt present a well-organized approach to
implementing a staff development program with the specific goal
of improved student learning The assertion is made that the current
crisis in education may result from "inappropriate, actions pt
educators" rather than from quality of materials, facilities, or
financial restraints Ehrenberg and Brandt believe that too often
staff development programs do not have a strategy "By strategy,
we mean a plan consisting of a sequence of actions involving
coordinatidn of things and people to achieve an objective for which
there is a stated rationa1,4 " _

There is a three-part plan necessary for the ,success of any staff
development program During the preparation phase, the gap
between the cksired outcome and the "existing results" needs to be
identified and the causes fur the discrepancy-analyzed. Only in this
way can competencies and subsequent strategies be identified.

In the design phase it is essential to identify which competencies
need strategies for knowledge development and Which need
strategies for skill development, the latter requiring additional
practice time. Necessary activities for the learner and the instructor
are also essential.

During tile implementation phase, time must be allotted for
training as well as for assessment. Money must be appropriated in
accordance with district goals, and there must be 4 commitment to
maintain the course of action decided on-in the preparation phase

Gellert, Hannah N., and others State Legislation
Affecting inservice Staff Development in Public
Education. Waghington. D C Lawyers' Committee
for Civil Rights under taw. 1976 190 pages ED 129
031.

Ceffert and others have compiled legislation in effect as of
January 1976 that constitutes the legal structure for the
development and implementation of inservice staff development
programs for public,education Among the major elements of the
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statutes affecting inservice staff developmenare collective
bargaining, inservice activities. inservice..sgtoTects (including ''.3
agricultural instruction, delinquency, and Crime prevention),
inservice authority, inservice participants, leaves of absence, and
attendance requirements. Since collective bargaining has,
substantial impact on inservice governance, the relevant portions of
state employee negotiation statutes are reproduced in chart form.

Staff development is here defined in broad terms. it includes
formal inservice training as well as meetings., conferences.
conventions, and gatherings held by educational associations.

SOS Georgia State Department olducation. Certification,
Renewal through Staff Development Atlanta: Office
of Instructional Services, 1976. 55 pages. ED 128 295.

This collection of supportive materials presents practical
guidelines for the development of a set" of standards for
certification renewal All the necessary steps for developing a

. model of staff development for certification renewal are logically
presented and clearly defined.

The key factor in the initial stages of the staff development
program is the identification of the needs of the local students.
From here the teachers and administrators can get a clear picture of
their individual needs asscisment Once these needs are
established, the criteria fce local OM development derive directly
from the student needs. It follows, then; that the central premise on
which certification renewal ought to be based is how well
educational personnel demonstrate that they have met the needs
assessed for the local students. It is important that personnel
performance be evaluated in an actual educational setting.

The Georgia State Department of Education has included the
adm- reisirative procedures necessary for the development of the
program for certification renewal and the criteria and reocedures
for recommending renewal. Reprinted in the article is an actual
recommendation for certificate renewal that could prove useful to
those in need of specific renewal guidelines.
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1.3 Higley, Ierry.. fn service Training for _ Staff and
O -Administrators. School Leadership Digest Series,

Number 8. ERICICEM Research Analysis Series,
Number 10. Arlington, Virginia; and Eugene: National
Association of Elementary School Principals; and
ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management,
University of Oregon.1974. 32 pages. ED 099 951.

Higley's paper is one of the most thorough sources on the
development of inservice training for principals, providing a
valuable bibliography of current literature on the topic.

Higley points out that there is a general agreement mong
professionals on the need for inservice training but that " here Is
considerable disagreement over "nat such training is sup d to
produce." University education departments tend to assume that
existing academic structures can identify administrative
cOmpetenEies and design training programs to develop them. Many
practicing administrators clatin that formal training programs,
originating in universities or school districts, usually work to destroy
leadership potential., . . .

The author reviews current methods for the inservice training of
prineipall, noting that "no startling new Ilnethods .

have been., ntroduced in the last five years." Principals have been
encouraged to develop their skills through informa,1 means such as
systematic self-evaluation; reading, writing. land travel; and
participation in community affairs. Formal academic programs
have tended- to .emphasize the developthent of technical or
managerial skills, human relations skills, and conceptual or
problem-solving skills. Case studies, scenarios, simulation exercises,
gaming, and sensitivity training have all become popular
instructional methods for inservice workshops.

Higley .stresses the problem of principals' prestige in current
inseivice programs, "which give principals an image of themselves
as trainees, still students in subordinate programs," According to
Higley, most literature on inseivice education complains that
existing institutions are too inflexible to create effective inservice
programs. He believes that "loosening up" of the planning agencies
is the "necessary.first step toward revitalized inservice education "

20A-1 Klopf, Gordon J. The Principal and Staff Development
in the Elementary SchooL Princeps Series: Developing

the Role of the Elementary School Principal as an
Educational Leader. Occasional Paper No. 4 New
York: Bank Street College of Education, 11374 90
pages. ED 108 282.

Kbpf's well-written review of staff development processes and
techniques is of, unwire, depth and completeness. Although he
doesn't provide a recipe for creating a staff development program,
he intioduces and evaluates every possible training technique from
forums to exhibits to institutes to encounter groups. In addition, he

,provides theoretical information Useful in getting a program off In
the right direction. For example, his chapter on how adults learn
includes sections on the difficulty of breaking through habitual and
rigid reactions, the need of adults to enter into the planning of their

a0 '

own learning, and the adult's fear of failure; a concluding section 105
presents training strategies for effective change in adults.

Mop( suggests that in order to begin a program, a principal may
.need to engage a consultant, attend said!, ars in planning, or at least
read some of the literature on planning cited in the book's seven-
page bibliography. Throughout, he emphasizes assessing the needs
of the staff, school, parents, and community. For him, staff
development is not something merely for teachers or for
administrators but encompasses training and growth-producing
activities Tor all segments of the school community,

Miller, William C. "What's Wrong with 'In-Service
Education? It's Topless." Educational Leadership, 35,
1 (October 1977). pp. 31-34. E) 167 856.

Mit:::r finds the results of staff development disappointing'
mainly because the programs are generally directed at teachers
without aiding key leaders. "those at the top." in developing new
understandings and skills. Now. more than ever., there's a need to
reeducate administrators because few new staff members are being
hired; turnover of administrator's _among the lowest of zny
educational group.

Miller analyzes what is necessary for meaningful staff
development programs for administrators. He draws a careful
distinction bet;een training ansi educational experiences, both
essential for effective programs. He defines the most functional
kind of inseivice education as that which provides the learner with
observable results and feedback. Any criteria used for effective
student learning must also be utilized at "the top" as well:

Miller further emphasiies the need for effective programs for
administrators by pointing out their strategic position. They are able
to make decisions and to influence teacher behavior through role
modeling. This behavior, in turn; will be transferred to the students.
Therefore, discovering the skills and qualities of effective
leadership and how they can be learned are essential. for
administrative staff development. Miller values a leader's ability to
unite and strengthen a group by always directing its members
toward their common goal.

Morris, John E. "Relating Programs of Professional
Laboratory. Expeilences and Staff Development."
Clearing House, 49, 9 (May 1976), pp. 402-5. El 149
294.

Words relates in authoritative and clearly stated terms how a
program of professional laboratory experiences can aid Ftaff
development as well as improve the quality of education. Two
specific outcomes are identified and followed by a discussion of
their actual implementation.

The first suggested outcome is movement toward individualize
lion of instruction in grades one through six. Morris shows how his
plan, which demands a broad scope, involves all levels of the
educational system. The key resource person is the highly skilled
college supervisor of student teachers, who becomes a change
agent with a vital interest In the success of not only each student



106 teacher but also the entire program Similarly the student teacher
has a vested interest in the outcome because he or she has not had
to fit into previously set procedures and curricula, but has
participated in their planning.

Morris's second outcome seeks the continual assignment of one
college supervisor to the same school. In this way the principal and
o' ,tr teachers become involved in the plan and the public school
student receives more opportunities for higher quality education.
Further benefits include reduced teaching and decision-making
loads for the classroom teacher.

Morris suggests that rather than have the school principal request
the college supervisor,' the procedure could be reversed. Through
normal procedures the teacher preparation institution could make
it a policy to assign students and a college supervisor to thesame
school for several consecutive quarters. During the first quarter, the
college supervisor is busy opening communications with teachers
and principal. During the second and third quarters, this person aids
in needs identification and the selection of activities to meet those
needs. Although this is admittedly a slow process, the benefits are
great for all involied.

1

National Education Assodation. Needs Assessment
C3 a for Inseryke Education. Washington, D.C.: Division

of Instruction and Professional Development, 119751.
21 Pages. ED 117 032.

Because "teacher-centered" programs are increasingly con
sidered necessary for effective teacher staff development, knowing
hc,. to assess teacher needs is the-first prerequisite to a good
program The NEA rn this document provides thoughtful step-by-
Step instructions for deciding on the type of needs assessments.
appropriate and how to carry it out

The document discusses several written and oral forms of needs
assessment and lists advantages and disadvantages of each,
including cost in.timtand money. A disadvantage of written forms
is that questions ma?not be interpreted by all respondents in the
same wr.y; oral forms, however, make it difficult to get responses
from a large number in a short time The method chosen depends
largely on the survey audience's receptiveness to it While some
groups of teachers prefer to fill in checklists or write responses to '
open-ended questionnaire queries, others will respond fully only in
private interviews or open hearings. If the needs assessment
questibnnaire is the last of several questionnaires given in the same
year, response will probably be poor

A model inservice education questionnaire is included along with
detailed instructions for conducting a needs assessment workshop

200 Range, Dale G. "Staff Development: Still a Major
Challenge, for Middle School Administrators " Paper
presented at National Association of Secondary
School Principals annual meeting. New Orleans,
January 1977.12 pages. ED 136 363,

waiting or training ground for high school teachers. Along with the
emerging middle school movement, new demands and challenges
are placed on middle school adMinistrators. As a partial response to
the middle school administrator's need to curb the "back-to-basics"
movement so as not to destroy the objectives of the middle school
program, Range presents a specific instructional strategy:
sociodrama. Sociodram a is not only an excellent means of effecting
change in middle school children, but it is also compatible with the
"back-to-basics" movement.

The goals to be achieved through sociodrama incl Ode increased
self-identity, development of rational thinking procedures, and
increased competency in analyzing, classifying, and
communicating.

Generally sociodrama follows a six-step procedure: (1)
identification of the problem, having to do with personal
relationships. (2) definition of the problem by means of a visual
presentation, (3) selection of participants, who should be
volunteers, (4) preparation, including a full discussion of the
situation with the entire class, (5) presentation. a five-to-ten minute
activity with the teacher in the background, and (6) discussion,
involving the whole class The discussion should focus on possible
courses of action and their consequences.

tog St. John, Walter D., and Runkel, James A. "Profes-
sional Development for Principals: The Worst Slum
of All?" National Elementary Principal, 56. 4
(March/April 1977). pp. 66-70. EJ 157 046.

Traditionally the availability of professional developmerit
opportunities for school administrators has been a low priority.
After the degree, additional training.bli been only a "hit or miss."
But St. John and Runkel assert that ligern ing an caninistrator is'a
lifelong process and that one of the best ways to upgrade our
schools is to upgrade the leadership competent-ies of every school
diitrict's administrative team.

24The authors offer practical guidelines for avoiding professio I

obsolescence through effective professional developrmit
activities. School districts should not overlook their own persortriel
for conducting these activities; although moneys need to be
specifically designated for atorinistraive development, one way of
curbing costs is to utilize key district personnel. St. John and R'unkel
give helpful suggestions for ensuring that administrators receive
maximum benefit including rewards and recognition frim their
participat on. They include excerpts from a simple school:board's
professional developmenkpolicy.

The authors maintain that even if programs for
growth are missing in a district, individual administra rs have a

fessional

personal responsibility for their own development. Usef ult
suggestions are listed for how this growth might be acicomplished.

Seldin, Peter. :,-The Tw,enty Day Prog am." Clearing
House, 49,4 (December 1975), pp. 17 78. El 133 933.

Range begins his paper by pointing out that the junior high has One otthebiggest problems faced in planning stiff development
traditionally lacked specific training programs and is largely a activities is finding time for them. Teachers are tiriciafter aday in

11
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the classroom and are protective of their precious weekend hours.
yet when released time is- provided for inservice training, student
needs may be neglected. Seldin describes a program undertaken by
an anonymous high school in New York State that managed to solve
this problem.

In this program, twenty regular school days throughout the
schbol year were set aside for staff development Instead of
releasing students during these days. a special program of lectures.
films, workshops, and demonstrations was organized by a student-
faculty committee. This program waspresented by volunteer local
resource people who were specialists in such areas as auto
mechanics, film-making, abnormal psychology, and judo

Seldin relates that the stiff development activities were planned
by a faculty-administrative committee who enlisted the aid of the
NeAs. York State Education Department's director of inservice
training in exploring the availability of federal and state funds The
dean of the School of Education at a nearby state university and
outside resource personnel were then consulted in planning
minecourses, discussions, tutoring sessions, and workshops
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Bushman, John H. "Are Teachers Playing 'Statue' in'
the Classroom?" NASSP Butted», 58, 386 (December
1974), pp. 25-37. El 106 950,

Bushman outlines three teacher self-observation 'systems in
which teachers "receive objective feedback" concerning their
classroom behaviors and then "appraise their own teachinis
effectiveness" using this leedback. Bushman emphasizes that these
systems "must be thous 4 of as tools for the teacher to use in self.
appraisal rather than for the administrator to use in evaluation." The
administrators role should be that of "instigator and resource
person rather than. director or teacher" of these systems. L.

The first system Bushman describes is the Teacher SelfAppraisal
Observation System (TSA). The TSA defines thirty.one behivioi
categories under the subheadings methods, objectives, and verbal
and nonverbal expressions. Before a lesson, the teacher "establishes
a lesson plan using the TSA categories," indicating "the percentage
of time he plans to spend in each category." Then the teacher is
videotaped teaching the lesson. Afterward, the teacher codes the
lesson by stopping the recorder at teorsecond intervals to tally his
methods, expressions, and achievement orf objectives on a TSA
coding card.

The Flanders iiiteraction Analysis is used by a teacher to
determine the extent to which "heis or is not an authority figure."
Using a tencategory tcheme, the type and extent of verbal
initiation and response behaviori"in the classroom are marked on a
scorecard. Another person can do the (parking, or the teacher can
evaluate himself if recording equipment; is available.

The third system is the Teacher Image Questionnaire, in which
students are asked to rate 'a teacher it, sixteen areas such as
knowledge of subject, fairness, and teaching procedures. To
patiicipate, a teacher requests the service from the Educator
Feedback Center at Western Michigan University. The question-
naire is given to the class, usually by the principal, who then returns
the material to the center. The center makes an image profile and
returns it to the teacher only.

Bushman includes definitions of each of the TSA and Flanders
systems categories; as well as a sample TSA scoring card.

in
M

William H. leminevnotlavriy ngotthineciTpeaalchLr

EDvraullnuaiionnd:' Nationsl
(F,ebruarte 1973) pp. 30-32. EJ 077 209.

"Systemwide evaluation should be focused on schoolby-school
achievement," states Drummond, while "the evaluation of
individual certificated teachers should be done only by colleagues
in the [same) buildinswith records kept only in the building." This
approach allows schools to be more responsive to the specific
needs of their clientele (parents and students), while creating an
atmosphere more conducive to improving education.

To institute this kind of evaluation system. Drummond suggests
that principals first "request the central office andlhe school board
to excuse your building from /he regular teacher evaluation
procedures this year," and then "with the faculty, parents and older
students, develop a strategy for school improvement."

I/
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A training program in observation techniques should be
established for teachers and administrators evaluations should be
organized on a "helping trio" basis, with a helper, a helpee, and a
mutually agreed on Observer The helper practices "real helping
skills: listerg, paraphrasing, empathizing, providing psychological
supp&t." and so forth The obsens "periodically provides

"feedbatkto both on the clarity and directnessof communications
'lath teacher ad administrator should keeps record of what he

or she does 'during the year At the end of the yeal, the principal
.should give the 1...etral office "detailed, nonpunitive information
about the work of the. school 'and its faculty" These kinds of
changes,' conies& Deummond. allow teacher evzluation to
become a positive force in school improvement.

Hall, George I.., Jr. Assessing Staff Effectiveness:
Practical Approaches to Meaningful Evaluation. 1974
12 pagei; ED 097 338 -

In this article, HMI describes how he applies his own
individUalized evaluation system to teachers with different years of
experience.

The beginning teacher needs the most attention, Hall (a high
school principal), together with the assistant principal and
department chairman, first nelp the new teacher formulate
reasonable long-range objectives. ,Evaluation during this period
centers not on the teacher but on the objectives

Next one or more of the evaluators observe the teacher in the
classroom several times and call him or her in for consultation
whenever they feel is necessary They prepare a written evaluation
and present it to the teacher, who is then asked to "write wh..t he
feels-pre his weak and strong Points and what he would like us to
do" to help him improve. 1,

If the new teacher "has not had a course in individualizing and
huManizing instruction in his undergraduate studies." Hall and the
assistant principal "orient" the teacher by going through a student's
complete_profile with him and delineating what they expect. Since
most new teachers have come directly from a coilege where
lecturing was the main teaching method, they "dpief the teacher
in order to get him away from this type of teaching "

The final evaluation of a beginning teacher is a conference in
which ,Hall and the teacher compare evaluations of performance.
Hall presents the teacher with a written evaluation while stressing
improvement as the goal of evaluation.

Since teachers may be granted tenure after three years. Hall
believes that the thdd year is the most crucial period for evaluation.
He has a lengthy conference with the teacher at the end of the
second year and another conference at the beginning of the third
year. He helps the teacher set up objectives and offers
recommendations for improvement. During the third year. he
'observes the teacher several times.

Hickcoxs Edward S., and Rooney, Thomas. The Shape
of Teacher Evaluation: A Survey of Practices in the ,

Capital District of New York. n.d 57 pages ED 120 ./
259

Hickcox and Rooney describe the present state of teacher 109
evaluation and then offer their own altemative approach,

The authors conducted a small 'survey of evaluation practices in ,

eleven schools that differed widely in size and type (rural, suburban.
urban). The picture that emerged is a common one: evaluations
were infrequent, particularly for tenured teachers; evaluations were
usually done by one personthe principal, using standardized
rating forms; and there was rarely a preobservation conference
between evaluator and ,teacher.

The authors believe their alternative model can help overcome
some of the problems inherent in current systems of evaluation. In
their system. the supervisor and teacher meet prior to a classroom
presentation and agree on the objectives of the lesson. They then
plan together the classroom procedures that will achieve the
objectives. Finally, and most importantly. they agree on what the
evaluation criteria will be (student performance, classroom
observation ratings. opinions of peers or students).

This approach alters the principal's role in subtle but important
ways. Since 'objectives, procedures, aid criteria of evaluation are
mutually agreed on. the relationship between principal andteacher
approaches that of professional colleagues. The principal's role
shifts from "judge" to "guide."
. Although this system is both simple and short on paperwork,.the
authors predict that it may badifficult toimplement. They suggest
that the principal begirrthe system with a small group of teachers (a
teaching team if possibleland then slowly expand the system if it is
a success.

Igoe,loseph A., and DiRocco, Anthony P. Teacher
Evaltiation: Contract Procedures, Contract Clauses,
Athitration Cases. A Handbook for the :School
Administrator and Evaluator. Albany: Thealan
Associates. Inc., 1977. 129 pages. ED 137 921.

This well- written handbook has been designed to provide school
administrators. particularly principals, with "a new insight' into
contract evaluation procedures " Igoe and DiRoccO's evaluation of
those procedures includes descriptions of a number of actual
arbitration cases involving evaluation clauses. The work is replete
with useful advice for administrators and school districts.

Most teacher contracts now have a teacher evaluation procedure
clause, and most of the clauses have a similar format. First, there is
usually a philosophical statement of intent, such as "the purpose of
evaluation is the improvement of professional competence." The
trouble with such statements is that their meaning is usually vague:,
arbitrators can interpret them irf any number of ways. The authors
suggest 'that districts "avoid statements of philosophy not only in
evaluation bpi alsolire-fitljer areas of the contract."

The "major Pitfall kr the evaluation clause is the specified
I procedures,' ixivise the authors. Thi specified procedures can

inclUde the number of evaluations to be conducted, the dates by
who4,each' e,v.aluation must _liie completed, the length' of
observation periods, and rice "qdriditions for advance notice to
teachers. The main point here is that eachoutlined procedure must
be followed 6 the letter. Ariy infraction, nb matterhow small, can

1 ..



',miming experience with the "scale indicates that these 30 items are
adequate to discriminate between teachers of high, medium, and
low performance,"

They suggest that school districts use an initial pilot year "to
establish a benchmark of teacher performance" The resulting
,norms "should be developed and studied carefully by all parties,"
and then "levels of expected performance may be set."

The authors list the thirty evaluation items in a table. They offer
suggestions for the use of the items as "improvement targets" for
teachers after an evaluation.

SD@ 14triello, Gary; Hoag, Margie Deal, Terrence E.; and
Dornbusch, Sanford M. A Summary of the Recent
Literature on the Evaluation of Principals, Teachers,
and Students.' Occasional Paper No. W. Stanford.
California: Stanford Center for Research and
Deyelopment in Teachin& Stanford University, 1977 -
69 pages. ED 141 407,

This paper deserves special note. The authors conducted an
extensive, though not complete, survey of the literature on
evaluation from 1965 to 1975. They briefly review the three hundred
most worthwhile publkations they found; which they-oijanile-into
the four areas, of administrator, teacher. student. and school (in
general) evaluation. They review the works in each area under he
headings theory, policy, and practice.

Natriello and his colleagues note several general characteristi
of the literature on evaluation. First, evaluation is usually thought of
as assessing either the product (tor example, the performance Of
students)or the process (for example, teaching techniques) Second,
the two general purposes of evaluation usually discussed are to
improve teaching and to evaluate for tenure, firing, or promotion.
Third, the literature addresses itself to who should evaluate
(administrators only, or teachers, students, and parents also?)

The authors point out that evaluation is "presently (a) confusing
and underdeveloped field," with most of the literature "not based
on empirical research" and "parochial at best."

Theoretical literature on teacher evaluation is sparse, the authors
report. They review ten publications in this, area that discuss either
the objectives of teacher evaluation or models of the evaluation
prixess. Three of these articles are either bibliographic essays or
'annotated bibliographies.

Accountability is the theme of most publications dealing with
.policies of teacher evaluation, The authors review publications
dealing with se0erat facets of the accountability problem and
describe several other bibliographies on the subject.

The literature on teacher evaluation practices is overly abundant.
Typically, these publications describe existing evaluation systems
pr hOw-to-do-it instructions for..settmg up a system. Some deal with
specific topics, such as objectivity or sell-evaluetton, while others
Propose general plans. .;,

SO) Pulley, Jerry L. "Teacher Ap raisal Informational
Flow Vital?' Clearing House, 4 1 (Septembee1972).
pp. 34-36. EJ 062 768.

/

The task of supervising instruction involves two often conflicting 111
functionsevaluating teachers for promotion or tenure, and
helping teachers improve instruction> When the principal alone
supervises instruction, he "must serve in the potentially paridoxical
roles of benefactor and executioner." However, when a subject'
matter consultant or department chairman is also involved in
teacher supervision, these two inflicting" functions can be
separated.

Pulley argues strongly for a separatiori of the evaluating and
helping functions whenever possible. Although the consultant
could make valuatle contributions to teacher evaluations, "the
delicate relationship between teacher and consultantAvould be
eroded if the consultant participated in a potentially threatening
activity such as evaluation.' Information flow between _leacher and
consultant should be as open as possible, but between principal and
consultant thellow of the types of information that might affect a
teachercs emplovhent status' Should be in only one
direction" --from principal to consultanuOf course, the consultant
must treat this information "with utmost confidentiality."

When a deportment chairman is involved in teacher supervision,
his role also should be dearly definedhelpmate orInfomter, but
not, both. Pulley prefers that the department chairman not be
involved in teacher appraisal unless absolutely necessary. "Past
research studies," says Pulley, ''seem, to indicate that teachers tend
to favor the building principal as theirprimary evaluator."

©@RobiniOn, John 1. "The Obsdrvatiod ReportA Help
or a Nuisance ?" NASSP Bulletin, 62, 416 (March
1978), pp. '22 -26. El 173 573.

Robinson presents the results of a survey of Connecticut high
schools that use written classroom observation reports as part of
their evaluation process. The survey's purpose was to find out how
the observation reports are used and what value they have as
perceived by teachers and supervisors.

The survey found that three-quarters of the state's high schools
used written observation reports, but only one-half of the schools
required such use. Copies of the report were given to the teacher

vend in many districts to the superintendent as well, but rarely to the 1
board Only about half of the teachers were observed twice or more
during the yera the survey was conducted.

Supervisors felt that the reports were ,valuable as aids for
improving instruction devices for communication between'
supervisor and teacher, and records of teacher stren4ths and
weaknesses Among the limitations that the supervisors rle,ceived
were that the reports were "too subjective." were "limited by the
writer's competence," and were "useless without a conference."

Most of the observations were, in fact, followed by a
postvibitatioo conference, but "the pre-visitation conference was
not widely used" Supervisors "usually did not prepare themselves
before observing a class" by reviewing either ,lesson plans or
previous observation reports. The study also revealed that "there
are no ongoing inservice training programs Jor supervisors to
improve their observation techniques."

Over threefourths of the supervisors, however; believed the
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112 reports did help improve instruction 06c nalf of the untenured
teachers and one -third of the tenured teachers thought the same

Robinson offers several suggestions for improving the usefulness
of observation reports: (1) Supervisors should "schedule one class
period a day for the purpose of observipg teachers," so that more
observatons will be conducted. (2) "School districts should offer
inservice courses in observing classes to their supervisors". (3)
Previsitation conferences should become an integral part of the
evaluation process

13011 Sail, Philip S. A Handbook for the Evaluation of
Lk Classroom Teachers and School Principals.

Bloomfield, Connecticut Capitol Region Education
Council, 1976. 180 pages. ED 133 371.

This handbook was prepared by Saif and teacher committees
from three Connecticut school districts to provide model job
descriptions and evaluation instruments for all Connecticut- school
districts. The job descriptions are detailed outlines of the

, responsibilities of teachers and principals. The evaluation
instruments were developed "to match the job descriptions in order
to fatilitate the assessment of teacher and principal performance."

The teacher eval'u'ation process specifies three conferences
between the evaluator and the teacher during the school year. In a

) preconference at the beginning of the school year. the teacher and
evaluator agree on the categories of the job description in which
deficiencies exist. (The major categories are planning and
preparation, classroom management, instruction and interaction,
assessment, competencies and professional development, and
human relationships.) Improvement in a defkient area becomes a
goal or objective for the year

The evaluator and teacher next agree on the actions the teacher
will perform to reach the objectives Finally, they agree on how they
will validate the achievement of an objective They meet again in
mid-year and end-ofYear conferences to determine progress toward
objectives.

The evaluation instruments in this manual are designed to
measure the degree of achievement of the objectives. For each
major category of the teacher's job description, there are three to
five evaluation instruments The teacher and evaluator choose one
or more instruments as their measuring "tools" for each deficient
area. -

The evaluation instruments consist of various forms and
questionnaires on which both evaluator and teacher \indicate the
extent to which they feel the teacher is fulfilling his or her

Ir responsibilities in a particular area. Saif provides twenty-six such
instruments and encourages teachers and evaluators to create their
own variations as needed. Included in this handbook are similar
6Valuation instruments and a job description for principals

_q0)Salek, Charles Jerrold. "Helping Teachers vs%
46 Evaluating Teachers." NASSP Bulletin, 59; 392

(September 1975), pp. 3438. El 128 825

The recent rile of teacher unions as a means for winning benefits/

has helped create an adversary relationship between principals and
teachers. In this climate of confrontation, a teacher often
"perceives his principal's efforts to evaluate him as a personal
attack." .

A promising remedy. Salek contends, is the use of "non-directive
supervisory conferenang." The °Nett of this .technique is to
remove "judgmental thinking" from the evaluation process by
creating an atmosphere in which both teacher and principal
concentrate on a common goal improving instruction. The
principal's role becomes that of "helper" instead of "critic," a
change that helps engender a "climate of 'reciprocal trust."

Salek outlines r. six-step format for nondirective supervisory
conferences. First, "the teacher.explains his intentions for the lesson
observed." Then he or she "describes'what happened in the lesson
in terms of intentions" During these steps the principal helps the
teacher clarify and understand his intentions by asking appropriate,
noncritical questions, such as "When you said (this) what did you
envision occurring?" and "Did anything different from your intent
occur? If so, What and why?" ..

Next, the teacher "looks at objective data on the !essbe
compiled by the principal, and, if available, looks at or listeris to
transcripts or recordings of the lesson. Againthe principal asks
appropriate questions, helping the teacher recognize specific
behaviors and their relation to intentions.

In the fifth step, the teacher "evaluates the lesson in terms of the
achievement of his intentions for it." Finally, if a change is needed,
the teacher plans how he would reteach the lesson. During these
steps, the principal continues in his helper role, never openly
criticizing the teacher, but instead, by skillfully asking the right
questions, helping the teacher evaluate himself.

© Thomas, Donald. "The Principal arid Teacher
Evaluation." NASSP Bulletin, 58, 386 (December

i ) 1974), pp. 1-7. El 106 946.

"Many school districts have devised elaborate evaluation
programs based oh unimportant items," states Thomas, I
superintend at of the Salt Lake City school district. In this article
Thomas crit cites four of these evaluation systems and suggests in
their plat an "individualized" evaluation system, aimed
principally at teacher improvement.

One early system based evaluation on "good traits" such as
grooming, speech patterns, enthusiasm, and emotional stabiliky.
Later systems based evaluation op the "skills and competencies" of,
teachers, such as "democratic behavior" and "ability to organize."
Thomas claims there is "no convincing evidence that this kind of
evaluation identifies good teaching." ''

The author fires similar criticisms at two more recently
developed evaluation methods; the "product evaluation" method,
in which teachers are judged by the achievement of their students;
and the "service contributions" method, in which important factors
in evaluation are "offices held, writings published, speechergiven,"
and so forth.

In., Thomas's evaluation system, he advises' principals first to
"meet with each teacher individually to estableh what it is that you
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expect from the teacher for the school year' Next. the principal
would request, he teacher to 'program toward he oblectives and to
provide services that will attain the mutu ally-a reeclon objectives."
The principal %tepid either meet with or obsery the teacher during
the year to learn how he or she is getting alo g and then provide
help if needed.

At the end of the year the teacher and pun real would look at
"validation data" to determine whether obj ctives have been
achieved Validation data might include standardized tests. student
attitude scales. observation reports. videotapes. or teacher-made
tests.

E04
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Thomas, E. Barrington. "Criterraf Employed by High
School Principals in Evaluating eachers in Victoria
The Journal of Educational Administration. 10.1 (May
1972); pp 19.33. El 063 187

Do principals use the same criteria when evaluating teachers for
promotion to another classroom position as they use when
evaluating teachers for promotion to an administrative position? To
find the answer, Thomas sent questionnaires listing thirty
commonly used criteria of evaluation to the 244 high school
principals irithe state of victoria. Australia Principals were asked to
iridicatehow frequently they used each criterion in evaluation

The study found that the principals as a group employed "a
common body of evaluative criteria" for classroom promotion and
another, different common body of criteria for administrative
promotion Classroom promotion criteria tended to be 'process"
criteriathose relating to aspects of classroom behavior such as
teaching techniqbe and classroomi discipline. Am'ong the top
criteria were 'class control." "teacher-pupil relationships." "the
energy, force and enthusiasm displayed in the teaching." and "pupil
participation in lessons."

On the other hand, administrative promotion criteria were
"presage" criteria, "those concentrating upon the characteristics of
the teacher, such as knowledge. intelligence, industry " The top
criteria here were "the degree of co-operation of the teacher with
ther staff members," the 'loyalty and dependability of tlie

teacher," "qualities of leadership displayed by the teacher." and
he "personality of the teacher

Thomas also studied the relationships between the evaluation
criteria principals used and such factors 51 the principals' age and
sperience, the time the principal. spent /1h classroom teaching. and

the size and location of schools For example, rural principals
onsidered "the teachet's participation. and standing in the
ommunity" a more important criterion than did urban principals
rincipals who taught five to ten periods a week paid less attention

the teacher's "concern with the character development of
upils" as a measure of his quality. This, says Thomas. suggests that

'principals closer to the realities of the teaching situatroir may be
ore cognizant of the difficulties of developing character and
sirable attitudes in pupils."
Thomas includes in this interesting and wellwritten article

-venal tables illustrating his findings and a sample questionnaire

EOS Thompson, lune E.; Dornbusch, Sanford M.; and
Scott, W. Richard. Failures of Communication in the
Evaluation of Teachers, by Principals. Technical
Report No. 43. Stanford, California: Stanford Center
for Research and Development in Teaching, Stanford
University, 1975. 27 pages. ED 105 637.

Principals may be able to improve both teaching and teacher
satisfaction simply by increasing the frequency of evaluation. This
is one conclusion of a study conducted to determine the cliff erences
in perceptions of principals and teachers regarding various aspects
of teacher evaluation. The authors administered questionnaires to
thirty-three experienced principals (at least one year in current
position) in three districts. and to 131 teachers in one of those
districts

.

After compiling' and analyzing their data the researchers found
that there was little agreement between principals and teachers
regarding the extent to which teachers knew what information and
criteria were used in evaluation. In other words, principals thought
teachers knew more about the evaluation process than theyreally
did. Principals also "repoked communical -ig their evaluations
much more frequently than teachers reported receiving them."

Some principals reported that they thought "teachers would be
dissatisfied with request evaluations and therefore would resist
them But the researchers' data point in the other direction "the
frequency of communicating evaluations-proved to bea major
1,.i.tor in teacher satisfaction with evaluations." Similarly, the study
fourid that as the frequency of evaluation increased so did teachers
perceptions that the evaluations yere helping them improve their

/teaching. i

The authors selected two of the schools they studied for closer
examination. The schoOls diffpred widely in the frequency of
evaluations, a difference that was reflected in the widely differing
levels of teacher satisfaction. thirteen tables illustrate the authors'
findings

E© Tuckman, Bruin W.; Steber, lames M.; and Hyman,
Ronald T. "'reacher Behavior Is in the Eye. of the
Beholder: The Perceptions of Principals." Paper
presented at the American Educational Research
Association annual meeting. New York, April 1977.
18 pages/ED 137 928.

Do principals at diffrent grade levels have different ideas about
4/what makes an effe tive teacher? To answer this question, the

authors asked third principals (ten each at the .senior high.
intermediate, and Elementary levels) to characterize ten of their
teachers' styles usi g the Tuckman Teacher Feedback Form (TTFF).'
and then to rate e ch teacher's overall effectiveness on a nine point
scale .

In addition6,* the three hundred teachers were asked to
characterize t eir own styles using the TIFF, which measures
perceptions o four CoMponents of teaching style: "creativity,
dynamism dominance plus energy), organized demeanor
(organizatio plus control). and warmth and acceptance." .

1 1 4f")1
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14 The study revealed that principals at the three levels perceived to the instrument parallel the actual performance? Ease, of
both "dynamism" and "warmth and acceptance' differently administration Is the instrument readily available and easy to use?
Teachers rated most effective" at the elementary level were rated
lowest by their principals for dynamism and highest for warmth and
acceptance. In contrast. 'both intermediate and senior high
principals perceived dynamism as positively related to teaching
effectiveness," while senior high principals perceived warmth and
acceptance as being negatively related to effectiveness

The study also found that "teachers rated by their principals as
'least effective' " rated themselves 'as high on all four TTFF
dimensions as teachers rated by their principals as 'most effective' "
Obviously, then, the least effective teachers "do not perceive
themselves as ineffective."

The authors note that the discrepancies between principal and
teacher ratings are greatest for the "least effective" teachers at the
senior high level. The authors suggest that the larger
communications gap at the senior level may be due to the larger
and more complex structure of most senior high schools, which
tends to insulate teachers and principals from each other

.1 0 Weisenstein, Greg R. Teacher Evaluation: The
Proncipars Role. Eugene. Oregon School .Study
Council. University Of Oregon: OSSC Bulletin. 3

(November 1976) 28 pages. ED 130 438

"There is little question about th4sprincipal's obligation" to
"account for and assure the quality ofs education in his or her
school,' states Weisenstein But the extent to which the principal is
involved in the actual evaluation process can vary. The principal
can perform all evaluations himself, he can,be 1 participant on an
evaluation team, he can act as a consultant for teacher sell-
evaluation, or he can simply assign the responsibility to-another
staff member. In decidi his extent of Involvement, he should

-a! consider his own "person ity and professional background," as
well as the receptiveness of the staff to different forms of
'evaluation I 1

Weisenstein favors evaluation by a team to evaluateo'n by the

r
principal alone. The latter approach opens the door to charges of
prejudiced evaluations, while the input from additional evaluators
provides a broader (and hopefully more objectiVe) basis for
evaluation.

Once a principal decides his extent of involvement in evaluation,
she must choose, or help to choose, a particular evaluation
instrument Weisenstein urges principals to choose their instrument
carefully: with the rise of accountability, principals will soon have
to justify "each element of their evaluation instrument as having a
direct purpose in their plan" to impreve,instruction.

When judging the adequacy of an evaluation instrument,

'1
Weisenstein suggests that principals consider the following factors.

\ Relevance- Does the instrument measure a characteristic that is
considered important' Reliability and objectivity Is the

, instrument consistent from one application to the next/
1 ValidityDoes the instrument measure the behavior it was

intended to measure? FidelityTo what degree does the response

\ .
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245. EDRS. Specify ED ,063 636. MF 083 t
$167. Plus postage.

246 Publications Dept., Center for Eduiation
Policy and Management, 1472 Kincaid,5
Eugene, OR, 97401. Fiee,

247 ERIC Clearinghouse on Education
Management, University of Oregoit Euger
OR 97403. Free.

248. UMI. Specify EJ 137 985. $4.00
249 The Western Political Quarterly, Universe

of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112.
250. Institute for Educational Finance and ti

American Education Finance Associatic
1212 S.W. Fifth Ave, Gainesville, FL 3260

251 UMI Specify EJ 077 857. $600.
252 UMI. Specify El 078 893, 1600.
253 National School Public Relaticii

Association,1801N.Moore St ,Adington,%
22209 Stock No. 411.13335, $715 prepak

254 Educational Research Sendie, lnc 1800
Kent St., Arlington, VA 22209. $8 00.

255 National Tax Journal, NTATIA, 21 E. 5ta
St , Columbus, OH 43215. $3.50.

256 D C Heath & Co, 125 Spring St., Lexingto
MA 02173. 114.50.

257 Review of Economics and Statistics, Flo
Holland Publishing Co ; P.O. Box 21
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

School Volunteer Programs

258 UMI Specify El 159 81S $4.00.

261-1DRS. Specify ED 126 619. MF 083 I-
$601.

EDRS ,Specify ED 122 173

261 UMI Specify 146 504, $400.
262 EDRS. Specify ED 143'104 MF S083 F

$601. Plus postage

$1 67. Plus restage,

11 67 Pius postage.
263 UMI Specify El 166 777. $400
264 EDRS. Specify ED 130 250. MF 083 +

$467 Plus postage:*
265 UMI Specify El 163 153 3400.
266. UM) Specify EJ 162 783, $400.
267 Phi Delta Kappa, Inc., Eighth St. & Unk



'Ave., Illoonsington, IN 17402.50.75 prepaid.
260. (DRS. Specify ED 109 443..ME $0.83 HC not

available. Plus postage.
269. EDITS. Sfrecify ED 079 257. Mr $0,83 HC not

available. Plus postage.
270. (DRS. Specify ED 105 690. ME $083 HC

$2.06..Plus postage.
271. (DRS. Specify ED 131 575. ME $083 HC
- $330. Plus postage.
272. EDRS. Specify Ect.117 341. ME $0.83 HC

$7.35. Plusostage.
273. UMI. Specify El 160 489. $4.00.

Deslopinent

274. UMI. Specify (1110 970.56 00.
275. EDRS, Specify ED 114 993. ME $083 HC

$1.67. Plus postage.
,V6. UMI. Specify E112S 015.$6.00.
277. EDRS. Specify ED 107 601, ME 5083 HC

$11.37. Plus postage.
278. Educational Research See:ce, Inc. 1800 N

Kent St., Arlington, VA' 22209. SS: 0 prepaid
279. UMI. rpeiify E1162 122. $4 00.
2110: tIM1, Specify (1150148. $4.00.
281: (DRS. Specify ED 129 031. ME $083 HC

$10.03. Plus postage.
282, EDRS. Spicily ED 128 295 MF 50 83 HC

$3.50. Plus postage.
"283. EDRS. Specify ED 099 951. MF $083 HC

$2.06. Plus postage.
.384. MRS, Specify ED 108 282. MF $083 NC

$4.67. Plus postage.
285. UMI. Specify El 167 856. 14 CO. t.
286. UMI, Specify E1149 294. $4 CO
287: MRS, Specify ED 117 032 ME 50 83 HC

$1.67. Plus postage.
288. (DRS. Specify ED 136 363. ME $083 HG

$1.67. Plus postage
289. UMI, Specify El 157 046. $4 00.
294 UM1, Specify El 133 933. 5600

20. Teacher Evaluitiolt

291. UMI. Specify Cl 106 950.1601
292. MI. Specify E1077 209.56.00;
293. (DRS. Specify ED 097 338. MF 50 83 HC

' $167. Plus postage.
294. DRS. Specify ED 120 259 ME $083 HC

$3 50. Plus postage.
295. Tbealan Associates, Inc., 15 Computer Dr,

West, Albany. NY 12205. $14.9S.
296. Educational Research Service, Inc., 1800 N.

Kent St., Arlington, VA 22209 $1730.
297. UMI. Specify El 153 047. $4.00.
298. EDRS. Specify ED 141 407. MF $083 HC

$3.50. Plus postage.
299. UMI. Specify fJ 062 768. 16CO.
300. UMI, Specify El 173 573.54 CO..
301, EDRS. Specify ED 133 371 mF,50 83 HC

$1003. Plus postage,
302. UM!. Spetify El 128825. $600.
303. UMI. Specify El 106 946. $6 00.
304. UMI. Specify'El 063 187. $6 00.
305. (DRS. Spegy ED 105 637, ME 5083 HC

$2.06. Pius stage.
306. EDRS. SpecifylD 137 928. ME 10831C not

avarlable..Plus postage.
307. Oregon School Study Council, 124 College of

Educatidn, University of Oregon. Eugene.Oft
97403151,50.

0

0
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